,c-;t-LIaL:1712
The Lister Turm - Hannover.

This magnificent building is
situated in a woodland setting
about 2km from the city centre.
The tower houses the club room
for DLOHV, DOK H13, the largest
club in the area.

Portable operating is very
popular in Germany. Here is
Detlef DL1EJD from DOK R22
working on 144 and 430MHz
from the top of the Zugspitze Germany's highest mountain at
2964m. Many operators like
Detlef would be interested to
get reports of their signals, even
when heard via a repeater.
Confirmations of such reports
are valid for the DLD.
loop or frame antenna.
In searching for new DOKs
look out for the main German
contests. One good one for DLDhunters is the Worked all
Germany (WAG) as DOK
numbers are used as part of the
contest exchange. Also listen out
for members of the DiplomInteressen-Gruppe (DiG) who, as
keen award -hunters, can be
relied on to encourage listeners
who send out accurate reports.

2.

3.

are:
1.

Above all else make it
accurate and easy to read. If
you can't write legibly, type
your card.

Take particular care with
figures '1' and '7', and letters

'I' and 'J'.
4.

Try to make your report
interesting. Don't just log a
station and rush on to find
another. Listen for a while
and you might pick up some
point of common interest
that you can comment on in
your report.

5.

Tell the station why you want
his card. "I would like your
card for the DLD award" is
far more positive than a
general request to "pse

QSLing
Listeners interested in collecting
QSL cards are always told to
'make your report useful'. Great
advice that is impossible to
follow! Unlike short wave
broadcast stations, who depend
on listener feedback, radio
amateurs can find out very
quickly how their equipment is
working and where their signals
are going to. It is hard to
imagine any circumstance
where a listener report received
weeks or even months after a
contact can ever be of use. What
can be done though is to make
reports interesting.
Listener reports are
unsolicited and to have any
chance of being replied to they
must be prepared with extra care
and attention to detail. Like many
other amateurs I am happy to
reply to reports that are
presented in a way that makes it
easy to confirm the details. If this
can't be done then there is no
option but to reject the card.
My top tips for listeners who
send QSLs to amateur stations

Make sure that the
date/time/band etc are clearly
stated. Give the time in UTC
(=GMT) and write the month
in words e.g 12 May 1992.

QSL".
6.

Some of the top listeners
have a box or section on
their card that an amateur
who doesn't have cards can
sign to verify the report. This
is an excellent idea as long
as you remember to ask for
the DOK to be confirmed on
the card.

Using the Bureau
Bulk handling of QSLs by the
bureau spares you the enormous
cost of posting cards individually
though you do have to accept
the inevitable delay in getting
replies. However, as both the
RSGB and DARC bureaux are
well organised and served by
reasonably efficient postal
services, response time is much
less than for QSLing to DX
stations on the other side of the
world. You can also cut out some
of the delay by sending your
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cards direct to the DARC QSL
Bureau at Baunatal.
All major national bureaux
regularly handle an enormous
number of cards for their
members. Figures published by
the RSGB and DARC show that
they each currently deal with
more than three million per year.
With so many cards circulating in
the system it is not surprising
that some go astray, especially
as much of the work is done by
dedicated volunteers in their
spare time.
Follow a few simple rules,
and not only will you reduce the
workload for bureau staff but
you will also help to prevent
your cards being among those
that get lost. Start by choosing a
card of standard size and
thickness. Oversize cards are
certain to be damaged in transit,
and small ones are difficult to
sort. Likewise, very thick cards
are a nuisance to handle and
they add unnecessarily to postal
costs. DARC ask that cards are
printed on 170 - 220g.s.m. card
not smaller than normal postcard
size or bigger than DIN A6. The
IARU simply recommend
standard postcard size.
Next write the addressee's
call sign and any other routing
information clearly at the top
right hand side of the back of the
card. Cards should then be
sorted the same way up in
alphabetical order.
Finally, put your cards in an
envelope that is strong enough
to survive the rigours of the
postal system without it having
to be bandaged with a mile of
sticky tape. Affix the correct
amount of postage, and send the
packet on it's way knowing that
you have done everything
possible to ensure safe delivery
of your precious cards.

QSL Direct
Sending your cards direct with
an s.a.e. for a reply will usually
produce faster results and an
improvement in the number of
returns. The disadvantage is that
it is an expensive business when
large numbers of cards are
involved. Unless you are lucky
enough to be very rich I suggest
that you forget direct QSLing
until you are near your goal and
become impatient for the last
few cards. For a reply from
Germany one IRC will pay the
postage for letters of up to 20gm
in an envelope that is not bigger
than 235mm x 120mm. If larger
envelopes are used two IRCs will
cover the postage for 50gm. An
alternative to the use of IRCs is
to stamp return envelopes with
the correct German postage,
currently 1.00DM for a standard
letter. As this is equivalent to
more than 40p (at E1 = DM 2.42)
mint German stamps from a
dealer are not going to be a lot
cheaper than an IRC. However a
saving could be made if you
have friends or relatives
holidaying in Germany who can
buy stamps for you locally.

Finale
I hope that the above comments
and information will interest
listeners who enjoy collecting
QSL cards and operating
certificates. Whilst the article is
about the DLD SWL Award,
many of the suggestions are
applicable to all QSLing. Take
note of the advice given, which is
largely common sense anyway,
and it will help to increase your
QSL return rates.

Happy Hunting. Have fun and
enjoy yourself.
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Waters
&
Stanton
UK's largest stockist of specialist receivers
Station

Mail
Order Code
Immediate despatch

FREE CREDIT

Your shack needs one!

24 hour delivery on most items
Full value carriage insurance
3 full lime service engineers on
ham radio
10 days to return if not satisfied
12 months parts and labour
warran
Excellea spares stocks
No grey imports -just
honest prices
Free after sales help

On Most HF Receivers

/1.

111111:1

12 Months to pay!

108 £24.95 112 £29.95

Model 1088, finished in brush aluminium, gives you dual
display. You get a 24 hour clock for world time and a local 12
hour clock. Model 112 gives you a world map display with
changing times across the globe. It also gives you day, month
and year. Both are superbly made and come with full twelve
month warranty.
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biguarritwewasearintoorstmettartmaexe2
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NEW
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NOOK
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£32.95

Here's a simple way of getting into data decoding using
a standard PC and this MFJ-1225. You will be able to
resolve the various forms of RTIY and CW on your
computer screen. All you need is this unit, an IBM
compatible computer and a copy of the MFJ-1285
software (519.95). Compare the cost of similar units
and you will see what excellent value this is. Requires
an external 12 Volt source at approx 100mA.

COMPLETE

showcases and somebody has
stolen (or removed) the original
outer boxes. As the major

£16.95

Hand-held mount

P&P 52.00

The easy way to mount
your hand-held or
scanner in the car. Fits
any hand-held using the
belt clip. Gives firm
mounting for safe
driving.

Sangean ATS-803A

distributor of Yupiteru to the
UK we cannot sell these as
brand new items. (yes we really

are that honest!) So

I

have

decided that I'll have to cut my
losses and offer them at a price

that will make you rush to me
with Pound notes (or cheques,
or credit cards or whatever). It
brings tears to my eyes when I think what I could have sold them for.
(Walt till I get my hands on the B
who pinched the boxes!)

Mark Francis GOGBY

Seriously though, these are all brand new, un-used, and have all
accessories with them. And of course you get our 10 day no quibble
money back guarantee. So get to those phones now! 0702 206835

Mark Francis.

to box. If you ever need to

remove the aerial we can
supply the special kit to
carry out this with
replacement parts for
remounting.

whole lot get taken off the market! As a
service to our many mail order customers

HB-400 Amazing! £13.95!

glass surface of
rear window and
line up the
internal connector
box on the inside
of the window. It'
as simple as that.

screw connector to attac

We've got the new 3rd edition in stock. Is it
legal or is it not? Get your copy before the

we are offering this post free.

Just attach to the

14' of cable is
provided with

UK SCANNING DIRECTORY

got a quantity of brand

new Yupiteru receivers that
have been sitting In our glass

Budget CW & Rtty Decoder TGSP Scanner Model 30 - 1200MHz

MFJ-1225 £89.95

At Wholesale Prices!
I've

On Glass Scanning Aeri

NOBODY BEATS OUR SERVICE!

Yupiteru

NEW
FOR OLD
The nearest thing to this is to part exchange

your old gear for new. Give us a call and we'll
give you an approximate quote on the phone.
Looking for something in particular? Give us a
call.

We want good clean gear. Turn it into cash
today! Everything we sell is checked and
guaranteed for 3 months. By the time you read
this our stocks will have changed so why not

send for a copy of our latest list and our
catalogue.

MVT-7100 SSB/FM/AM
- £369
MVT-7000 2-1300MHz
£3691- £309
VT -225 Civil/Military Airband
£2.6£4- £229
VT -125 Civil Airband
Elf39 - £159
VT -150 Marine / 2 metres
E -18a - £159
All the above come with Genuine UK warranty

cards! Carriage £5

Lowe HF-150
Short Wave
Receiver
Phone for latest price!

MFJ-1020A

£99.95

Indoor Active Aerial 300kHz - 30MHz
Now you'll rival or exceed

the reception of outside
long wires with this tuned
indoor active aerial. World
Radio TV Handbook
says MFJ- 1020 is
fine value, fair price,
best offering to date.
performs very well
indeed.
Tuned
circuitry minimises

Gr-eczt riems

FREE HAM RADIO CATALOGUE

The best ever produced!

For the first time ever you can obtain a copy of this catalogue
October offer

£118.95 inc free delivery!
This well respected budget class receiver offers
excellent short wave performance and is ideal for
use at home or out portable. You get AM and SSB
capability and a clear LCD frequency read-out. The
large speaker provides good fidelity and there's 10
memories to store your favourite stations. For
domestic use you also get Long and Medium Wave
coverage plus FM stereo on headphones. For
bedside use there is a built in clock and alarm.
Now you can sit at home or go away on holiday
and keep in touch with ham radio, aircraft, marine
and broadcast transmissions. Then look at our
price and remember you get the after sales service
of the biggest name in ham radio business.

intermodulation, improves
selectivity and reduces band noise. It can also be
used as a pre -selector with an external antenna.
Controls comprise Tune, Band. Gain, On Off/ByPass and the unit comes with telescopic whip.

packed with Ham Radio equipment and accessories, some
never before advertised. You get the full specification with
pictures and accompanying price list. Forty four pages of SONY Active Aerials from
absorbing reading and it's
AN -1 £52.95 post free!
all FREE! Just call in and
collect one from our

Hockley or Hornchurch

stores. Alternatively send

two first class stamps to
cover postage.
Frank G8ORV in control of

mail order despatch

stock

KENWOOD DISCOUNT
We discount Kenwood and
also Icom products. We are
not allowed to advertise the
prices so you'll have to ring.
Boy, will you be surprised at
our prices!

22 Main Road, Hockley, Essex SS5 4QS. Tel: (0702) 206835/204965 Fax: (0702) 205843
Retail and Mail Order:
Retail Only:
12 North Street, Hornchurch, Essex. Tel: (07084) 44765
VISA & ACCESS MAIL ORDER. 24 Hour Answerphone. Open 6 Days a Week 9am-5.30pm
Rail: Liverpool St. Hockley or District Line/Hornchurch
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Electronics
24 HOUR DELIVERY AVAILABLE
Alinco Scanner

TEL. 0702 206835
FAX. 0702 205 843

Look for UK "Gold Seal" Warranty
It's Your Only Guarantee

DJ-X1D

GLOBAL AT -1000

AM NFM/WFM 200kHz - 1300MHz

The DJ -X1 is produced by the famous ALINCO Corporation of Japan and is the

toughest, smallest and most sensitive scanner we have ever offered. Ideal for both
professional and hobby applications it fits snugly in the pocket and has proved a winner
with our commercial customers. It is fully programmable and can monitor everything

from Military aircraft to broadcast FM. It even has illuminated display and buttons!

Receiver ATU 500kHz - 30MHz

Superb value!

* No gaps
* 100 memories
* Battery saver
* Ni-cad and AC charger
* Fully programmable
* Helical whip

Sensitivity
Antenna
Steps
Size
Weight

12dB SINAD 0.4uV

50 ohms bnc
5 -100kHz
110 x 53 x 37mm
3709

* Strap and belt clip

"It's Fantastic!"

Professional Frequency Directories
The VHF/UHF Scanning
Frequency Guide
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

Large A4 format
26MHz - 12,000MHz
Thousands of frequencies
Full Duplex information
Air, sea and land stations
Military and civil
Government and
commercial
Emergency and security
Official band plans
Editorial and review

DipiveicethwiltB

Short Wave International
Frequency Handbook

23DD

1MHz - 2.4GHz
Can read a 2W signal
frequency at over 100ft!

Large A4 format
500kHz - 30MHz
Duplex and channel lists
Call signs, times and modes
SSB/CW/DATE/FAX
Broadcast listings and times
Air, sea and land
Military and civil
New marine listings
Editorial and review

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Simply switch
on and
connect an
aerial to
read

VHF/UHF' which was sold to hobbyists

crammed with stations that have actually be

and professional bodies. Now it has been
completely updated and expanded. It's even

monitored in Europe. not justisted by somebody
else. Our team of monitors have done it the hard

better value and you will find it brimming

way. which means you get the very latest

with information. It's beautifully bound and

information. When you read this you'll realise
what you have been missing! Money back if
returnedin lOdays.

enthusiast's reference library.

160 printed pages
Carriage f 1.50

£9.95

Phone your Access number NOW!

YUPITERU

192 printed pages
Carriage £1.50

£9.95

Phone your Visa number NOW!

Now with UK warranty Cards

the bill perfectly and handles LW. Coax Feed
and Tuned Feeders.

£89.95 carr £4.00

New W9GR Digital Filter
FM Clarity on SSB! 30Hz CW
Multiple Auto Notch

With 25 Watts
. WOW!

our previous title. The Complete Guide To

printed and is a must for any VHF/UHF

receiver. Unlike the Lowe PR -150 which is just
a pre -selector and more expensive the AT -1000
enables you to perfectly match your receiver to
your antenna. It also sets as a passive pre selector. If you have a poor receiver the PR -150
may help. If you have a good receiver then you
need a proper matching unit. The AT -1000 fits

.

This new title replaces the eighth edition of the
"Short Wave Listeners Confidential Frequency
List". We challenge you to find better value! ifs

This is the long awaited replacement for

The AT -1003 is the ideal accessory to any hf

Static * Power line noise
Ignition pulses * TV Time Base
* Computer Hash

Reduces:

£299

This filter uses digital signal processing to reduce all
forms of interference. Using an algorithm, it detects the
difference between wanted voice signals and random
noise. The random noise is then removed to leave just

frequencies from local
transmitters. This is like no other unit you
have ever seen. It's absolute magic!
HIGHLY ACCURATE COUNTER
BNC AERIAL SOCKET INTERNAL
NI -CADS AC CHARGER VARIABLE
GATE TIME HOLD FUNCTION
AMAZINGLY SENSITIVE!

the voice signal. Of course this is an over simplification.
But the end result is nothing short of amazing. Yes, SSB
signals can sound almost as good as FM with an almost

silent background. You won't believe the difference
until you hear it. The fatigue element of listening is
greatly reduced. On CW you can select band widths
down to 30Hz with no ringing. You also get auto notch
of several heterodynes (with noise reduction) and filters

for RTTY and Packet. The built-in 2 Watt audio
amplifier provides excellent fidelity of the recovered
signal.

YUPITERU NOW
AVAILABLE IN ALL
MAPLIN STORES!

All our Yupiteru now has genuine UK Warranty cards. Plus genuine factory made JUP-4 AC chargers and psu. With
13 amp plugs. You get the real thing from us and still at the lowest price!

MVT-7000

ePricei
Ai/

Promse MVT-7100

100kHz - 1300MHz No Gaps!
200 Memories in 10 Banks
WBFM/NBFM/AM Selectable

Dual Speed Scanning

Variable Contrast Display

Battery Saver
Programmable

Steps

Signal Strength Bar Meter

Superb Sensitivity

4 x AA Ni-cads Supplied
AC240 Volts charger
Cigar 12V Power Lead
External 12V Socket
Telescopic Whip
Illuminated Display

LPrice

Promise

Military & Civil Airband Monitor
Civil 108 - 142/149.5-160MHz
Military 222 - 391MHz
100 Memories 10 Bands
Scanning and Search Modes
Delay and Lockout

Priority Channel
Memory Lockout
Steps 10 - 25 - 50 - 100kHz
Superb Weak Signal Reception
Illuminated Display
Power from 4 x Ni-cads
240V AC psu + 12V cigar lead
BNC Helical Antenna & Strap
Size only 127 x 35 x 58mm

SOFT CASES NOW AVA
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ePrice

Ow/Promise
AM,LSB,USB,NBFM,WBFM
530kHz - 1650MHz
1000 Memories
30 CH Per Second Scan
500 Search Pass Frequencies
Signal Strength Meter
Battery Save Function
Tuning Dial
4 AA Nicads Supplied
AC PSU Supplied
Cigar 12V Power Lead
Telescopic Whip
Priority Function
User Friendly
Keypad Illumination

ePrice

AN/Promise
Superb Civil Airband Monitor
108 - 142MHz
30 Memories
High Quality AM Reception
Scanning and Search Mode
Priority Channel
Memory Lockout
Steps 25 - 50 - 100kHz
Superb Weak Signal Reception
Illuminated Display
Power from 3 x Ni-cads
12V Cigar charger/supply lead
BNC Helical Antenna & Strap
Size only 57 x 127 x 35mm

ABLE FOR ALL MODELS

Birmingham
Brighton
Bristol
Cardiff
Chatham
Coventry
Edinburgh
Edgware
Forest Hill
Gateshead
Glasgow
Hammersmith
Ilford
Leeds

Leicester
Manchester
Middlesborough
Nottingham
Portsmouth
Reading
Sheffield
Southampton
Southend

021 3848411
0273 620930
0272 232014
0222 464554
0634 818588
0203 550504
031 3135551
081 9510969
081 2919192
091 4889555
041 3531838
081 7480926
081 5990100
0532 449200
0533 623288
061 2360281
0642 242900
0602 410242
0705 654411
0734 566638
0742 855492
0703 225831
0702 392000

MAPLIN Customers:
FREE 2 Year Warranty

on Yupiteru purchased before
1st December. 1993
Copy receipt to W.S.E.
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Lowe Modemaster
Lowe Electronics have just released a brand new decoding system to supplement their
range of receiving systems. Here, Mike Richards puts it through its paces.
The new Modemaster from Lowe
Electronics is a software based
utility decoding system designed to
run on IBM compatible computer
systems. Although there are many
features to link the decoder to the
popular HF-150, the package can
run with any good quality short
wave receiver. Included in its
armoury of modes is FAX, RTTY,
NAVTEX, FEC and Morse code.

These features combined with online help and simple
interconnections make it very
attractive to the utility listener.

Installation
The hardware demands were quite
modest as it could operate with an
IBM PC/XT or 80286 or higher. For
the display, Modemaster supports
a wide range of systems, but you
really need EGA or VGA to do the
package justice. Installation of the
software was very simple thanks to
the provision of an INSTALL batch
file to automate the process. The
software was supplied on both 3.5
and 5.25in floppies, both of which
were formatted at the lower
densities i.e. 720K and 360K
respectively. In_ order to give full
interworking with the HF-150
receiver, you will need the IF -150
interface and store the associated
RADIO programs in the same
directory as Modemaster.
One of the difficulties
encountered by many
inexperienced computer users is
matching programs to work with
their computer hardware. Once you
get into the world of Windows and
some of the more complex
configurations of the modern PC,
this can be a potential minefield.
Lowe have recognised this and
built auto sensing software into the
Modemaster. This enables the
Modemaster to automatically set
itself up for most computer
systems. This auto sense feature is
also set up to make full use of any
high memory that may be
available. This gives much faster
display and manipulation of FAX
pictures. For those that want or
need to make fine adjustments,
there are a full range of command
line switches that can be used to
pre-set the way in which the
program runs. Modemaster will
also run on any of the PC's serial
ports from 1 to 4. This is good
point as many people run a mouse
on serial port 1.
With the software installation
complete, the next task was to
make the connection to the
receiver. This comprised
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connecting the supplied lead from
the computer's serial port to the
audio output of the receiver. The
input level requirements were
around 100mV so it could either be
connected to the external speaker
jack or the tape output. One
particularly good point with this
interface was the construction of
the serial port connector that
enabled another serial connector to
be piggy backed. This was
particularly handy when using the
IF -150 interface with the HF-150
receiver.

The only other installation
setting to be made is the printer
selection. The Modemaster
supports Epson compatible 9- and
24 -pin dot matrix types plus
Hewlett Packard Laserjet and
Deskjet compatible systems.
On completion of the
installation, the comprehensive
manual provided clear guidance on
the operation. The manual was
very well presented in an 85 -page
A5 ring binder. Incidentally, this
binder also had provision for
storing the system disks. In
addition to providing details about
the operation, the manual
contained tutorials for most of the
modes with some very useful
reference data.

Comprehensive FAX
One of the star features of the
Modemaster is its handling of h.f.
FAX reception. As you can see from
the examples in the review, the
receive quality is very good indeed.
All the standard modes are catered
for with drum speeds of 60, 90, 120
and 240 r.p.m. The IOC (Index of
Co-operation) range is 288, 352 and
576, which again covers all the
common settings. In addition to
pre-set speeds and 10Cs, the
Modemaster includes an auto
sensing system. In this mode, the
program uses the transmitted start
tone and synchronisation pulses to
determine the speed and IOC. For
most users, this is the preferred
method of reception.
To enter the basic FAX reception
mode, Input New Picture option is
selected from the main menu. You
are then presented with a blank
screen except for a row of help text
along the bottom of the screen. The
various receive parameters may be
changed by using the function keys
indicated by the Help text. As well
as the speed and IOC you can also
invert and reverse the image. Many
listeners have problems matching
their FAX decoding programs with
the computer's internal system

T
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clocks. The Modemaster handles
this very neatly with coarse and
fine adjustments that are available
whilst receiving the picture. When
you leave the input screen and
return to the main menu, you are
prompted to save the new clock
values. This is one of the best
timing adjustment systems I've
come across.
In order to achieve good quality
FAX images, the receiver tuning
becomes very critical. This applies
particularly when receiving
photographs such as the rebroadcast Meteosat images. The
Modemaster has an excellent
automatic grey scale tracking
system. This system is paired with
a very effective Miniscope tuning
display. When activated, this gives
a display at the bottom of the
screen with two horizontal lines
and a sample of the signal running
between the two. In practice the
top trace represents white, while
the bottom trace shows pure black.
To manually optimise the tuning
you simply move the top and
bottom traces with the function
keys so that they just touch the
extremes of the incoming signal.
One great advantage of this is that
good quality FAX images can be
received even if your receiver has
relatively coarse tuning steps.
Although the manual
adjustment is very useful, it's the
auto tracking mode that steals the
show. Once activated this provides
automatic adjustment of the black
and white levels. In practice this
proved to be extremely effective
and gave very consistent results. I
found that it could be left to handle
virtually all signals and was only

fooled by strong adjacent
interfering signals. Automatic
reception also proved to be very
competent, with excellent
synchronisation and reliable mode
selection.
Once an image had been
successfully received, you could
save it to disk by using the SAVE
option from the main menu.
Viewing the saved pictures was
another menu option and gave
access to a number of advanced
features. With the picture loaded
and displayed you could perform a
number of manipulations to
enhance or correct the image. The
simplest of these was the ability to
lighten or darken the displayed
image. This was done very simply
by pressing D for darken and B for
brighten! If you're using an EGA or
VGA display you also have access
to a grey scale or colour editor.
With this you can set the value for
each element of the respective
scale.

Whilst in the view mode there
was a very powerful zoom mode
for examining the image in greater
detail. One unusual feature of this
was the ability to multi -zoom an
image. This meant that you could
zoom -in on an image that had
already been magnified. Although
the detail becomes coarser as you
zoom, it can still reveal useful
information. Whilst in the view
mode you can also rotate, flip and
invert the picture to provide the
required final picture. Once the
manipulations are complete the
amended image can be saved to
disk.

If you want a print-out of any
charts you have two options -
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either a direct printout or save the
picture as a PCX or GIF file. With
the latter option the picture can be
processed and printed using a wide
range of standard graphics
packages. This is particularly useful
if you don't have an Epson or
Hewlett Packard compatible printer.
You can also use this feature to
tidy -up images that have suffered
interference patterns.
One novel feature was the
inclusion of a slide show facility.
With this you could assemble a set
of images for automatic display
one after the other. I found this to
be particularly good for dealing
with satellite pictures. By creating a
slide show of images received over
a day or two you could clearly see
the way in which the weather
systems were moving.

Unattended
Reception
With FAX charts being a rather
longwinded way of
communicating, it's extremely
useful to be able to set-up
unattended operation. Modemaster
handles this extremely well,
particularly if you have an HF-150
receiver and interface. This facility
revolves around the use of a
specially formatted ASCII file called
an Autolist. This is a specific list of
filename, times, dates, frequencies
and FAX modes. Creation and
amendment of the list is done
using the in-built autolist editor.
Linked with this list is a FAX
database that comes set-up with
the full frequencies and schedules
of most of the current h.f. FAX
stations. This database could be
used to speed-up the creation of
the Autolist. All you had to do was
select the required station,
frequency and chart type and the
information was automatically
transferred into the Autolist. When
the list was complete, it can be
saved using a name of your choice
for use later. You can even use the
system to produce a general
purpose autolist for a specific
station by using 'wild cards' in the
date and time fields. Another
important feature of the FAX
database was the facility to include
a receiver off -set. Most experienced
utility listeners will know that you
have to add an off -set to the
published station frequencies to
obtain the correct audio tones for
your decoder. The FAX database
can be programmed with this offset which is automatically
transferred to the HF-150 when the
station is selected.
To start unattended reception
you start with the normal FAX
receive mode but press 'Alt' +
to
pass control to the autolist. When
combined with the HF-150 receiver
this gave an extremely effective
FAX reception system. During the
review I was able to set up complex
station changes and schedules and

leave the system to get on with it.
When using unattended reception
the auto grey scale tracking system
really comes into its own. You can
switch from 800Hz shift h.f. stations
to 150Hz shift l.f. stations and back
again and the program doesn't
falter. Throughout the review, the
auto FAX reception proved to be
remarkably reliable.

Utilities
In addition to its excellent FAX
modes, the Modemaster features a
number of other popular utility
modes. Perhaps the most common
of these is standard RTTY. The
Modemaster implementation was
very well presented with a full
screen display available for the
received text. Like it's FAX
counterpart, most of the receive
adjustments were indicated by a
row of help text at the bottom of
the screen. With this you can cycle
through the standard baud rates of
45, 50, 60, 75, 83 and 100 baud. If
you need to add any other speeds
these are simply typed into the
appropriate line of the ASCII
CONFIG file. The tuning scope and
auto -tracking features of the FAX
mode were very effectively carried
through into the RTTY mode. This
was supplemented with a baud
measurement and setting system.
These two features were combined
to provide a very useful automatic
baud and tuning facility. This will
have particular appeal to new
corners to utilities who often have
problems selecting the right
settings for speed and tuning.
Although the RTTY mode included
a Miniscope tuning indicator I
found the automatic tracking
function so effective there was
hardly any need to bother with
manual tuning. To help capture
interesting transmissions, the
Modemaster includes a
comprehensive buffer system. This
can be reviewed at any time and
dumped to a printer or disk file. By
far the best way to operate this is
to leave the buffer switched on so
that any information is safely
tucked away for review later. You
don't have to worry about filling
your computer's memory as the
buffer size is limited with the oldest
data being overwritten as the
buffer fills.
A competent c.w. mode was
also included in the Modemaster's
range of facilities. The
implementation was very
straightforward and incorporated
automatic speed tracking and the
facility to alter the inter -character
spacing. This was very good for
tailoring the system to match
various sending styles. Tuning in
this mode was by manual
adjustment of the receiver until a
green block at the bottom of the
screen was seen to flash in
synchronisation with the incoming
signal. Although this is perhaps a
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FAX chart produced using Modemaster.
very simple tuning system it
worked very well.
Last of the utility modes was

go a long way towards ensuring
good results for first time users.
The nearest I could get to a
criticism was the lack of a SITOR
receive mode - I would have
thought this should be included in
a package of this quality. Perhaps
they'll take the hint and produce an
upgrade.
The Modemaster really comes
to life when it's combined with the
excellent Lowe HF-150 receiver.
The result of this marriage is an
exceptionally neat and effective
utility station that can rival the best
currently available. For the FAX
enthusiast, the facilities for
unattended operation are a great
time saver and give easy access to
pictures that previously required
burning considerable amounts of
midnight oill Perhaps the final
accolade is that I am about to part
with my hard-earned cash and
purchase a copy of Modemaster for
myself! If you would like to join
me, Modemaster costs £159.95 +
£3.00 P & P and is available from

provision for FEC and NAVTEX
monitoring. Both these systems
use the FEC transmission mode,
but the NAVTEX option includes
some interesting extras. As the
name implies NAVTEX is
essentially an automatic

information system for mariners. A
key part of its operation is the use
of special station and message
codes. This enables the mariner to
select the message types and areas
that are of interest and ignore the
rest. The Modemaster includes a
full range of selection options so
the operator can decide exactly
what type of information is to be
displayed. For the HF-150 user,
selecting NAVTEX automatically
retuned the receiver to 518kHz with
the appropriate frequency offset.

The remaining tuning and buffering
facilities for both NAVTEX and FEC
were much the same as those
provided for the RTTY mode.

Lowe Electronics, Chesterfield
Road, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4
5LE. Tel: (0629) 580800.

Summary
The Modemaster is certainly a very
capable and well presented
decoding system that will, no
doubt, be a great success. I was
particularly impressed with the
automated tuning facilities as they

Alternatively you could contact any
of Lowe Electronics regional
branches. My thanks to Lowe
Electronics for the loan of the
review model.

Modemaster main menu.
LOWE

1< MODEHASTER

V1.1

MAIN MENU
Input a new picture
View the current picture
Save the currant picture
Lead a picture from disk
Load a PCX picture
PC -FAX system utilities
Auto list menu
Slide show menu
Receive other modes...
Exit from the program
System Settings
Invert: OPP
Reverse: OPP
Lines/min: AUTO IOC: AUTO
Top: 2200Hz
Bottom: 1400Hz
ON
Auto groyscele
Max picture lines: 800
Picture loaded
NONE

(C)

888 REYVIEW systems =vvvu======ea=
Picture Directory
Data --- Time -19/09/93
07:52
19/09/93
08:07
19/09/93
08:50
27/04/91
14:10
12/09/93
21:37
12/09/93
21:33
OFF -01
17/09/93
07:32
OFF -05
17/09/93
08:39
OFF -06
17/09/93
08:54
OFF1
12/09/93
13:09
OFFEN002
12/09/93
13:56
OFFEN003
12/09/93
14:12
SEP-1803
18/09/93
12:45
SEP-1804
18/09/93
12:52
Name
AUS1
CANBE001
CANBE004
MEV4VIS
NETIR
HEIRS

SELECT AN OPTION FROM THE MENU
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See you, at the Leicester Show
Nevada MS1000

Commtel

68-88MHz 118-174MHz.

memory. All mode

Selectable AM/FM

AM, FM, SSB, CW.

Hand-held.

Probably the

YUPITERU

YUPITERU

MVT-7100

MVT-8000

Hand-held.

Mobile or base wide
band scanner

Covers

UK's most popular
scanner!

The most promising general
coverage receiver yet.

receiver. Covers

100kHz to

1300MHz 0
receiving

AM/FM with

to 1650MHz

£320 incl V.A.T.

YAESU FRG -1000

ICR1
Wide band

530kHz

hand-held

500kHz-600kHz, B05-1300MHz.

200 channel memory

12 channel

YUPITERU
MVT-7000

Base/mobile scanner receives

204

Built in power unit

100 memories.

FAIRMATE
HP -2000

AR -3000A

AR -2000

AR -1500

Multimode sconner-overs 100kHz-2036MH z

Hand-held

Hand-held.

wide band

Covers 500kHz

scanning

to 1300MHz

1300MHz, receiving

receiving NFM,

AM/FM/

WFM, AM

*hi 011100

and SSB.

memories.

Modes:

One of the most

USE, LSB,

popular

(14,

scanners

FM, WFM

on the market.

receiver 1000
memories.,

£260 incl V.A.T.

DJX1E
Hand-held scanner.

Coven 500kHz to

ALAN HOOKER
42 NETHER HALL ROAD, DONCASTER, SOUTH YORKSHIRE, DN1 2PZ
Open: Mon -Sat 10-5pm Closed Thurs
TEL/FAX: (0302) 325690

Due to imminent price rises the above prices are held only while stocks last

MOMENTUM COMMUNICATIONS
e

MCL 1100
DATA DECODER

tsasugota.
Ittootra.m% 000
a

14SO

Os riloo0.

The MCL 1100 Easyreader Data Decoder will automatically
make sense of some of the strange noises that you can hear
on your H.F. Radio Receiver enabling you to make FULL use
of

your

equipment.

The

MCL-1100

processes

data

transmissions without the need of a separate computer and
displays a full screen of text on your video monitor.
Why make -do with one or two lines of information as offered by

other manufacturers. And it's designed and manufactured in
the U.K.

STANDARD FEATURES:

Monitor shown optional

SMARTLOCK system for easy tuning.
Full screen of readable text with on -screen tuning indication.
Automatic decoding of RTTY, CW, FEC (NAVTEX)
and ARQ.

PHONE EASYREADER
HOT-LINE FOR SPECIAL
STARTER PACK DETAILS

ka 0384 896879

Auto or manual selection of transmission speeds.
Extremely rapid lock onto signal.
Connection for a parallel type printer.

Made in the U.K.

EASYREADER STILL ONLY

£225.00 inc. VAT + Postage

Authorised Dealers Martin Lynch Lowe Electronics ARC

6 & 7 Clarkson Place, Dudley Road, Lye, West Midlands DY9 8EL
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NEW IMAGE SMIr

We aim to give the best prices on all major brands and we will endeavour to
match any competitors genuine offer on Icom, Kenwood, AOR & Yaesu receivers.

Massive Savings on
Yaesu, Kenwood, ICOM, AOR & Yupiteru
FRG -8800

- OFFER EXTENDED DUE TO OVERWHELMING DEMAND
* Built in power unit
* Built in automatic timer
* All mode AM, FM, SSB, CW

* Optional VHF converter

* 12 channel memory
* Direct entry keypad
CARR D

0

LIST PRICE £659 SMC PRICE £499

ICOM

ICR 100

KENWOOD

0
ICOM

LIST PRICE
£629

SMC PRICE
CARR D

£565

R 5000

ICR72

LIST PRICE £999

LIST PRICE £859

SMC PRICE
CARR D

SMC PRICE £769
CARR D

lo om

YUPITERU

MVT 7100

ICR 7100

LIST PRICE £449

LIST PRICE £1395

SMC PRICE £399

vgvo°

SMC PRICE £1255
CARR D
0,552:Ptc°

socici°
o9
\s"
9v%
\-soc,

YAE SU

FRG -100
LIST PRICE £599
C

,Rliy!c PRICE £519

WM

'Please phone to confirm availability.

Ccunage B=05.00

C=07.50

D=512.50

E=i;16.50

South Midlands Communications Ltd, S.M. House, School Close, Chandlers Ford Ind. Est Eastleigh, Hants S05 3BY

F-1 Showroom hotline 0703 251549 HQ showroom hours 9.30-5 weekdays 9-lpm Saturday
Service Department Direct Line: Monday to Friday 9am - 5pm 0703 254247

VISA

HQ & Mail Order Southampton (0703) 255111 Leeds (0532) 350606
Birmingham 021-327 1497 Axminster (0297) 34918 Chesterfield (0246) 453340 .1
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Communications Centre (Photo Acoustics Ltd.)
ATWO-WAY RADIO AMATEUR RADIO AUDIO VISUAL SALES & SERVICE
58 High Street, Newport Pagnell, Bucks MK16 8AQ.

YUPITERU MVT-7100

AM-FM-SSB-CW
Scanner

Factory Fresh

Latest European Version
530kHz-1650MHz!
PHONE FOR
FULL TECHNICAL
INFORMATION
WFMINFMIAMILSBI
USB/CW

Widest Frequency
Range Ever!
1000 Memories in 10 Banks
500 Search -Pass Memories
Steps from 50Hz to 100kHz
Proper USB/LSB Switching
Dial Resolution to 50Hz
30 steps per sec. scan rate!
Illuminated Keypad
20dB Attenuator

Supplied with:
Ni-cads, DC Cigar Lead, Antenna,
Hand Strap, Belt Clip, Earphone,
AC Charger, Full Warranty.
Each one individually tested.

Tel: (0908) 610625 FAX: (0908) 216373

LEICESTER SHOW
KEEP IT UNDER YOUR HAT ... We will not be at the
Leicester Show, but we will be open from 9.00-5.30 on
Saturday 30th October with SUPER DEALS and
INTEREST FREE CREDIT on selected items.
We will also have stock of the NEW KENWOOD FM
TRANSCEIVER, so be among the first few to try out this
new radio in comfort without all the
hustle & bustle of the show.
Refreshments will be on offer throughout the day,
so come and join us.
Remember we are only 3 miles from Junction 14 on the
M1 so pop in on your way home from the show.
73 Kerry (G6IZF)

Kenwood's only receiver now but still holding its own
with the competition.

YOU'RE SAFE WITH US!

On Glass Scanning Aerial

AOR SCANNERS

TGSP Scanner Model 30 - 1200MHz

Covers 500khz to 1300MHz
receiving NFM, WFM, AM, and SSB

NEW
-

COMPLETE

Just attach to the

glass surface of
rear window and
line up the
internal connector
box on the inside
of the window. It's
as simple as that.
14' of cable is
provided with

10

£599

50kHz - 30MHz All mode
12V Shortwave Receiver
with Free Power Supply.

Military & Civil Airband Monitor
Civil 108 - 142/149.5-160MHz
Military 222 - 391MHz
100 Memories 10 Bands
Scanning and Search Modes
Delay and Lockout

Supplied with a large selection of
accessories including:-

* Charger

Priority Channel
Memory Lockout

* Dry cell battery case

Steps 10 - 25 - 50 - 100kHz
Superb Weak Signal Reception

* 5 mtr LW antenna

Illuminated Display
Power from 4 x Ni-cads
240V AC psu + 12V cigar lead
BNC Helical Antenna & Strap
Size only 127 x 35 x 58mm

* Ear piece
* Soft case

£329

GLOBAL AT -1000

AOR 3000A

£949

FREE CREDIT

Receiver ATU 500kHz - 30MHz

FREE CREDIT

VEDT-225 £269

AR 1 500 HANDHELD

SPECIAL OFFER

screw connector to attach
to box. If you ever need to
remove the aerial we can
supply the special kit to
carry out this with
replacement parts for
remounting.

YAESU FRG100

£999.00

KENWOOD R5000

This receiver ATU has been in production for over ten
years and is still the best on the market! Its performance
is excellent and is the sure way to improve your aerial
matching problems when using random wires, balancing
feeders or even coaxial fed systems. No aerial can hope

100kHz - 2036 MHz
ALL MODE BASE/MOBILE SCANNER

HB-400 Amazing! s13.95!
Hand-held mount

P&P S2 00

The easy way to mount
your hand-held or
scanner in the car. Fits
added bonus of improving the front end selectivity. An
any hand-held using the
essential item.
£89.95 carr £4.00 belt clip. Gives firm
mounting for safe
to be a good match over the whole spectrum and you will

only get maximum transfer of signal into your receiver

when the aerial load presents a 50 Ohm impedance. This
is just what the AT -1000 does. It also has provides the

INTEREST FREE CREDIT AVAILABLE ON SELECTED ITEMS

driving.

AUTHORISED AGENTS FOR KENWOOD, ICOM, YAESU & ALINCO. FULL SERVICE FACILITIES AVAILABLE
SPEND UP TO X1.200 INSTANTLY WITH A PHOTO ACOUSTICS LTD. CREDIT CHARGE CARD
Access

PART EXCHANGE WELCOME, ASK FOR KERRY G6IZF, ANDY G4YOW OR PAUL SWL.

.Aigk

RETAIL SHOWROOM OPEN MONDAY - FRIDAY 9.30 - 5.30, Saturday 9.30 - 4.30

VISA

Goods normally despatched within 24 hours. Please allow 7 banking days for cheque clearance. Prices correct at time of going to press - E&OE
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The Historical
Development of
Scanners

Wide band
rotatable antenna

Masthead mounted
remotely controlled
scanner

1

wiiai

hiarairrri ,

a"a31
Controlling computer

The scanning system
Data and audio recorder

of the future?

A dictionary definition of the
verb to 'scan' is 'to look at all
parts successively...intently
or quickly'. From which we
may take it that the original
scanning system, in the
sense that the term is used in
radio circles today, was some
short wave listener 'intently'
tuning his receiver over the
amateur or broadcast band
and 'looking' at each received
signal in 'succession'.
Or, then again, asks
John C. Belcher, was he?

Power supply

According to an early RSGB
Amateur Radio Handbook, a
typical s.w.l. in the late 1930s
had his 'radio shack' in the
third bedroom over the hall in
his £1000 semi-detached
residence. Seemingly, being in
that income bracket, he would
likely employ the latest single signal -superheterodyne h.f.
receiver, together with an h.f.
pre -selector and crystal
calibrator. Hence, with his
crystal gate set at minimum
bandwidth and correctly
phased, with the b.f.o. at
optimum, he would at any one
time be monitoring a frequency
bandwidth of some 200Hz.
Effectively dividing up the 10m
band into 10 000 separate
channels. Assuming, then, that
he listened 'intently' to each
'channel' in 'succession' for
some 10 seconds, we find that
it would take him over 24 hours
to scan the whole of the 10m
band. An operation hardly
warranting the description
'quickly'.
Admittedly, the example
given is not a typical one. As a
lowly BRS at the time, living in
the wilds of Mistletoe Bough
country, lacking mains water
and mains electricity, my shack
was a corner of the window -sill
supporting a home-brew t.r.f.
s.w. RX. Even so, it would

probably have taken me an
hour to tune through the 10m
band from one end to the
other. And if you think you
could do this in 10 minutes,
then try it tuning from 100kHz
to 2MHz! That said, perhaps
I'm slow on the uptake,
because even today when I
take a look at the c.w. end of
40m, I tend to find that, at the
end of a 30 -minute session,
I've only moved up in
frequency by about 20kHz.
The problem with this form
of scanning, therefore, is that it
is slow. A feature that gives
rise to yet a further problem.
Murphy's Second Law states
that if you are listening to a
dead part of the band, then all
the activity is on frequencies
either side of you. And they all
go silent as you tune across
them!
What is required, it seems,
is a system whereby one can
monitor the whole of a given
band whilst listening to only a
small part of it.

The HF Panoramic
Receiver
Two developments came into
being to change the situation
somewhat.
The first of these was the

introduction of the reactance
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Audio monitor

modulator, whereby the input
of a d.c. potential could
electronically tune a variable
frequency oscillator. Thus
effectively eliminating the
need for the mechanical
rotation of any variable
capacitor.
The second development
was the introduction of the

electrostatic cathode-ray
oscilloscope, giving a
graphical display of two
parameters. These usually

being any input voltage
plotted along the Y-axis and
time represented by the
timebase plotted along the Xaxis.

By putting these two
developments together, one
finished up with a sweep frequency oscillator, used
typically in the alignment of
receiver i.f. stages. With the
oscillator set to the desired
intermediate frequency and its
output applied to the mixer,
the reactance modulator activated by a potential from
the line timebase - would then
sweep, or step, the frequency
through the i.f. passband. The
oscilloscope effectively
indicated this frequency along
the X-axis. The oscillator
output to the mixer, on passing
through the i.f. amplifier,
would have its amplitude

altered in accordance with the
i.f. response. The resulting d.c.
component obtained from the
second detector, when applied
to the Y -amplifier of the
oscilloscope, would then
display on the screen the
overall response of the i.f.
amplifier. This, therefore,
eliminated the need to
manually plot the response
curve on paper, the whole
situation being instantly
displayed on the screen after
the fashion of the diagrams in
the receiver servicing manual.
A slight re -thinking along
these lines led, predictably, to
the idea of the panoramic
receiver - a receiver that gave
a visual display of signals
either side of the frequency to
which the receiver was tuned.
In general terms, the h.f.
panoramic receiver put in
appearance as an add-on unit
to the normal communications
receiver. An adaptor, so to
speak, or to use its original
tradename - Panadaptor.
Connection to the
communications receiver was
by way of a screened lead from
the output of the mixer that
sampled the signal at the
primary of the first i.f.
transformer. The input
transformer of the panadaptor
mixer circuit was normally
33

Fig. 1:
Typical screen display
of a Panadaptor.

The VHF

Panoramic
Receiver

overcoupled
to equalise its response over a
range of some 200kHz.
Somewhat greater than the
mere 20kHz passband
obtaining at the receiver mixer
output. The local oscillator of
the Panadaptor mixer was then
controlled from the c.r.t.
timebase after the fashion of
the alignment oscillator, tuning
the panadaptor mixer over its
200kHz frequency band. The
output of the Panadaptor i.f.
stages was then applied to the
Y-axis of the c.r.t. in the usual
manner.
The resulting display on the
c.r.t. screen was then a plot of
signal strength against
frequency. Essentially, a
spectrum analysis, or
panoramic view, of the radio
frequency band monitored. A
typical screen display with its
viewing graticule is shown in
Fig. 1.
The importance of this
arrangement was that whe
reas the audio output of the
communications receiver was
limited to some ±1.0kHz say,
the visual output from the
panadaptor extended to
±100kHz. Thus, should a signal
poke its head up above the
noise level some 75kHz away,
one merely tuned the
communications receiver until
the signal spike coincided with
the centre of the screen
graticule. At which point, the
signal would then appear in the
monitoring headphones or
loudspeaker.
The popularity of the
Panadaptor, in UK amateur
circles at least, tended to be
overshadowed by the onset of
World War II. Thus it never
caught on, even during the late
1940s and 1950s.

It did, however, achieve
some distinction as a radio
monitoring device during the
1940s.
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One particular
application of the
panoramic receiving
system during the post war
years was in the field of radio
astronomy - specifically in the
u.h.f. bands - in the
investigation of solar noise
over the radio spectrum 50500MHz. Ideally, the
requirement was for a chart
recording plotting frequency
scans of solar noise against
time. The resultant output was
known as a spectroheliogram.
Seemingly, the system
employed was but a v.h.f.
version of the h.f. Pacific
monitoring system. The same
limitations being imposed by
the v.h.f. receivers' tuned
circuits. A more serious
problem encountered was that
of providing a steerable
antenna system covering a
10:1 frequency ratio.
Normally, a solar
disturbance results in solar
noise being radiated in a
discontinuous radio spectrum
with time. So, over a period of
several minutes, successive
traces of the noise spectrum
will show differing patterns. In
practice, it was discovered that
continuous lines of noise
appeared on the printouts, and
- because of their continuous
nature - these were 'identified'
as being carrier waves from
radio transmissions in the
band. What was not
appreciated at the time,
apparently, was that one of
these 'carrier waves' occupied
the frequency discovered by
the author to be that of a
particular spectral line
emission!
This, then, underlines the
fallacy of taking purely visual
displays of radio spectra too
much for granted, and failing
to properly identify any strange
signals that may be present.
The growth of television
broadcasting in the UK in the
1950s, predictably brought with
it the problem of licence
evasion, and the need for
effective detection. This led to
the introduction of the so-

called 'TV Detector Van'.
The early detection systems
relied on the reception and
location of line timebase
radiation from the typical
domestic television receiver.
The quarry was its second
harmonic at some 30kHz, and
this imposed serious problems
of radio interference from the
vehicle's electrical system. The
radio receiver employed was a
National HRO-M, using a 50100kHz coil unit modified for
reception at 30kHz. Although
the radio receiver was itself
well screened, the three loop
antennas mounted on the roof
were open to vehicle
interference. Mounted in a
horizontal plane their pick-up
from the vertically polarised
vehicle interference would, of
course, be theoretically
minimal.
However, as is always found
to be the case where mobile
reception is concerned particularly at these
frequencies - drastic steps had
to be taken to lower the noise
level. This led to the rat's nest
of suppressed sparking plugs,
double screening of all ignition
leads, metal shielding of
distributor, h.t. coil and
dynamo, and general
suppression of all electrical
auxiliaries! It was said that the
mass of earthing and bonding
needed provided additional
mechanical reinforcement for
the chassis and bodywork! As
a fitting epitaph, the whole kit
and caboodle was a
maintenance liability, its final
demise bringing many a sigh
of relief.
In the early 1960s with the
introduction of Band III
television broadcasting, a fresh
approach to the problem was
made. This time attention was
focussed on the radiation from
the local oscillator of the
television set, this being some
35MHz above the channel
frequency. This, therefore,
called for a v.h.f. receiver
covering some 80-130 and 200270MHz in two bands. What
was provided was a panoramic
receiver, which enabled
mistuned receivers and out -of service -area reception to be
kept under continuous
observation. The antenna
system, surprisingly simple in
design, was a vertical dipole
backed by a corner reflector,
steerable in azimuth. A delicate
touch was the provision of an
optical system, after the

fashion of a periscope, which
enabled the operator to see
which house - indeed which
room - the antenna was aimed
at!

One feature of interest to
me at the time was the fact that
the spectral line emission,
mentioned earlier, was
monitored daily with this
system in use. According to the
operator, indeed, any
significant increase in its signal
level was certainly to be
followed the following day by
an announcement that yet
another rocket had lifted off
from Cape Canaveral! An
innocent enough remark in
itself, yet it confirmed a similar
independent observation made
in 1957 - on that occasion
involving a transit of Sputnik I.
By its design, the detector
vehicle of the 1960s did add
one additional factor to
scanning history. It combined
scanning in azimuth - steering
the antenna horizontally - with
scanning in frequency.
Ultimately, in the mid -1960s,
the Panadaptor of the late
1930s staged a long delayed
come -back in professional
radio circles, albeit in v.h.f.
form.
Eddystone Radio produced
two communications receivers
covering the v.h.f. and u.h.f.
bands up to 500MHz. One
notable feature of each of
these receivers was the
provision of an i.f. output at
the rear of the chassis, for
some purpose not generally
made known. The answer,
seemingly, was the additional
provision of a panoramic
receiver in its own right,
covering the frequency range
5-60MHz. By connecting its
input to the i.f. output of one or
other of the two main
receivers, and tuning to the i.f.
accordingly, a panoramic
receiving system covering the
range 5-500MHz became
feasible. Albeit, if only in small
doses of a few hundred
kilohertz!

The Scanning System
Today
The development of semiconductors, and the integrated
circuit in particular, meant that
electronic circuitry became
miniaturised, leading to the
'black box' on a microchip. An
important feature of such
miniaturisation, of course,
being that v.h.f./u.h.f.
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IIAYDON
COIN Diir ICATIONS
BEAT THE PRICE INCREASE!!
PRE -CHRISTMAS SALE!

SHORTWAVE SECTION
DRAKE R -8E Op FRG -100
Award winning

The ultimate in S.W.

HF receiver

receivers."

I I.4449-

FREE DELIVERY

£949

,

£549

0.1.30MHz (All mode)
FREE DELIVERY

IRTV:rnildhcro 1,1;

I

I. This month only! FREE World Clock'

-

-.--

-

.

ATS-803A

R-5000
0.1-.30MHz
All mode

ONE ONLY

as new

Our best selling portable

£839

0.1-30MHz £119.95

(All mode incl. SSB)
FREE PP

I

DATONGw"'

Leeds 1.116 6QE

III For products you can rely
II upon to give amazing results
For information on Active
Antennas, RF Amplifiers,
Converters, Audio Filters, the
Morse Tutor and Speech
Processors send or telephone
for a free catalogue and
selective data sheets as

I

SONY AN -1

All our products are designed
and made in Britain.

SONY SW -77

SONY SW -55

Top of the range SW rec.

Portable SW receiver

Active Ant. (In/Outdoor)

Orders can be despatched

£259 FREE

£59.95 gfr

within 48 hours subject to
availability.

£359 Plr

STOP PRESS: Deluxe S.W.L. Long Wire Antenna system!
End fed & adjustable to any length. £24.95 P&P £2.00

SCANNER BARGAINS
25MHz-2GHz
HF option avail.
SAVE £150
(All Mode).
£1249
(Not recom'd)
Special Buy £.1-B99.,
Matching !corn Antenna £109Lr

''' r 'r

SAVE
Ego

25-1300MHz
AM/FM/WFM.
ncl's:- PSU/Car
Lead/Mnt:E445

AT -1000

Digital swr analyzer.
Now in stock.

The best RX ATU money can
buy!

£229 0.1-30MHz

batteries, UK charger,
antenna, DC cigar lead,
carrying strap, belt clip
and earphone

SPECIAL OFFER
I

SOME OF OUR SECONDHAND GOODIES
NRD-535 - AS NEW
R-70 VGC
R-2000 VGC
ICF-2001D AS NEW
SW -1E AS NEW
HF-225 AS NEW (all op. inc)
AR -2800 AS NEW
MVT-8000 AS NEW
MVT-7100 AS NEW

£949
£625
£379
£199
£149
£399
£319
£319
£369

PRO 80 VGC
HF-150 AS NEW
OPT -2810 LCD Freq find

SW -7600 Port SW Rec.
AR -3000A AS NEW
TS -850S AS NEW
FT-901DM VGC
PK-232 MBX VGC
AR -3000 VGC

*NFM/VVFM/AM/SSB
* Supplied with: Ni-cad
batteries, UK charger,
antenna, LW antenna,
dry cell battery case, soft
case, earpiece

* Supplied with: Ni-cad

£44.95
OFIP SUITABLE

* 500kHz - 1300MHz
* 1000 channels

*NFM/WFM/AM/LSB/U513

:

ATU (0.5 - 30MHz)

AOR 1500EX

* 1000 channels

£89.95

Ile2DEE COMM

11

I*53okHz - 1650MHz

FREE P&P

FFREE P&P I

) )

C244444414 Etee,upipvz4.
YUPITERU MVT7100

MFJ 249

GOOD VALUE

)

£349

THE PERFECT COMPANIONS FOR S.W.L!!

-

VISA AND ACCESS WELCOME-

FREE DELIVERY

FOR MORE SCANNERS, SEE OUR AD IN "WHAT SCANNER"

0,

`IsA -

)))))))) )

MVT-8000

R-7100

-

Tel: 0532 744822
Fax: 0532 742872

ELECTRONICS LIMITED

required.

S.W. receiver.

0``'

Clayton Wood Close

£179
£329
£169
£129
£769
£1429
£449
£269
£699

INTEREST FREE CREDIT AVAILABLE ON
SELECTED ITEMS! WRITTEN DETS. AVAILABLE

Don't forget! We can supply from stock almost
anything in this mag at unbelievable prices!
NB: ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

£399 ind p&p

SPECIAL OFFER

iiFrequency counter/finder. An
extremely sensitive hand-held
frequency counter. It will display
the frequency of a 2 watt

transmitter at 100ft!
* 1MHz - 2.4GHz
* Fast/slow gate times
* Hold switch
* Supplied with Ni-cad batteries,
UK charger and antenna

SPECIAL OFFER

Ultra high sensitivity frequency counter/finder
with signal strength bar graph display.

*1MHz - 1.5GHz * 3 gate times
I

* Sensitivity less than 1mV
*10 segment bar graph display shows
signal strength up to 4GHz
* Ultra fast response time less than 80

milliseconds * Auto trigger & hold
* Supplied with nicads, UK charger and antenna

f149 ind p&p SPECIAL OFFER

SCANNER AUTO -VOX

£339 incl p&p

NEW! - STARTEK ATH-15

OPTO ELECTRONICS 2300

f199 ind pap

SCANNERS

Connects to and works with any receiver which
has an 'ear' socket and squelch control. Simply
plug the AUTO -VOX into the 'ear' socket of the

YUPITERU MVT 7000
f329
YUPITERU MVT 8000
f349
receiver, then plug the output leads from the YUPITERU VT125
£179
AUTO -VOX into the microphone and remote
f249
sockets of a tape recorder The AUTO -VOX will YUPITERU VT 225
then automatically switch the tape recorder on FAIRMATE HP2000
f289
when a signal is received and off when there is
£269
no signal present - result a tape full of all the NEVADA MS1000
action i
AOR 3000A
£899
Kit £15.95 assembled f24.95,nd p&p
Please add £5 p&p

* Outside office hours 0850 586313 * Mail Order: Same Day Despatch *

Sales/service:- (Phone Fax)

-081-951 5782

132 High Street, Edgware, London HA8 TEL

Close to Edgware underground station (Northern Line). Close to M1 . M25. A4ofi

amii

* FREE PARKING * 41111

s!.!,

.
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performance exhibited a
noticeable improvement.
In the field of frequency
generation, the advent of the
phase locked loop, controlled
by a reference crystal oscillator,
together with the
programmable frequency
divider, introduced the concept
of frequency synthesis. An
innovation on the lines of a
decade frequency box, in effect.
A major contribution was
made by further improvements
in microprocessor design and
dynamic RAM. This, because it
offered the possibility of
automatic frequency control by
means of a computer program,
thus displacing the reactance
modulator. But this in itself,
however, was not the full story.
As we have seen, early h.f.
and v.h.f. panoramic receiver
design was plagued by the
need to manually tune pre mixer circuitry. This was to
minimise image interference,
i.f. breakthrough, and so on.
The improvement in the
performance of semiconductor
devices at u.h.f., however,
offered an immediate solution
to this age-old problem. Simply
to put the intermediate
frequency way above the signal
frequency range. The need for
lower frequency i.f.
amplification at 10MHz and
455kHz being obtained by
double and triple frequency
conversion.
Ultimately, then, we have a
double -balanced modulator fed
directly from the antenna
together with a u.h.f.
conversion frequency from the
frequency synthesiser, followed
by a u.h.f. i.f. stage. This
preceding a further mixer
together with the main i.f.
amplifier on a chip, complete
with its associated crystal -gate,
a.g.c. and squelch circuitry.
Predictably, the microchip
scanner was not without its
characteristic problems. The
double -balanced modulator
became over -loaded on strong
signals, this producing blocking
and cross -modulation. In turn
calling for the insertion of hefty
amount of attenuation and/or
bandpass filters ahead of the
first mixer circuit. Frequency
synthesis tended to give impure
output, particularly when purity
of output was traded off for
faster re -tuning of frequency.
The resulting impurity giving
rise to spurious noise and
adjacent channel interference.
What, then, is achieved by
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better still a 500-1500kHz

bandstop filter in the antenna
feeder. Noticeably the problem
is solved neither by switching
out the internal 100kHz-30MHz
pre -amp, nor by switching in
the attenuator.
By itself, the AR -3000 is a

scanning system in its own
right, covering the range
100kHz-440MHz with its
telescopic antenna. Over the
h.f. bands an active antenna
is effectively provided, that is
where the 100kHz-30MHz pre -

AR -3000A Communications receiver
today's scanning receiver?
Essentially, it is a device that
can be programmed to
continuously scan or search
over a given fequency band in
discrete steps. Upon
encountering a frequency
where the signal or noise level
exceeds the squelch level, it
either stops or delays its
search. A mixed blessing, this,
particularly when desired
signals are in the noise below
the squelch level, and one that
can, paradoxically, be resolved
satisfactorily, e.g. c.w. signals.
Putting aside the theoretical
issues, what can we expect in
practice?

The AOR AR -3000
With new developments in
receiver design appearing
almost weekly, any design
tends to be a compromise, and
to some extent already
obsolescent. Thus the user
accepts that in order to keep
abreast of current
developments the optional addon has become a fact of life.
A variation of this is, of
course, what might be termed
the 'Detroit Deficit'. With this
scheme you purchase a
motorcar consisting of four
wheels and an engine, and then
pay over the odds for the
'optional' essentials, such as
the driving seat, the wing
mirrors and the windscreen wipers. The marketing strategy
being that, lumbered with the
basic unit, one is then forced to
throw good money after bad to
fund the necessary extras.
The same strategy is often
employed with the typical
scanning receiver. You pay
extra for frequency converters,
i.f. and a.f. filters, active
antennas and RS232 interfaces.

These bits and pieces, put
together, often cost more than
the original basic receiver.
As a welcome contrast,
AOR's AR -3000 scanning
receiver embodies a full range
of options - though this does
depend on what AR -3000 one is
talking about. Since, with new
improvements being
incorporated in each production
run, the operating manual such as it is - is virtually
guaranteed to be out of date at
any given time. For this reason
alone, the following comments,
though applying to the AR -3000
in my possesion, may not
reflect the typical case.
For its small physical size
and weight, the AR -3000
contains a whole range of
goodies, packed in a multi -layer
sandwich of p.c.b.s.
Importantly, it gets away from
the idea of separate h.f. and
v.h.f./u.h.f. receivers, combining
the two in one receiver
covering the frequency
spectrum 100kHz-2GHz.
Moreover, the modes
customarily used on these
frequencies are not overlooked
either, provision being made for
nearly everything for w.f.m. to
c.w. With bandwidth
considerations being arranged
accordingly. Perhaps only in the
extreme case might one
consider using an a.f. notch filter to tidy up a congested part
of the band.
Pre -mixer selectivity is
provided by switched bandpass
filters covering the whole
frequency spectrum, complete
with GaAsf.e.t. amplifiers.
Spurious signal rejection is
noticeably poor, however, over
the range 1.5-2MHz with
blocking from m.w. broadcast
stations. Which perhaps calls
for either an a.t.u. - ugh! - or

amp comes in. It can be
disabled by operating two
internal slide switches. The
upper frequency limit under
these conditions is, of course,
determined by the fully closed
length of the telescopic antenna
- 170mm for 440MHz.
The receiver offers one
major improvement over the
typical plastics box affair on
sale today. On the rear panel is
an FCC registration number,
implying that it conforms to
American EMC regulations.
Which is to say it neither
radiates excessive r.f.i., nor
picks up excessive external r.f.i.
No tests have so far been made
to confirm this. Sufficient to add
that, by placing the AR -3000
'system' some 1.5m from a
notorious BBC Master 128
microcomputer, the hash level
is at least bearable. What level
of noise remaining can be
reduced to a very low level by
killing the mains -borne
interference between the two. I
achieved this by fitting ancient
Dubilier suppressed 13A mains
plugs - using delta -connected
capacitors - to both AR -3000
and Master 128.
Should the noise level at a
later date be seen to rear its
ugly head at low radio
frequencies, then I shall hardwire a 2µF + 2µF capacitor and
a pair of 3A 0.1mH chokes in
the mains supply to the
computer equipment.
Upon connecting up the AR 3000 and plugging it into the
mains, the I.c.d. indicates local
Tokyo time in hh:mm:ss. On
pressing the POWER ON
button, if you are as fortunate
as I was, Andy of Air Supply
will have filled the memory
banks with local goodies, and
you will hear the confident
tones of the Leeds Airport
controller bringing an aircraft
down on finals! A nice example
of customer service, which in
my case was well appreciated.
Otherwise, it may be necessary
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to initially remove any garbage
from the I.c.d. in accordance
with the instruction manual .
From the above it becomes
obvious that the AR -3000 has
internal back-up power for the
memories and clock circuits.
Lowe Electronics suggest that it
is a battery back-up with a 5-10
year life span! I personally
would have preferred a fat
capacitor instead, bearing in
mind the outbursts of flame that
lithium batteries have been
known to cause in Master 128s1
Much later, on attempting to get
the RS232 interface to work, I
joggled the D25 plug only to
find the I.c.d. displaying
everything, including the fatal
warning - BATTERY FAILURE!
Resetting the power, soon

restored things to normal and
the fault has not occured since.
It did however clear all the
memory banks of data. More to
the point, there has been no
sign so far of the dreaded
battery failure!
The clock time can be re -set
to local standard at will, as can
any ALARM or SLEEP times be
pre-set to turn the receiver on or
off.
Any measurement of signal
strength can only be made
relatively. Precision field
strength measuring equipment
can, perhaps, be relied on to
give an absolute measurement
relative to 11.1V/m. But, at the

level of measurement we are
concerned with, the only
practical measurement is that
made with reference to the
receiver noise level - which can
be any odd value at all.
That said, 50 years ago a
system was introduced using S point units of +6dB from S1 to
S9, and above S9 in units of
+20dB. In itself this didn't mean
very much, but if someone's
signal strength dropped by two
S -points it did imply a drop of
12dB. Or, if one compared one
receiving antenna with another,
the relative gain between the
two could be estimated.
The introduction of the
bargraph and chip would
appear to have altered all that,
which brings me to the AR 3000s S -meter display and the
in-built attenuator.
The manual carefully omits
to state the value of the
attenuator provided. Common
sense, guesswork and guile,
cause me to conclude that it
must be 20dB. Using this as a
reference, I estimate that on the
RS232 link, '0' is the noise level

reference, from which the
letters A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, J,

represent increments of +3dB.
Futher increments of +20dB are
represented by letters L, N, 0,
with the letter P >=107dB.
Comparing these with the S meter read-out, S1 is +9dB
above the noise level, followed
by +3dB increments per S -point
up to S7 at +27dB. Finally,
increments of +20dB from S7 to
S9, at which S9 represents
everything over +67dB to above
+107dB. (The letters I, K, L
apparently being unrelated
intermediate values). So if the
level of a signal drops from S9
to S8, the answer is not -6dB,
but anything between -20dB to 60dB plus.
These figures are passed on
to readers only as a general
guide, and as a warning not to
take the S -meter readings too
seriously. In order to make any
use of the RS232 output, I
personally will resort to
calibration using a decade
attenuator box design cribbed
from the ARRL Handbook. And
then use it in the antenna input
as a fine control of attenuation
generally!
This final criticism apart, the
AR -3000 appears to fulfill all my
present dreams and
requirements, and in that sense
is a good example of
contemporary scanning receiver
design. Any final signal
processing that may be required
in my own case will probably be
taken care of by an RX-8 unit
connected to the Master 128's
user port. If Mrs Christmas
remembers to put it on her
shopping list, that is!

The Antenna System
Any good radio receiver
warrants the use of a good
antenna system. An antenna
system isolated from domestic
radiated and mains -borne
interference, which is free from
earthing problems.
A design I have used for
some years at I.f./m.f./h.f. is my
so-called T3WC antenna. The
terminated, tilted, twisted,
Windom -counterpoise. This has
given excellent results in the
past, and was recently
overhauled during the dry
summer months. All insulators
were replaced by strings of new
ones, sold at the local garden
centre as Nylon Chain for just
70p per foot.
The v.h.f./u.h.f. antenna is a
70-700MHz discone purchased
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from Air Supply. That said, even
without the h.f. pre -amp in
circuit, the AR -3000 appears to
be quite happy trundling along
onthe end of a piece of wet
string. Because, with the
discone connected to the BNC
socket, h.f. signals and below
were received at quite
respectable strengths, which
makes me wonder whether the
bicycle spokes on the discone
act effectively as an all -band
whip. More astonishingly, the
T3WC brought in 144 and
432MHz beacon stations, and
weather satellite signals, which
could not otherwise be heard in
the discone. After the fashion of
a v.h.f./u.h.f. Beverage antenna!
All of which explains my
comment regarding the piece of
wet string. In other words, what
is required is a lump of metal,
well up in the clear, fed by a
screened feeder.

The Turnstile Array
About 40 years ago, a colleague
of mine asked me to develop for
him an omni-directional
antenna for 144MHz. Inevitably,

I came up with a turnstile
array. That he must have been
highly satisfied with it is seen
from the fact that, 15 years later,
at his request, I designed a logperidodic array for Band IVN
TV.

It all came to a head when I
started to look into the
construction of a dedicated
antenna for UoSAT-2, 144MHz
and LHC polarised. All the
literature appeared to think in
terms of a 'crossed dipole'
antenna, and many details were
published in back copies of PW
and SWM. It also became
apparent that these were not in
general favour, listeners
seemingly preferring simple
horizontal dipoles.
Searching through said back
copies, it soon became evident
that this crossed dipole was my
old buddy, the turnstile array,
used for either RHC or LHC
polarisation depending on the
position of the phased element.
It was at this point that the
reason for its lack of popularity
became apparent. In nearly all
the published designs, errors
were discovered in plenty:
(a) Incorrect phasing harness
described
(b) Phasing wrongly
connected to give the required
handedness of polarisation
(c) Incorrect matching of
antenna to feeder.

By far the worst example
shown was when a quarter wave 30052 line was used to
match a folded dipole to 14011!
Followed by a quarter -wave,
7511 coaxial cable to match 3511
to a 50Q feeder. And I doubt if
we can entirely blame the
Editor's wordprocessor for
those errors.
A word to the wise! To match
an antenna impedance, ZA, to a
feeder impedance, ZF, use a
quarter -wave matching section
of impedance, ZM = SQR
(ZA*ZF). It's our old friend, the
'geometric mean' once again!
By contrast, the half -wave
matching section is a 1:1
transformer - the impedance is
unchanged.
And my own UoSAT-2
installation? Well in view of the
local 144MHz net activity sitting
on UoSAT-2s frequency, I shall
probably save myself a lot of
trouble and finish up with a
Sandpiper LHC crossed dipole
and reflector!

The Scanning System
of the Future
So what can we expect in years
to come? A look into my crystal
ball suggests something on the
lines shown in the heading
drawing.
The scanning receiver proper
will be mounted in a weatherproof box adjacent to the pole mounted antenna, fed by a
nominal 12V d.c. power cable,
together with a 4 -core cassette
recorder cable and a screened
6 -core RS -232 data link.

Without the need for
keyboard and control panel, the
AR -3000 or its successor will be
that much lower in price and
with the receiver directly
connected to the antenna there
will be no need for expensive N plugs, hardline and Japanese
hi -grade coaxial cable.
The signal level
measurement in the receiver
will follow a sensible
logarithmic law, and a
continuously variable attenuator
under microprocessor control
will be provided in the antenna
input.
Finally, by that time, it will be
the accepted practice for the
whole system to be controlled
from a personal computer in the
radio shack - the computer
being suppressed according to
stringent EMC regulation. All of
which means that we may have
to wait for a long time for it to
take place!
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Manual FM/AM Switching
Modifications for the
PRO -32 Scanner

The information in A. D. Ayres
original article, SWM August
1992, identifying the relevant
components in the scanner
was very useful and saved
hours of probing and
searching, but there were two
main things about the
modifications that I was not
happy with. The need to

prevents the +5.4V from
reaching D105 and switching
on the airband r.f. stage. Thus,
although a.m. or f.m. is still
manually switched on the
other bands, automatic a.m.
switching is retained on
airband.
Fitting the diode is quite
straight forward. Referring to
A. D. Ayres'
original article, cut
the track, move
Microprocessor Board
down the track a
short way from the
Fixed .5.4V
Airband select
cut (i.e. IC202 side)
and scrape off the
1121 Multi -way Connector
41
varnish revealing
Insert
the copper track.
switch
Cut track
Then, with a fine
tipped soldering
iron, tin the track.
1N4148
Control
Moving away from
Electronic
the cut makes sure
audio
both sides of the
switch
AM
new joint are
V D105 detector
securely
Output to
fixed to the
audio
stage
Input from
board. Any
i.f. stage
stress too
Fig. 1: Block diagram
near the cut
showing the cut track
might
Output to
r.f. stage
from the original
cause the
modification and the
track to lift.
1

new 1N4148 diode
added across the cut.
manually switch a.m. on
airband transmissions and the
loss of charging facilities if the
charge socket was used as an
earphone output. Continual
removal of the batteries for
charging could eventually
cause the battery
compartment cover to become
lose. It didn't take me long to
realise that there was one
solution for both problems diodes.
A diode placed across the
cut track is shown in Fig. 1.
This allows +5.4V to flow to
the a.m. detector and
electronic audio switch when
airband is selected, but when
a.m. is manually selected, it
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MUST be stabilised. This
means that the output must be
9V whether or not it is on load.
An unstabilised supply will
deliver too much voltage to the
NiCads and could cause
damage. A suitable circuit for
providing a stabilised 9V
supply using a 7809 regulator
is shown in Fig. 4. This device
will need a small heat sink.
used a piece of 2mm thick
aluminium, measuring
approximately 40 x 40mm. The
BY126 diode is included as
protection against reverse
polarity when being connected
to a power source such as a
car battery. The circuit itself
can be made up on a small
piece of Veroboard and housed
in a plastics box.
Incidentally, I found that it
was much easier to work on
the two sockets if the ground
ends of C202 and C203 were
I

temporarily unsoldered
allowing the sockets to slip out
of the side of the receiver case.
An additional modification
to the PRO -32 was to change

the method of supplying
current to the memory back-up
circuit. The handbook for the
scanner states that the three
silver oxide batteries should be
replaced once a year. These
cells cost about £1.50 each,
making a total expenditure of
£4.50 each year. Although
cheaper cells can be found, it
is advisable, for reliability, to
use only good quality
replacements. Because I
always keep charged NiCads in
the scanner, I decided to use
power from the NiCads to

supply power for memory
storage. The extra components
needed to drop the voltage
from the batteries to the
memory back-up circuit can be

Outer
PWR

Inner

Outer
CHG

Inner

The

cathode of
the diode is
soldered to
the track and the anode
can be soldered
directly to pin 12.
The second use of a
diode is shown in Fig.
2. This allows the
NiCads to be recharged
even while the scanner
is being run from a 9V
power supply.
However, there are a
few important points to
note. Only NiCads can
be used after this
modification, standard
or alkaline cells must
NOT be used if an
external 9V power
supply is being used.
The power supply itself

Before

L110
47µ

C203

1

Batteries

In
L111

47µ

1N4148

Outer
PWR

Inner

From audio amp
To speaker

After

Outer
CHG/EAR

white

C203

Inner
L110
47µ

T
Batteries

1n

L111
47u

Fig. 2: The second diode allows the NiCads to be charged
when running from an external power supply.
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A visit to Hamfest at the Flight Refuelling Sports Field, resulted in Peter Julian buying a
Realistic PRO -32 scanner. By a very fortunate coincidence a modification to manually
switch a.m. and f.m. on this set was also featured in the August '92 edition of SWM.
He re -read the article and set about modifying the radio.
seen in Fig. 6.
To allow the battery pack to
slip into its compartment and
the back to fit properly, a fairly
fine wire must be used to
connect the final back-up
battery's positive terminal in
the battery compartment to
the resistor and diode soldered
to the power socket.
To locate the correct back-up
battery terminal, slide the
cover off the back-up batteries

I

12

._J
I

Fig. 5: Pin -out for the

Common

1.1A7809UC voltage

Input

regulator

1N4148

1N4148

6M8

over the wire to prevent it from
being snagged when the
battery pack is replaced. Any
voltage measurements on the
memory back-up side of the

Back-up +

Outer
PWR

Inner

From audio amp
To speaker

Outer

readings.

CHG/EAR

white

coil type will load the circuit
and give very misreading

Fig. 3: The circuit
symbol and physical
shape of a typical
signal diodes.

Output

mA 78 09UC

can be re -assembled and a
piece of adhesive tape stuck

6.8M52 resistor should be
made with a high impedance
f.e.t. or a digital multi -meter
since a normal 50kON moving

a

k

to you, one end of the thin
wire should be soldered to the
far left-hand back-up battery
contact. The other end can
then be connected to the
resistor and diode. These
should be sleeved to prevent
any short circuit. Now the back

Inner
L110

After

47u.

T
Batteries

C203
1n

L111

47µ

pA7809UC

Fig. 4: A

stabilised
9V power
supply
circuit.

Fuse

BY126

Fig. 6: The extra components needed to drop the
voltage for the memory back-up circuit.

out

1A

12V in

and remove them. Now you
have only about 30 minutes in
which to work - after that,
without power, memory
storage will be lost. With the
battery end of the set closest

1O00µ

16V

Oµ1

9V

disc

should be run until the LOW
BATTERY sign comes on. Even

Every so often NiCads
should be discharged and then
given a full charge. This
ensures that they will maintain
their full capacity. From time to
time, therefore, the radio

then, with the batteries
discharged, there is still
enough power to maintain
memory back-up for a
considerable time.
The good thing about these
modifications is that they can
be carried out without having
to remove any circuit board.

Should it ever be necessary to
return the set to its original
condition, this can be
accomplished quite easily.
Note: Back issues of the
August 1992 issue of SWM are
available from the Editorial
Offices, priced £2.00 including
postage and packing in the UK
- Ed.

Listen With

Grandad
by Leon Balen

and
David Leverett
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Black Jaguar BJ200-MkIV
Pocket Scanner
Pocket scanners are essentially portable receivers that operate in various frequency bands.
This new model covers h.f. to u.h.f. or, more specifically, h.f., v.h.f. low, air, v.h.f. high and
u.h.f., offering potentially wide coverage of many services. Lawrence Harris puts the Black
Jaguar through its paces.
As a regular user of scanners, I
tend to prefer two specific
facilities; scanning a selection
of known, programmed
frequencies on a regular basis,
and occasionally searching
specific bands for new, active
frequencies. This scanner
includes both facilities so I
have spent some time
operating it.
Being small enough to carry
anywhere, it is a true pocket
scanner, yet avoids using tiny
buttons, which can be
awkward to use. Weighing in
at less than half a kilogram it is
very light, so I was able to take

it out to try in different
locations.
The instruction manual runs
to some nine pages of A5, and
carries a disconcerting

BLACK JAGUAR

warning at the start! It points
out that the built-in nickel
cadmium batteries are
supplied discharged so must
be re -charged for some 10
hours before use. This is no
real problem, but it does spoil

that 'can't wait to try it out'
feeling! If you are desperate,
the receiver can be run
immediately from the mains
using the supplied charger.
Of greater interest were the
notes regarding errors in the
manual. Some controls have
been changed - even removed!
Considering that the manual is
not a high quality product, I
feel that it could have been
brought fully up-to-date
without the need for significant
corrections. The description of
the DELAY function is wrong see later, under 'Features'.
Other than these points, the
notes are comprehensive and
easy to follow.

Appearance
Frankly, it looks very smart,
though the helical rubber
antenna gives the
appearance of a cellular
phone! The large front panel
contains the majority of the
buttons - including digits for
setting frequencies, and
various options such as
MANUAL and AM/FM. More
on these later. Also on the
front is the speaker grille
that merges well with the
r
ply,0
buttons. A fair-sized I.c.d.
screen provides large
1111111
readable text.
The top of the receiver
just about has space for
the BNC antenna
connector, an earphone
socket, volume and
squelch controls, and the
poc,1'0 3,-MiNER
power switch. An r.f.
attenuator is squeezed
9,1200-taN
in as well. The righthand side of the
receiver has a d.c.
socket for the charging
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unit, and a sensibly recessed
push-button switch to activate
a light for the screen for use at
night.
The whole unit gives the
impression of a well-built,
well -designed receiver. I gave
it a full 10 -hour charge and
then put it through its paces.

Features
Receivers seem to come in
either of two categories - they
can be loaded with features,
some of which may be used
rather infrequently, or they
may contain just the basics. In
my view, this receiver falls in
the second category.
Switching on from start
(after charging) requires that
you enter a frequency, or
search band limits yourself nothing was pre-set. Once
frequencies have been
entered, they are then
available more or less
permanently. The
specifications shows that 16
channels are available for
storing frequencies, each
being stored with its channel
number. There is no need to
start off entering all the
frequencies - I decided to let
the receiver do some
searching first.
The receiver can operate in
either of two main modes:
scanning stored frequencies,
or searching between defined
frequency limits. There is no
facility to store upper or lower
limits of your search band, but
it is so simple to set these up
that I felt that such a facility
was not really required!
The MANUAL button puts
the unit into manual mode
(from either SCAN or SEARCH
modes). Here, channel data is
entered, or SEARCH mode can
be programmed. There is no
SEARCH button as such - this
mode starts via the UP or
DOWN arrow buttons.
The SCAN button starts the

receiver scanning each
programmed frequency, and
the PRIORITY button forces the
microprocessor to check
channel 1 more frequently.
The DELAY button can be
useful when scanning amateur
band frequencies, but should
be used with caution. The
receiver will always pause on
an active channel. After the
signal has ceased, scanning of
the channels will continue. In
SCAN mode, DELAY only
affects a selected channel - not
the whole group as wrongly
described in the manual. If you
press DELAY during a SCAN
you will only catch whichever
channel happens to be active
at that precise moment!
The LOCK -OUT button
selects individual channels for
exclusion from scanning. This
is a common feature of
scanners and I use mine with
much caution! I find it too easy
to forget that a frequency has
been locked -out, so I rarely use
this option. The AM/FM button
switches between the
respective signal modulations,
and would normally be left on
FM, except perhaps when
using the h.f. band.
The arrow keys are used to
either increment (decrement)
the channel numbers when in
manual mode, or to mark
frequencies as being the upper
or lower ends of bands when
search mode is being
programmed (see Searching).
Sound quality was perfectly
acceptable from this small
receiver, and the single
earphone provided adequate
listening, also enabling the
volume level to be reduced,
which can extend the life
between charges. A separate
80 speaker (not supplied) can
be connected to the phone
socket.
When the batteries are
running low, a warning
indicator comes on screen and
the speaker is silenced to
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your brand new ICOM
BUY AN ICOM R71 With
R71 HF Receiver
you can

AND CLAIM THE

ABSOLUTELY FREE!

choose one of the following:
RC17 Remote Contrci
EX257 FM Unit
CR64 High -stability
Crystal Unit
EX31O Voice Synthesizer
FL44 SSB Filter
FL32 or FL63 CW/RTTY

Narrow Filter

Don't forget HANISTORES stock AEA,

AKD, Alinco, AOR, Barenco, Comet,
Cushcraft, Davis, Dee Comm, Diamond, JRC,
Kerwood, Lowe, Nlicroset, NUFJ, RSGB
Books, Toyo, Yaesu and Yupiteru, so
whatever you want HAMSTORES will have
it! Low deposit, interest -free credit is

available on most radio purchases.
visa

RSGB

ICOM

SWITCH

BIRMINGHAM (JUST OFF M5 MOTORWAY JUNCTION 2) - GORDON & JOHN

International House, 963 Wolverhampton Rd. Oldbury, West Midlands B69 4RJ.

Tel: 021 552 0073 Fax: 021 552 0051.
LONDON -PAUL-11 Watford Way, Hendon, London NW4 3JL. Tel: 081 202 0073. Fax: 202 8873
HERNE BAY -CHRIS -Unit 8, Herne Bay West Ind. Est. Sea Street, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 8LD.
Tel: 0227 741555 Fax: 0227 741742.

OPENING TIMES: Mondays to Fridays: 09:00-17:00 & Saturdays: 09:00-16:00.

The UK New 3rd Edition 12,000
Scanning ListSpotoverFrequencies

Guaranteed complete to the last nut!

Directory

COMPACT 80m CW QRP Tx/Rx
DTR3 Kit - £87.50 P&P f4.00 Ready Built - (140.00

* Primed panel

Here is the book that every scanner owner has been waiting for! This new 3rd edition
has been completely revised and thoroughly updated, and its comprehensive coverage
and detail continues to amaze readers. Listing over 12,000 spot frequencies 25 MHz 1.215 GHz, remains the biggest and best guide on the market, and covers public utilities,
security, telephones and lots more we dare not mention!

40m 8 TOP BAND VERSIONS

Price £16.95 incl. UK post Overseas post add £2 EEC and sea, or f5 airmail.

* Stable VFO * Sidelone * Audio Filter
* Requires 12/14 VIE * Very detailed
Instructions * Black steel case

Monitoring the Yugoslav Conflict

ALSO AVAILABLE

ListerRRACS, the UN boarding ships, aircraft enforcing the Exclusion Zone,
diplomatics, press, relief flights and more. Lists over 100 active frequencies and is a
must if you want to be in the thick of the action!

ANTENNA TUNING UNITS

Price £4.95 incl. UK post. Airmail Worldwide £1.50.

TU1 Kit - E41.25
TU2 Kit - £51.00

Ready Built - E51.50
Ready Built - E72.00
P&P £4.00

New

High grade capacitor * Built in balun * Circuits to match
* Large dia. coil
your antenna * Up to 30 Watts of CW * TU2 has sensitive QRP/SWR meter
* TU1 is ideal for SWL

Computerized Radio Monitoring

This book explains how to marry radios to computers for tuning, searching scanning,
logging, analyzing, decoding, develop monitoring strategies, plan databases and even
remote monitoring, plus reviews software radios and terminal units.

Price £19.50 incl. UK post. Overseas post add £2 sea or £4.50 airmail.

The International Callsign Directory

QRP SWR METER

Has the most comprehensive list of tactical callsigns and their identifications ever
published for the US Air Force, Navy, Customs Marine Corp and foreign military. Also
lists worldwide internationally registered callsigns and their users for aviation, NASA,
military, Interpol, embassies, maritime and many more.

* Specially designed for QRP * HF 1-30MHz
* Can be set down to 1/, watt for FSD
* Ideal for milliwatting * Low insertion loss 0.2dB
TUA1 Kit - complete with case & meter £18.00 P&P £1.50

Price £18.50 incl. UK post. Overseas post add £2.50 or £5.50 airmail.

ORDER NOW

CARLTON (Receiver)

80-40-20m Dc Rx

Please supply:

* Receives USB, LSB and CW * Very sensitive
and selective * Simple modular construction
* 12-14 volt battery operated * Printed facia

I

1

I enclose a cheque/PO

I

PSU 15 REGULATED
POWER SUPPLY

1

I Please charge to my credit card

11111EC1111111

Kit complete with case - £69.50 P&P £4.00

I VISA

I

I M/CARD

Address'

* Ready built * Mains Input * 13.8V @ 1.5A
output * Ideal for DTR3 8 'Carlton' * Fully
protected

Name:

Signature:
PostCode:

Supplied ready built - £52.00 P&P £5.00

(Please allow 10 days for delivery)

Send SAE for brochure or call Alan G4DVW on 0602 382509

LAKE ELECTRONICS

7 Middleton Close, Nuthall, Nottingham NG16 1 BX
(callers by appointment only)
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Expiry date

RSGB

This address much match the registered credit-card holder's address.

INTERPRODUCTS
113, 8 Abbot St., Perth, PH2 OEB, Scotland

Tel. and Fax 0738-441199
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RADIO AMATEURS EXAM?
PASS FIRST TIME!
Before you enrol check the benefits of
RRC'S unique Home Tuition Service
RRC has helped thousands of students to success in their
examinations with this unique system of postal tuition, one
which guides you, step-by-step, to qualify in the shortest
possible time. Only The Rapid Results College offers you all
these advantages:
0 A qualified personal tutor

0 Free advice before you enrol

0 Study material prepared by specialists

0 Telephone Helpline

0 Completely self-contained courses

O Free 'How to Study' Guide
O Instalment Plan

Handy pocket-size booklets

0 Free Postage on course material

0 Personal study programme

0 Worldwide Airmail Service

Regular marked tests

0 Extra tuition free if you don't pass first time

El Courses regularly updated

0 48 hour despatch

Akai VS X470E GN
Multi -System VCR
Echo Star SR -50 Satellite receiver

Grundig 10" screen
Multi -system TV

Alba SA20 Positioner

Aerial Techniques celebrates its 14th year of successful trading with
several special offers to customers' both old and new.
GRUNDIG P27-549/12 Multisystem 10" Screen tv, covers Bands 1,2 & 3, UHF
and cable channels, systems PAL I (for UK); PAL B/G (for Europe); SECAM L
(for France); SECAM B/G:D/K etc. NTSC 3.58 & 4.43MHz; 12-24v DC & Mains
operation complete with infra -red remote control
£339.95
AKAI VS X470EGN Multisystem VCR, covers Bands 1,3 & UHF. Systems PAL I
(for UK); PAL B/G (for Europe); SECAM L (for France); SECAM B/G:D/K etc.
NTSC 3.58 & 4.43MHz. DX 4 head; Long Play; Multi-vottage; 8 event -1 year
timer
£499.00
ECHOSTAR SR -50 manually tuned Satellite receiver with built-in bandwidth
filter (reduces to 12MHz)
£149.95

£79.95

SATELLITE DXERs motorised package, comprises Echostar SR -50 manually
tuned receiver, 90cm spun aluminium Dish, 0.9dB LNB, teedhorn, polanser,
actuator and indoor positioner (1.2m Dish option available)
£499.00
(All prices are inclusive of Vat. Caniage & Insurance delivery MOO on larger items)
Serving the TV and Satellite trade, the retail and enthusast sector, we have been providing an
expert and knowledgeable sales with a free consultancy service for over 14 years. We sell
both the usual and often requested. together with the unusual and rarely asked for, if
we've not got it then if it's made we WILL obtain R. Terrestrial of Satellite -we're
there.

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms
Address

Our CATALOGUE at £1 samples some but not all that we can supply, send for your
copy today. UK & overseas despatch normally ex stock within 24 hours, we'll accept
the usual credit cards, cash, cheques, POs - as convenient. Ring daytime with you
query or late on our 24 hr 'phone or send in your tax and well get tack to you shortly.

Postcode

The Rapid Results College

--era-

RRCDept. 1V140, Tuition House, London SW19 4DS. FREE ADVICE: 081 947 7272 (9amSpm)

PROSPECTUS: 081 946 1102 (24 hour Recordacall Service quoting Dept. No. above).

THE FLYING SHOP
BIGGIN HILL AIRPORT

THE NEW!!!
YUPITERU MVT-7100
000d
0000

1000 Channels
All Mode AM/FM/
MW/LSB/USB

500kHz1650MHz

SSB tuning in
10Hz steps
YUPITERU VT -125 MkIl
YUPITERU MVT-7000
1MHz-1300MHz

AM-NBFM-WBFM Multiple steps
Better than 0.5µV 200 memories
Rotary dial 5 -meter Fast scan
speed LockouVpriority Ni-cads
Charger/AC PSU 12V lead
The MVT-7000 from Yupiteru provides
unbroken coverage throughout the spectrum.
Each one is carefully tested by us and supplied

kith a unique power supply that will not only
,,charge the ni-cads, but also run the set
:Erectly from the mains. Its beautifully styled
Imes and superb engineering make it the best
Day for the customer who wants the widest
frequency range possible.

£315 inc. VAT

Excellent reception 108-142MHz
30 memory channels
Illuminated LCD display! 25, 150 or
1.001tHz steps Search, scan or direct
frequency entry Keylock Keyboard
beep tone LCD signal meter

£165 inc. VAT

11 Kent Road, Parkstone, Poole, Dorset BH12 2EH
Tel: 0202 738232 Fax: 0202 716951

ANNIVERSARY
BARGAINS
We are 10 years old this year and to
celebrate we are offering unrepeatable
bargains on our most desirable products.
For example:
For BBC computers:
RX-8 8 -mode receive system g100 off
For Spectrum computers:

FAX/WXsats receive system 25% off
These and other amazing offers are
available during

October and November ONLY,
SO

BUY NOW!!

Complete with 3 AA size ni-cad batteries,
240V mains adaptor 12V d.c. cigar plug &
carry strap

Full information available on everything.
Please ask.

YUPITERU VT -225

technical software

£235

inc. VAT

The Flying Shop, Higgin Hill iiirporl,Westerham, Kent TNI6 3BN
24 hr delivery £7.50 48 hr deliver £5.00
Prices are subject to change with out prior notification

Tel: (0959) 576370 0900 - 18.00 (Mon -Sun)
(0959) 572352 0700-0900 & 1800-2000
Fax: (0959) 576711 24 Hour.
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THIS MONTH!

ALBA SA20 manual Satellite positioner with 3 digit LED display

POST COUPON TODAY FOR FREE
RADIO AMATEURS PROSPECTUS
Please send me my prospectus as quickly as possible.

E

OFFERS FOR

Fron, Upper Llandwrog, Caernarfon LU54 7RF

Tel: 0286 881886 =
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EGiulGEN
minimise power consumption.
Data is retained in memory for
some time, but re -charging
should be undertaken as soon
as convenient.

Frequency Entry &
Scanning
I suspect the most common
use for a portable receiver is
for scanning preset
frequencies. Channel scanning
speed is 10 per second, similar
to my base unit. Entering
frequencies in the Black Jaguar
is simplicity itself. From
manual mode a channel is
selected from the 16 available.
A frequency is entered by
typing e.g. 150.0 and pressing
ENTER. For a quick try,

I

programmed a group of
frequencies used in the
150MHz band by COSMOS
navigation and other satellites.

Within twenty minutes or so I
heard two of them - COSMOS
2233 active on 150.03MHz and
COSMOS 2180 transmitting on
149.94MHz. I should add that
these were heard with my
external antenna connected to
the Black Jaguar.

Searching
The specifications show that
the scanner covers five bands.
With so much of the radio
spectrum to monitor I felt
spoilt for choice. I find the
amateur bands to have
considerable interest so I
checked my copy of Scanners
by Peter Rouse and decided to
search the 432 to 440MHz
section.
Entering band limits must be
done in the correct sequence;
the upper limit followed by the
lower limit. Before entering
these limits, a channel number
is selected by pressing
MANUAL. This will be
indicating the last channel
used. The reason for basing
your search band on a specific
channel is that should you
subsequently wish to store a
frequency found during
SEARCH, this is done with one

DOWN ARROW key. Yes, I was

puzzled as well! Next, enter the
lower frequency, 432, and
press the UP ARROW key. As
this is completed, searching
starts from the lower
frequency. If you try to enter
the limits in the wrong
sequence, or enter an 'illegal'
frequency (one outside
receiver band limits) an ERROR
message greets you.
One mildly annoying feature
here was the inability to
correct an erroneous entry.
Should you type 433 (instead
of 432), you cannot backspace
or cancel - you have to register
the number and then repeat
the process using the correct
input. Entering band limits is
so easy that I quickly stopped
feeling puzzled about the
omission of band limits
storage.
Using the SEARCH facility
and the supplied antenna, I left
the scanner operating. Within
a few minutes the unit locked
on to an amateur operator who
turned out to be based in
Cornwall at a town about 65km
away. She was a girl of 14
years of age, who
subsequently described in
excellent technical detail the
antenna she was using, and
the nature of the exams
recently taken to obtain her
transmitting licence! The
equipment she was using
belonged to her father.
Apparently, she had a number
of friends who were also
working towards their licences.
The importance of this chat
was that it enabled me to
check out the routine

monitoring capabilities of the
receiver. The young lady was
contacted by a number of
holidaying amateurs, all using
portable rigs and who helpfully
described their transmitters.
Their low power transmissions
were received perfectly. All
these tests were done using
the supplied helical antenna,
from my basement, at ground
level.

Continuing the scan of the
432MHz band, the unit also
locked onto a FAX
transmission and several other
utilities, all coming in loud and
clear. I connected up the
external antenna that is
mounted about five metres
high. This brought in the same
results, surprising me slightly
because I had expected an
improved performance from
the external antenna.
While doing several
frequency searches, I noted
that the squelch needed to be
set for optimum response. It is
adjusted in the conventional
manner, the extremes being
fully closed and fully open.
Occasionally it halted on a
persistent carrier and had to be
released by pressing the UP
key, to re -commence searching
or scanning.
If a signal is found during
searching, the receiver pauses.
To store this frequency, you
just press ENTER, and the
channel number currently
displayed is updated. This new
frequency can be overwritten
at any future time as required.
In search mode you can
activate the DELAY key. This
forces the receiver to pause

Specifications

key press (ENTER), the

frequency then being stored in
the selected channel. Of

Frequency Ranges:

course, you can do a SEARCH

VHF low
Air & VHF Mid
VHF high

from any channel without
actually using or changing its
contents.
From MANUAL mode enter
the upper frequency, 440 in
this instance, and press the

HF

UHF

Included

Memories
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26-29.995MHz in 5kHz steps
60-88MHz in 5kHz steps
115-178MHz in 5kHz steps
210-260MHz
410-520MHz
single earphone, mains charger (for
built-in NiCads), carrying case.

longer on suspect signals.
Otherwise the receiver tended
to pause too briefly. In this
mode, DELAY operates
correctly. The manual
recommends using short (one
MHz) band sweeps while in
SEARCH mode, to minimise
the chances of missing brief
transmissions. In general, this
point may be valid for sections
of air band where
conversations are often very
brief.

Sensitivity
The figure of 0.50 quoted for
most of the bands compares
with the similar figures quoted
for my base scanner - a rather
larger model! Using the same
external antenna I obtained
similar results with the Black
Jaguar.
The frequency coverage of
the receiver is somewhat

greater than implied by the
published specifications. The
broadcast f.m. band is not
officially covered by the Black
Jaguar, probably due to the
vastly incresed bandwidth
requirements, but some
stations could still be heard.

Conclusions
The receiver is so easy to use,
that my initial reservations
about its few facilities, e.g.
only 16 memories and an
inability to store band limits
(unlike my base receiver
melted away when I realised
just how easy it is to operate. It
takes me longer to remember
which number band I want to
search on my base receiver
than it does to program the
Black Jaguar fresh each time!
The manual is easy to use,
but really does need some
sections re -writing.
For people wanting to carry
a portable receiver to monitor
their favourite bands while on
holiday or from other
locations, this is a very
convenient unit to take. The
space occupied by this receiver
is extraordinarily small, even
including the charging unit.
My thanks to Nevada

Communications, 189
London Road, North End,
Portsmouth, Hants P02
9AE. Tel: (0705) 662145 for
the loan of the portable
receiver, which costs £239.00.
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By Ron Ham
Faraday, Greyfriars, Storrington, West Sussex RH2O 4HE

showed you
Last month,
inside the projection box used by

and/or radio -auroral reports at Flat
1/2, East Parkside, Edinburgh EH16

Band II

the South Downs Astronomical
Society for observing sunspots.

5XJ.

Like most of us

I

This time you will see it attached to

their refractor telescope in Fig.

1,

in

England,
Cheshire

Magnetic

area was
overcast when Dave

just as Joan and I saw it in action at

their observatory on Trundle Hill,
near Goodwood, on July 11. The
user stands with his back to the sun
and, by moving the telescope on its
mount, positions the sun's image on
the paper screen in the base of the

box. The solar rays pass through
the object glass at the top of the
telescope and enter the box via the
eye -piece at the bottom.

Arrangements similar to this are
used by our contributors Ron
Livesey (Edinburgh), Patrick Moore

southern
the

The variety of magnetometers used
by John Fletcher (Tuffley), Andy
Karl
Lewis
(Marton),
Hollis
(Saltash), Ron Livesey, David Pettitt

Coggins wanted to see the
shower.
meteor
Persieds

Rackham
(Carlisle)
them,
between
(Goostrey),
recorded disturbances to the
earth's magnetic field on July 2-4, 711, 20, 21, 24, 27 & 29. Tony
Hopwood (Upton -on -Severn) and
Andy Hollis telephoned Ron Livesey

number of
'pings' of reflected signals from
stations in France, Germany and

and

However, Dave did see a couple
Band

Tom

on

the

and

8th

he heard

II

plotted by Patrick
Moore on August 12.

a

Scandinavia at the lower end of the
band.

Among the stations heard by
Bucknall (Cheshire), while
visiting parts of the Czech Republic
Tim

to say that their instruments were
disturbed

Fig. 2: Sunspots

around 0230 and when he checked

9th

late July, was the BBC World

in

(Selsey) and Ted Waring (Bristol)
and I know that each one of these,
and all experienced astronomers,

respectively. This tied up with the
aurora observed from Banff on the
8th and Co. Tipperary on the 9th.

v.h.f.
band
on three
frequencies, Voice Of America
(Europe) on 98.1MHz and 'ZFM' (a

will remind you, as I often do, that it

Ron

disturbances

is DANGEROUS TO LOOK DIRECTLY
AT THE SUN.

correlated with an aligned coronal
hole suitably placed with respect to
the earth".

branch of AFN) from Germany on
98.7MHz. Back home and during a

Solar Reports

added, "these

Sporadic -E opening on August 30,
Tim found Italian and Spanish
stations at the bottom and top ends
of the band respectively.

Hatfield,
Ian
Henry
McDermid (Comrie), Ted Owen
(Didcot),

Despite the handicap of varying
cloud cover, Cmdr Henry Hatfield

(Maldon), Ted Waring, Ern Warwick
Ford
White
and
(Plymouth)
(Portland), for their 28MHz beacon

his

Associated Data

First, my thanks to Gordon Foote

days 3, 6, 16, 19, 21, 23, 24 & 29 and
four on the 17th, 19th & 28th.

using

Flg. 1: The South Downs
Astronomical Society's
refractor telescope.

Propagation Beacons

In July, Ron Livesey located three
sun's disc on
active

(Sevenoaks),

Service

spectrohelioscope, located a small
sunspot group, nine filaments and
eight small quiescent prominences

logs from which

on the 8th, one large spot, 9fs, a

on

'hedgerow' prominence on the ENE

limb and a small qp on the 12th,

28.302MHz to the log this time and
reports that the beacons he heard

1grp, 15fs and seven small qps on
the 14th, 2grps, 19fs and 11 small
qps on the 17th, 2grps, 13fs, four

on August 20 were all very weak.
Gordon Foote said, "there were
periods of no beacons, followed by

small qps on the 22nd and 1grp,
some active plages between the
group and a large spot, 15fs, two
small qps and a very long thin

one or two days when 5

More reports about propagation in
Bands I, Ill, IV & V, including a chart
in
the
changes
showing
for the
atmospheric pressure
period July 26 to August 25, can be
seen in my 'Television' column
elsewhere in this issue.

obtained the
information to compile the monthly
chart in Fig. 3. Ian added DL8MFJ
28.189MHz

I

and

on

PI7ETE

or

6

Europeans were very clear".

filament in the SW quadrant at 1037
on August 10.
Patrick Moore kindly sent a
drawing, Fig. 2, of the sunspot

groups, one on each limb, that he
projected at 1530 on August 12. Ted

Waring reports that he counted six
sunspots on the 4th, 12 on the 12th
and 10 on the 23rd.

Fig. 3: The 28MHz beacon chart.

auroral cofor
the
British
ordinator
Astronomical Association, received
reports of aurora described as
Ron

Livesey,

the

'quiet arc' and 'rayed arc' for the
overnight period on July 8/9, 'ray
bundles' on 18/19, 19/20, 27/28 &
28/29 and 'active forms' on 9/10,
10/11 & 18/19 from observers in

DL8MFJ
EA3JA
HG5GEW
IK1PCB
IY4M
LA5TEN
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Ron would welcome your visual
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Fig. 1: Can any reader

identify this catch on
Eutelsat II Fl 13 E?
From John Locker.

1110"OqG1
Roger Bunney, 33 Cherville Street,
Ramsey, Hants S051 8FB

Fig. 2: Prior to a

football match! from
John Locker.

dish in the Bristol/Somerset area,

its worth readers having

Dave Andrews

am hopeful of
budget receiver.
obtaining a replacement tuner head

Bristol (0454)
778887 is willing to install any Ku or
C Band satellite system and to
ensure its accurate Clarke Belt
coverage.
Dave
professionally

a go!
The
Israeli -PLO
peace talks produced
flurries of excitement

(i.f.) with a better image rejection

commissions satellite systems but

figure shortly and the possibilities of
a 70MHz bandpass with a bandwidth

more

September, I noticed four
outgoing
feeds
from

17.30 - 20.15 GMT
ECS H Fl XP 38
VIDEO PAL 625
0 7.2 & 7.4 NARROW J17

Dave's a DXer as well using fairly

Israel simultaneously on

H. U L *49.911.811267

of around 26-27MHz is also being
sought to reduce the receiver noise
level particularly on picture content

small dishes for both C and Ku band

the 13th at 2300 hours,
the Intelsat 601 27 West 'Atlantic

The Echosphere SR -50 manual
receiver has become a popular
'DXers' satellite receiver albeit with

a few shortcomings inherent in

a

I

- even with a strong signal present.

Several readers have noticed a
tuning drift with these receivers
after some months of use. If this
problem is being experienced there
may be no need for alarm, the fault
is most likely within the tuning pot
housing itself. The spindle seems to
partially seize up and tuning
becomes vaguely 'jerky'. The fault is
easily remedied - remove the tuning
pot by gripping the knob and pulling
it

at right angles away from the

receiver. The knob once pulled off
exposes the splined spindle. Slightly
elevate the front of the receiver and
squirt the base of the spindle
carefully with a silicone spray. This

should penetrate the housing and
end the problem. Alternatively a few
drops of '3 in 1' penetrating oil at the
base of the spindle will be sufficient

to ease the spindle. Replace the
knob ensuring the calibration line is
positioned

as

before.

Rapid

manipulation of the tuning knob will
gradually ease the problem away.

I'm receiving an encouraging and increasing - amount of readers'
mail from Bristol to Bangkok! Of help
to readers of SWM that are unsure
of accurately aligning a tracking

in

important to

our

readers,

and widely experienced in current
receivers
and
their
application to our hobby. He uses a
1.8m Alcoa petal dish for his C and
Ku
band satellite reception, a
photograph of his feed system
satellite

shows a Chaparral Corotor 2 feed
with a Swedish Microwave 0.8dB
noise tripled LNB for Ku band, a 30K
Drake C Band LNB and mechanical
pola riser.

Leaving our shores into Thailand
and Alan Smith writes of a concern
that Rupert Murdoch has bought a
controlling interest in Hong Kong's
Star TV which may precipitate Star
encryption
(and
relating
subscriber fees) prior to the
promised 1995. Other than GMA
into

(Philipines) and more recently TV3
Malaysia most TV in the region is
unscrambled ie free to air. Alan's
also seen ChinaSat 1 move from 87
to 115°E though with the same
transponder line-up.
Globe -hopping back to Israel, Eli

Shavit comments that the IRA's
Israel -3 should start up next year
and available only by satellite on
Intelsat 512 (1°W spot beam) with a
programme
offering
in
many

during the 2nd week of

Express' was fired up with two -ways
from the 'States into Europe. Odd to
see a couple of signals using Sound
in Syncs (SIS) and with normal
subcarier audio as well! The staff at
JCS - Jerusalem Capital Studios

transmission will then be uplinked
via Galaxy 3 at C Band - and
scrambled. Subscription fees will be
$12 for cable and $5 for direct home
(dish)
reception.
A
million

subscriptions are expected within
three months, derived from the 17

satellites from
Kopernikus 28°E through to Intelsat
601 27°W carried news inserts/feeds

million Poles living in North America.
TV Polonia will commission her own
earth station in Poland October 1 to
replace the 'SNG POL-1' facility now

in Ku band at various times over

used.

September 12-14.

Keep a look out for new EBU
identifications with the Eurovision
control centre in Brussels closing

were on overtime that night! Over
the

period

most

A line from Berry Habekotte,
Holland.

says

He

the

RTP

Internacional service has now
transferred from Eutelsat II F3 16°E
to II F2 at 10°E 11.660GHz vertical.
Hands up all those that can identify

the following 'UKI 31 M/CLO' seen
on a live ITN news link over Eutelsat
II F3 16°E on September 23 at
lunchtime! Had me guessing until

the

shape

upmarket
mountains.

Bobby

of

appeared with

a

Charlton

backdrop of an

marina
and
high
Not Hong Kong but

Monte Carlo and a 2 -way into the
ITN news discussing the chances of

Manchester as the venue for the
year 2000 Olympics.
Another
Shuttle

down and the new switching centre
now

operational
in
Geneva,
Switzerland. The old ident EVC has
now ceased - check for EVC-G.
MTV Europe are illuminating
across Europe over Eutelsat II Fl
13°E at 11.658GHz horizontal and
transfers to the 'Hot Bird' II F5 also
13°E when it launches next May. A
further high power satellite is
planned for 13°E - 'Hot Bird Plus' and
will be totally TV transmissions
acting as a rival to Astra.
If any readers are considering a
subscription to any promised, shortly
to arrive porn channel it will be wise

mission

to delay until the service can be

service that is a franchise operation

provided beautiful pictures of the

with 3 contractors sharing Intelsat

earth from space together with the
high drama of in -orbit docking - live
though
with
aerospace
developments in recent times the
remarkable views tend now to be

confirmed. 'TV -X', 'After 12 Europe'
and 'Channel 69' are all suggested to
be launching late '93 and a company
operating an international smart

languages.

The

new Channel

2

downlink
facilities
should
have
started
November
1,
but
Eli
reckons that goverment
operational
requirements
may result in a later
opening date.
512

And back to St. Albans,
H e rts
with Paul Field
recently trading in his
trusty Amstrad SRX200 and
buying a Cambridge RD480
receiver. Recently
tried
receiving

Paul

other
Figs. 3 & 4: The complete church
service included burnt -in time code stations using the dish on
the ground and propping it
to prevent programme piracy.

on packing, chairs, etc., to
at various
across the sky.
aim

a

Gibraltar address does not have the
permission of the authorities on the
'Rock'.

Orbital News
From October 1 TV Polonia will be

And finally the dear old Olympus
satellite at 18°W has been switched
off for ever. Life ceased on August

transmitted to the USA via the TDRS

26.

satellite at 41°W for reception

1992 control was lost and she went
into an orbital trip around the Earth,
eventually
being
recaptured and returned to
her old parking slot. A
bird with spirit, she will be

in

Denver, an eight hour time delayed

Enthusiasts may recall that in

missed!

points
Many

satellite
transponders
were received such as
'Marconi -Polo'
(RTP
Portugal); Norway's TVN
and the Reuters news feed
distribution network on
Eutelsat II Fl at 13°E Paul

makes the point that even
with basic equipment it is
possible to receive lots of
downlink transponders and
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accepted as the norm.

card exchange operation from

Fig. 5: Dave

Andrew's satellite
feed system on his
1.8m dish. The

small cylinder
atop is Swedish
Microwave's low noise Ku triple band LNB. Below the
large rectangular block at right angles to the the feed
tube is the C Band (4GHz) LNB and the small box to the
rear is the mechanical polariser.
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DATV ECDEECni=E1D3
Ron Ham, Faraday, Greyfriars, Storrington,
West Sussex RH2O 4HE

Anumber of our readers, like

on how serious you are, a suitable

R.S. Taylor (Stourbridge), want to

array of rotatable Yagi antennas
would be an advantage. It is unlikely

know in plain English, what DXTV is

all about? so that's a good way to
start this time.
long
distance
(DX)
Briefly,
television pictures are only received
in the UK when some form of
atmospheric disorder takes place to

that you will see DX pictures every
day, in fact you may go weeks with

nothing but receiver noise on the
screen. However, when there is an
opening, there can be a lot to see.
For instance back in 1986, while an

considerably increase the normal

intense Sporadic -E was in progress,

range of their transmissions. In other
words the signal, depending upon its
frequency, is bent, ducted, deflected

period.

saw news -reports of a Chess
tournament being played in the
Russia, Figs. 1, 2, & 3. But readers,
don't spend a lot of money until you
are sure that you want this mode of
reception added to the capability of
your station.

Frequencies

Advice

or reflected away from its accepted
path by a natural disturbance that

may only be present for

a

short

There are two main types
one,
known
disturbance,

of

I

I

Publications, 7 Epping Close, Derby

Sporadic -E, which upsets signals in
(40-70MHz) and the other,
Band
a
tropospheric opening,
called

DE3 4HR and get Simon Hamer's

extends the range of signals in the

proprietors, Keith Hamer and Garry
Smith, are TVDXers and can offer
further advice and possibly supply
the equipment you require. Suitable
sets and antennas are also available

v.h.f. Band III (175-230MHz) and the
u.h.f. Bands IV (471-608MHz) and V
(615-856MHz). There are exceptions
to every rule but, speaking generally,
signals below 100MHz are enhanced

by Sporadic -E and above by the
of
the
condition
prevailing
occurs
Sporadic -E
troposphere.
randomly, during daylight hours,
and
mid mid -April
between

book, DX -TV For Beginners, which is
about £3.95 plus 85p post. Both HS

from Aerial Techniques,
Road, Parkstone, Foole,

11

Kent
Dorset.

BH12 2EH. Their catalogue will cost
you £1 and the proprietor, David

happen

at

anytime

when

Fig. 3: Russia.

Martin, is also a DXer and he too
offers guidance to his customers.

September, with peaks in June and

July. A tropospheric opening may

Fig. 2: Russia.

suggest that you first write to HS

as

I

Fig. 1: Russia.

Band I

the

to recognise, were Disney cartoons,
Colarin Colorado, Hillbilly Highway,
Magyver, Miami Vice, Startrek: The
Next Generation, Teledaiaro and of

Borstag, Bratislava, EPP, HOBOCTN,

Kenai 1 Sverige, MCA, MSN, MN 2,
NTA, 1 PYTA, Punke 5, RAI-Uno, RTE,
Slonia TV; Studio Maribor, SN,

weather has been fine and settled
and a high atmospheric pressure

Good examples of summer TVDXing

course news, sport and weather

are the following regular reader's

system is on the move.
think it's fair to

logs and the end -of season reports
Bell
(Melton
from
Richard
Jones
and
Owen
Mowbray)
(Blurton). In June, the peak month of

forecasts. The sound of some
programmes was still in English with

Teledario, TK TV Clax, NE, TVS and
YLE. In addition to various adverts,
clocks
and
test -cards,
the

'local' sub -titles and, in addition to

programmes he saw from these

clocks and idents, he saw a logo

countries were cartoons, canoeing,

TbK', Fig. 4, from an unknown
source. I copied Richard's sketch of
TbK' using the Paintbrush section of
Windows 3.1 on my Packard Bell
computer. Any ideas readers?
From May 12 to August 20, Owen
had similar results to Richard.
Owen's country list included the
of
Independent
Commonwealth
(CIS),
Czechoslovakia,
States
Finland, Hungary, Iceland, Italy,
Norway, Spain and Sweden. Among

comedy, cycling, hockey, football
news and weather.

the captions he saw were Bech,

colour bars and logo, on Ch. R1, on

I

say that the

random nature of these events and
the video from unexpected sources,
appearing on the screen, is the real
fun of TVDXing. In addition there is
the scientific side of studying these
forms of radio -propagation for the
dedicated observer.

Equipment
Basically, you require a TV receiver
that has three tuning ranges
covering, Bands and III and the
u.h.f. band. Furthermore, depending
I

Fig. 4: Unknown logo.

the 1993 Sporadic -E activity, Richard
logged some DX in Band I on days 1,
4, 5, 7, 12, 13, 16, 17, 21 & 22 and a
variety of signals, mainly from Spain,
between the 9th and 11th. At various
times spread between those days he
from
pictures
received
Italy
(RAI-Uno),
Czechoslovakia,
Norway (NRK), Poland (TVP1), Spain
(TVE1)
and
Sweden
(Kanall
Sverige). Among the programmes he
saw, many of which DXers soon get

Fig. 5: Arabic picture.

At 1218 on May 24 and 1610 on
the 27th, Lt. Col. Rana Roy (Meerut,
India) received Arabic pictures, Figs.
5 & 6 respectively from unidentified
sources. He also reported Sporadic -

E openings on June 3, when he
received pictures from Dubai TV on
Ch. E2 and from Abu Dhabi on Ch. E3.

He saw Dubai again, between 1400
and 1700, on days 7 to 11 and the CIS

Fig. 6: Arabic picture.

L_ __J
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the 23rd, 25th, 26th & 27th. During

and added that between 1120 and
1215 video from Finland, Spain and
were
fighting
for
Sweden

similar openings on July 12, 14, 15 &
17, Rana saw programmes in Arabic,
Chinese, English and Russian from

recorded 1.0in of rain throughout the

month, compared with

4.08in

in

predominance on the screen. Earlier

August 1992, the main amounts of
0.45 and 0.40in fell on the 12th and

Abu Dhabi, Dubai TV, Chinese TV

in the month, from the 23rd to the

22nd

and the CIS.

27th, he saw adverts for Bounty and
Mars, the logo '1' and news from the
CIS,as well as chat shows and films

mess up our observations of the

from Italy, adverts cartoons, news
and films from Spain and test -cards
from Finland and Sweden.

readings for the period July 26 to
August 25 inclusive, Fig. 13, were
recorded at noon and midnight on

Meteors

the Short & Mason barograph
installed at my home in Sussex.

"On the night of the 'Persieds' I got

Tropospheric

Toward the end of the

1993

season, in August, John Woodcock
received
pictures
(Basingstoke)

from Italy (RAI) on the 8th, 15th &
21st and from Spain and Poland on
the 21st & 22nd respectively. At 1216

on the 21st RAI was transmitting a
film about China and at 1043 on the
22nd John saw an hour of children
dancing, with Russian type sound
and commentary and, what looked
like, Poland's TVP1 ident. in the top

fed up standing in the garden
looking for breaks in the rain

clouds," wrote John Woodcock,
who soon went back inside,
switched his DXTV receiver to Band

right-hand corner of the frame.
Bob Brooks (Great Sutton) had a
good haul of DX during the
Sporadic -E openings that he noted
on August 1, 2, 8-16, 20-24 & 25.
Spread through those days he saw a
variety of captions, idents, logos,
programmes and test -cards from
stations in the CIS (formerly USSR),
Czechoslovakia (CST & Bruno),
Denmark
(YLE),

Persieds.
The

atmospheric

right

to

pressure

Fig. 7: Unknown origin.

While tropospheric conditions were
good on August 17, Simon Hamer
received pictures from Belgium,
Denmark,

Eire, France,

Germany,

'pings' of very good pictures, of 2-3
seconds duration, bouncing of the
ionised trails left by the burning
meteor particles. Simon Hamer
identified bursts of pictures from

and the Netherlands on the 17th.

logged u.h.f. pictures from Belgium

Norway on Ch. E5 (175.25MHz) in

Danmark),

(RAI-Uno), Norway (NRK and the
regional Melhus), Poland (TVP),
Portugal (RTP), Romania (TVR),
Spain (TVE1 & the regionals Aitania
& Madrid) and Sweden (SVT).

Among the programmes he saw
were athletics, cartoons, concert,

Band III at 1321 on the 13th and the
CIS/OK-1 at 1823, on Ch. Rl. We too
were disappointed because the
skies were overcast throughout the
event and there seemed no chance
of a break.

SSTV

Satellite TV

in England, Fig. 8, Germany, Fig. 9
and Spain Fig.10, plus end of 050
captions from Austria, Fig.11 and

While moving his satellite dish
antenna around, during August,

cycle -racing, films, football,
golf,
inventors, Murder She Wrote, news,
singing, weather and, possibly from

Despite fading signals on some days

in August that can ruin the build up

Fig. 8: SSTV.

pictures,
John Scott (Glasgow)
received
strong calling captions from stations
of

slow -scan television

France, Fig.12, in the 14MHz band.

John Scott (Edinburgh) received a
signal with POLSAT, Fig. 7, in the
centre of some bars and he would

Hungary (MTV), Wheel Of Fortune.
During the Sporadic -E events on

like to know the origin.

the 14th, 22nd, 24th, 25th & 26th,

Weather

Simon Hamer received pictures from
Albania (RTSH) on Ch. IC (82.25MHz),
the CIS (0K-1), Czechoslovakia

`We have had very hot weather this
year and very heavy rains flooding
most of North India and NE. India.
Delhi is also flooded. The flooding

(CST/ST Bratislava & CTV-2) and
Poland (TVP) on Chs. R1 (49.75MHz)

and R2 (59.25MHz), Denmark (DR),
Iceland
(RUV),
Norway (NRK),
Portugal (RIP) and Spain (TVE1 & 2)

was so severe that

all

Fig. 9: SSTV.

Fig. 10: SSTV.

trains to

Punjab and Jammu were cancelled
indefinitely on July 12," wrote Rana
Roy. John Woodcock reports very

spread among Chs. E2 (48.25MHz), 3

(55.25MHz) and 4 (62.25MHz) and

heavy and thundery conditions at

Italy
(RAI-Uno)
on
Chs.
la
(53.75MHzIand lb (62.25MHz), in
Band I. The opening on the 22nd

midday on August 21. Although I only

Fig. 11: SSTV.

was intense enough for Simon to
see Poland
(77.25MHz)

just

Holland, Norway and Sweden in
Band III and the u.h.f. bands and,
although David Glendy (Arbroath)
found 'little DX in August' he too

I

Finland
Iceland (RUV Island), Italy
(DR

and was rewarded with a few

respectively,

high as Ch. R3
Band
II
and

as
in

unidentified 525 -line transmissions
on Chs. A2 (55.25MHz)
(61.25MHz).

and A3

On the 30th, Michael Larsson
(Cheadle

Hulme),

using

a

0100

converter copied strong colour
pictures from Finland, Italy, Norway,
Spain and Sweden. "All signals

Fig. 12: SSTV.

were really strong," said Michael

Fig. 13

August 93

July 93

2
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Trans World
Radio's Chuck
Roswell, shown

here with his wife
Barbara, formerly
with the Bonaire
station, will move

America
By Gerry L. Dexter

to TWR Monaco.

Several years ago the Christian
Science Church began a major

expansion of its media efforts, well
beyond
world-famous
its
newspaper The Christian Science
Monitor.
The
new
additions
included a news magazine, a nightly

television news programme and a
world-wide short wave broadcast
service over three large short wave
installations. Tens of millions of
dollars
were
spent
on
the
expansion. More, it turned out, than
the Church's declining revenues
could support. Thus, the last couple

flames took all of their records,
including program logs. Write to
Adam Lock Sr., Program Director,
WWCR,

WWCR

1300

Avenue,

Nashville, TN 37218, USA and be
to
mark
the
envelope
'Personal'. WWCR carries President
Clinton's weekly radio talk on
Saturdays at 1145 & 2230UTC and

sure

Sundays

at

15.685MHz.
I'm still

all

1245UTC,

on

waiting for the short

of years have seen these efforts
cutback or discontinued. The latest
example

the decision to sell

the

Monitor's

another high power transmitter and
antenna will be added once WCSN
is sold. No buyer for WCSN has yet

been found. WSHB will provide
coverage for Europe and Africa and
KHBI, Saipan, will continue serving

Asia. The Monitor's programming
alignment has also been changed
and now includes some features
from the American Public Radio
network. The former two hour
program block has been cut back to
just one.
WWCR in Nashville, Tennessee,

totally destroyed by fire last spring,

active

Radio Norte, with 1 kW on 4.800MHz.
An interesting new medium
wave outlet is
Radio
Vision
Christiana International operating

anytime

now

so

keep

Tegucigalpa, Honduras, has begun
its short wave career. The planned
1000W output took the air with just
100W on 15.675MHz and signal
strengths in the US were poor. The
initial schedule is daily except
Sundays from 1400-1500, 1745-1900
& 2100-2230UTC. Reception reports
can be sent to Radio Miami
International at PO Box 526852,

Miami, FL 33152, USA or direct to
the station at Apartado Postal 955,
Tegucigalpa, Honduras.

The Clinton administration has
approved the launch of Radio Free

Serbia, aimed at undermining the
Milosevic government by breaking

100kW transmitter. The station was
within days of putting its third
transmitter on the air when the fire

its grip on local media content. Like
Radio Free Afghanistan, Radio Free
Serbia will use the facilities of Radio
Free Europe/Radio Liberty and will

broke out. Incidentally if you were
on WWCR's mailing list and haven't
contacted them since the fire, you

end of the year.

need to write to them again to get
back on their list since all the

Central American
Notes

The Christian Science
Monitor's 500kW short
wave station WCSN, Scotts
Corner, Maine is for sale.

probably be on the air before the

Santo
Domingo.
Another
Dominican station said to be

on 530kHz with 50W from the Turks

and Caicos Islands. The program
content is
Pentacostal

a

relay of VVWRV, a
Hispanic
station

located in Patterson, New Jersey,
picked up off a satellite. Apparently
Radio Vision does have a licence to
operate on short wave but does not
plan to do so.

Trans World Radio, Bonaire

is

now gone from short wave for good.

Chuck Roswell, who hosted the
popular
Bonaire
Wavelength
programme is relocating to TWRMonaco, effective
January 1.

Incidentally, HCJB is carrying four
hours of TWR programming in
Portugese daily, produced by TWR's
Brazilian office, and also half an
hour in German from TWR-Monaco.

South American
News

Short wave signals from Paraguay

are few and far between so any
news of a possible new station is
always welcome. In this case, it's

Radio Rica, the Nicaraguan short
wave station that was active briefly

word that Radio La Voz del Chaco
Paraguayo plans to add short wave

on 4.920MHz has supposedly given

to its 610kHz medium wave from the
town of Filadelfia. The power will be

up tropical band broadcasting and
is limiting its efforts to the local f.m.
band. Radio Miskut, one of the
former Nicaraguan anti -Sandinista

in the range of 5 to 10kW and the

now
legitimate
heard on

frequency
somewhere
around
4.900MHz. The station is operated
by a Mennonite mission and much
of the programming will be in
German
to
serve
Mennonite

5.770MHz up until sign off around

communities the station's medium

(although it sometimes
runs until as late as 0200UTC). The
last hour is reported to be in English
and
includes
country/western
recordings.

wave signal cannot reach.

clandestine
considered
broadcaster,

stations
a

is

being

003OUTC

The Radio Exterior de Espana
Costa Rica relay now broadcasts to
North America, Tuesday to Saturday
at

0100-0400UTC

on

9.630MHz,

Monday to Friday at 1100-1400UTC
on 11.880MHz and 1800-0000UTC on
17.890MHz.
Also
1300-0100UTC
Saturdays
and
Sundays
on

48

summer but, at the time of writing
this, has not yet been heard from.
The address is listed as Apartado

the evening hours in North America.
Radio Meoldia was active briefly on
6.045MHz. This is another of those
Latin
American
stations
that
operates inconsistantly on short
checking the frequency during
every listening session in hope that
it may show. Meantime, clandestine

is

now back at full operating
strength, having added a third

during the

planning a return to short wave is

of 9.955MHz for test broadcasts.
Meanwhile
their
affiliated
station, Radio Copan International in

at

open

They are still saying they should be

station in Maine.

WSHB in South Carolina, where

transmitter operating on 5.980MHz.

wave. One must make a habit of

checking their assigned frequency

'consolidated'

Dominican, active on short wave
quite a few years back, is due to
return to short wave with a 20kW

965,

WCSN, the Monitor's short wave
Short wave operations will be

a good QSLer I've yet to see any
verifications for REE via Costa Rica.
A
semi-official
government
station is due on the air from the
Dominican Republic. Radio TV

It was due to

wave appearance of Radio Miami
International, which is still trying to
pull together the many elements
required to get a station on the air.

is

17.890MHz. Despite REE's history as

radio fans continue to keep an ear
on Radio Patria Libre that continues
its approximate 0030 to 011OUTC
schedule, operating most recently in
the area around 5.840MHz. An
'answering' station, El Pueblo
Responde, (the people respond) is

also active during that time period
on frequencies close to Patria Libre.
If you wish to catch signals from
Uruguayan short wave station Radio
Monte Carlo on 9.595MHz you'll

have to monitor that channel on a
regular basis. Word is that activity
by this station is very irregular. It's
listed for operation between 2330
and 0300UTC with just 1.5kW. The
station

is
also
reported
on
6.140MHz,
occasionally
active
around 1100UTC.

QSL collectors who might still
need
replies from Venezuelan
stations Radio Mundial, Radio

Continente or La Voz de Carabobo,
all of which are now off short wave,
might try sending follow-ups in care
of Manuel Rodriguez Lenza, PO Box
65675, Caracas 1066-A, Venezuela.

He says that he can secure QSLs
from

any

of

these stations but

requests two International

Reply
Coupons to help with return
postage.
Radio Apinte, the only short

wave station in Surinam, has moved
to 4.990 from 5 005MHz variable in
order to escape interference. Never
mind that 4.990MHz is also a

channel occupied by various other
Latin American broadcasters.
Many North American DXers are
hearing
Radio
Malargue from
Argentina on 6.160MHz to 0000UTC.

(Radio

This will be much more difficult,

Cadena Nacional) network plans to
reactivate 6.160MHz from Bogota,
using 50kW around the clock. Also
reactivated is Radio Santa Fe,
4.965MHz, although this one has a

however, if Radio Cadena Nacional

The

Colombian

RCN

long history of being active briefly
and then disappearing for a couple
of years, only to repeat the cycle.
The government's Radio Nacional
Colombia has appeared on
9.655MHz and is being heard during
de

Colombia, mentioned above,
reactivates on this frequency.
in

These stations from Chile are
putting in occasional appearances
in the 49m band. Radio Santa Maria

on 6.030MHz, Radio Esperanza on
6.090MHz
Chilena

and
on

Radio Patagonia
6.080MHz.
All

frequencies vary by a fraction or
more.
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THE AVIATION HOBBY CENTRE
1st FLOOR, MAIN TERMINAL BUILDING,
jtRMINGHAM INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
---4
BIRMINGHAM B26 3QJ
ephone: 021 782 2112 or 021 782 6560

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

(including bank holidays)
Why not pay us a visit and watch the aeroplanes at the
same time. We have two shops, one on the first floor
by Mag-Lev (have a free ride to BR station and back)

and one

in

the Airport's Viewing Gallery (Viewing

Gallery open everyday - Admission 50p).

Airband Radios from £9.95 and Scanners from
£189.00 plus a variable selection of good secondhand
and part exchange models usually available.
We stock radios by Fairmate, Jupiter, Icom, Uniden,
Steepletone, Texet etc., Models and Prices to suit you.
Come and see the finest range of books on Aircraft
and associated subjects there is, by publishers such
as Ian Allan, Airlife, Putnam, PSL, Haynes, MCP and

many more. Air Maps, Frequency Charts, Books on
ATC, even books on how to fly a Cessna or a Jumbo
Jet, we stock 'em all. Books for the Student Pilot and
PPL, Checklists, Flight Cases, current Topo Charts
always in stock, Nay -Flight Computers and much
more. We also stock aviation postcards, posters and
badges (callers only). Can't visit? Then send £1 for our
mail order catalogue or telephone us on:

021 782 2112 or Fax: 021 782 6423
We accept all major Credit Cards and Cheques with Bankers
Card Number (up to £500 for Personal Callers with I.D.)

GAREX ELECTRONICS
WIDEBAND SCANNERS
All major brands available. with the all-important service back-up. AOR: BLACK JAGUAR; JIL; REVCO:
ICOM; YUPITERU. Also good stock of secondhand sets. Ask for list.
-SCANMASTER' Scanner Controller: versions for ICOM ICR7000, YAESU FRG9600. Built-in software
expands the scanner to over 700 memories, with automatic logging and a host of features. Operates with a
dumb terminal or any computer in terminal mode
£153.25

WIDEBAND ANTENNAS
'REVCONE' premium quality British VHF/UHF Discone (guaranteed tree horn exaggerated advertising
£37.75
claims!) 50239 connector
N -type connector for improved UHF performance
£39.80
Optional vertical whip feature for experimenters.
'RADAC* nest of dipoles: imitated but not equalled. Guaranteed To capability over customer specified 6
bands in the range 27-470MHz, with excellent wideband Rx performance.
S0239 cons: £86.85 N -type:
£88.89
Special VHF/UHF Airband RADAC: 108-136MHz and 220400MHz
£69.95
Top quality cable and connectors also available.

WIDEBAND PRE AMPLIFIERS
NEW GAREX GA -4 SERIES' 20MHz - 1GHz instrument grade amplifiers precision stripline construction
for exceptional stability: 13dB gain at 1GHz with fitter to reduce HF breakthrough problems.
GA-4MN Inline Masthead Amplifier COMPLETE with stripline DC supply unit, requires 12v DC at 30mA, N
connectors
£49.50
GA-4MS. as above, but PL,S0 connectors. (reduced performance)
£48.50
"Local -use' versions. small die-cast box package. for 12v DC operation.
GA -4B (BNC sockets): £35.75. GA -4S (S0239): 035.75. GA -4N (N sockets): £39.85.
Mains adaptor for use with any of the above preamps:
£8,95
DC Supply Block: a precision stripline device for powering masthead amplifiers via the co -ax, suitable for
20MHz - 2GHz with VSWR better than 1.3:1, insertion loss less than 0.5dB, N sockets
£25.35
£25.35
Also with S0239 sockets (reduced Derformancei

MOBILE ANTENNAS
REVCO super Mag-mount + 5/8 for 2m
£35.75
Mag-mount 4.5dB for 70cm
£35.75
t20.35
Body -mount 1/2' or air hole (state which) + 5/8 for 2m
3/8' hole mount +70cm colinear (4.5dB)
Mag-mount with 3dB 900MHz whip: improve the performance of your cell -phone or 900MHz scanner; in
the car or on the office filing cabinet.
1:35.75

REVCO unbeatable glassmounts, with tuned matching units for peak efficiency: 2m or 70cm: standard
model: S0.95. Deluxe hinged whip models: £47.95. All with 4m feeder. Plugs on request.

Write, phone or fax for lists. Regular lines, components and bargains for callers.
Open 10 am - 5 pm Monday Friday (occasional Saturdays).
ALL PRICES INCLUDE U.K. CARRIAGE AND VAT AT 17.5%

GAREX ELECTRONICS =
STATION YARD. SOUTH BRENT. SOUTH DEVON TWO 9AL

Phone: (0364) 72770 Fax: (0364) 72007

Inside Temperature
II Outside Temperature

ELECTRONIC
EATHERMONITORING
controlled
High quality microprocessor
systems at affordable
weather monitoring
use. Computer
term
prices. Easy to install and

graphing long
connectable for
trends.
From £149.95 inc VAT

Time

Wind Speed
Wind Direction
Inside Humidity
Outside Humidity

Date

Wind Chill

II Barometer

Rainfall etc.

Exact features depend on model chosen.
Send for free weather station catalogue and
price list.
ICS Electronics Ltd. Unit V,
Rudford Industrial Estate. Ford,
Arundel. West Sussex BN18 OBD.
Tel: 0903 731101
Fax: 0903 731105

VISA

SCANNER OWNERS

TURN YOUR 'SNACK' INTO A MONITORING STATION!
Connect to any receiver with a squelch control and the AUTO -VOX will automatically switch your
tape recorder on and off as signals are detected. A must for all scanner owners. 'Return to a neatly
compressed tape of all the action'. Supplied as a kit with full instructions or ready built and tested.

Kit £12.50 AUTO -VOX Built £25.00
Send large SAE for details of all our scanner upgrades

Radio Research, SWM11, 3 Pasture Close, Whitmore, Staffs, STS SDQ

JAYCEE ELECTRONICS LTD
20 Woodside Way, Glenrothes, Fife, Scotland KY7 5DF
Tel: 0592 756962 (Day or Night) Fax No. (0592) 610451
Open: Tuesday -Friday 9-5. Saturday 9-4

KENWOOD, YAESU Sr ICOM APPROVED DEALERS
A good stock of new and secondhand equipment always in stock
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The Airband Shop
THE NORTH'S PREMIER AVIATION STOP
ALL types of Airband Radios - Civil, Mil, HF*
Nay Charts Aerials -- Videos Books *
Display Models v, Telescopes/Binoculars t?
For catalogue send 50p or 2 I.R.C. to Dept. SW5
192 Wilmslow Road., Heald Green, Cheadle,
Cheshire SK8 3BH, -3 miles from MAN Airport.
Telephone: 061-499 9350 Fax: 061-499 9349

RUN BY ENTHUSIASTS, FOR ENTHUSIASTS
Open Monday to Saturday, 9:30amto5:30pm Note: Closed Wednesdays
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For the best in Communications Receivers
Look to Lowe

fakt Vie4o4 Rum , 94411
The HF-150; could it be the best short wave receiver you ever owned? Just read
what the reviewers (and more importantly the owners) say about my baby:"The HF-150 was taken by one of Australia's leading TV personalities,
votiaNia Clive Robertson,
who also happens to be a short wave buff owning receivers such

Nt%5 as the Icom R-9000, JRC NRD-535, Drake and Icom R-7000. He rang me after a couple of days
to tell me that he considered the unit to be Brilliant."
"...my choice fell on the HF-150, an excellent choice indeed. Great size,
Great features; a quality receiver and simple but complete features at a reasonable
price, in short - a little jewel. You have managed to put in all features of top models like the
R-5000 and Drake R-8 in the HF-150.
The tuning knob is super smooth and I find its reception capabilities equal if not superior to the R-5000;
the sound quality and ability to stay on frequency to be excellent. The clarity of reception is exceptional
and portability superb."
y

Calla

00
e)

ace

"I've been using the HF-150 for about a fortnight now and as a listener of
over 40 years standing I can honestly say it's the best I've had. Congratulations to
everyone concerned with this receiver. I wish you all the success you deserve."
%-r

y011k.i.o.40-31
"I can state categorically: the Lowe receivers are the best sounding shortwave radios
1-'_nieltal I have ever heard" and another comment "One thing you notice immediately is that there
lov is no "chuffing" on these receivers as with many other digital radios including the Drake R-8."

va

NOW - what is the other unit
sitting on top of the HF-150? This
is our new PR -150 preselector,
and although styled to match the
HF-150 it's equally at home with
any other shortwave radio. To
know more, just send for my leaflet
entitled "ATU or Preselector", in
which I give you the complete
story on why a preselector will
improve your radio and what the
differences are between them. As
the "SUN" would put it - "Blows
the lid off the ATU myth".

The HF-150 has proved to
be the most popular shortwave receiver ever made.
It combines top performance with ease of use, and
because we make it here in
England it costs less than
imported radios which
have less to offer. Call in
at your nearest Lowe
branch today or ask for the
brochure. You will be surprised when you try one out,
and delighted when you buy it.

A personal recommendation

When asked to recommend the best book for the short wave listener, I unhesitatingly say "Passport to World Band
Radio". This book is absolutely the best accessory anyone can have. Every section carries the unmistakable authority
of the world's best shortwave companion, and there are almost 400 pages of information including 50 pages of
receiver reviews by Larry Magne, probably the best informed reviewer in the world. This outstanding publication
costs a mere £12.95 (+ass p&p) and is available from stock at all times. If you own a short wave radio, you simply
must have "Passport" by your side.

.l

Send 4 first class stamps to cover postage and we will send by return
your FREE copy of "The Listeners Guide", a commonsense look at
radio listening on the LF, MF and HF bands. Its unique style will give
you a good read, but underneath the humour lies a wealth of expertise.
Don't forget to ask for my "ATU or Preselector" leaflet at the same time.

AS Lowe Electronics Chesterfield Road, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 5LE
Tel: 0629 580800
50

Fax: 0629 580020
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Graham Tanner,
42 David Close, Harlington, Middlesex UB3 5EA

ne of the more successful

8.875, 10.015, 13.267 and 21.937. The

Britannia

Airways, based at Luton Airport
just north of London. The airline

NOAA primary frequency is 13.267
and their secondary is 5.562. NOAA
are in the process of moving from

has recently established their own

Miami to a new headquarters at

airlines

'holiday'

h.f.

is

facilities for their aircraft to

pass company messages to their
'flight ops' department. Monitoring
Times reported recently that they
have three frequencies available:
6.556MHz,
11.363MHz;

and
is
activity
most
to be on the last
10.021MHz

reported
frequency. This tends to agree with

MacDill AFB.

Your Letters
Ian Lockwoods question regarding
'HR's has prompted a number of
letters, many with the correct
answer, and also some with

alternatives. John MacNaughton

several of your letters, as quite a
few people have reported hearing

offers 'hotel reservation', while
the
earns
Stanley
Richard

flights
passing
numerous
messages on 11.363MHz. The same

'brownie points' for reporting that
'HR's are in fact 'human remains'.
The latter seems more obvious

three frequencies are also used by
Monarch Airlines, also based at
Luton, although it seems likely that

the facilities are shared by both
airlines, rather than having two
almost identical set-ups.

Portishead Radio used to be
used by both airlines for passing
company messages; does anyone
know when the new facilities
have QSL
started operating?
if
available
details
address
required - send me a stamped
I

s.a.e. with a copy of your own
loggings, and I'll send you their

when the crew mentions

'the

morgue' in the same sentence as
how many 'HR's they are carrying.
Richard asks for an 'in-depth'
article on Numbers Stations and
Single Letter Beacons ISLB's) - no
problem, I'll do one at lunchtime
tomorrow! Seriously though, will
try to make contact with the
'Laughing Cavalier' and 'Bulgarian
Betty' to see if they will tell me all
their secrets - if you don't hear
from me again, you know that I've
I

been 'got'.

Looking back through some of
your earlier letters to Peter Rouse,

QSL address details.

Emily

I

As I write these words, 'Hurricane
Emily' is just approaching the
Atlantic coast of the United States.
Several high frequencies are
active with traffic concerning the

came across one from Peter

compiled a newsletter called
ENIGMA (very apt). I have a copy

flying

through the eye of the hurricane!

people who share an interest in

There are also several USAF WC 130 Hercules aircraft airborne,
using their familiar 'Gull' callsigns.

this fascinating subject; he can be
contacted via: ENIGMA, c/o Andy

even

Strangely, the NOAA aircraft
were being handled by the USAF
GHFS facility at MacDill on the Gulf
Coast of Florida, who were making
numerous phone -patches to the
NOAA headquarters in Miami -

normally they talk direct to their
'Miami Monitor' station. Some of

Cadier, Off the Record, 28 Romney
Avenue, Folkestone, Kent CT20
3QL.

Ron Galliers writes with a
theory regarding US Navy aircraft

callsigns.

He suggests that the

character part of the callsign (e.g.,
the 'LP' in the callsign 'Navy
LP491') is

a code designator for

their phone -patches are fairly
routine, but others pass details of
the storm as it tracks towards the
this
evening's
For
coastline.

their operational base. Well, that's
a good guess, and not too far from
how it really works. Almost all the

listening, 'NOAA 42' started off
with MacDill on 11.176MHz, and
they QSYed to NOAA frequency
'Foxtrot'; this was found (by Keith

units are assigned a two -letter tail code, as well as a squadron
designation. Several squadrons

Elgin)

as

10.015MHz,

although

MacDill did mention that frequency
'Echo' was 8.876MHz. The full set
of NOAA frequencies (all in MHz)
are as follows: 3.407, 5.562, 6.673,

complicated as s.s.b. utility signals,

assigned the tail -code 'LP'; the
final digit '1' indicates either this is
the first callsign used that day, or
the individual aircraft code within

everything needs to be explained

US Navy and US Marine Corps

usually share a Naval Air Station,
but they will each have separate

and help to get the overall picture.
Another of Andy's suggestions is to
make the print size smaller so that
more information can be squeezed
into one page - I have resisted this

idea because, for

a

subject as

clearly.

Clubs And Societies

the squadron.

There are many exceptions to
this rule, as several squadrons
(notable, the US Marine Corps) use
code words leg, 'Titan', 'Otis'(, and

some use the squadron tailcode
with an ever increasing number
theory is correct, in a roundabout
way; from the callsign you can
work-out the squadron, which
leads you to their base (with the

their format, observations and
frequencies.
Obviously,
active
Peter would like to hear from other

and

is

wants to get together with others
to form a 'listening group'. He has

aircraft (callsigns are 'NOAA 42'
and 'NOAA 43') are flying around
-

by the VP -49 squadron that

leg, 'JM 562' for one flight and 'JM

of the first issue, and it covers a
large number of different types of
number stations, with details of

storms

and the readers of this column)

Midgley; he says that he is
interested in 'number stations', and

both
NOAA
and
hurricane,
&
Oceanographic
(National
Atmospheric Admin) WP -3D Orion

the

maritime patrol squadron, VR-48 is
the 48th transport squadron. Most
of these squadrons use their tail code and squadron number as part
of their flight callsign, for example,
callsign 'LP491' is used by a P-3
maritime patrol aircraft operated

563'

for the

next flight).

Ron's

right reference books).
Unfortunately, a full list of such

tail -codes, squadrons and bases
would fill about three pages of the
magazine. Also, the US Navy is
going through a period of change
at the moment, so any listing would
be out of date almost immediately.

Andy Middleton asks that I put
more 'raw data' into the column,
of the
sacrifice some
presentation for an increase in
information. Well, could always
fill a page each month with
numbers and leave you to work out
what they mean, but I would prefer
and

I

Andy also asks about any British
clubs or societies specifically for
this area of short wave listening.
Well, I don't know of any, and since

the letters receive tend to come
from all over the country, I would
expect that any such club is likely
I

to be mainly magazine or newssheet orientated. Do you know of
any clubs or groups in the UK that
utility
are targeted
at s.s.b.
listeners, or even cover this area?

I Want To Know
One of the benefits of writing this
column is that I am able to ask my
own questions! Does anyone know
who uses the callsign 'MPD'. They
on
were
heard
operating
11.178MHz on a Saturday morning,
talking to another station who's
callsign ended '01'. They were
discussing some 'grey boxes' fitted
to an aircraft, and were discussing
some
form
of
computer
communications between the two

stations. They also mentioned a

to give some more background to
some of the things that you hear.
Also, 'listening' is not just about
'frequencies';
what
about
receivers, antennas, other station

third

equipment, books, charts and
diagrams,
callsigns, how the
professionals use s.s.b. short

but their conversation was very

wave, when to listen, etc. Many of
these can be answered by reading

station

joining them,

and

then all three would 'QSY to the
higher frequency in 30 minutes
time'. Both operators were English,
and may even have been 'military',

casual (very unlike the military).
know that almost all the 'M' series
callsigns are used by the military,
I

and that the RAF Meteorologic

tail -codes and designations. All the
squadrons are numbered, and

available, but many need hours of

Research Flight have been heard
on this frequency, but can anyone

patient research to find out

confirm

have a prefix which explains their

'snippet' of information which can
then be shared (hopefully with me

purpose, e.g. VP -49 is the 49th
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some

of

the

numerous

books
a

exactly who 'MPD'

what
frequency'?
and

is

their

is,

'higher
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Paul Essery GW3KFE, PO Box 4, Newtown, Powys SY161ZZ

walking. /MM implies I'm on a ship
on the high seas, while /MA means

continue listening at his new QTH
and continue sending reports - It

identification or of 'fractured
English'. Perhaps a word or two for

the ship is lying at anchor. Finally, in

gives yours truly a much better

America, one can operate /AM -

'window on the world' as well!

newcomers wouldn't come amiss.
Old-timers, please bear with us for

Aeronautical Mobile.

a moment!

communication
is
in
English.
However it can be distorted by
accent, bad keying - 'Martian

Next we have Mark Malone in
Great Harwood, Lancashire who,
like Geoff Crowley, has a Datong
AD270 active antenna; in Mark's
case buckled to a DX302 receiver.
This month Mark has covered all
the continents. On 7MHz the odd

Almost every month, people

come up with problems either of

Amateur callsigns have various
formats. The front part - the 'prefix'
- tells you which country the station
is in. The back part is the 'suffix' of
one, two or three letters and is the
callsign

proper.

There

may

be

modifiers in front or at rear of our
we'll deal
with these in a tick. The 'classical'
shape for a prefix gives one or two
letters and a number; GW3 KFE for
example, or WA8 ZZZ. The former
shows that
am resident in the
Welsh part of the overall UK area. If
prefix -plus -suffix,

but

I

go over the border

Now, language. Most amateur

Morse' - selective fading, QRM or
whatever. Listen carefully, and stick
around the frequency until you are
SURE. Remember in the callsign
exchange, an operator sends his
own call LAST - so if you hear
'UB5COS, GW3KFE', but miss the bit

in the middle you know you are
hearing

rather

GW3KFE

than

5B4LP,

VE2CQ,

K1ODB,

WW1V, UM8DX, NK2H, YV5ANF,

GW3KFE, UB5COS.

KD9CN,

Don't forget slang, either.

YV5ENI,
CR5AN0,

4K3WQ

ON4ACG on the key, while on Eighty
most of Europe was covered by the

first three modes, including C31SD
for a rarity, plus all the other

continents too. 7MHz saw these
modes in use again, with ZB2JL
notable, plus all continents.

At 14MHz we see a higher
proportion of RTTY with most of the
world represented, while c.w.
stations were not too numerous. Up
again to 18MHz where the ARRL's
official station W1AW was copied
on RTTY and all continents save
Australasia copied while on 24MHz
we see GOFDA on f.m. plus EA9AJ;
as for 28MHz, Nix!
the

Mark Borthwick is in Hawick in
Scots Borders country and

sticks to sideband. On 7MHz he

amateur talk about 40MHz when he

(Anarctica),
WA2JVM,
W2HCW, WB4GLK, 9K2D1, RA90W,
KE2WY, VO1ST, W1BFA, K2NVW,
A41L0, AB4Q, LU6AMW, 004R0 for
a
Special -Event job in Belgium,

meant 40 metres, but it is awfully

9K2YA,

the route to SU1CS, LU5DL, 9K2JC,
5B4ADA, 5B4WB, 5B4KH, YV5AAX,
W9IV,
KU1X,

For

example, 7MHz is often referred to

on.

It is

Our WA8ZZZ is an American
(First letter W, K, A, or N.), the
second letter indicates his licence

I

A92BE,

UB5COS, who would have said

become
G3KFE, to Scotland GM3KFE and so
I

short spell gave Europeans, but on
14MHz - where almost all listening
took place - after stripping out the
smaller fry of Europeans, Mark
logged 4J4GK (Malyj Vysotskji Is),
W2HCW, 9K2DJ, 9K2ZZ, WA3HUP,

Top Band, for example we find

as Forty and 70MHz as Four Metres.

unlikely you would hear an

noted

GMOOMV/P

in

Shetland,

Alderney,
GB4MNR and

GU3EJL
GB2KA,

on

GB4CIJ,
HK2JFF.

Cranking the switch to 14MHz was

class. The digit used to say he lived

Finally, do get hold of a Prefix

OD5VT,
ZB2SU, ZA1B,
ZF6ABM, VE1PT,
W1DCC
and
K4AIM. Finally a quick sniff on

in the eighth call area but now

List; Geoff Watts is your man, at 62

21MHz showed 401V and T77M

JY5DL,
4X4BR,

merely tells us that was where he
lived when he was first licensed; a

Belmore Road, Norwich. At about

(San Marino).
Harry Richards

writes

WB2JZK,

variation such as a two letter prefix,

bargain in Amateur Radio. Actually,
Geoff has four lists available, so for

Barton -on -Humber,

and

suffix tells us this particular Yank is
a higher grade of licence.
Then came prefixes of the form
number -letter -number such as 9J2

six pounds you can have the lot.

the UB5 was UB5BBC, which would

OD5VT,

Done on single sides of paper they
fit nicely under a glass desk -top; or
in the double -sided form you can

put him in Ternopol oblast. Other

VU2RAK, VU2GMU, VU2LNB/MM(
Port Dumai, Sumatra), EJA2EU,
UW9UP, 5NOMVE, TR8JH, PT7WA,

for Zambia, followed by the call
letters; for example 9J2KR The

stow 'em in a drawer. If you write

calls noted included UA3TZ, a
questionable D3DITS and DC2BBW;
in a later note, Harry mentions
listening
between
1100
and
123OUTC on 14.222 to a group
including KC2QJ, VO1NP over there,
and GOSNP, GOSPS GI4TUE and a
break-in station GB8WG. Harry

a number, and one or two letter

latest

variation

is

a

easy to transcribe it so!

thirty bob a go there is no better

him to enquire, include an s.a.e.

prefix

comprising a single letter followed
by two numbers - for example

Reports

Hereabouts take care Z23J0 is in Zimbabwe, while Z32J0
would be Macedonia!
In the old USSR, the 'prefix'
function extended further; for
UB5C
OS
is
from
example

Our first one this time is from Geoff
Crowley in Hafnarfjordur, Iceland.
Geoff listened for 1 hour one day to
WA8QFE/AM on 14.316MHz while
flying to USA from eastern Europe

Cherkassy in Ukraine; UA3B AA

An oblast, by the way, is akin to a

WA8CLFE makes the trip regularly
and is on the air most trips. Another
interesting one was a CR5, using a
Field Day set-up with the antenna
mounted atop a crane. Yet a third

county.

was just outside our band and

Finally, we might find something
tacked on to the beginning or end of

signing RBIG rather than RB1G; the
first contact was in Russian, not

a seemingly complete callsign by

unexpectedly, but it was followed
by one in English in a relaxed

Z23J0.

Moscow City, UA3D AA Moscow
oblast. This system seems at the
moment to be largely holding good.

way of a
/.
For
example,
OY/GW3KFE, or GW3KFE/MM, or

in

a

cargo

'amateur'

Seemingly

plane.

Possibly

manner.

a

GW3KFE/W6. The first and last of
these indicate a change of location:

Ukrainian version of the American

for the first one I'm

decoded on Eighty, plus K1VWL,
KF2LN, KB2HK, WA2IZN, PY7AJI,

in a CEPT-

licence country (Faroe Is), for the
last I'm in California on a 'reciprocal
license.' The middle one simply tells
you something about my style. If I'm
signing /P
would be a portable
I

station, maybe on a Field Day or
from a hotel; in some countries we
might use a number instead of P for example W6AM/2 would be
W6AM portable in the second call
area. /M, might be in a car, in a
boat on inland waterways, or
I
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MARS?

TF3EJ

and
Europeans.
VE6ZT,

c.w.

on

RTTY

came

in

from
notes,

reference his previous report that

wonders whether this is all correct,
but there seems no reason to fret
the Yanks usually begin to surface
around noon on a normal day, and
are then with us pretty well until the
band closes. Finally, he has logged
VE7ATP, W4NDJ, W6JER, W6NZX
and KA1OZJ.

Gerald Bramwell up in Swinton
heard Anton, UB5COS using the
GW3KFE call to work IK2GAU on
August 5, 2252UTC. Anton enjoyed
his UK stay, but is now back in UB5land. Gerald takes it down in s.s.b,
c.w,

RTTY, or f.m. to choice and

covers the bands 30MHz down. On

JY3ZH,
SVOIE,
4Z4BS,
4Z1AC,
N4/0A40S,
W2ONV,

WA2HMU,

4X1FQ,

W3WZU,

9H1AF, 9H4R, 9H4B, 9H1EL, TT80130,

VE3XN, VE2WQ, VE1JBC, 7X2DG,
OD5PL,

OD5YT,

KH6WU,

UJ8JMM, and various smaller fish.

Up again to 18MHz for CN8MK,
PT7DX, SVs, G4GUI/MM off GuineaBissau, Z21CS, OX1FX, 4X1M0,
strings of Japanese stations,

YBOHML, G4KKJ/MM off Corsica's
W Coast, PJ8AD, ZB2JL, 9M2DM,
ET3MC, VE7IM, VE2FLE, AA4R,
WBORSH, EA8AMT, C91A1, ZS6BKR,

5Z4JD and J28RD. Finally, 21MHz,
for EF8CMW (Canary Is), EA8LS,
HL5AWS, HL2KAT, YC8PU, 600A
(Somalia),
JA9BOH,

4U1ITU,
JA2KSI,

JA3BOA,
JA6CDH,

JKBSEW, 4Z5DG, 4X4HQ, 9K2UB,
9K2D1, T77M, J28RD, J28CN, W4ZC,
OD5PM, 7Q7ZZ, ZS6NK, ET3YU,
9M2DM and SU10EC.

So there it is for another month.
As ever, letters to arrive at the
above address by the beginning of
the month.

was

from

Sideband gave on 7MHz ZL4B0,
PY2LW, ON4TH, on 14MHz K5GHB,
VK5MF, WA8GFE, NR9Z, ZL3MM, on
18MHz RU1A(Cards to KC1VVY1; a
CR5, 4L5A and an a.m. signal YC3GS

on 21MHz. Alas, Geoff is set to
move from Iceland, although the
destination was not firm at the time
of writing.
hope Geoff will
I
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Godfrey Manning G4GLM
c/o The Godfrey Manning Aircraft Museum,
65 The Drive, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 8PS

ne of the benefits of holding a

airspace.

CAA

Future

airspace

flight R/T licence is that, with the
appropriate additional bit of paper,
can also operate an Air/Ground

restriction charts are expected to
show the major flows through the
'bottlenecks' that inevitably result

station. That's exactly what I did at
the Woburn Moth Rally. For two
short periods before and after the
display flying, relieved the chief
operator who would not otherwise
have had a break! The purpose of

from these constraints.

I

I

Air/Ground
information

to

is

provide
the
pilot

which
requests so as to ensure the safe

The predictable low height can
actually be an advantage in terms
of safety. Flights above 2000ft in
uncontrolled airspace are not likely

to conflict with low-level military
Prevention

operations.

of

confliction (below 2000ft) is by the

As at most small aerodromes,

usual see -and -avoid procedure
adopted in unregulated airspace.
Unavoidable occupation of the

the operator is not strictly speaking

lower height bands (such as for

controller since no clearances
can be issued and the pilot is not

crop

obliged to take orders from the

military by the Civil Aircraft
which
Notification
Procedure
involves telephoning LATCC.

conduct of the flight.

a

ground. If

a

pilot is 'Ready for

departure', and the operator can
see that the runway and immediate
airspace is clear, then the reply
would be 'Take off at your
discretion'. If pilots ignore you that's up to them! Some aircraft are
non -radio and red or green signal
lamps then serve as a rudimentary
form of communication.

Hardware
So now we know the secrets of
ground -based transmitters! All is
revealed by Peter Longhurst G3ZVI
(South Devon) who works for Garex
Electronics. His company built the
a.t.i.s.
transmitters.
Oxford

Designing an a.m. transmitter to
handle 100% duty cycles without
challenging. The
failure was
transmitters are paired and run 4W
into a dipole at 15m above ground.

Each month the two transmitters
jobs
swap
operational, the
standby.

becomes
other goes on
one

Another duplicate system built

by the company is the air traffic
at
the
transceiver
control
Silverstone race course. If one
backup
is
system fails, the

switched in automatically. So now

or

spraying

to
hear from satisfied
MacNaughton
customer
John
(Hereford) who likes the style of the
Good

column and feels that I am like a
monthly visitor. If you want to see
my Museum as you suggest, John,
then readers are invited to ring the
number given at the end of the
column (not after 2200 local
please).

Being under the routes to the
mid -Wales practise ranges, John
experiences F-15, F-111 and A-10
formations. He also visited some
RAF bases during his time with the
Royal Observer Corps and it was
then that John
number tuning

noted the
system.

stud
Some

military airborne radios are only
required to tune to a limited set of
channels, each frequency then
being known by (and selected as) a
simple
number
the
stud.
Unfortunately, these vary from one

application to another and so it is
not possible to give a definite rule
that any chosen number equates to
a particular frequency in all cases.

helicopters and Lyneham Hercules.

On one trip he experienced the

combat, flying would take place at
600kt (about Mach 0.91) within 125ft
of the ground, but for practice

purposes the limits are 450kt and
no nearer than 250ft to anything
(surface, building, etc.) and during
to the
hours.
Due
restrictions imposed by existing
major
airspace,
controlled
conurbations and so -on, there are
only relatively few areas available
for low flying outside regulated

sensible

Photo Chris Mlynek.

Your Aeronautical
Experiences

Low -Level

to/from the Track System) and
military low-level operations. In

Tipsy Nipper 3 at the PFA Rally, Wroughton, 1993.

surveys) can be reported to the

John was lucky enough to get
some trips in Shawbury Wessex

From Dyfed, Huw Davies sees both

Electric Aviation, Luton. Photo Chris Mlynek.

photographic

you know.

transatlantic flights (on their way

Jet Provost of 6 FTS at Mildenhall Air FZte 1993. The
Editor remembers these well from his days at English

tactical final approach: level at
1500ft above the surface (too high
to be hit by small arms fired from
the

ground)

until

close

to the

runway. Then the nose is pitched
hard down and, in simple terms,
aimed at the threshold! Of course,
it is necessary to level out as the
ground looms up - but Hercules are
able to land relatively flat, i.e. with
only a slight flare.
A few weeks ago
visited
Stevenage for work and was
surprised to see low-level westerly
being
made
by
approaches
airliners in landing configuration.
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I

Too many land too big) for Hatfield;
too low to be downwind for
the topo chart
Stansted.

Frequency and
Operational News

revealed what should have been

The ever -useful GASIL from the

obvious: I was under the extended
centreline of 26 at Luton!

CAA reports the following changes
in the 8/93 edition. At Brough,
Approach/Tower
been
have
withdrawn on 118.225, 130.55MHz
having
been
to
downgraded
Air/Ground.
The
Farnborough
Air/Ground has been withdrawn on
130.05MHz. New beacons are:

Roy Mural! (Dunstable) found
the Daventry v.o.r. (DTY, 116.4MHz)
and to prove it has sent me a photo

of the beacon taken from a nearby
road. The antenna is also shown on
the

Ordnance

map

but,

when

plotted, there is a slight position
error. When working on Ordnance
maps it is important to remember

Burnham

n.d.b.

(BUR,

421kHz)

parallel to the National Grid. A long

which replaces the Burnham v.o.r.;
Islay d.m.e. (ISY, paired with
109.95MHz);
and
Stornoway
d.m.e./n.d.b. (ISR/ISV paired with

straight -edge

110.9MHz and SAY, 669.5kHz).

that the lat/long lines do not run
must

be

placed

across the entire span of the map,
so as to join the corresponding
latitude or longitude graduations on
opposite edges. Also, published
information only gives beacon

Swinderby Aerodrome Traffic
has
been
withdrawn.
Following up last month's news,
Deenethorpe now has Air/Ground
Zone

on

120.275 and

123.6,

but initial

positions to the nearest tenth of a
is
minute;
greater
accuracy
possible on an Ordnance map,
hence giving the impression of a

calls are taken by Cottesmore on

position error. Whereas not all
beacons are shown as masts, many
are depicted as a tiny square

that the North Atlantic air-to-air

structure at the end of an access
path.
Roy

has

noticed

some

anomalous allocations. Why is the
Cranfield
Locator/Outer Marker
(CIT, 850kHz) so far out from the
more common 270-400kHz band?
Another example is Stornoway (see
below). I assume that the CAA and
Radiocommunications Agency have
mutually agreed these frequencies
to be acceptable, and that the
choice of frequency prevents
interference with other facilities.

130.2MHz - so says AIC 111/1993,
also from the CAA.

John MacNaughton reminds us
talk -back frequency is 131.8MHz.
This stops the unofficial tendency
to pick 123.45 which is actually
allocated
elsewhere.
the
In
Caribbean, the correct channel is
130.55MHz.

To ease the passage of flights
crossing

congested

European

airspace, a new network of upper
trunk routes is being formed. To
start with, all are above FL300.
These enable a more direct track to
be taken by suitably equipped

Continued on page 55
53

aglEENEgi
Alan Gardner
PO Box 1000, Eastleigh, Hants S05 5HB

Regular readers will remember
featured the subject of cycle
racing communications in last
February's column. Most of the
I

information was supplied by Tom
Bruce of Ayrshire who is a keen
cycle race official. Tom has written

to me again with an update on
events that have occurred during
this season. Most major events
require considerable use of radio

communication

band. The output power of most

monitoring, maintenance of radio
systems and counter surveillance
operations i.e. detecting bugs. It
will also allow you to listen to any

transmitters is in the region of 2mW
and the antenna usually consists of

either 0.5m of dangling wire or in
some cases the lead of the lapel

antenna has not been designed
properly. However it is possible to
achieve good performance across

local f.m. transmissions, which
under ideal circumstances could be

microphone.

a

include

uses

up to 1km away. This sounds ideal
for use at events such as the cycle

He comments that if you do
come across transmissions from
radio microphones being used for

races mentioned previously, but
how well does it work in practice?

this purpose it is not a good idea to

communications between teams
and marshals, most of which utilise

Well the unit does receive f.m.
transmissions very well, all sorts of

teachers forget that conversations

short term hire frequencies in the
159 - 163MHz p.m.r. band. One of
the most interesting facts that he

signals, on all sorts of frequencies. I
tried using the R10 at home with an

was the increasing
number of scanners in evidence at

the

mentions

this years events, including some
fitted in foreign team service cars.

At events such as the Kelloggs
Professional Tour of Britain and the
Leeds
World Cup
race, the
organisers were providing race
officials with lists of radio channels,
frequencies and their intended use
during the events.
As an example, eight channels
were in use during the Leeds World

Cup event including two repeater
stations, one of which was a form
of commentary service intended to
keep the press and competitors up
to date with the action. Tom noted
that this was also being monitored

by a fair number of the volunteer
marshals supervising the race. It is
interesting that the police in
attendance did not seem to object

to the use of scanning receivers,
although I suspect that it would be
difficult to prosecute if the race
organisers had effectively given
their permission for people to

monitor race communications by
issuing the frequency list. It may
also be quite a different story if

external base station antenna, in
car with a roof mounted
antenna and as a hand-held with a
modified
'personal
stereo

earphone' antenna. The first thing
that struck me was just how many
transmitters were in use in an
average urban area - particularly
paging service base stations. This
rapidly became a major annoyance
as the digital data bursts tended to
sound much louder than any other
voice traffic making
constant
adjustment of the volume control
necessary. Adjustment of
squelch
control
reduced

the
the

hobby and had proved to be useful

very

local

transmissions without interruptions
from other sources.

The unit did work well as a
modulation monitor when testing
CB and amateur radio transceivers
and

I

was able to locate a low -

transmitter (5mW)
especially hidden as a test by one
of my colleagues. In conclusion the
power

radio

unit works well, but is only really

unit
frequency
the

retunes
once a

another
transmission
to

opens would also be welcomed. If

any other sporting events will

follow

the

unit was combined with

a

suit
and
permit the
of
radio
monitoring
communications? My thanks to Tom
for his interesting letter.

frequency counter I would be very

Optoelectronics R10

Way back in January last year
mentioned the use of radio deaf

have now been able to properly
evaluate the Optoelectronics R10

aids. Mike Davis of Surrey wrote to
me regarding his experiences using

Interceptor
I
the
September
column. The unit is rather unusual
in that it will quickly lock on to any
strong f.m. signal in the vicinity and

radio microphone to teach the
hearing impaired. He says that in
addition to the 174MHz band, 49 50MHz is also occasionally used
and some manufacturers are now
considering producing equipment
for operation in the 478 - 590MHz

I

communications
mentioned
in

does not require any tuning. The
manufacturers claim that its main

54

amplifier. This boosts the level of
received signals and provides a
more consistent 50S2 impedance
match

for your scanner. The
internal pre -amplifier makes it less
important to use good quality
coaxial cable between the antenna

transmissions from a teacher telling

and the receiver and would allow

someone to put his coat on

-

you to use a TV antenna splitter to

needless to say the story didn't

feed more than one receiver.
One
drawback
of
active

make the front page. My thanks to
Mike
for
passing
on
this

antennas or pre -amplifiers is their

information.

tendency to cause overloading from

Antennas

strong signals. This is a particular
problem in urban areas where it is
almost certain that you will be near

usually being which type would

of

marshals along the route. I wonder
if

mentioned previously with

monitoring

of information and the briefing of

events, especially for the exchange

I

the addition of a low noise pre-

another - usually a paging service

ceases. A bit more audio and a
reduction in the level of the 'click'
which occurs when the squelch

on several occasions during the

local newspaper reporter visited
the school, he informed the head
that he thought the premises were
being bugged. Apparently a local
short wave listener had received

design

to

control circuit and a delay before

fairly positive aspect of the

About three years ago, when a

with space. Most active antennas
are based on the loaded vertical

fairly regularly in the letters
receive. The most popular question

Tom points out that the use of
a

not

The subject of antennas feature

scanning receivers by race officials
is

private
when
the
microphone is switched on and this
can
sometimes
cause
embarrassment.
are

very wide frequency range,
particularly at u.h.f. where the
element can be designed to provide
additional gain.
Active antennas are another
possibility if you have problems

sensitivity of the unit considerably
and a compromise setting could
usually be found that would allow

suited to certain applications. If
Optoelectronics ever design a MK 2
version
specifically
for
the
scanning market, I would like to see
some form of automatic volume

people were found to be monitoring
police frequencies.

send reports to the users. Most

can result in dips in the response at
various odd frequencies if the

interested.

Radio Deaf Aids
I

a

I

recommend.

Bob

Taylor

I

of

Stourbridge and Terry Campbell of
Morayshire are both wondering
what type to buy so
hope the
following will be of help. A lot
depends upon what frequency
bands you are interested in, where
you do the majority of your listening
I

and how much space you have
available. If you want the best
antenna system possible then a
selection of rotatable, high -gain
Yagi
antennas
operating
on

a transmitter of one form or

base station. As a general rule
would not advise using an active
antenna if you live in a city and
intend to use it with a continuous
coverage hand-held scanner. This
I

is because these particular models
are primarily designed for use with

the compact antennas they are
supplied with. They will usually
work satisfactorily with a larger
external antenna providing there

are not too many strong signals
present,
however
once
an
additional pre -amplifier is added

different frequencies and mounted

they tend to overload. It is worth
noting that base station scanners

on a 20m high tower may be the

such as the AOR AR3000/1, Icon) IC -

solution, but your neighbours might
think differently. A slightly less

R9000/7000/7100

obtrusive
solution may be a
rotatable
log -periodic
antenna
mounted on your chimney.

If you just want a simple omnidirectional antenna then something
like the Nevada Scanmaster Base
suitable. This
thin vertical tube
about 1m long with four small radial
elements at the base and is claimed
to operate over the range 500kHz to
1500MHz
with
reduced
model may
consists of

be

a

performance below 25MHz. It also
has the ability to be used for

transmit on the 144 and 430MHz
amateur bands, which may be of
interest if you hold an amateur
licence.

Most antennas of this type are

based on a vertical element with
various matching networks fitted at
suitable points along its length. This

and Tandy PRO

2004/5/6 have additional filtering in
the r.f. stages that helps to minimise
this sort of problem.

You may have noticed that

I

have not mentioned one of the most
popular antennas used by scanner
owners - the discone. I must admit
that I have never been that
impressed with any of the designs I
have tried, particularly at u.h.f.
where I find it is useful to have a bit
more gain than a discone can
provide. Some manufacturers have
tried to improve the performance at
the low and high frequency limits by
adding additional vertical elements
on top of the antenna. Although this

can make an improvement it does
mean that you have a lot of metal in
the sky, which can be rather
unsightly. For my money
would
rather spend a bit more and have a
rotatable log -periodic that can
I
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OotzIEDIE0
provide

Yellow

huge improvement

a

in

performance for about the same
degree of visual impact. One other
consideration is that amongst the
scanning related stories published
in the national press during the past
year, at least one

anti -scanning

article has specifically described a

increasing
incoming

their

attenuation to
One
other
signals.

discone antenna and suggested
that it can only be used for
on
telephone
eavesdropping
conversations - so be warned.

Other points to consider when

aluminium foil equally well but you
will have to make sure that

'chicken'

fencing

mesh

point.

overlapping
connection

You

sheets

with

make good
each
other.

other antennas as possible. Use the

lowest loss coaxial cable you can

usually does the trick.

afford

sure

make

and

all

connections are tight and waterproof.
If you can not mount an antenna

outside, or live in a flat you could
consider using the roof space. Try
and mount the antenna as high a
possible within the available space
and keep it as far away as possible

from any mains wiring or existing
use some antennas
antennas.

am currently experimenting
with a few new designs for home
construction that hope will be
able to include in a future issue.
Until then, if you have any helpful

my roof space and

Sfm

codes before
re -wiring.

Fm

Remove links
W2 & W3
to isolate
switch sections

New

D45 (Cath/

To a.m. i.f.

New

D26 iCathl

Filter Bandwidth

15kHz

Brown

046 (Cath)

Select Plug

Sfm

Green

Fmw

I

I

I

hints or experiences with antennas

why not share them with other
readers.

And Finally

I

mounted in

New

(L.0

wiring colour

Sfmn

Blue

6kHz

Check for
differences in

Fmw

Fmn

Red

switch
wiring

Sfmn

Fm

Yellow
New
rear
panel

use

Bringing the edges together and
folding them over a few times

practicable and as far away from

Brown
Blue

and

could

Green

wiring

connecting it to a low impedance
earth

Fmn

Red

switch

problem I found, particularly at low
v.h.f. was the amount of noise and
by
domestic
'hash'
radiated
appliances, particularly those fitted
with microprocessor control units. I
reduced this problem by lining the

floor of the roof space with wire

installing an antenna are to mount it
vertical,
elements
its
with
preferably outside, as high as

Old
rear
panel

Where was Fig. 2 in the July 93

obtain reasonable results up to a

column? You may well ask

few hundred megahertz unless it is
raining. This is due to water
saturating the roof tiles and

many of you have! So, to reduce my

-

and

Sorry about the omission - but the
original drawing is still out there
somewhere.
That's all this month don't forget
you can write, FAX or leave a
message on the Answerphone
(0703) 262246 if you have any earth

Fig.1: Icom ICR-7000

Filter Switch
modification. This is the
drawing that was
omitted from the July 93
'Scanning' column.

shattering news that you want to
share. Until next month - Good
Listening.

photocopying bill and to save you
postage, it is included this month.

Z:21pCDEDc]
Continued from page 53

Abbreviations

and
pan-European
aircraft,
coordination should make the
in
appear
'seamless'
routes
operation. These, and an overflow
route connecting the northern

AIC
a.m.

Aeronautical
Information Circular
amplitude modulation

a.t.i.s.

automatic terminal
information service

Track System, probably explain the
observations of Tim Christian

CAA

Civil Aviation

(North Walsham). He has spotted

d.m.e.

Continent with the North Atlantic

intense

east -west

high

clear enough to see contrails
(who needs radar?). If you would
is

interested

joining

in

403230.

Follow -Ups
I

have had to report

closure of long-established
aerodromes for what appears to be
the

short-term gain.
that
hear
Hertfordshire,

I

is

am pleased to
to

be able to increase. The locals
have objected, of course. Peter
notes the expansion of Biggin Hill,
with its new i,l.s. and the start of
Love Air's scheduled Le Touquet
service. Perhaps, with Stansted's

Dieter GOPER (London) who reads
this column via the QTI Talking
Newspaper. tried to join in the
144MHz RAIBC net on August 20,
but he couldn't hear me.

movements not increasing as
hoped for, Biggin could be in

topical information) are November

contention as No. 3 London airport

Replies

after all?

Despite what it said last month

on

under Information Sources, the
Fenland n.d.b. has a range of 15nm.

re -open

I

news comes
from Peter Wade (Sevenoaks) on
the

Photo Chris Mlynek.

Panshanger,

what sounds like a limited basis at
first. wish them all the best and
hope that activity develops there.
More

Taylor Monoplane at the PFA Rally, Wroughton, 1993.

an

enthusiasts' group in north Norfolk
then contact Tim direct on (0692)

All too often

The quoted range of 15mm would
not have been very useful!

cheerful

subject

of

Redhill

ft

feet

GASIL

General Aviation
Safety Information
Leaflet

altitude

traffic overhead when the weather

be

FL

Authority
distance measuring
equipment
flight level

Pass Your Message

instrument landing

I

system
kHz

kilohertz

kt

knots

LATCC

London Air Traffic
Control Centre

column and it is regretted that no
direct correspondence is possible.

m

metres

MHz

megahertz

letters to Airband, c/o The
Godfrey Manning Aircraft Museum,
63 The Drive, Edgware, Middlesex,
HA8
8PS.
Genuinely
urgent
information/enquiries: 081-958 5113.

mm

millimetres

n.d.b.

non -directional
beacon

nm

nautical miles
Radio Amateur
Invalid and Blind Club

The next three deadlines (for
5, December 3 and January

All

always

appear

in

14.

this

RAIBC

(which

happens to be home of the Tiger

Finally,

Proposed
include a hard

developments
runway and
taxiways, supporting terminal, hotel
and car parks, and a motorway link.

some readers. Thanks to A. Reader

Passenger throughput would thus

there,

Club).

a couple of messages to

(Bristol) for the copies of Airbus
News. No connection with the
British Aerospace factory down
I
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suppose.

Apologies

R/T
v.O.r.

radiotelephony
very high frequency
omni-directional
radio range

watts

to
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AIR SUPPLY

il°§AmEg

838 HIGH STREET, YEADON,
LEEDS LS19 7TA. Tel: (0532) 509581 Fax: (0532) 500710
Shop just two minutes from Leeds Bradford Airport.
Shop hours: 1000-1330: 1430-1700 (hours do vary) CLOSED WEDNESDAY

AIR TRAFFIC
CONTROLLERS

Toroidal Transformers for
13.8V DC Power Supplies

On hand to help you towards an interesting and
rewarding pastime. Specialists in AIR BAND RADIOS
AND SCANNERS. Hand held, mobile or base - AOR,
Signal, Yupiteru, Icom, Uniden, Sony, Nevada: HF
receivers from Sony, loom, Lowe.

9T845 16.1 VOLT AT 42 AMPS
(PW MARCHWOOD PSU)
8C267 18 VOLT AT 27.8 AMPS (500VA)

Complete standard range of 107 types of
ILP Toroidal Transformers and the full
range of ILP Audio Amplifier Products

Everything you need - contact us.
rjIf you would Me our info pack send large SAE and stamps to value of 50p.

Low Profile Encapsulated
Transformers
A range of 30 types from 4VA to 30VA
suitable for PCB mounting
AmAccess

VSA
1

Write or phone or fax
for free Data Pack

I_ EP

UK DISTRIBUTORS FOR

Jaytee Electronic Services
143 Reculver Road, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 6PL
Telephone: (0227) 375254 Fax: 0227 365104

A.O.R, YUPITERU, ALINCO

ff)3 37 DIAMOND, HUSTLER, & E.R.A.

Pikes from
only £199
WIND SPEED
& DIRECTION

* WIND SPEED & DIRECTION
ELEGANT MAHOGANY CABINET (choice of light or dark)
* BAROMETRIC PRESSURE
OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE
with MIN & MAX - C & F
* HUMIDITY & DEW POINT
* COMPUTER INTERFACE (soon)
RAINFALL
SUNSHINE Hrs.
* 12-24V or MAINS

15 MIDDLEWICH STREET
CREWE CW1 4BS

R&D
ELECTRONICS
Tel. (0843) 866662
Fax. (0843) 866663
Beaufort House, Percy Ave, Kingsgate Broadstairs, Kent. CT10 3LB

MICROGATE SERVICES LTD

LIQUIDATED UNIDEN SCANNER STOCK
BC55XLTB
11111 BC7OXLTB One of the

VIBROPLEK®

from

EASTERN
COMMUNICATIONS
CAVENDISH HOUSE
HAPPISBURGH
NORFOLK

0692-650077
FOR THE PROFESSIONAL AND AMATEUR RADIO OPERATOR WHO DEMANDS QUALITY

ELECTRONICS
VALVES &
SEMICONDUCTORS
COLOMOR (ELECTRONICS)

Phone for a

most courteous quotation

081-743 0899
Fax: 081-749 3934
Telex: 917257
We are one of the largest stockists
of valves etc, in the U.K.
170 GOLDHAWK ROAD
LTD. LONDON W12 8HJ

G2VF LOOP ANTENNAS WITH ATU FOR HF HAM BAND TRANSMISSION
ISWR One to One 40, 15 and 10 One Point Five to One 80 and 201 AND SWLs LONG

AND MEDIUM WAVE FOR BCLs. Loops 21 inches square or triangle. No special
skills required. Circuits, Parts Lists sources of supply assembly data. HIGH
FREQUENCY LOOP 80 to 10 Metres £5. LONG AND MEDIUM WAVE LOOP FOR BCLs

£3. LONG MEDIUM SHORT WAVE LOOP 1500 to 10 METRES FOR BCL SWL £8.
SHORT WAVE ATU LOOP OR LONG WIRE £4. PRE AMP LW MW S WAVE U. MW
LOOP WITH PRE AMP ATU C3. PRE AMP FOR G2VF HF LOOP OR ATU f4. SHORT
WAVE ATU BUILT-IN PRE AMP FOR LOOP OR LONG WIRE C7. SAE details. All

projects. Z Match ATU 80 to 10 metres for Amateur TX D. F. G. Rylands,
39 Parkside Avenue, Millbroolc, Southampton SO1 9AF. Tel:107031775064.
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Programmable Handheld. 10 channels,
_ _ 10 bands track tuning,
z :: 1 LCD display, Lockout,
- - - Auto -delay, volume
squelch, review key,
keypads lock, belt clip,
AA batteries on Nicads,
earpiece socket.
Frequencies: 29-54,
136-174, 406-512MHz

MU -41

-

AVAILABLE IN EUROPE

a

Send for colour
brochure now to -

Products from Stock Plus MANY MORE

Phil - G7 AZK, Syd - G7 BMT
Tel: 0270 - 588440 Fax: 0270 588440

only

Features (dependent on model)

£69.99

smartest scanners
available. 20 channels.
10 bands, Nicad
rechargeable batteries &
charger, keypad lock,
illuminated LCD display.
delay, full search,vume

& squelch

controls, priority, lockout track
tuning, carry case, AC/DC
operation. Frequencies: 29-54.
136-174, 406-512MHz

E89.99

11111

BC100XLTB

(Airband Scanner)
Programmable Handheld 100 channels + 11
bands, 10 banks of
10 channels. Full
aircraft, 10 priority
channels, WX search,
band search,
rechargeable Nicad
batteries, illuminated LCD display,
ockout, volume + squelch
controls, carrying case.
Frequencies: 29-54,
118-174, 406-512MHz

£129

BC200XLTB (Airband +
phone band scanner)
Programm-aole
Handheld with 200
channels + 12 bands
including 800MHz +
aircraft. 10 banks of 20
channels, 10 priority
channels, WX search,
band search, rechargeable Nicad
batteries, illuminated LCD display.
lockout, volume + squelch,
carrying case. Frequencies: 29-54,
118-174, 406-512, 806-956MHz

£169

For a limited period only, Microgate are supplying factory returned,
refurbished, liquidated and bankrupt stock at massively discounted prices.
All products carry a full 2 year swap out warranty.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT. CARRIER £6 ex.
NEXT DAY SERVICE
Whilst it is not an offence to use a radio scanner use of one on certain
frequencies contravenes the Wireless &Telegraph Act 1949

MICROGATE SERVICES LTD
Metcom House, Bradley Lane, Standish, Wigan WN6 OXQ
Tel: 0257 472866

Fax: 0257 426577

Mobile: 0831 504379
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Lawrence Harris
5 Burnham Park Road, Peverell, Plymouth, Devon PI3 5QB

When

returned

I

to

monitoring satellites several years

ago, (following a break of a few
contacted a number of
years),
people during my search for various
Kepler elements. Since that time we
in
seen
a
revolution
have
now retain
communications.
Keplers for not only all of the
I

I

in
the
operating
background - at 1544UTC
on September 1, heard
the noisy tones of a
a.p.t.
signal
METEOR
on
transmitting
I

137.40MHz. It has been

many months since we
saw any activity on this

WXSATS, but also for several other
satellite groups - see the end of this
column for more details. Also

frequency. Feeding it into
the framestore
was
surprised to find the data

included here is information about

was asynchronous - that
is, it was evidently from

the future encryption of METEOSAT
data.
I

had a call from Channel Four

television the other week; they
wanted help with the preparation of
programme on satellite data
a

decoding. After some discussion
they decided to make arrangements

for my dish and hardware to be
collected and taken up north for
use

during

the

programme.

I

provided them with some names of
other likely participants. A few days
later they rang back to tell me that
one of my suggestions (a fellow
SWM contributor) 'has a bigger
dish' so they were going to use him
instead!

NOAA 13
The WXSAT scene hotted up from
mid -August following the launch of
subsequent
launch of METEOR 2-21 on August
Within a week or two,
31.
NOAA

and

13,

the

correspondents were sending in
print-outs. A selection are shown
here - look now because NOAA 13
is unlikely to be operational again see later in this column.
Initial transmissions from newly
launched NOAA WXSATs usually
display two visible -light images, as
seen in Fig. 1 sent in by Stephen
Lowe of Billingshurst. Stephen did
not actually know of the launch but
picked up transmissions on August
15 and kindly sent me some prints.
noticed
the
lack
of
He
transmissions from NOAA 13 after
only a few day's operations. had
I

assumed that this was caused by
the clash with NOAA 11.
Other side -by -side images were
received from Mark Pepper of

Camberley - see Fig. 4, taken on

I

one of the older series Fig. 1: (above) NOAA-13 15 August and Fig. 2: (below) NOAA-13
two WXSATs, which use

16 August from Stephen Lowe.

picture data modulated
on to a non -stable 2.4kHz
sub -carrier. More recent series
three CIS WXSATs (METEORS 3-4
and 3-5) have a stable sub -carrier,
computers
and
from
which

framestores can produce a steady
image.
I

recorded

signal

the

on

cassette and saved the decoded
satellite track. My first impression
was that it seemed to be close to

elevation.
Meanwhile METEOR

the predicted track of METEOR 2-16

(southbound and over to the east),
but was probably METEOR 2-21. As
expected, it returned for the
following southbound pass at about
1733UTC, switching off abruptly as

it approached the terminator. This
was

repeated

at

1905UTC.
Land

identification was not
easy, but cloud formations could be
recognised using pictures from
METEOSAT (what a busy evening!).
The new METEOR was likely to be
the replacement for METEOR 2-16,
but without Kepler elements, I was

September

these

even

stopped. It is travelling close to the
terminator so sunlight becomes
weak, imposing power constraints.
When it became evident that
NOAA 13 was probably lost, NOAA 9
was turned back on - once more we
four
NOAA
WXSATs
had
was
transmitting. Meanwhile,
to
see
NOAA
12
surprised
I

during

16 gave a fairly comparable track,
though not perfect. Later I obtained

visible

elements for METEOR 2-21 from the

American

Dartcom BBS. The track predicted
by these elements did not compare

NOAA

at all with my recorded data so
remained uncertain. A number of

others noticed
operation?

people rang me to query the identity
of the new signal so mentioned
the options.

NOAA 13 and Mars
Observer 1

the

morning

pass

September 14 instead of the usual
and

is.

This

I

apparent

anomaly was also spotted by an
monitor who notified
(the
organisation
that

I

I contacted a couple of people
who have been closely involved in

this

continued to deliver normal power
charged properly, so from August 21
the controllers could only watch the
voltages and currents drop.
Following this failure, the launch
of NOAA 14 has been brought

forward to early 1994, pending the
availability of a launch vehicle. My
thanks to NASA for providing this
information.

NOAA Beacons

on

operates their WXSATs). Perhaps
anomalous

All NOAA WXSATS use one of two
for
transmitting
frequencies
or
beacons
either
136.77
137.77MHz land listed most months

under frequencies at the end of this

column). Their telemetry

split -

and carries satellite housekeeping
information

The NOAA 13 WXSAT was originally

is

phase, phase -modulated v.h.f. data,
-

such

as

battery

voltages and current levels. Other
data is also included, and all are
processed by the TIROS Information
Processor, so is commonly referred
to as TIP data.
Some
subsidiary experiment

the Russian satellite
scene for longer than I have - Bob

scheduled for launch many months

Christy (who provided me with
current elements for 2-16), and

crystal oscillator caused a delay at
the end of June. The problem was

Peter Wakelin, who commented
that the Mean Motion parameter
(the number of orbits per 24 hour

traced to a failed transistor, of which

measurements are included in the
TIP data, and the transmitter output
is 1W (compared to about 5 for the

there are two in each part of the

a.p.t.

Having spent nearly all day at the

enabling

scanner

but the batteries were not being

in

transmitting two infra -red images

obtaining a further set of Kepler

the

phasing bars without any picture.

uncertain that we were actually

Current WXSATS
with

happened while the WXSAT was still
operational;
the
solar
arrays

looking at a new METEOR.
Recent elements for METEOR 2-

monitoring

-

3-3 ended a long run of
night-time infra -red transmissions
when, during nights in early
September, it started to transmit only
Later

August 18 at 131OUTC, and from
Roger Ray of Telford - see Fig. 5:A
separate print of one of the
channels is shown in Fig. 2, also
from Stephen Lowe. One of the last
images - received on August 21 by
Julian Woolvin of Liverpool is
shown in Fig. 3. My thanks to these
contributors for such quick work.

computer

I suspect that there is a
with
the
fault
transmission of data
from 2-21 judging by the
variability
of
the
see
received signal.
many nulls, even when
the satellite is at a high
I

image for an attempt to analyse the

sequence

Noisy Signal

period) might be in error. Checking
this proved worthwhile, so
waited a few more days before

I

elements which proved accurate,
final

METEOR 2-21.
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confirmation

of

ago, but the discovery of a faulty

'redundant' circuits - that is, the
back-up circuit had the same
weakness. It was then realised that

telemetry). Polarisation for
a.p.t. is right -circular (except for the
Chinese FENGYUN WXSAT currently
non -operational), but the TIP signal

linearly polarised, meaning that
most scanners will be able to hear
the beacons without using a

these transistors were also being
used in the Mars Observer probe then only 55 days away from Mars

is

orbit when this discovery was made.
The
failure
on
NOAA
13

specialist antenna.
Try monitoring the beacons from

57

Opp0® to CuCDNg

NOAAs 9 and 10 when their a.p.t.

period of 109 minutes, so it will

off.
telemetry
is
switched
hear it - sometimes
Sometimes
they are apparently not transmitting.

coincide with NOAAs 10 and 12
occasionally. The best way that
can describe its signal is that it
I

I

sounds like a flutter!

NOAA Resolution

Encryption

Some correspondents have asked
for specific details of the resolution
of images transmitted by the NOAA
WXSATs. In fact it depends! The
NOAAs
use
two transmission
formats - high resolution picture
transmissions (h.r.p.t.) use raw
sensor data from the advanced very
high resolution radiometer (AVHRR),

after correction for satellite attitude

and other factors. The automatic
picture transmission (a.p.t.) format,
is derived from h.r.p.t. data.

Primary Data from METEOSAT will
be encrypted in due course, starting
with tests in early 1994, and
continuing until routine encryption
occurs after 1995. Manufacturers of
PDUS equipment were informed of
this change during 1992, to enable
the appropriate decryption key units
to be built.
WEFAX
transmissions
will
remain un-encrypted for the present.
Discussions are currently taking

place to design a new digital Low

NOAA quote a resolution for the
AVHRR sensors of 1.1km at the nadir.
The a.p.t. imagery has a quoted

resolution of 4km. In each case this
resolution refers to the middle of the
image scan immediately below the
satellite - referred to as the sub -

Rate

Image

Transmission

(LRIT)

format, likely to be agreed within a
year. This will probably be used by
the METEOSAT Second Generation
(MSG) Programme, starting around

My pictures from NOAA 10 and 12
(which both transmit on 137.50MHz),

being above my horizon could be
ruled out because they operate on
different frequencies.
One quickly came to light FREJA 1, a Swedish auroral satellite
launched on 6 October 1992, which,
on checking through some records,
is listed as using ... 137.50Mz! FREJA
has an orbital inclination of 63° and

I

I

significant portion of the costs of

major step backwards. Others may

EUMETSAT are the international
body concerned with the operation
of METEOSAT. Charging policy for
the reception of analogue (WEFAX)

feel differently. Letters can be
Martin Allwright,
addressed to
Enquiries Officer, Meteorological
Office, London Road, Bracknell,
Berkshire RG12 2SZ.

national body which for us, is the

I

policy.
have written, expressing
concern. personally feel that it is
unlikely that the sum total of
payments for such
decryption
facilities can amount to any

Charges

sections of image. This is not
normally very severe, but on August
I

Readers of this column might
wish to write to the Met Office to
make known their views on this

I

and Primary Data (PDUS)

interference started again, so
checked one of my satellite tracking
programs that has a large database,
and that keep reasonably up-todate. Most of the satellites shown as

and
(be)

running the METEOSAT programme.
feel that these plans
(for
METEOSAT encryption) represent a

have occasionally suffered some
interference, showing up as wavy

27 while monitoring NOAA 12, the

imagery
HR
products is expected to
implemented fully in 1995".
METEOSAT

the year 2000.

satellite point.

Interference on
NOAA Pictures

Fig. 3: NOAA-13 21 August from Julian Woolvin.

responsibility of

the

is the

appropriate

Meteorological
have
Office.
received a response to earlier
enquiries requesting clarification.
The reply appears to give cause
I

for concern to everyone presently

It is worth remembering that the
Americans operate an 'open skies'
policy, in which data from their
geostationary and polar WXSATS is
transmitted un-encrypted. 'Info in
Orbit' will publish further details as
information becomes available.

Future Launches

is rightly anxious that beneficiaries
will be those who contribute to the
programmes...",
and
further
describes the intention to "recover

The Shuttle programme continues

some of the costs...". The view of the
organisation is that educational (and
similar non-commercial) interests
to low
should
be
restricted

the

Fig. 4: NOAA-13 18 August from Mark Pepper.

using

3992,

standard

BBS

modem settings. It is essentially
devoted to astronomy and space,
carrying a wealth of files and recent

information from NASA and ESA
projects, and includes a large file of
Kepler elements.
After logging on, you may wish to
download the operating manual first;

select KEY DOWNLOADS from the
Main Menu, and you have a choice
of downloading the compressed
manual (in Zipped or similar format),
or the raw data.
The Kepler element file can be
found
(phew!)
by
selecting
MESSAGES (from the Main Menu),
then ASTRO, then option Y (USENET
gateway into space news, then

make your choice by perhaps listing

new files and selecting the most
recent Kepler list of those presented
to you.

There was so much space news
that I was sad that I could not afford
the phone time to collect more of the
data. Registration for this non -profit making BBS is currently about £15,

but its sysop points out that many

receiving METEOSAT data. It states
that "the organisation (EUMETSAT)

resolution imagery. "Encryption of

733

I

with
launches
scheduled
for
November and December, the latter

mission including maintenance for
Hubble

Space

date in early October but may slip.

WXSAT BBS
Last month I mentioned three BBSs
that carry items of interest to
monitors,

namely

the

Dartcom, RIG and Timestep BBS.
was interested to check the origin of
I

Timestep's

elements

Letters

Telescope.

METEOR 3-6 has a current launch

WXSAT

files are freely downloadable.
uploaded a current list of all WXSAT
operations. My thanks to its system
operator Nick Stevens.

because

of

their unusual introductory message.

In fact I now understand that they
obtain raw measurements from
Goddard
which they process
themselves - before the official
release; this results in their data
being available earlier than NASA's. I
have been given permission to
distribute it.

Starbase 1 BBS
recently found out about the
STARBASE-1 BBS, available on 071-

Andy Freeman of Wallasey received
his first WXSAT picture a few
months ago, using a Cirkit receiver.
He
can only pick up NOAA
transmissions on 137.62MHz but
plans to fit further crystals to extend
the scope of the receiver. The Cirkit
receiver was originally designed
many years ago, and is supplied in
kit form - remember building one
myself, with help from the local
Information Technology Centre. An
excellent way to start.
Summer saw several more
recruits to the WXSAT scene,
including
Trevor
Goldsworthy
I

G4BHD of Camborne, who uses a
486PC

running

the

PC -GOES

software. Trevor also uses a Cirkit
receiver and crossed -dipole, and
has found the system to be 'pretty
immune' from paging interference,

I
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Timestep
PROsat II is used by most leading
Weather Satellite enthusiasts.
Lawrence Harris, Roger Ray and
Brian Dudman are just a few who
have come to rely on the vastly
superior features of PROsat
Features such as 1,000 frame full
screen full colour animate, 3D,
direct temperature readout and
Windows export make Timestep
products preferred by most users.
All satellites are catered for
including the awkward Japanese
GMS and the very infrequent
Soviet Okean series. All current
SVGA cards are supported. NOAA
images contain full resolution
visible and infrared data in a
stunning 2.4Mb file!

Advanced Weather Satellite users
will by now have read about our
new TRACK II prediction
software. Full screen colour
graphics and 6 simultaneous
satellites are just some of the
amazing features. For the ultimate
in detail we offer HRPT digital
systems with five 1.1km ground
sensors, towns and rivers are
clearly visible. For everyday use
we also have the PDUS digital
Meteosat system that takes 2.5km
data every 30 minutes. Timestep
PDUS colour animate is used
several times a day by Anglia
Television because of its very high
resolution combined with
spectacular colour. Forecasters will
appreciate temperature calibrated
30 minute interval images.

If you really are serious about
Weather Satellites, phone or write
us now for a colour catalogue and
find out why the world's experts
including Arthur C. Clarke use and
recommend our equipment.

Timestep

A full range of separate Antennas,
Preamplifiers, Cables, Receivers
and accessories are held in stock.

PO Box 2001 Newmarket CB8 8QA
Tel: 0440 820040 Fax: 0440 820281

GUIDE TO FACSIMILE STATIONS
13th edition

1-=1---3

400 pages £ 22 or DM 50

The recording of FAX stations on longwave and shortwave and the reception of meteorological satellites are fascinating fields of radio monitoring.
Powerful equipment and inexpensive personal computer programs connect
a radio receiver directly to a laser or ink -jet printer. Satellite pictures and
weather charts can now be recorded automatically in top quality.

The new edition of our FAX GUIDE contains the usual up-to-date
frequency lists and precise transmission schedules - to the minute! - of 90
FAX stations and meteo satellites. This includes Bracknell Mateo, Royal
Navy London, METEOSAT, and a detailed description of the new Bracknell
and Washington meteo telefax polling services! It informs you with full
details about new FAX converters and computer programs on the market.
The most comprehensive international survey of the "products" of weather satellites and FAX stations from all over the world is included: 337
sample charts and pictures were recorded in 1992 and 1993! Here are that
special charts for aeronautical and maritime navigation, the agriculture and
the military, barographic soundings, climatological analyses, and long-term
forecasts, which are available nowhere else. Additional chapters cover
abbreviations, addresses, call sign list, description of geostationary and
polar -orbiting meteo satellites, regulations, technique, and test charts.
Further publications available are Guide to Utility Radio Stations (11th
edition), Radioteletype Code Manual (12th ed.) and Air and Meteo Code
Manual (13th ed.). We have published our international radio books for 24
years. They are in daily use with equipment manufacturers, monitoring
services, radio amateurs, SW listeners and telecom administrations worldwide. Please ask for our free catalogue, including recommendations from all

over the world. For a recent book review see the Decode section in
Shortwave Magazine 3/93, and RSGB's RadCom 6/93. All books are
published in the handy 17 x 24 cm format, and of course written in English.

Do you want to get the total Information immediately? For the special
price of £ 110 / DM 250 (you save £ 22 / DM 50) you will receive all our
manuals and supplements (altogether more than 1700 pages!) plus our
Cassette Tape Recording of Modulation Types.
Our prices include airmail postage within Europe and surface mail
elsewhere. Payment can be by £ or DM cheque, cash, International Money
Order, or postgiro (account Stuttgart 2093 75-709). We accept American

Express, Eurocard, Mastercard and Visa credit cards. Dealer inquiries
welcome - discount rates on request. Please fax or mail your order to

Klingenfuss Publications
Hagenloher Str. 14
D-72070 Tuebingen
Germany

Fax 01049 7071 600849 Phone 01049 7071 62830
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Jim PSU-101

England

HIGH QUALITY ACCESSORIES
FOR SCANNING MONITOR RECEIVERS

/. JIM PSU-101 MkIV. A high quality UK manufactured fully
regulated 220-240V AC power supply with RADIO BASE
HOLDER combined. For use with FAIRMATE
HP-100E/200E/2000/1000AB. AOR-l000/1500/2000.
YUPITERU MVT-5000/700017100/125, VT225.
REALISTIC PRO -35/38. ICOM-R1. UNIDEN UBC5OXL.
BC55XLT. UBC7OXLT,
UBC100XLT. New

unique features include 2 DC output sockets one for
radio and the other for accessories. A bracket for BNC socket
for antenna connection. Separate DC leads
included. 9 volt version for Tandy, etc.
available. PRICE £29.95.
2. JIM BH-A3. Universal base stand for
handheld scanners -transceivers etc.
convenient, safe support of radio. Adjustable
front stop. Heavy duty chromed base.
Bracket for BNC socket for base
antenna connection. PRICE £10.95.
*3. JIM BH-A3C. Now fitted as
standard with approx. 30cm (12in.) high quality low loss 50 ohm RG58A/CU
cable with professional right angle BNC plug and BNC bulkhead socket.
Ideal for RX and TX up to 4GHz (no S0239 socket). PRICE 113.95.
4. JIM CH -A4. Car mounting holder for handheld scanners- transceivers
with BELT CLIP support. Safe and convenient use of scanner etc. in car,
truck, boat etc. PRICE £7.95.
5. JIM BC -4H. Unique FAST Universal 4 hour + 14 hour Ni-cad charger.
"auto -switch -off" timer (no more guessing). Ideal Fairmate, AOR, Yupiteru
etc. Leads + 4 sizes of AA holders supplied. PRICE £19.50.
6. JIM SM-Al High quality S meter for scanners CB. PRICE £26.95.

Payment by postal order or cheque. Prices include postage
Further information on SSE products, send A4 SAE to:

SOLID STATE ELECTRONICS (UK)
6 The Orchard, Bassett Green Village,
Southampton SO2 3NA

Vel: (0703) 769598
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Mike Richards G4WNC
PO Box 1863, Ringwood, Hampshire BH24 3XD

Ty

Having completed my dealings with

From Ted's monitoring, it
seems
that
the
transmission is an Irish
press report of some kind

the estate agents I've taken a PO

-

Box to handle letters to the column.
This shouldn't introduce any delays

ship. If you have any more
details on this, please
write and let me know.
A station broadcasting
weather
reports
for
Yugoslavia has caught the
attention of David Pluse of
Wooler Northumberland.

The important change to note for
this

month is

the new address

shown at the head of the column.

as Elaine checks the box several
times each week. I'm hoping to be
able to provide a much improved
service to readers now that Elaine
is home to help me. As part of this
plan,
will be putting together a
I

possibly directed to

Although the station was

answer some of the more common

thought to

problems.

be

Rota

Directly linked to the change of
address is a new station set-up
designed to make frequency list
monitoring
very
much
more

Croughton (AJE) with a
frequency of 5.2333MHz.
The station uses 75 baud

convenient. At the heart of the new
station is a DAN for Windows IBM

400Hz

number of systems including, the
Lowe Modemaster, Code -3, JVFAX
and the PC HFFAX/SWL/SSTV range
of systems. As the station and

computer system have now moved
indoors,

I

also had to rethink my

printer system. The old Panasonic
KXP1124 was very good, but
extremely noisy, so I now have one
of the excellent Canon BJ-300

shift and mainly
sends SYNOPTIC reports
with just a few plain
language
messages
interleaved. Incidentally,
David's station comprises
a

Sangean

k

in

Spain it is listed
in
Klingenfuss
as
USAF

processor, Local Bus and a healthy
2Mb of disk cache. On the receive
side, I've changed over to the Lowe
HF-150 receiver that feeds the PC
via a Datong FL -3 active filter
system. On the decoding front, I'm
fortunate to have access to a

'

a

series of fact sheets to help me

compatible computer with 486DX

ATS-803A

- If
. e.
MOO

=181.1014111.

Zlialla...arphar
MUM
ANUS/OS*71C

receiver that feeds a 48K
Spectrum
computer
running
RAMS
IV
software from J & P
Electronics.
Day Watson has been

-14414

tiOGIOSTIL/
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Halifax Ice Chart. CFH 120/576, 2301UTC, 10.536MHz.

burning the midnight oil
searching out a few
stations that still send press
pictures
over
h.f.
FAX.
His
endeavours have borne fruit with a
couple of reliable transmissions

Satellite Decoding
ready to

print anything

bubblejet printers. Not only does

sure who the

remind

resolution
give
excellent quality, but it's very nearly
silent in operation.
When setting -up the station, my

agency,

only worry was that of the dreaded
computer interference. Especially
as the HF-150 is actually touching
the side of the computer! You can
imagine my delight when I turned -

either

on the system a found there was

you'll have to

virtually
no
noise
from the
computer. I can only put this down

to excellent screening on both the
computer and receiver systems.
really thought I would suffer some
mains -borne interference from the
I

originating
two active

is the

the

as

frequencies are listed as DyN and
Associated Press. If you'd like to
have a go, you will need to tune to
or

5.7775

9.2414MHz

at

around 2 a.m. Those of you with
automated FAX systems can stop
gloating, as these stations tend not

to send start and stop tones so
revert to manual
operation! Although haven't tried
I

new Lowe Modemaster decoder for
his utility listening. One of his more
popular station is the Canadian

computer

are

running

from

the

same extension lead!! Perhaps I'm
just lucky! To complete the station
description, the antenna is a G5RV
fed by around 50m of coaxial cable.
I suspect it's this latter feature that
goes a long way to keeping the
interference under control.
Ted Jones of Enfield reports on
an interesting press broadcast that
appeared on September 13 at
around 1400UTC using 7.7071MHz.
The mode used was standard
SITOR A, 100 baud and 170Hz shift.
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I'm

really looking for information

at
Halifax
Forces
station
transmitting RTTY and FAX on
10.536MHz. For those readers that
like to QSL with utilities Les reports
that Halifax are very generous with
their returned information. The
latest address have is: Canadian
Forces Meteorological Operational
Centre,
Meterology
and
Oceanography, Senior Staff Officer,
Maritime Headquaters, FMO Halifax,
I

CFB, HALIFAX, NS B3K 2X0, Canada.

difficult to predict with accuracy.
However, there are one or two
tricks that can produce very
repeatable results. The one I'll
cover here is commonly known as
'Grey -lining'. The name is really
very appropriate as it relies on the

from anyone who has successfully
decoded utility stations that are
operating using sub -carriers on TV

enhanced propagation that exists

satellites. From the letters I've
already received from readers, one
of the main areas of interest
appears to be FAXed
press
pictures. If you can help, please

night.

write to the new address at the

DX FAX Reception

particularly as both the radio and

power

readers to send any
information they may come across.

during the early evening.
Les Crossan of Wallsend uses a
Sangean ATS-803A receiver feeding

a 486DX33 computer running the

mode

on this

do want to

head of the column.

supplies,

switch

I

of late,
used to get very good
results from AP on 18.093MHz
I

are continually changing and are

Don't get too excited, I'm not yet
subject however,

360d.p.i.

\

Das CM= MI SUR

from Buenos Aries. He's not too

the

\

%

One or two readers have written to
me asking how is it possible to
receive long distance FAX images
when they have so many problems
with

strong

local

stations. The

secret is in the timing! When you
have

spent some time studying

radio reception you will soon learn
that one of the keys to successful
listening is a sound knowledge of

propagation. From this you soon
learn that all regular users of the
h.f. spectrum spend a lot of time

between parts of the globe that are

in the transition between day and
If

you have access to

a

computer, you will find that there
are a selection of public domain
programs that help to predict where

these enhanced paths will occur.
One of the most common examples
of this phenomenon is the excellent
communications that often exist
between the UK and Australia in the
early
morning. For
the
FAX

enthusiast you will normally find
that Canberra Met comes in quite
well most mornings. I've included
an example of a chart received
recently from this station. Do you
have any good examples of grey
line paths? If you can help, please
drop me a line with as much detail
I

as possible.

FAX Interference

frequency to use for any given

Dr Wood of Ledbury writes asking
about interference problems with
h.f.
FAX
reception. Whilst he

communication link. The problems
is that the propagation conditions

manages very good results from UK
based stations such as Northwood

and

effort determining the

best
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trying to receive many of the
European stations. The problem he
suffers manifests itself as horizontal

with
a
very
utility
comprehensive
monitoring station. The
available
receivers

streaking of the chart and broken

include a JRC NRD 535,

he has had little success when

up

and

Icom 735 and Sony 20010

identify this interference let's start
with a short refresher of how the

each of which can be fed
with either a G5RV or
vertical
Butternut
antennas. The decoding
is
equally
equipment
featuring
sophisticated
the Hoka Code -3, AEA
PK232 and the top of the
range Universal M-8000
that I reviewed recently.
Incidentally, the Icom
receiver and Universal

lines.

help

To

understand

FAX image is transmitted.

At the transmitting station, the
image to be sent is wrapped around
a rotating drum the speed of which
aligns to one of the standard rates,
e.g.

60, 90, 120 or 240 r.p.m. The

image is then scanned by an optical
sensor that works its way along the
image. The scan speed of the

sensor is directly liked to the drum
speed and is defined by the Index
Of

Co-operation

As

(IOC).

the

sensor passes over the drum

it

generates un electrical signal that's

directly proportional to the density
of the image with black and white
being the two extremes. This signal
is then fed to the transmitter where
the
transmitted
controls
it
frequency. In a typical h.f. FAX
frequency
the
transmitter
difference between black and white
would by just 800Hz. From this you

can see that the FAX decoding
system
output

looking at the audio
of the receiver for a
is

decoder were a present
from his wife - now
there's a good example

for you!! The down side
of all this is his location
which is just 3m above
sea level and overlooked

DX FAX from Australia.

by an electrified railway
system. Not daunted by
this Ted has managed
some very good results.
However, the point of his letter was

to ask if there was anyone selling
tape recordings of utility modes.
There have been several of these
tapes available over the years but a

change from black to white.

quick scan through the adverts in
SWM shows that the only ones on

The other point we need to
appreciate is that with a drum

offer seem to be those from
Klingenfuss. For those that only

frequency change of just 800Hz to

speed of 120 r.p.m. and an IOC of
576 a typical weather chart will
require around 800 revolutions for

the optical scanner to move over
the entire image. A quick sum
after
making
that,
shows

allowances for the synchronisation
pulses,

this

image

would

take

around seven minutes to send.
more importantly each
revolution or image line takes half a
second to send.

Perhaps

The point I'm trying to make is

that the whole process is really
quite slow. One of the advantages
of this pedestrian pace is that FAX
transmissions are relative immune
to random burst type interference.
This is because the short duration
of this type of interference would
only result in a small dot appearing
in the received image. This quite
different to the experience with
of
this
type
where
wrong
causes
interference
characters to be printed.

want a recording of the more basic
modes it's worth putting a call
through to the SWM office as they
may still have copies of a tape that
was
produced
for
Practical
Wireless that gives examples of a
number of the simpler modes.
For the
more sophisticated
modes the Klingenfuss tape will be
This
tape
more
appropriate.
contains
forty-eight
different

utility recordings. These build from
the tapes and include seventy-one
different recordings.
Here's
a
selection of the modes that are
included in this two and a half hour
CD set: ACARS, Arabic, ARQ-E,
ARG-N,

so you should be able to receive
them if you listen at around the

HC-ARQ,

HNG-FEC,

ITA2,

ITA5,

MCVFT,

MFSK, NATO, Packet Radio, Piccolo,
RS-ARQ, SI-ARQ, SITOR, SWEDARQ, third shift Cyrillic and VFT.
get
If you really want to
sophisticated you could invest in the

new Klingenfuss double CD set of

I

frequencies may not be

in

use

every day and stations are free to
change their schedules at will.

POL-ARQ, QAM, RS-ARQ, RUM-FEC,
SI-ARQ, SI-FEC, SITOR, SPREAD,
SWED-ARQ and TWINPLEX. As you

can also offer a couple of more

can see, it's pretty comprehensive!
One of the advantages of using a
CD, as opposed to a tape, is that you

can use it to test your decoding

adjust the filter tuning of your
decoder. The reason you can do this
because the CD is very much more
stable than most tape based

ITA5,

can't give you a
guarantee on this as some of the
appointed time.

MCVFT, MFSK, NATO Link, Packet
Radio, PACTOR, Piccolo, POCSAG,

modes: Arabic, ARQ-E, ARQ-E3,
ARQ-M,
ASCII,
ATU-Arabic,
AUTOSPEC, CIS, Cyrillic, DUP-ARQ,
ITA2,

readers over the past month or two

ASCII, ATU-Arabic, AUTOSPEC, bit
inversion, CIS, Cyrillic and third shift
Cyrillic, DUP-ARQ, FEC-A, GOLAY,

ARC1-M,

system. The only proviso with this is

F7B,

Now for this month's selection of
readers frequencies. All the listing
show here have been heard by

ARQ6,

ARQ-E3,

recordings covering some speech
modes and the following utility

FEC-A,

Frequency List

that you will need to be able to

systems, which tend to suffer slight
speed variations that often confuse
more
systems.
For
decoding
information of the Klingenfuss tapes
and CDs, take a look at his advert in
SWM.

I

comprehensive listings that you
may find interesting. The first is the
Day Watson Beginner's List. As the
name implies this is a chronological
listing of the some of the more

reliable stations aimed at the new
corner to utilities. I would recomend
that anyone just starting out should
use
this
list
to
avoid
disappointment. The second list is a

compilation of logs sent to me by
readers over recent months. If you
would like a copy of either of these
lists just send three first or second
class stamps and a sticky address
label to the address at the head of
the column.

RTTY

The down side of the FAX
transmission system is that any
steady state interference e.g. a
can
carrier
heterodyning
completely destroy the image.
Returning to Dr Wood's problem the
horizontal lining and gaps in the line

indicates a weak signal. When a
signal is too weak you will find that
the decoder has great difficulty
differentiating between the wanted
signal and the background noise.
a
result the noise will
As

occasionally take over from the
wanted signal
suffers fading.

as

it

inevitably

Utility Recordings
Ted Jones of Enfield has set himself

Frequency

Mode

Speed

Shift

Callsign

Time

Notes

12.212MHz
19.980MHz
7.645MHz
5.14MHz
12.14MHz
11.08MHz
9.893MHz
12.11MHz
7.842MHz
11.638MHz
5.197MHz
12.165MHz
4.307MHz
7.88MHz
13.372MHz
18.0139MHz
19.4MHz
8.0799MHz
10.117MHz
20.3019MHz

RTTY
RTTY

50
50
50

YZO7
9BC33
DDH7
RVVW93

1600

RTTY
RTTY
RTTY
RTTY

400
400
400
1000
850
600

Tanjug press
IRNA
Hamburg Met

HWN

1945

YKP28

1700

170

SPW
YOM21

1750
1200

120

400
400
400
576

120

576

GYA

120

576

DDK3
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SITOR
RTTY
RTTY
RTTY
CW
FAX
FAX
FAX
RTTY

50
75

50
100
50
50

50
-

CNM20
DDK8

HWN
RKB78

50

230

5YE

ARQ-M

200

344

RFGW

RTTY

50

105

FAX
FAX
FAX

120

576
576
576

WD69
NAM

120
120

BAF4

NKW

1615
1730
1730

Moscow met
French naval
SANA Syria press
Warsaw radio
Romanian press

1630
1200

MAP Morocco
Hamburg met

0500
1810
1000
1600
1722
1155
1240
0549
2150
1350

Paris naval

Moscow met
RN London
Hamburg met

Nairobi Air
MFA Paris
Delhi met
USN Satellite pic
Beijing met
USN Diego Garcia
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arGICZEDIU
By Brian Oddy G3FEX,

Note: Lw. & m,w. frequencies in kHz;

Three Corners, Merryfield Way, Storrington, West Sussex RH2O 4NS

s. w. in MHz; Time in UTC (=GMT). Unless
stated, logs compiled during the four
week period ending July 31.

Medium Wave Chart
Frei

Stailea

Hof -Seale

Germany

02

526

Vatican City
Ain Beide

Italy
Algeria
Germany

5

Spain
Belgium

7

531

Leipzig

540

Wevre

540

Hungary

2000

540

Solt
Sidi Bennaur

Morocco

600

540

Vitoria')

Spain

549

Algeria
Germany
Germany

600

587

Les Trembles
BayreuthIDLF)
Thurmeu
SLPetersburg
Espoo
Tirgu Jiu
RNE5 via?
Berlin
TullamoreIRTEI I

587

RNE5 via

576
576

Muhlacker)SDR)
SchwerinINDR)

Spain
Germany

576

Riga

576

594

BarcelonaIRNE5)
PansIFIPI
MadridIRNE11
DumfnesIBBCScoll
Franklurt)HR)

394

549
549
558

558
558
567

585
585
585

E",r,13'.V.Z
P,G,K04,0*.PT

Czech Rep.

10

Egypt
France

500

Spain
Germany
Spain
Spain

2

UK

100

E',F,K.0.00V,X

1269

Algeria
Netherlands
Italy

600/300

G'X'.0',1:12'

1278

NeumunsterIDLFI
COPE vie?
Strasbourg

1278

Dublir0Cork(FITE21

600

G',0*.Q

1287

Spain
Spain

10

0',P

7287

884
873
873

X2'.2

882

13",0',4

891

Algiers

v.r.m...a.,r

891

Humbert

A'

900

G',K.,02*

900

200

F.K..0".C1',R

903

200

G

909

Russia

1000

G',0*

909

Finland
Romania
Spain
Germany
Ireland IS)

100

0'

918

Milan
BilbanICOPEI
Mellor caIRNE5)
Gmans PkIBBC2)
M'side Edgell3BC21
R Liubliana

200

Cr

918

MadrielRintl

E',FG'.0",Q

927

Wolvertem
Bremen

Germany
Latvia
Spain
Franca
Spain

0,E*,F*,064".0.
R,V,X2'

500

G.,0',P,Cl

500
250
530

[

50
8

I

P.G.0,2

200

P.G.0",fr

UK

2

F

Germany

1000/400

j

R'

963
963

Tir Chonaill

Ireland 151

963

Seiaal)RRE)
Puke
HamburgINDRI
RNE1 via?

Portugal
Albania
Germany
Spain
Algeria
Greece
Portugal
Germany
Italy

Morocco

100

G',54'

972

100

11',G',0.,C1.

977

300

0'

981

603

SevillaIRNE5)
NewcasdeIBBC4)
AthloneIRTE2I

Portugal
France
Spain

50

F.,G"M".0,a'

981

UK

2

0,V,W2*

981

E.,F,G,M.,13`,R,

990

V.W2'

990

LeridahlEll

821

Wevre
BarcelonalOCRI

621

630

Vigra
Tunis.Omdeida

639

57467 via 7

648

RNE1 via ?

648

OrfordnessIBBC1
NeubrandenburgINDRI
MadridIRNE51
WrexharnIBBCWales)
Bodensees'thISWEI
Lisboa

630

657
657
657

666
666
666

675

Marseille

684

SevillaIRNE1)
Beograd
DroitwichIBBC51

684

693
693
702
752
702
702
711

StartpointIB8C5)
RensburgINDRI
Monte Carlo
Banska or Presov
ZamoraIRNE11
Rennes 1

Ireland IS)
Spain
Belgium
Spam

10

G"M'Cl

990

80

F,G,0',CL2

999

50

11.,G,0*

999

Norway

100

Tunisia
Spain
Spain

BOO

UK

UK

150

UK

50

2

1053

Germany

5

A".F,0*.P.

1053

Monaco

300

Slovak Rep
Spain
France
Germany

400

Tallinn
Dresden
Sebaa-Aioun
S SebasbanISER)
Tetuan
ZarogozalCOPEI
BurghearlIBBC11
OroayachIBBC11
StartpointIBBC1)
Kalundborg
Prague
Brest

Morocco

600

Spain
Germany
Germany

5

Ireland IN)
Portugal

10

0,5

Paris

738
738

Poznan
BarcelonaIRNE11

747

Revol1111,41

747

CadizIRNE5)

756

BraunschweigIOLF)

756

Lugoj
Bilbao) El)
Redruth1B8C41

RNE1 via ?

783

801

Burg
MiramarIR Portal
Tartus
Urnoges
LingenINORI
SevillalSERI
Munchen-Ismaning
St Petersburg

801

RNE1 via ?

810

810

6.,0*.P

1035

738

774

Graz.Oobl

G',0"

RNE1

Sonens
BonnIWDR2)
EnniskillenIBBC41

1026

300,180

729

774

5,F,AP,0.,(1.R,V,2

Germany
Portugal
10huania
France
Spain
Yugoslavia

Cork107611

765

500

Lisbon1Prog31

729

756

BurgosIFINE51

1035

Germany
Ireland IS)
Spain
France
Poland
Spain
Holland
Spain
Germany
Romania

756

1017

M,R,V

Putbus/BergenINDRI
?

8°,3°,0'

2

729

720

10

UK

UK

720

1017

A,0",P,GT0.,C1.

Lots Rd,LdnIBBC41

720

E11,P,G11.0.,0,R.

Revollii1,51
RheinsenderISWR

1008

20

721)

711

1008

Spain

720

711

a.a

1250

135

0

1044

1044

600

B.,0*
P.Gt1P,0..(1*

500

P.6',M*.0*.Q

1053

500

24%

GJI

1053

1062

0,11.,(1,r

400

Spain in

5

UK

2

Switzerland 500

810

Burg he a MU)

UK

100

P.G X

810

UK

100

14.,31111',C1*.R.V

819

Warsaw

819

S SebastianlE1)
HannoverINORI
BarcelonalSER)
Nancy

Egypt
France
Italy
Poland
Spain
Germany
Spain
France
Spain
Italy
Spain

450

819

WesterglenIBEICI
Batra
Toulouse
Trieste

792
792
792
801

819
819

828

828
837
837
846

COPE via
Rome

855

MurmaIRNE11

1350

Nancy/Nice

G
G

1350

300

E'.F.,G.,0',0"

1368

600/300

G',02

200

FG

1388

10

G',00

1386

Pecs
Berlin
FoadalelMenx RI
Lille
Ukraine
Athens
Kaliningrad

300

P.O.

1395

LushnielTiranal

10
10

10
10

20

7

400

F'.0'.0.
G',0,C12*

UAE

600

Albania
Spain
Germany

10

r

13*

1

7

A',6',0',0'

803

C,G77,0..Q..R

Spain
France

1

r

Ireland IS)
Czech Rep
Spain
Spain

10

C.P.V.O.Q.R.V.X

300/400

G',0*.Q*2*

10

A',G

10

F,G',0"1.1.

UK

500

G',0',C1',R2',2

Belgium
Poland
Spain
Norway

10/5
100

0'
G

S

AtG

1200

CP.F,G*.1(11,0*.Cr,
Fr,Y,2

Spain
Germany
Czech Rep.
Italy
Hungary

7

G

ISO

G'.0'

50/25

1

309

D',0'.0.

300

G',0'

Ireland (NI
Spain

MO

Spain
France
Hungary
Germany
10M

2

E',6',1',0',R,V,X
G'
G'.0"

France
Ukraine
Greece

300

2

G'

250000

c.c.a..0.2.
G
0'

20

G',K,O,E1',S,X

soo

c,F,o-.0.,a,2

50
50

A'
A'

Russia

NO

1',0'
G',1*.V.0',19',X.
P.

100

10

1003
2

1413

WertheimISDRI

France
Germany

20
0.2

1473

FINES via ?

So n

1422

HeusweilerISR)
Dresden
Mamachl ATLI

Germany
Germany
Luxembourg
Saudi Arabia
Germany

1203/800
250

C0'.0',11',X'

1200

C,G'.0',C1.R

MO

0.,P.,U.

5

A',0',1'

1431

1440

?

C,G'.0`,00',3'2"
P.

0,Q
0'

1449 Squinzeno

Italy

50

50

G

1449

UK

2

A'
0'
G',10.0'.11'

500

1476 Wien.Bisamberg

Monaco
Austria

1000/400

Estonia
Germany

0'
0'

RedmossIBBC4)
1467 Monte CarloITWRI

250

E',0'

1485

Morocco

300

WA'

Plzen(Pilsen1

1485

Spain

10

Morocco

600

Spain

10

UK

20

1503

AugsburglAFNI
RegensburglAFN)
Clermont-Ferrand
StPetersburg
Stargard

Uk

150

1503

RNE5 via ?

UK

100

F.,R,VX
9.2

Denmark
Czech Rep.
France
France

250

00',G*.r.0',11'2"

Ico

VA'

1449

1485
1494

se.cr

60

1494

Damman
Berlin

1512 Wolyertem
Jeddah
1512 4 Ukraine Int_
1512

2

10

Spain
Spain
France
France

2

Spain

50

Greece
Spain
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Note: Entries marked were logged during darkness. All Other entries were
logged during daylight or at dawn/dusk.
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Hungary
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1197 Virgin via?
1206 Bordeaux
1206 Wroclaw
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?

0',M 0',P,Q

5

011
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CastellonICOPEI
1215 Virgin via ?
1215 B'mans Pk)V)
1215

E',E

France

100

C,0',0'

Poland
Spain

200

4

40

o

150

C.F".0'

0 Eddie McKeown. Newry.
P Roy Merrall. Dunstable

0-,0

2

E',N,O,T,V,X.Y2.6'
K.
R

UK

16
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12

0
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Bulgaria
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Plzen(Pilsen)
1233 Nitre
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Czech Rep.
Slovakia
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GTM

Vidin
1224 COPE are?
1224 Virgin via ?

200

O'Z'

1233

1224

1233
1202

Marseille

Listeners.

A. Ted Bardy. N London
El: Leo Barr, Sunderland.
C: Darren Beasley, Bridgwater.
0: Vera Brindley. Woodhell Spa.
E Geoff Crowley, Hatnarliordur,
Iceland.
F: John Eaton, Woking.
G: Gerry Haynes, Bushey Heath.
H: Francis Hearne. N.Bristol.
I: Simon Hockenhull, E Bristol.
J: Richard Howard, Northampto.
K: Sheila Hughes. Martian.
L: Rhoderick Inman, Oxted.
M: Stephen Jones, Oswestry.
N Ronald Kilgore, Co Londonderry
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Er.GT0".0',Ft
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?
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1
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P
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800/200
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V.O
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1323

5

Slovakia
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EtP.G.0',0.R22
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4
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G',0*.Q,R

Kvitsoy
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Riga

Katowice
1080 SER vie?
1089 B'mans PkIBBC1)
1089 M'side EdgeIBBC11
1098 NaralJarok)
1098 RNE5 via?
1107 MunichIAFNI
1181 RNE5 via?
1107 WallaseyIBBC11
1118 PontevedraISER)
1125 la Louviere
1125 Deanovec
113 RNE5 via?
1131 Zadar

10

1314

Spain

1080

10

Orense1RNE51

R.ManresaISER)
1530 KeflawklAFRTSI
1530 Vatican R
1539 MainflingenIOLF)

1071
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G.

GAY

1305

1500

A.P.0°.P

100

Rzeszow

50

5
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1305

F'0',0',0*

20

j
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G'.0',11.112',2

200

j

1305

100

300

[
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6

:
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Dubai
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Virgin vie?
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300

5
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1071
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I

1044
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Germany
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Germany
Portugal
Syria
France
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Germany
Russia
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Estonia
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Potenza
R.BilbaolSER1
Torino
MadndICOPE)
Las PalmesISER)

1026 SER vie?
1035 Milan

Germany

Heidelberg
Laayaune
MurcialCOPEI
HolzkircnenIRFEI
Langenberg
LisnagarveyIBBC41
Norte

711

100

Alger
Megara
Coimbra
Berlin

1260
1259

603000

Pori
Paris

Lyon

1260

V.V
G'.P.Q

963

Muge

F',G.,0,(1',17',1,4.6,7
GTOTO

200

Madruall

Oujcla-1

1251

UK

954

972

150

20

G*

Foa FIX -2

BrnolDobrochovl

945

I

1251

140

954

936

1251

UK

945

936

1242

F,O

A'

Venezia
RNE5 via 'I
Liberec
Toulouse

936

100

4

10

Slovenia
Spain
Belgium
Germany
Italy
Spain
Czech Rep
France
Green Rep.
Spain
Finland
France

I

WW1

Santah
Pens
SocuellamosIRNEN
FrankturtIAFNI
ZeragozaISERI
COPE via 7
Wash1 ordIBBC)

10

Iblea

kHz

Olomouc

864

882

j

Foy

854

594

612

(kW)

F,G,N.,09.(1,R.

150/50

Liston.

Power

ESit

803

603
612

62

1111,0.,7

I00

PRES via

Coolly

kHz

600

531

549

hag Slallaa

laW1

520
531

Wow

Pam

Cauggy

kHz

UK

?

(1*

UK
5

40

Q George Millmore, Wootton IoW.
R. Sid Morris, Rowley Regis
S: Sid Morns, Cwm Nantcol.
T. John O'Toole. Stratford.
U Roy Patrick, Derby.
V: Paul Pybus. Hull.
W. Harry Richards, Barton -on Humber
X: Tom Smyth, Co. Fermanagh
Y. John Stevens, Largs.

2: Michael Williams, Redhill.
I: Tim Bucknall, Congleton.
2: Tim Bucknall, Calais.
Tim Bucknall, Karlovy Very.
4. Tim Bucknall, Pilsen.
5: Tim Bucknall, Prague
6: Tim Bucknall. Regensburg
7 -Tim Bucknall, Rudeshiem
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Local Radio Chart
iLR

°Also

BBC

IkW)

I

750

Free
kHz

Station

Some International Broadcasters altered
their s.w. schedules in August, but gave listeners
little warning. As far as possible, such changes
have been included herein, but the details may be
incomplete. Further changes are likely at the end
of September and in November.

558

666

Spectrum R
R Solway
CheltenhamICD6031
Invicta SG (Coast)
Rtiedfordshire13CRI
R.Cornwall
R Clvwd
R Cornwall
DevonAn R

Long Wave Reports

7666
29

0'onEEssex
BBC

8

738

Hereford/Worcester

8

756

R Cumbria

B

756

R.Maldwyn
88C Essex

I

B

R.Kent
IT Leeds

B

8
I

828

Gloucester (3CSG)
Chiltern IS. Gold)
ft Devon
Chiltern (S.Gold1
R Aire (Magic8281

828

RWM

828

2CR ICI,Gold)
R.Furness

990

R Leicester
R Devon
R. Lancashire
R.Norfolk
Sunshine R
R.NortoIk
13rUnel R (MOW)
R.Trent (Derr AM)
DevonAn ICI.G1d)
R.Wyvern iWYVN)
WABC (Nice & Eesy)

darkness. The length of the day is now
decreasing by 35 minutes every week". He logged

990

993

Allouis on 162 as 43243 at 2158; Atlantic 252 as
34142 at 2200; also Saarlouis on 153 as 31131 at

999
999

2201.

1017

Note: I.w. & m.w. frequencies in kHz; s.w. in MHz;
in UTC (=GMT). Unless stated, all logs
compiled in the four week period ending

Time

A I.w. transmission on 245kHz, which may
have come from Erzurum, Turkey (200kW) was
picked up by Ted Bardy in N.London on July 27.
He says ,"I came across it by chance. The familiar
Middle East music coupled with vocal tones of
Turkish, although very weak, was quite evident

and the frequency was as recorded". It was
SINPO 12231 at 2032 UTC.
Reporting from Iceland, Geoff Crowley
(Hafnarfjordur) says, "The lower frequencies

have started to pick up now with the coming

Whilst travelling to the Czech Republic, Tim
Bucknall (Congleton) seized the chance to check
the band. Amongst the signals he heard in
Rudeshiem (see chart) was BBC R4 on 198kHz.
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1260
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100
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1260
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1260

0.50
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t
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0.14
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1359
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Red Dragon (Touch)
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I
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I
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I
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1
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R Newcastle
Radio WM
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R.Hurnberside
R.Merseyside
R.Sussex
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Reigate (Cty Snd)
Shaffie4d(Dl Ws)

I
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G.L'

1530

1035
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B
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1548

1035

B

100

13,D.G',I.N,V
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fl.Wyvern (WYVN)
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RBristol
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990
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Warsaw 3 on 198 (200kW) from Poland.

1152

BRMB IXtraAM(

1152

LBC ILTelkback RI
R.Broadland
R.Clyde (Clyde 2)

1035
1107

1152
1152

1181

I

7

F,G.N,O,S.V

1170

I

010

8
8

0.20

D,F.G.I.,M,N.V
C,F,G,I,J,54.0.47,0

2.00

13

I

1

i

1242

N

Listeners:
13 Leo Barr, Sunderland.
C Darren Beasley, Bridgwater,
0 Vera Brindley, Woodhall Spa
E Tim Bucknall, Congleton.
Geoff Crowley, Hafnadjordur,
Iceland.

On the nights of August 20-29, Sid Morris
(Rowley Regis) spent hours searching the band
for transatlantic signals at Cwm Nantcol, one of
his favourite locations in Gwynedd. He logged
twelve stations in Canada and five in the USA.
The earliest signal to reach him came from CBG in
Gander on 1400, S10232 at 2330, but most were

logged after 0100. By 0135 CJYQ on 930 was
peaking S10323.

changed format and call letters in January '93. He
says, "This station is now WBBR (Bamburg
Business Radio) with an all news/business

format. Another of the transatlantics, WQXR on
1560, subsequently changed its call letters to
WQEW and changed from classical to the
nostalgia/big band format that WNEW had aired".

Some of the signals from N.Africa and the
Middle East also reached the UK at night in
August.

Surprise

of the

month

for George

Millmore (Wootton, loW) came on August 13,
when the sky wave signal from Batra/Cairo rated
S10444 at 2140. Good reception from some
stations in Algeria and Morocco was noted after
dark by Sheila Hughes in Morden. In Derby, Roy
Patrick logged Dammam, Saudi Arabia on 1440
every night after RTL closed at 2105. He found
their outlet from Duba on 1521 often dominated
the co -channel stations, rating 34333. A call to
prayer in Arabic via Jeddah on 1512 was heard by
Roy Merrall in Dunstable at 0059.
Broadcasts from R.Maldwyn in Newtown,
Powys on 756 reach some quite distant places see chart. However, John Wells (E.Grinstead) is
wondering if the radiated power has been
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1584
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1584
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R.Notringham

I

0.16
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13.G.,0

1584

R.Tay

1.00

I,N,V

1602

13,Kent

G: Martin Dale, Stockport.
H: John Eaton, Woking
I: Gerry Haynes, Bushey Heath.
J Simon Hockenhaull, E Bristol.
IC Sheila Hughes. Morden.
L Rhoderick (Oman, Elided.
M. Stephen Jones, Osweslny

0.29

066

1:10,1*,N,O.S,V

I

A Ted Rudy, N London

1.45,T
6,0S,V

0.50

5.00

I

1557

1.80

8

23.50

1557

0.76

87.50

3.00

1557

80'.18'.51,1/

0.50

0.52

I

1557

0
B.M"

0.32

B

1

Rlancashire
Tendring (Mellow)

0.74

8

050
025

0,G.,N,V
V
B,G,V

004
1.00
0.21

B

Il

025

I

8.0,F.G.1.1,141,N,V

ring daylight or at dawn/dusk.

N. Cyril Kellam, Sheffield.
0' Ross Lockley, Stirling.
P. Eddie McKeown, Newry
4 George Millmore, Wootton, loW.
13 Sid Morris, Rowley Regis,
S Harry Richards, while in
Worthing

7. Tom Smyth, Co.Fermanagh

U: George Tebbitts, Penmaenmawr.
V John Wells. East Grinstead
W Francis Hearne, N. Bristol.
O Francis Hearne, while in
Noningham
Y: David Rogers, Bolton.

reduced, because he now has difficulty in receiving
their ground wave. He has noticed that BBC
R.Sussex is using the title 'Radio Sussex and Surrey'

the BBC via Limassol, 21.470 (Eng to E.Af 0430-1615),

during some programmes.

via Ascension Is 21.660 (Eng to Af 0730-1745) 35333 at

Among the mornings signals in this band were
35553 at 0615 by David Edwardson in Wallsend and
1109 by Ronald Kilgore in Co.Londonderry; R.Japan

Short Wave Reports

via Moyabi 21.575 (Eng to Eu, M.East 0700-0900) 32422

Thanks to Jeff Mutter (Charlotte, NC) for

telling me that WNEW in New York, on 1130

1323

1485

The signal from CJYQ in St. John's on 930, often
23232 at 0053 on August 7, no other signals were

1323

1458

Note. Entries marked were logged during darkne s Al other entries were logged d

used by DXers as a pointer to conditions, was
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M
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B.0
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8
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2.00

D,P,G,ff,81.0,S,V
M.0.7

1161

8

11

1161

heard.

Listener

(kW)

1170

603

1116

Rather poor conditions for m.w. transatlantic
DXing were noted in early August by Ted Bardy.

Vey

eoi r.7

1..M
51'5,7

Rep) he found that BBC R4 was masked by

Medium Wave Reports

ILII.
BBC

0.35

603

R.Sheffield
West Sound R
Moray Firth R
R.Derby
8 Guernsey

However, when he arrived in Karlovy Vary (Czech

Station

kHz

Viking R(GI.YkS)
GOB Teeside
Portsmouth (SCR)

585

792

September 4.

Free

Listener

at 0755 by Rhoderick Illman in Oxted; UAE R, Abu
Reception from many areas was poor during much of
August. Although the effects of solar activity
disturbed conditions from time to time, many of the

broadcasts were

marred by

severe

co -channel

interference.
As expected, daily variations were evident in the
25MHz (11m) band. R.Australia has ended its signals
to NE.Africa from Darwin on 25.750. There were no
reports to indicate how well the remaining
broadcasts reach their target, but they were
received in the UK via back scatter and other modes.
Under favourable conditions UAE R, Abu Dhabi 25.690
(Ar to F.East 0900-1100) 22222 at 0930 here; DW via
Julich 25.740 (Ger to E.Asia 1100-1355) was 32332 at
1230 by Robert Connolly in Kilkeel; RFI via Issoudun
25.820 (Fr to Af 0900-1545) as 24332 at 0915 by Simon
Hockenhull in E.Bristol.

Dhabi 21.735 (Ar to ? 0800-1300?) S10444 at 0800 by

Richard Howard in Northampton and 21.630 (Ar to
Eu? 0800? -1300) S10444 at 1134 by John Coulter in
Winchester; R.Pakistan, Islamabad 21.520 (Eng to Eu
0800-0845) 53454 at 0805 by Eddie McKeown in
Newry and 21.520 (Eng to Eu 1100-1120) 43433 at 1112

by Darran Taplin

in Brenchley; R.Finland via Pori
21.550 (Eng to Aust, NZ 0800-0830) 55555 at 0820 by
Chris Shorten in Norwich; R.Slovakia Int 21.705 (Eng
to Aust 0830-0900) 34353 at 0840 by Turn Allison in
Middlesbrough; UAE R.Dubai 21.605 (Eng to Eu 10301055) S10444 at 1032 by Bill Clark in Rotherham; RAI
Rome 21.775 (It to ? 1000?-?) S10333 at 1054 by Philip
Rambaut in Macclesfield; RNI Oslo 21.705 (Norw to

Asia?, Aust? 1100-1130) 55544 at 1115 by Darren
Beasley in Bridgwater; R.Moscow Int 21.450 (Eng WS
1100? -1230?) 35433 at 1159 in Hafnarijordur.

now used more

After mid -day, UAE R.Dubai 21.605 (Eng to Eu

extensively by R.Australia. Their Darwin broadcast to

21.595 (Eng 0100-0900) as S10333 at 0830 by Kenneth

1330-1400) 34423 at 1331 by Leo Barr in Sunderland;
RCI via Sackville 21.455 (Eng, Fr to Eu, M.East 13301430) S10444 at
1340 by John O'Halloran in
Harrogate; HCJB, Ecuador 21.455 (Eng, u.s.b.+ p.c.)

Buck in Edinburgh; to Asia via Darwin 21.745 (Eng

34222

0800-1100) as 15331 at 1045 by Eric Shaw in Chester.

Humber; R.Nederlands via Bonaire 21.590 (Eng to Af

While in Majorca, Bill Griffith (W.London) logged it

1730-2025) 44333

as 44444 at 1000.

Okeechobee 21.500 (Eng, Ger to Eu, Af 1800-2200?)

The 21MHz (13m) band

is

SE.Asia 21.525 (Eng 0100-0900) was 45233 at 0605 by

John Eaton in Woking; to Pacific areas via Canarvon

at

1715 by Harry Richards
at 1752

in

in

Barton -on -

Morden; WYFR via

63

IcD5],g CorAlc;(311DuDED

4GDoc
Transatlantic DX Chart

Long Wave Chart
Freq

Station

Country

Frey
kHz

Station

A..B.,13,E.G.,H,I,K,M,N.,P.R..S..U

1010

WINS

1200

A..F.,K.,M

1050

MVO

2000

A',B,D.E',F,H,I,K.M,N,P.R*.S,U*,V*

1210

1220

WOOL
WKNR

1500

WTOP

590

620

VOCM
CKCM

710

CKVO

Power

Listener

kHz

Location

Time

DXer

IUTC)

!kW Algeria

1000

Germany
Romania
France
Russia

500

Morocco

2000

A.,F.,G

Russia

500

F

Germany
Germany

750

A*8,13,E.H'X',M.N.,P,R.,U°

207

Bechar
Donebach
Brasov
Allows
Kaliningrad
Medi 1-Nador
Moscow
Oranienburg
Saarlouis
Caltanissetta
Tbilisi
Warsaw 3
BBC Droilwich
Munich
Reykjavik

207
207

153
153
153

162
171
171
171

177
183
189
189

198
198

207

216

252

252
261
261

270
270
279

(Eng to Caribbean area 2115-2130) 34333 at

B
B

2115 in Morden; R.Korea, Seoul 15.575 (Eng to

0120
0020

StJohn's. NF

0130
0210

200

C

750

CBGY

500

AD,F.H.1,KM,N.ELS.U*

820

CHAM

Germany
Iceland

500

A.,B,F,G,H.,K..M.N.,P.R.S',U*

930

CJY11

&John's, NF

0119

100

E

950

CHER

0125

Aerial

Morocco

800

990

CBY

Kiev
RMC Roumoules

Ukraine
S.France
Norway
Poland
Luxembourg
Russia
Denmark
Turkey

500

Sydney, NS
Corner Brook, NF
Hamilton. ON
Sydney, NS
Brantford, ON
Gander.NF

Erzurum
Tipaza

Atlantic 252
Burg
TaldomlMoscowl.
Topolna
Orenburg
Minsk

10

i

I

A,L

1150

CKOC

1400

1270

CJCB

200

1380

CKPC

MOO

COG

7

A.,D,F,H K M N,P

Eu

A,EI

0145
0150
0215

A,B

0140
0230

0350

B

00315

AB

2330

2000
1000

300
200

K,F1'

A

DXers
A Ted Bardy, N.London
B Sid Morris, Cwrn Nantcol

1500

S.Ireland
Germany

500

Russia
Slovak Rep
Russia

2000

Belarus

500

A',E',F.G.H-,I.J,K.M,N.0.Q.R*.S,U

200
1500
40

A.,D,HX,N,R,U
AAF,0*.K,M,N,R

K

Listeners:
A- Ted Bardy, N.London
B Vera Brindley, Woodhall Spa.
C. Tim Bucknall, Karlovy Vary
D. Tim Bucknall, Rudeshiem.
E: Geoff Crowley, Hafnarbordur, Iceland.
F: John Eaton, Woking.
0- Simon Hockenhull, E. Bristol.
Sheila Hughes, Morden
Stephen Jones, Oswestry.
J. Ronald Kilgore. C Londonderry.
K: Eddie McKeown, Newry.

L Roy Merrall. Dunstable.
M George Millmore. Woonon. loW
N- Sid Morris, Rowley Regis.
0: John O'Toole, Stratford.
P Fred Pallarn, Storrington
0: Paul Pyhus, Hull.
R: Harry Richards. Banon-on-Humber.
S Tom Smyth. Co Fermanagh,
T: John Stevens. Largs.
U. Phil Townsend. E London
V: Michael Williams, Redhill

The 18MHz (15m) broadcasts from WEWN Birmingham on
18.930 (Port?, Eng, Sp to Eu? 1200-2155) were SI0111 at 2051 by
Michael Williams in Redhill.
Two of R.Australia's 17MHz (16m) broadcasts have reached the
UK: from Darwin 17.695 (Eng to S.Asia 0700-0900) 24542 at 0811 in
Wallsend and 17.910 (Eng to Asia 1100-1300) 34333 at 1230 by
Michael Griffin in Ross -on -Wye.
In the morning, BBC via Mahe 17.885 (Eng to E.Africa 05000630) 33222 at 0513 by Ron Galliers in Islington and via Kranji,
17.830 (Eng to F.East 0500-1030) 44333 at 0959 in Bushey Heath;
R.Romania Int, Bucharest 17.805 (Eng to Pacific areas 0645-0715)
54454 at 0702 in Norwich; R.Finland via Pori 17.800 (Eng to Aust
0800-0830) 23332 at 0800 by Peter Poison in St.Andrews; Voice of
Greece, Athens 17.525 (Gr, Eng to Aust 0800-0950) 51 0444 at 0924 in

Northampton; KHBI, N.Mariana Is 17.555 (Eng to NE.Asia 08001155) 23342 at 0930 in Chester and 17.555 (Eng to NE.Asia 08001155) 34223 at 1105 by Peter Pollard in Rugby; AIR via Aligarh
17.895 (Eng to NE.Asia 1000-1100) 32322 at 1014 in Co. Londonderry;
Africa No.1, Gabon 17.630 (Fr, Eng to W.Africa 0700-1600) 54544 at
1030 in Bridgwater; R.Bulgaria, Sofia 17.830 (Eng to Eu 1030-1200)
SI0444 at 1038 in Macclesfield; SRI via Schwarzenburg 17.670 (Eng
to SE.Asia, Far East 1100-1130) 44444 at 1100 in Morden; R.Pakistan
Islamabad 17.900 (Eng to Eu 1100-1130) 44343 at 1105 in Oxted; DW

64

in

Plovdiv? 13.670 (Eng 1730-1900) 44444 at 1730
in Hafnarfjordur and 510433 at 1736 in

the

mornings! Their 100kW
transmission from Rangataiki on 15.120 (Eng
2137-0658) was SI0322 at 0658 in Rotherham.
some

UK

13.695 (Eng 0500-0800, also to Af) 23322 at
0520 in Islington; UAE R.Dubai 13.675 (Ar, Eng
0615-2100) 45444
at
1517
in
Woking;
R.Pyongyang, N.Korea 13.785 (Eng 1500-1550)

34333 at 1544 in St.Andrews; R.Bulgaria via

Northampton; R.Austria

Int via Moosbrunn

13.730 (Eng, Fr, Sp 0500? -1900) 44434 at 1830

Radio Australia's broadcast to S.Asia via

in Ross -on -Wye; R.Kuwait via Kbad 13.620

Shepparton on 15.320 (Eng 2200-0730) has

(Eng 1800-2100) 44444 at 1930 in Exeter; RCI
via Sackville 13.650 (Eng 2030-2130) SI0444 at
2054 in Rotherham; Croatian R via Deanovec
13.830 (Cr (News in Eng 2100-2120]) 45444 at
2100 in Stirling; WHRI South Bend 13.760 (Eng

also been heard here. In Wallsend it rated
24532 at 0604. Much later, their transmission
from Darwin on 15.575 (Chin to Asia 2200-

Also logged here in the morning were

1700-0000) 33333 at 2200 by Tony Singh in

C/W.Africa 0500-0600) 43333 at 0530 in
Islington; HCJB Quito 15.270 (Eng to Eu 07000830) 54544 at 0730 in Majorca; R.Austria Int,
via Moosbrunn 15.410 (Ger, Fr, Eng to M.East

Hitchin.
Whilst beaming to other areas R.Australia
via Darwin 13.605 (Chin, Eng to China 09001430) rated SI0222 at 0930 in Harrogate and
34323 at 1405 in Bridgwater and 13.605 (Chin

0400-0800)

to

BBC

Ascension

via

44434

at

Is

0746

(Eng

15.400

in

to

Barton -on -

Humber; R.Kuwait via Kabd 15.495 (Ar 07151305) 44333 at 0950 in Oxted; RTM Tanger,
Morocco 15.360 (Ar 1045-1700) 51 0434 at 1105

in Winchester.
In the afternoon, WWCR Nashville 15.685
(Russ, Eng to Eu 1000-0000) was 44544 at 1215
in
Hafnarfjordur and 44333 at 1235 in
Stratford; R.Finland via Pori 15.400 (Fin, Eng to

USA 1100-1400) 53354 at 1259 in Newry;
WCSN Scotts Corner 15.665 (Eng, Russ, Ger
to Eu 1200-1555) 55544 at 1300 in Bridgwater;

BBC via Masirah Is 15.310 (Eng to M.East,
Asia 0900-1700) 54444 at 1455 in Bushey
Heath; Voice of Greece via Avlis 15.630 (Or,
Eng, Sw to USA 1500-1550) SI0222 at 1530 by

Tom Smyth in Co.Fermanagh; KTWR, Guam

1300, Sun only) was 43543 at 1200 in Stirling; Voice of Greece,
Athens 17.515 (Gr, Eng to C.Africa 1300-1350) SI 0455 at 1335 in
Edinburgh; WEWN, Birmingham 17.510 (Eng to Eu 1400-1555)

15.695 (Eng to Eu 1800-1855) was 24443 at
1820 in Chester; RNB Brasilia, Brazil 15.265
(Eng, Ger to Eu 1800-2100) 44444 at 1900 in

SI0444 at 1527 in Rotherham; R.Japan via Ekala 17.775 (Eng to Eu,
M.East, N.Africa 1700-1800) 34333 at 1738 in Middlesbrough.
Later, HCJB Quito 17.790 (Eng to Eu 1900-2000) 34433 at 1917 in
Brenchley; R.Algiers Int via Bouchaoui 17.745 (Eng to Eu, E/C.Africa
1900-2000) 43333 at 1930 by Richard Bealey in Exeter; RCI via

Ross -on -Wye; AIR via ? 15.075 (Eng
E.Africa
1745-1945) 43312
at
1904

Brindley in Woodhall Spa; RFI via Montsinery 17.620 (Fr to Af 20002200) 44444 at 2100 in Kilkeel; R.Havana Cuba 17.760 (Eng to Eu,

2145

broadcasts to Pacific areas have reached

Hafnarfjordur.
In the afternoon, AWR Africa via Moyabi 17.890 (Eng to Af 1200-

Sackville 17.875 (Eng to Eu 2030-2130) 55444 at 2044 by Vera

at

noted came from WYFR via Okeechobee

15.610 (Eng to S.Asia, India 1500-1700) 32333
at 1553 in Woodhall Spa; AWR Russia 15.125
(Eng 1600-1630) SI 0433 at 1600 in Harrogate;
Channel Africa, Johannesburg 15.220 (Eng to
Af 1558-1655) 32432 at 1600 in Stirling;
R.Pakistan, Islamabad 15.555 (Eng to M.East
1600-1630) 54444 at 1605 in Norwich.
In the
evening, WEWN Birmingham

via Julich? 17.860 (Eng to W.Africa 1100-1150) 55555 at 1110 in

54433

M.East, Af 2100-2200) 23222 at 2136 by Robin
Harvey in Bourne; VOFC via Okeechobee
17.750 (Eng to Eu 2200-2300) 35132 at 2200 in
Newry; VOA via Tinang 17.735 (Eng to E.Asia,
Pacific 2100-0100) 25322 at 2208 in Woking.
R.New
Zealand's
15MHz
(19m)

2300) rated 34443 at 2220 in Woking.

45444 at 1832 by Gerry Haynes in Bushey Heath; and 21.525 (Eng to
Eu, Af 2000-2230) 33333 at 2140 in Kilkeei HCJB, Ecuador 21.455
(Eng, u.s.b.+ p.c.) 45544 at 2015 by Ross Lockley in Stirling; VOFC
Taiwan via Okeechobee 21.720 (Eng to Eu 2200-2300) 45554 at 2200
by John O'Toole in Stratford.

2145-2245)

Co.Londonderry; R.Damascus, Syria 15.095
(Eng to USA 2110-2210) 44444 at 2145 by
P.Gordon Smith in Kingston, Moray.
Later, R.for Peace Int, Costa Rica 15.030
(Eng, u.s.b. + p.c. 24hr) SIO111 at 2302 in
Redhill; BBC via Ascension Is 15.400 (Eng to
Af 1500-2315) 23322 at 2315 in E.Bristol; UAE
R, Abu Dhabi 15.305 (Eng to USA 2200-0000)
55555 at 2315 in Bourne; also 15.315 (Eng to
USA 2200-0000) SI0322 at 2345 by Francis
Hearne in N.Bristol.
Quite a number of the 13MHz (22m)
broadcasts are meant for Europe. Those

Canada

UK

Italy_

Note- Entries marked were logged during darkness. All other entries were
logged during daylight or at dawn/dusk

I

8

0005

Grand Falls, NF
Clarenville. NF
Bonavista Bay, NF
Hamilton, ON

Rouyn Rosy TX.
Beidweder
StPetersburg
Kalundborg

243

0155

A'

Oslo

243

2000

Philadelphia, PA
Cleveland, OH
Washington. OC

B

500

225
234

1000

R.Bulgaria, Sofia 15.330 (Eng 2000-2100) 33333
at 2035 in Rugby; BBC via Ascension Is 15.390

0200

Georgia
Poland

216

234

USA
New York, NY
New York, NY

P

Brenchley; VOIRI Tehran 15.260 (Eng to Eu
1930-2030) 43433 at 1948 in Middlesbrough;

to
in

China

2200-0000)

SI 0344

at

2200

in

Edinburgh; SRI via Schwarzenburg? 13.635
(Eng to C/SE.Asia 1500-1530) 34323 at 1503 in

Woodhall Spa and 13.635 (Eng to Af 20002030) 43343 at 2027 in Rugby; R.Pakistan,
Islamabad 13.590 (Eng to M.East 1600-1630)
54444 at 1610 in Norwich; AWR (KSDA) Agat,
Guam 13.720 (Eng to Af 1700-1900), Sat/Sun
only) 33223 at 1745 in Newry; R.Vlaanderan
Int, Belgium 13.685 (Eng to Af? 1800-1830)
42222 at 1819 in Bushey Heath; DW via Julich
13.690 (Eng to Af 1900-1950) 34433 at 1908 in
Brenchley; BBC via Rampisham 13.660 (Eng
to Falkland Is 2130-2145) SI0122 at 2130 in
Redhill; VOA via Selebi-Phikwe 13.710 (Eng to
Af 1600-2200) SI0222 at 2141 by Julian Wood
in Elgin; R.Nederlands via Flevo 13.700 (Du to
S.Am 2130-2225) 44333 at 2208 in Bourne;
WWCR Nashville 13.845 (Eng to E.USA 12000100) 43333 at 2315 in Kilkeel; WSHB Cypress
Creek 13.760 (Eng, Sp to S.Am 0000-0400)
35334 at 0005 in Barton -on -Humber.
Sometimes R.New Zealand's

11MHz

(25m) broadcast to Pacific areas on 11.735
(Eng

1850-2130)

has reached the

UK.

It

peaked SI0322 at 2007 in Rotherham. More
often R.Australia's broadcast to S.Pacific via
Shepparton? on 11.680 (Eng 7-2055) has been
heard here. It rated 33333 at 1800 in Hitchin.
Also logged here were HCJB Quito 11.925

Sunderland; Voice of Vietnam, Hanoi 15.009
(Eng to Eu 1900-1930) SI 0343 at 1920 in
Edinburgh; KTBN via Salt Lake City 15.590
(Eng to USA 1600-0200) 33333 at 1933 in
St.Andrews; R.Romania Int, Bucharest 15.365

(Eng to S.Pacific areas 0730-1130) 44333 at
0745 in Norwich; FEBC, Philippines 11.690
(Eng to China, New Guinea 0900-1100) 23222
at 0945 in Bridgwater; R.Nederlands via
Bonaire 11.895 (Eng to Pacific areas, Far East

(Eng

0730-1025) 24332 at 1000 in Chester; BBC via

to

Eu

1900-2000)

55555

at

1946

in
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HEAR IT ALL AND HEAR IT

NOWal

PRO 2006 BASE SAVE £0.00!
25-520 & 760-1300MHz AM/FM
400 Memories

ONLY £249.95

(WAS £299.95)

£219.99
806-960 200ch H H
380-512
380.512
50th H H
£149.99
406-512
806-956 100th H,}1
£199.99
806-999 AM/FM 200ch £249.95
220-512
25-520 & 760-1300 AM/FM 400th
£349.95
406-512
H/H lOch
£99.95
66-88
136-174
FREE UK Scanning Directory with any scanner over £100 worth £16.95

PRO 39
PRO 44
PRO 46
PRO 43
AR 1500EX
PRO 2006
,,,..,(,vz

41.

108-174
108-174
108-174
108-174

66-88
66-88
66-88
66-88

All scanners Induce FREE pOp ffl the U.K.12 months warranty

LINK ELECTRONICS
216 Lincoln Road, Peterborough PE1 2NE Tel: (0733) 345731

GGYTI
VISA

THE VINTAGE WIRELESS BOOK LISTING

S.R.P. TRADING
MVT 7000
Handheld

VT 225

8-1300 MHz
100kHz1300MHz
200 Memory

dedicated

The Worlds first
civil/military Receiver
108-142MHz
222-391MHz
1495-160MHz

Channels

VT125

- SONY
ICF 2001D

UK Civil
AIRBAND
Receiver
108-142
MHz

0.1-30MHz
All mode
Incl.
SSB+FM+AM

Published regularly containing 100s of out -of -print, old and collectable wireless and TV hooks. amateur
radio hooks and magazines Send six lust class stamps for 100 page listing or E3.75 for next lour issues.

DEW BOOMS

..

ROBERTS RG818

JANES MILITARY COMMUNICATIONS 1999. 10th Edition, A vast volume (862 pages). Large format wraps. Contains

descriptions, photographs and basic technical details of the worlds military communications equipment. Brand new in
carton. Published at C80. Special Offer 245 including postage U.K. Foreign postage extra.

200 Channel
Scanner

Multimode Cassette Radio
Receiver

JANES COMMAND INFORMATION SYSTEMS 1909-1990. (C3I Systems). Large format 208pp. Contains descriptions.

66-88, 108136.975(AM)

87.5-108 MHz
150-519KHz
1.621-29.999MHz

photographs and basic technical details of the worlds military command communications and intelligence gathering
systems. including radar equipment. Brand new in cation. Published at E80 Special Offer £40 inclusive of postage U
EARLY WIRELESS - By Anthony Constable. Much information for the wireless historian and collector. 167
illustrations. Hardback Laminated board £8.50 + £2 pep.

137-174,380-

512x806960MHz

WINNING THE RADAR WAR. A new book on World War 2 radar. The suspense filled story of the experiments and

electronic eaves dropping. Author was one of the key technicians 224pp blur 0.95

£200 pep.

WANTED FOR CASH. Pre 1975 Amateur Radio and Wireless and T.V. books. magazines. Also valve communication
receivers and domestic sets, working or not. Govemment surplus items and obsolete test equipment and valves.

VALVES GALORE. most types available, or obtained. Brand New and boxed 1925-1975 SAE or telephone stating
requirements.

(Dept S.) CHEVET VINTAGE SUPPLIES

El

157 Dickson Road, BLACKPOOL FY1 2EU

Tel: (0253) 751858 or (0253) 302979. Credit Card - Telephone orders accepted arm

PRO -44
50 Channel Scanner
66-88, 108-136975(AM)
137-174, 380512MHz

PRO -43
200
Channel
Scanner

10 Monitor
Channels

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

PCB SERVICE

PRO -46
100 Channel
Scanner
66-88, 108136.975(AM)

Printed circuit boards for SWMconstructional projects are available from the
SWM PCB Service. The boards are made in 1.5mm glass -fibre and are fully

AOR AR1500EX

VAT for UK orders.

New Enhanced Model
500KHz-1 300MHz
NFM, WFM, AM + SSB 3

Title of Article

Issue

Price

SR010

Jun 93

5.75

SR008

A Green Bandspread Dipper
Experimental VHF Receiver
VLF Receiver

SR006

Medium Wave AM Radio

Jun 91
Dec 90
Nov 90

5.81

SR007

SR005
SR003

R210 Converter
PRO -2004 Modifications
HF to VHF Converter

SR002

Weather Satellite Reception

SR004

f

July/August 90

5.24
3.34
6.87

Oct 89
Aug 89
Jun 88

6.63
5.22
3.88

Orders and remittances should be sent to: Badger Boards, 87 Blackberry
Lane, Four Oaks, Sutton Goldfield B78 4JF. Tel: 021-353 9326, marking your
envelope SWM PCB Service. Cheques should be crossed and made payable
to Badger Boards. When ordering please state the Article Title as well asthe
Board Number. Please print your name and address clearly in block capitals
and do not enclose any other correspondence with your order.

Please allow 28 days for delivery. Only the p.c.b.s listed here are available.

Badger Boards, 87 Blackberry Lane, Four Oaks,
Sutton Coldfield B78 4JF.
Tel: 021-353 9326
Short Wave Magazine, November 1993

AOR

3000A

Multimode Scanner
100KHz-2036MHz
USB, LSB,C.W, AM, FM,WFM

tinned and drilled. All prices quoted in the table include Post and Packing and

Board

PRO -39

RING FOR NOVEMBER'S
BIG DISCOUNTS
Specifications

MVT 7100

NFM WFM / AM / LSB / USB 530 KHz - 1650 MHz
1000 memory channels 500 search pass frequencies
10 search bands 30 channels per sec. scan speed
1 2v d.c. or 4 x AA power supply Back -lit I.c.d. & buttons

RING FOR VERY SPECIAL PRICE

MAIL ORDER
S.R.P. Trading
Unit 20
Nash Works
Forge Lane
Nr Stourbridge. Worcs

SHOP
S.R.P. Radio Centre
1686 Bristol Rd South
Rednall
Birmingham
B45 9TZ

Tel: (0562) 730672
Fax: (0562) 731002

Tel: 021 460 1581
65

l®Eig

iLL-FcJrugu

OI,o7g

Tropical Bands
Freq

Station

Country

UTC

Australia
Australia
Australia
NXorea
Swaziland
Mozambique

1920

3.210

ABC Alice Springs
ABC Tennant Creek
ABC Katherine
KCBS Pyongyang
TWR Ndebele
Em.Nacional, Maputo

3.220

Ringo, Lome

3 225

3.250

RRI Tanjong Pinang
R.Orenje
RIO Bukittinggi
TWR Shona
R.Pyongyang

3.255
3.260

DXer

MHz
2 310
2.325
2.485
2.850

H,I,L,N,O,P

2055

Freq
MHz

Station

toothy

4.825

R.Cancao Nova
R.Botswana, Gaborone
R Tachira
R. Buenaventura
ABCiAlice Springs
R.Tezulutlan, Coban

4.830

2010

4.830

2057

4.833

1940

LP

4.835

2058

J,LP

4.835

Togo
Indonesia

2150

G,J,LP

4.835

SAfrica

2100

Indonesia
Swaziland

2248

N.Kor ea

1958

4 845
4 845

88C via Maseru

Lesotho

2157

4.850

Guizhou
RRI Gorontalo
R.Ecos del Onente

China

2210

4.855

Indonesia
Ecuador

2150

4.850

0255

4885

S.WAfrica

2110

4.865

3.275

SWABC 1, Namibia
1WR

1805

4.865

3.280

Raters

3.290

0249
2059

18.1.

SAfrica

2300

1885

1845

I.J,LP
LT

4.890

3338

RMaputo

3.345
3.356

EP do Huambo
R.Botswana

3.359

RIV Malagasy

S.Africa
Nigeria
Rwanda
Mozambique
Angola
Gabarone
Madagascar

C,J,L,U
I,P

3.330

SWABC 2, Namibia
R.Cultural
SLEIS Goderich
RAHegro
R.Suid Atoka
FRCN Lagos
R.Kigali

Swaziland
Mozambique
S.W Africa
Guatemala
Sierra Leone

3 365

R.Rebelde. La Julia

Cuba

0150

3 365

GBC R-2
TWR

Ghana
Swaziland
Guatemala

2001

3.200

3.230
3.232

3.240

3 267

3.270
3.270

3.300
3.316
3 320
3 320
3 325

3 365
3 380

1390
3395
3.900
3.905
3 915
3 940
3 950
3 955
3 955

3 955

3 965
3 975
3 980
3 985
3 985
3 995
3 995

4.000
4.005

4 020
4.035

4 450
4 460

4500
4.549

_4.650
4.682
4.735
4.755

4 755
4 760
4 760

R.Chortis

R.Malawi
RRI Tarhungkarang
Hulunberer, Hadar
AIR Delhi
BBC Kranji
PBS Hubei Wuhan
Qinghai PBS, Xining
BBC Skelton
Channel Africa
Novosibirsk rI AAta
RFI Paris
BBC Skelton

VOA Munich
China R via SRI
SRI Beromunster
SW via Julich
Channel Africa
Bofoussam
061 Padeng
China R, Beijing
Xizang PBS, Lhasa
R.Frontera, Cobija
CPBS 1, Beijing
Xinjiang BS, Urumqi
R. Dif.Tropico
R.Santa Ana
R.Partiti

Xinpang, Urumqi
R.Educ CP Grande
Caracol Naive
Yunnan PBS,Kunming
ELWA Monrovia

4760
4765

TWR

4.770

RCN Kaduna

Brazzaville

Malawi
Indonesia
China

4.840

2241

LP
1.0,P

1925

1841

2146
2104
2116

.H,I,J,L.

1724

SAfrica

1915

Kazakhstan
France
England
Germany
Switzerland
Switzerland
Germany

1944

P

2132

2230

0405
2210
2130

4 775

4 780
4 785

4 790
4.790

4.7%
4.800
4.803
4.9130

4.8E0

4.805
4 815
4 815

4820
4.820
4.820

P

0021

P

i QM

P

I

OW5

P

i

2110

E.J,L,M,N,O,CLT,V
E,L,O,V
P

2200

J.P.T
E,G,I,P

0405

H,13.,14,13

2010

G,P

2102

E,F,G.J,L.,0,0,T,V

0017
2207

P

0026

P

0045

EXL,0

1902

J,LP,T

0359
0017
2350

1,0

Chad

1519

F,J,LM,N.0,0,T

Australia
India
Zambia

2114

T

1738

J,P

1747

J,LT

Sisal

0130

E

Chine
Colombia

0030
0414
2102

E

SAtrict

1730

P

Angola
Brazil
India
Brazil
Colombia
Venezuela
Uganda
Venezuela

MO

P

2345
0130

P

0805

L

2350

P

R. Nat Luanda

4.960
i

2222

FE,L,O,V

4.970

i

0332

4.975

I

1935

4.980

Indonesia

';

R.Marajoara, Belem
AIR New Delhi
RiMvorada
F1.Santa Fe. Bogata

R.Rumbos. Caracas
R.Uganda. Kampala
Eros del Tarbes

Ghent

2312

4985

China

1852

4.990

Reran! Central
AIR via Madras

Tibet
Bolivia
China

2235

4.990

FRCN Lagos

2323

4.990

China

2307

5.005

RAncash, Huaraz
R.Nacionat, Bata
R.Nepal, Kathmandu

Bolivia
Onlivie
Bolivia

2332

5.010

R.Garotia

Peru
Eq. Guinea
Nepal
Cameroon

0330

5.010

Guangxi 2, Nanning_

Chine

5.010

2345

FL Madagasikere
R. Brazil Tropical

Madagascar

China

Brazil
Columbia

0040

China

2200

Liberia
Swaziland
PR.Congo
Nigeria

2126

5.1335

0328
,O,P

Brazil
Gabon
RTD
Djibouti
Zhejiang PBS,Hangzhou China
Azad Kashmir R.
Pakistan
RAllantida
Peru
Swaziland
111111 Manzini
China
CPBS 2 Beijing
R.Popular Cuenca
Ecuador
AIR Hyderabad
India
Maseru
LABS Lesotho
R.Nac.Ama zones
Brazil
Brazil
R.Difusora, Londrina
R.diff 7V Burkina
Ouagadougou
Angola
E.ProvHuila
La Voz Evangelic a
Honduras
India
AIR Calcutta

R.Portal da Amazonia
R.Gabon, Libreville

5.020
P

ORTN Niamey
R.Parakou
R.Uganda, Kampala

5.020

5.025
5.025

2140
,V

1955

0035
2117
1825

PBS-Jiangzi Nanchang
la Voix du Sahel

5.020

0124

2230

5.015

Brazil
India
Nigeria

Brazil
Chine
Niger
Niger
Benin
Uganda
Venezuela

1

0129
0010

0410

12140
'

1

1705

0,P,D
CLE,G,I,J,L,O,CLT
11

ES1
P

E,J,L91,0,P,O,T

2255
2146

E

0228

LO

J,Q

2011

J,LT

2112

M
C.EF,J,L,N,OAT,V
L

RCulture do Para

Brag

OM

5047

R Togo, Lome

Togo

2103

EL
E,F,G,I,J,K,LIM,N,O,

5.050

Voz de Yopal, Yopal
Em Jesus Gran Poder
AIR Aizawal
R.Tanzania
SBC 0-1
Faro del Caribe

Colombia
Ecuador
India
Tanzania
Singapore

0240
0313
0055
1945
2302

Costa Rica

0252

L

J L,0 P

ET.6.11

,P

5.050

5050
5052
5055

1

LP

J,LN,Q,T
J

5.055

RFOrtmelMatouryL_ French Guiana

2301

5.055

0,P

5.075

Swaziland
Colombia

0304

2355

TWR Manzini
Caracol Bogata
R.Eco, Iquitos
CPBS 2, Beijing
CPBS I, Beijing
PBS Minority Sce

Peru
Chine
China
China

2355

P

2216

P

2100

LP

2212

P

0230

5.097

2103

5163

2240

5.320

0410

E,1,1.0

2357

ECLP

5.420

0010

at

2117

in

Newry; R.Bulgaria, Sofia 11.720 (Eng
2145-2315) 44444 at 2155 by George
Tebbitts in Penmaenmawr; R.Iraq Int,

(Eng 0659-1206) was 22242 at 1004 in
Co.Londonderry. Later, R.Australia via
Carnarvon 9.510 (Eng to S.Asia 14301800)
was
510322 at
1700
in
Macclesfield. R.Nac del Paraguay
9.735 (Sp 0800-0400) was 34443 at 2250
in Wallsend.

0700-0800)

45544

at

0728

in

St.Andrews; SNBC Omdurman, Sudan
9.165 (Eng 1800-1900) 44333 at 1835 in
Kingston; VOA via Gloria 9.760 (Eng
1700-2100) 44333 at 1912 in Oxted;

VOIRI Tehran 9.022 (Eng 1930-2030)
33333 at 1930 in Exeter; Voice of
Ankara

9.445

(Eng

2000-?)

33333 at 2015 in Rugby; R.Budapest,
Hungary 9.835 (Eng 2100-2200) 53334

E

LOT

43433

R.Budapest,
Hungary
11.910 (Eng 2100-2200) 44454 at 2137 in

Turkey,

L

1917

1735

2100-2200)

Brenchley;

(Eng

ELLO

0235

0220

in

Europe stem from TWR Monaco 9.480

Ecuador

5.045

2030

Some of the 31m broadcasts to

F

Voz del ono, Maces

5.040

5.050

2350

0

L

at

broadcast to Pacific areas on 9.700

2109

R.ContInente Caracas
R.Bangui

0,P,X

2212

X

CAIrics

5.035

5.030

0130
1801

F

2102

LP,T

2246

J,L0,0,T,V

2118

45454

Baghdad
11.810
(Eng
2100-2300)
S10433 at 2230 in N.Bristol; R.Yerevan
Armenia 11.920 (Eng 2241-2255) 54444
at 2257 in Middlesbrough.
R.New Zealand's 9MHz (31m)

L

0603
2142

2000-2157)

(Eng

P

E

2008-2108) 43344 at 2010 in
Rugby; China R, Beijing 11.500 (Eng to

Stratford; R.Japan via Moyabi 11.925

P

12250

S John O'Toole, Stratford.
T: Fred Pallant. Storrington.
Roy Patrick. Derby.
V Harry Richards, Barton -on -Humber,
W Eric Shaw, Chester.
Xi Tony Singh, Hitchin.
V: Phil Townsend, E.London.

Eu

0
CI,E,EGAL.M.P1,0,0.
T,U,V

J,LN,0,0,T
H,40

SA, Sheila Hughes, Morden.
N. Ross Lockley, Stirling.
CY Eddie McKeown, Newry.
P: Roy Merrell, Dunstable.
Ct Sid Morris, Rowley Regis.
R: John O'Halloran, Harrogate.

(Eng

E

E,L,P

12108
I

1,0

1947

0202
.

P

0035

13: Leo Barr, Sunderland.
C: Vera Brindley, Woodhall Spa.
Di Bill Clark. Rotherham.
0: Robert Connolly, Kilkeel.
F Geoff Crowley, Iceland.
G: John Eaton, Woking.
H: David Edwardson, Wallsend.
I: Ron Gapers, Islington.
J: P.Gordon Smith, Kingston, Moray.

K: Bill Griffith. Majorca.
L: Gerry Haynes, Bushey Heath.

1921

Kenya
India

4.950
1.955

A Tim Allison, Middlesborough

0120

H

4.965

,0

12230

LL

CLV,Y

2100

,

1901

4.965

.0,T,V,W
4.775

2300

0320
1733
2247
6303
2128
2203

2213

SAfricaCameroon

E.i.a.t

China

Ecuador
India
Colombia
Brazil

4.945

F,LM,O,CLVY

F.J.

2040

Kenya

AIR Madras
Em Mend. Arauca
RDapdbaba,Vitona
Voice of Kenya
AIR Gauhati
Channel Africa

4.935
4.940

G,L,M,O,Q,V,Y

J,P

MO

R.Cluito

4.925

0535

L

2133

4.920
4.979

"4

2230

ELM,0

0241

Voice of Kenya

4.915
4.915

1740

E,EItiLL.M.0.0.,T

0232

4.915

Hanoi 1

4.905
4.910

4.915

Ala Cruz del Sur
Super R.floraima
R.Nac.Espejo, Quito
R.Clube do Para
Voice of Kenya
RH Pans
Voz del Rio Arauca

4.895
4.895

G.H.I.J.1.0.0.T,U,V,W

1,11.7

2102

4915

i

4.885

4.910

!

LL,P

R.Nat N'djamena
Tennant Creek
AIR Delhi
RZambia, Lusaka
R.Nec.Macapa
PBS Guangxi, Nanning
Armonias del Caqueta
G8C-1, Accra

R.Cotonou

4.1375

0,P

0030

0237

Colombia
Mozambique
Benin
Bolivia
Brazil
Ecuador
Brazil
Kenya
via Gabon
Colombia
Vietnam

4.910

1841

Brazil
Botswana
Venezuela
Colombia
Australia
Guatemala
Mali

China

4.880

2057

OXer

Ecuador
Venezuela
Bolivia
Mauritania
Cameroon
Bolivia
India

R. Valera, Trujillo
R Fides. La Paz
ORTM Nouakchott
R Yaounde
R.Centenario
AIR New Delhi
PBS Lanzhou
1.17 del Cinaruco

4.015

2128

India
Singapore
Chine
Chine
England

4840
4640

4.870

1948

0300
2059
2308
0247

RIM Bamako
Heilongjiang, Harbin
R.Interoceanica

Wars:
UTC

l

at 2110 in Penmaenmawr.

The occupants of the 7MHz (41m)
include
Channel
Africa,
Johannesburg 7.230 (Eng to Af 03580455) 43343 at 0405 in Norwich; WYFR

1

band

A,E,H,13.,81,0

via Okeechobee 7.355 (Eng to Eu 0600-

0800, also to Af) S10433 at 0628 in
Rotherham; WJCR Upton 7.490 (Eng

Kranji 11.750 (Eng to Asia, India 09001030) 42222 at 1000 in Bushey Heath

and via Ascension Is 11.750 (Eng to
S.Am 2200-0330) 34333 at

2301

in

Bourne; Voice of the Mediterranean,
Malta 11.925 (Eng, Ar to N.Africa 14001600) 33333 at 1452 in St.Andrews;
R.Pakistan, Islamabad 11.570 (Eng to
M.East 1600-1630) 44334 at 1620 in
Barton -on -Humber; KHBI, N.Mariana
Is 11.580 (Eng to Asia 1600-1755)
510333 at 1630 in Harrogate; FEBA,
Seychelles 11.840 (Am to Ethiopia

66

1630-1700, Wed -Sun) Sl0322 at 1655 in
Africa,
Northampton;
Channel
Johannesburg 11.750 (Eng to Af 16581755) 54554 at 1714 in Kingston; R.Nac
da Amazonia, Brazil 11.780 (Port 0900-

0200) S10322 at 2044 in Macclesfield;
R.Anhanguera, Brazil 11.830 (Port
0800-0300) 33433 at 2305 in Stirling;
R.Havana, Cuba 11.970 (Sp to S.Am

HCJB Quito 11.835 (Ger, Fr, Eng 06000830) 43433 at 0748 in Islington;
R.Slovakia, Bratislava 11.990 (Eng
0830-0857) 55555 at 0830 in Majorca;
R.Romania Int, Bucharest 11.940 (Eng
1300-1400) 45444 at 1349 in Woking;

E.USA 24hrs) 35433 at 0700 in Chester;
WHRI South Bend 7.315 (Eng to E.USA
0000-1300) 44434 at 0710 in Ross -on Wye; R.Australia via Carnarvon 7.260
(Eng to Asia? 1430-2055) 21222 at 1825
in Woodhall Spa and SI0212 at 2030 in

Polish R, Warsaw 11.840 (Eng 1500-

Co.Fermanagh; AIR via Aligarh 7.412

1555) 54444 at 1518 in Co.Londonderry;
Israel R, Jerusalem 11.587 (Eng 1900-

(Eng to Eu 2045-2230) 43443 at 2125 in
Kilkeel.
R.Australia's
6MHz
(49m)

2300-0600) 33333 at 0015 in Kilkeel.
While broadcasting to Europe,
R.Prague, Czech Rep 11.990 (Eng 0730-

1930, also to USA) SI0444 at 1907 in
Edinburgh; AIR via Bangalore? 11.620

0800) was 44444 at 0740 in Morden;

in

(Eng, Hi to Eu 1745-2230) 44444 at 1920

Exeter; R.Damascus, Syria 12.085

broadcast to S.Asia has been moved
to 5.960 (Eng 1800-2055). It rated 32432
at 1950 in Bridgwater.
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This screen shot of ATV,
Irish -style was taken by
Dave Hooper EI2HR, in
Templeogue. The station
ident belongs to Mike North
EI7CL nearby in Dublin.

Andy Cadier,
28 Romney Avenue, Folkestone, Kent CT20 3QJ

One of the fun(?) aspects of
the ATV hobby is going portable.

"Enough of that, now down to
more serious matters. Having got

This involves setting up a complete
send and receive ATV station

for the expedition thanks to the

outdoors, making sure to take

my 3cm ATV system finished in time

only result was
one contact, on
3cm."
This point that Dave makes
important is because without
special
permission,
portable

digital video products and closedcircuit TV control systems for

LandRover is ideal but failing this,
people make do with a roomy

help and advice of Tony G4CBW, I
took it with me. Having made a
sked with Tony G4CBW and friend
Tony GW4VEG, they went portable
to Anglesey.
transmitted first to

estate car, motor caravan or
whatever. is available. Mostly

them. Within seconds came the
reply 'P5, full colour'. He then

in the record books. That's why
say you're definitely not the first to

operation is at spots remote from
civilisation - in fact from hilltop
sites, to take advantage of the
better 'take -off' for working a bit of
DX. This is essential if you are

proceeded to take off his dish and

span the Irish Sea, but as you had a

notes how the early days of SSTV
were underwritten by the founders
of Robot. They were also amateurs
and took annual losses, financing

permit for that operation you might

the

well be the first to claim the path
legitimately. I'll say no more about
this except remind all amateurs

pockets. This did not come to light
until the original owners died and it
was discovered they had been
using their personal finances to

a

source of power (usually 12V
batteries), food and drink. A

also
G4CBW transmitted to me
went through the same procedure,
with the same results, The contact
I

was GW4CBW/P to EI/G8VZT/P,
with f.m. television. The date was
22 July 1993 and distance was
122km. We had a 1W transmitter
and LNB receiver at each end. Is

So here's a letter, or rather a
report, from Dave G8VZT describing
a
practical example of portable

operation that achieved a 'first' Or
did it? Read on!
is

this a first between El and GW?"
Well, Dave, it's difficult to say.
Technically this is not the first ATV

'El

Expedition 22.7.93 - 27.7.93, located
on hill top Kippure, locator 10735G'.

"Present were G8VZT, G4ZJY,
G3UKV, G8PAW, G7BWG, 2E1AEC,
Kerry and Anita alias Fred. The

main reason for the expedition was
to work the 3cm narrowband
cumulative session on 24.7.93 and,

contact between El and GW but
you may well find yourself the first
person to claim the contact across
the Irish Sea! shall return to this
I

point but first let's take up your
letter again. Dave continues.

"Also on July 24, we made a

of course, to enjoy the local brew
and surroundings. We arrived on
site (750m a.s.1.) on July 22 and had
rain and rain and rain, etc., until we
left on the morning of July 27. Total

sunshine amounted to about 4 to 5
hours.
We
operated on the
Saturday in the low -power contest
on the 144MHz band as EI/G8PAW.
Sunday July 25 was the 3cm
narrowband contest: some 14.5

contacts took place, the best DX
being G3JVL on Hayling Island at
454km.

Do® rED

I

waggle the LNB only at me, still
taking a P5 picture. When Tony

using the microwave bands.

The title of the report

I

172km contact between GW3FYX/P
and EI/G8VZT/P; is this considered
DX on FM -TV? My thanks go to the

Department of Transport, Energy
and Communications in Dublin for
giving permission to operate FSTV
portable on 23cm and 3cm. Thanks

also to the El television lads who
visited us over the period. And
where

was

everybody

the

on

microwave ATV operation is illegal
in the Irish Republic and an illegal
transmission could not be entered

Cumulatives evening of the 22nd?
We were looking and listening but
had no takers for EI/GW7ATG - the

operating abroad to check the
licence conditions in force there.

security purposes.
Writing
in
the
American
magazine ATV Quarterly, Henry Ruh

business

continue

from

production

their

of

own

amateur

products at a price well below the

End of an Era
Research
is
reportedly
leaving the amateur market: this is a
bit of a shock considering that
Robot slow -scan gear was been a
fixture in amateur radio since 1969.
Robot

In those early days of SSTV Robot

commercial equivalents.
In the past few years computers
have taken over much of the
amateur radio domain, especially in
SSTV and RTTY. Computers with
powerful
graphics
conversion
capabilities like the IBM PC and the
Amiga
are
well
placed
to

benchmark for amateurs working

manipulate SSTV images and the
multiple display formats that SSTV

slow -scan. Since then a multiplicity
of new standards have arisen
("Yeah, sure we're in favour of
standards, that's why we support so

enjoys. The Robot 1200C was a stout
colour SSTV system, says Henry, but
with little promotion and a high
sales price (compared to computers

many of them!) and many lower -

is
now concentrating on
commercial sales, which is where

that could do a lot morel, sales had
dropped to two units a month,
according to Robot management.
Thus the decision was taken to
discontinue the amateur equipment
line and the last of the 1200Cs was

the

sold earlier this year.

established

a

vital

standard and

priced lookalike products
robbed Robot of sales.
So

have

it was not surprising that

Robot

money

real

is.

Slow -scan

equipment is used by many police
forces for sending mugshots over
'phone line television' and Robot
Research Inc. now claims to be an
international leader in the field of

SSTV, slow -scan television, is a
television system using freezeframe images refreshed every eight
seconds (or at other intervals).

acfn

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 58
even using an loom 7100 receiver
set to wide -band f.m.!

A dramatic change in reception
coverage was experienced by Jim
Granville of Poulton-le-Fylde when
he reduced the height of his antenna
by just over half a metre. Previously

he was able to track satellites right
over Greenland - now he loses the
picture much earlier. Small changes
in the height of an antenna can have

dramatic effect, usually on the
level of interference rather than a
significant change in coverage.
a

I

have seen this with antennas when
being tested for general reception.
Chris Smith of Lincoln has more
experience of meteorology than
most - he was a Meteorological
Observer until his recent retirement.
He came into contact with satellite

reception in the Falkland Islands
some years
ago
where they
received pictures on a FAX machine.
More recently he bought a 386SX PC
and Timestep hardware/software
decoding
equipment.
Chris

comments that amateurs have

a

better selection of pictures than are
available to the professionals.
believe that local offices have
access to NOAA imagery but
perhaps few ever see METEOR
images!
I

A letter received from Professor
Gerald

Sargent

G8CUV

from

Next Time
I

If

have received an upgrade to the

Timestep

package PROsatll for
hope to include a short

GLONASS

or

whatever,

please

enclose at least two extra stamps
towards the costs. This data
originates from NASA and is
collected from
UK
BBSs for
distribution on request.

decoding program. Making your
own Keplers - more next month!

Frequencies

I

Kepler Elements
I

will send a print-out of the latest

WXSAT elements upon receiving an
s.a.e.

some WXSAT software written by an
is

contributes
inconsiderable cost of collecting the

called Maxisat, and I hope to obtain
further details for inclusion here.

data.] All operating WXSATs plus
MIR are available, together with
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require other satellites

review next month. Also under test
is a receiver from Martelec, and a
review of a shareware WXSAT

which

Brisbane, Australia tells me about
Australian writer. The software

you

such as the amateur radio, GPS,

and

extra
to

stamp.
the

[This
not

NOAAs 9, 11 a.p.t. on 137.62MHz;
NOAAs 10, 12 on 137.50MHz; NOAA
beacons on 136.77 and 137.77MHz;
METEOR
3-4,
3-5,
137.30MHz;
METEOR

(3-6?)
3-3

on
on

137.85MHz; FENGYUN 1-3 monitor
137.06 and 137.80MHz.

transmission frequencies.
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Offer
Guide To Utility Stations
11th Edition.

Need a great idea for
a Christmas present?
A SWM gift subscription iS the answer!
Give your loved -one, your best friend or a radio enthusiast you know a
subscription to your favourite magazine this Christmas.
Order a subscription to Short Wave Magazine now and we will send a

Christmas card telling them that their present from you will be their own
personal copy of Short wave Magazine delivered by the postman every
month next year.
They also get free membership of the SWM Subscribers' Club (see page 75)
and a Discount Voucher, valid until the end of 1994, giving them 15% off of
their first SWM Book Service order over £20 in value.

If you enjoy listening to utility stations then Guide To
Utility Stations should be an indispensible part of your
shack.
Covering 3 to 30MHz as well as 0 to 150kHz, the

book details all types of utility stations including FAX
and RTTY. Also included are: an alphabetical callsign
list, press services and meteorological stations. There
are 15802 entries in the frequency list and 3123 in the
callsign list.

Guide To Utility Stations 11th Edition normally sells
for £24 but this month SWM is able to offer it to you
for only £15 plus £1 P&P (UK), £1.75 P&P (overseas).
To make this offer extra special we are offering the
first 150 applicants a FREE copy of the Klingenfuss
August Recapitulatory Supplement to accompany the
book.

Fill In the form on this page and send it to: SWM Christmas Subscription
Offer, FREEPOST PW Publishing Ltd., Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach,
Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.

All UK orders received by 10 December will be dispatched in time for
Christmas. Remember, overseas orders take longer to reach their
destination.
To: PW Publishing Ltd., FREEPOST, Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach,
Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. Credit Card orders taken on (0202) 659930.
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE 1 YEAR SUBSCRIPTION RATES
£22.00 (UK)
J $45 (USA) S cheques only
J £25.00 (Europe)
£27.00 (Rest of World)

Please send a one year subscription to Short Wave Magazine,
starting with the January 1994 issue to:

HOW TO ORDER
Complete the coupon, giving your name and address clearly in block capitals.
Send the coupon, with your cheque, to: SWM Special Offer (November) FREEPOST,
Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.
If you wish to pay by credit card (Access, Mastercard, Eurocard or Visa only),
please fill in your card details and sign the coupon where indicated.
Offer only available to readers of PWin England, Scotland, Wales, N. Ireland, the
Channel Islands, the Isle of Man and BFPO addresses. Orders are normally
despatched within 28 days, but please allow time for carriage.
The closing date for this offer is 25 November 1993 (UK), 21 December 1993
(overseas).

To: Short Wave Magazine Special Offer (November)
FREEPOST, Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset
BH18 8PW.

Please send me

RECIPIENT'S NAME & ADDRESS
Name

Guide To Utility Stations @ £16.00 inc P&P (UK),
£16.75 (overseas)

Name

Address

Address
Postcode

Name, address and payment details of person giving gift
Postcode

I enclose cheque/PO (Payable to PW Publishing Ltd) £
Charge to my AccessNisa Card the amount of £
I enclose cheque/PO (Payable to PW Publishing Ltd) £

Card No.

Valid from

to

Charge to my AccessNisa Card the amount of £

Signature
Card No.

Valid from
Signature

Tel

to
Tel:

If you do not want to cut your copy of SWM, a photocopy of this form is acceptable
accompanied by the corner flash on the Contents page of this issue.
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If you do not want to cut your copy of PW, a photocopy of this form is acceptable, but
you must send the Book Offer coupon on the Contents page of this issue.
PW Publishing Ltd., Broadstone, Dorset
(Reg. No. 1980539, England)
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SATELLITE TV SPECIALISTS
* Actuators and Honzon-Honzon Mounts * Ultra Wide Band and Low Noise LNBs
*Top Ouality Motorised Systems and components * Aluminium High quality Dishes up to 1 8m

/C12.2-

44

tag'

LOOM RECEIVER CONTROL SOFTWARE!

Horizon -Horizon r mount (up to 1.1m Dish)

E79.95

60cm Dish Pack (Black Mesh) 1.0dB LOB.........£42.95

13/10/17' Actuator (Jaeger) super quality.

£44.95

ALBA positioner (Digital Display) .....................£47.50

90cm Aluminium Onset dish

£74.99

ALBA East/West driver (Simple and cheap) ......£29.95

£97.99

Nokia 17001130 (26Hz Tuner

f59.96

Nokia 2202 MAC/Eurocrypt Receiver/Dec .......£399.00

Polarmount......
110cm Aluminium Onset dish Polarmount
Precision 90cm P/Focus dish

AVE1 mount

it- '1-.6

I

12.75 Gtiz LNB0.8d6 (11611z) -.E159.95

Nokia 5152 Positioner (Matching 1700.2202)1127.00

£79.00

Echoshere 7700 IRD/Posilioner (Top Quality) £549.00

Wide Band Ferrite Polariser (c120-WR75)

£18.95

R7 Multiswitch (Sal IF . UHF) 4 output..........£34.95

Ferrite Feed/Polariser (Offset) High quality

215.00

RTP Satseeker Installation Aid

.£27.95

We always carry a large stock of 2nd hand receivers and dish packs at very low prices. ideal for
ATV enthusiasts. Discounts available for complete system purchases. All prices include VAT
Please add £7.50 p&p with your order, and allow 14 days delivery. Most items will reach you
within 3 days. Cheque with order. Technical enquiries welcome.

DRS TRADING LTD Unit A Sprint Ind. Estate,
Chertsey Road, Byfleet, Surrey KT14 7BD
Tel/Fax: 0932 355527/355540

Me,

13 El a

S.1:I 1:1

-

-1

.

tun

Ferrite Pol.) ...C195.00

Ultra Low Noise LNB (Cal -Amp 0.7dB max)

OUATTROBAND 10.70

..... ...0:CLOl

FM

Below is a list of our Mail Order price offers to readers of SHORTWAVE
magazine, please call us if you do not see what you want.

Complete radio eorxtrol for tilts Koom R72, R.71,
11.7000, 19000

2,1340,13 i,(51-191

FEATURES INCLUDE

:

Bidirectional control of receiver functions
Onscreen display of all receiver settings
*Supports internal memories and soft memories with full editing facilities
Activity scanning of user specified frequency with full logging
PLEASE SEND FOR A FREE BROCHURE TO:

Sky view Systems Ltd., Dept. SW
Sky view House, AI restord, Essex C07 813Z.
FAX: (0206) 825928
TEL: (0206) 823185

E71

Let Your Computer Control Your Radio! ... with SCANCAT

Please mention

Once you use the SCANCAT computer program with your radio, you will never operate
your radio again without it! SCANCAT Version 5.0 controls the following radios:

Short Wave Magazine
when replying to advertisements

* AOR 2500, 3000
* DRAKE R-8
* ICOM R-71. R-7000, R-9000. R-7100

* KENWOOD R-5000, TS -440, TS -450, TS -711, TS -950
* YARSe FT-757GX, FRC-9600 -FRG -100 New
tige
* JRC, NRD-525, NRD-535
rolor

Fee other ICOM and Kellwood and

please unite.

.Nhlinag'

-

-

SCANCAT 5.0 UNIVERSAL FEATURES

*Scan between ANY Frequencies
* Scan by ANY increment and delay
* Share ANY radio's file

* Create Frequency Databases

* Up to 900 Frequencies/File
* Built in rtsc Comm program

* Import text files

EXTRA SCANCAT-PRO FEATURES

* DBase support
* Multiple Scanning banks (up to 15)

As reviewed Short Wave Magazine
Need the facts about fax?....

AOR-3000, ICOM, NRD-535 FRG -9600 FEATURES

THE INTERPRETATION OF FACSIMILE
WEATHER MAPS AND CHARTS (2nd edition)
....will supply the answer.

* Auto logging to disk files
*Spectrum analysis with spectacular graphics
* Auto signal detection/scan stop
*Save/Load radio's memories to disk
Optional squelch detect cable - Specihi !coat or Vaestt $24.95
Suncat-Pro $79.95
Scancat 5.0 549.95

3 C QLECTRONICS
I BUY AND SELL
TOP QUALITY AMATEUR RADIO EQUIPMENT
Telephone Dave (0708) 374043 (Eves & W/End) or Alan (0268) 752522 (Daytime)
9 Troopers Drive, Harold Hill, Romford, Essex
Collets by appointment, Port exchonge welcomed!
73. de Dave

J& J Enterprises

num. Cads welcome
Ptrwv "D

Mew odd 3750 p&p p,,,,,n6+

PC TECHNICAL SHAREWARE

RAOTA

OCENCED 1962

Upgrade 514.95

Upgrade 524.95

P.O. Box 18292, Shreveport, LA 71138
Phone. 318-636 1234 (8-5 CST) or FAX 318-686 0449(24 hours)

E7.50p. post paid UK. Philip C Mitchell,

2 The Marlowes, Newbury, Berks. RG14 7AY.

sus

* UNLIMITED file sizes
* Dual simultaneous scanning of TWO kom radio:

Would you like to see the hest range of low cost technical and scientific public domain
and shareware for IBM PC in the UK?
HUGE RANGE includes:- PACKET. FAX. RXIIX control, PCB des. Circuit and
ANTENNA analysis, OSO
CAD ELECTRONIC AND MECH engineering,

SCIENTIFIC MATHS AND STATS, MEDICAL. PROGRAMMING. SOURCE CODE,
BATA, EDUCATION. WINDOWS. BUSINESS and lots more.
Write phone or fax today for your free 124 page printed catalogue.
The Public Domain Software Library

= 1511

otscombe House, Beacon Road
Crow
Sussex TN6 JUL
Tel 0892 66T298, Far 0892 667073

PC GOES/WEFAX
PC GOES/WEFAX enables you to receive both
FAX and SATELLITE images on your PC computer

RECEIVE and TRANSMIT weather charts,

rebroadcast satellite pictures, amateur and
press images.

In FAX mode it will display weatner charts. rebroadcast satellite images. press and
amateur transmissions. In SATELLITE mode it will capture images from both
METEOSAT and all Polar orbiting satellites. Same of its many advanced features
are: Image resolution: 640.800x16 standard. 1280x800x256 with VGA and 1MB
EMS Super VGA support Display in black/white. monochrome grey scale.

230 Page manual with worldwide- fax frequency and schedule list. together with
built in program database. Supports Hercules. CGA. EGA. VGA and SVGA. Pnnter
support for 9 pin, 24 pin. inkjet and Laserjet pnnters up to 14 inch carriage. Display
in grey scale, blue grey and colour. All standard line rates and IOC supported.
Automatic image capture scheduler with sync and start/stop tone recognibon.

blue/grey Colour or user programmable colour supports all known FAX and
satellite transmission modes Start. stop. phasing tone recognition and tuning
oscilloscope Latitude and longitude gridding on Polar orbiting images interactive
thermal infra red analysis
Polar orbiting prediction program Multiframe
animation Image brightness Contrast Reversal and rotation control.

Images maybe Saved in GIF or PCX format.

Installation is simple. both the demodulator and modulator plug into the senal port
of the PC and are powered by the computer.

Price only £199 inc VAT p&p £3.25

Upgrade for existing PC HF FAX users [43.40 P&P E1.50

£116.33 inc VAT P&P £3.25
Optional Transmit Modulator £59.80

PC SSTV 5.0
RECEIVE and TRANSMIT Slow Scan TV Images
Images can be received and transmitted in monchrome or colour. Support for
ROBOT, SCOTTIE, MARTIN and AVT modes. Image resolution in VGA or SVGA up
to 690x480x256. Received and transmitted images can be converted to .PCX or

.GIF formats. Tuning oscilloscope. noise smoothing, saving to disk, printing and
editing are some of its many features.

Upgrade for existing SWL, HF FAX and GOES users £64,92 P&P £1.50

£99.00 Inc VAT P&P £3.25
Optional Transmit Modulator £59.80
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All items come complete with a comprehensive manual,
tutorial audio cassette and demodulator. They will work
on any PC compatible computer from 8088 to 486 and
notebooks. The demodulator plugs into the serial port of
the PC and requires audio from a radio receiver. Suitable
dedicated receivers and aerials are also available.

Call today for full details and brochures

COMAR ELECTRONICS

UNIT 3, MEDINA COURT
ARCTIC ROAD, COWES,
11:3 ISLE OF WIGHT, P031 7XD
Tel: 0983 200308 Fax: 0983 280402

PC SWL 3.0
PC SWL is a complete package allowing

decoding of data sent over radio
This new version contains toe following facilities:

RT1Y baudot 45. 50, 75 and 100. or user selectable rate ASCII 75, 110, 150.
and 300, or user selectable rate FEC/ARO including AMTOFVSITOR 75 and 100
baud MORSE CODE with automatic or manual speed control NAVTEX marine
...attar and navigational information RAW HEX for manual decoding Improved
:somatic signal analysis Integrated shortwave station log, to enable search, sort
store stations New drop down menus, integration with PC HF FAX.

Upgrade for existing PC SWL users £43.40 p&p £1.50

£99 inc VAT p&p £3.25
Order PC SWL and PC HF FAX together for only £178 p&p £3.25
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Lowe HF150 with NiCads, £250,

excellent condition with manual.
Bernard, Staffs. Tel: (0283) 31901,

Fill in the order form on page 84 in BLOCK CAPITALS - up to a maximum of 30 words plus 12 words for your address- and send
it, together with your payment of £2.35, to Trading Post, Short Wave Magazine, Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone,
Dorset BH18 8PW. If you do not wish to cut your copy of SWM, or do not wish to use the order form provided, you must still send
the cornerflash from page 70 of this issue, or your subscription number, as proof of purchase of the magazine. Advertisements from

traders, or for equipment which it is illegal to possess, use or which cannot be licensed in the UK will not be accepted.

FOR SALE
AOR 2000 hand-held, as new, five
months old, still with box, NiCads
case etc., see AOR advert for spec,
surplus to requirements, £240 o.v.n.o.
Tel: Scarborough (0723) 366973.

(0224) 486689.

Icom world clock and global a.t.u.
1000 excellent condition with manual
and original packing, £700 o.n.o. Tel:

Drake R4 -C, MS4, manual, £250, 15

crystals, Century 22, Cal-Keyer,
manual, £260. HRO manual, new
caps res. all coils + 5 bandspread
valves realined S/P P/P, offers. Bill,
Glasgow. Tel: 041-649 4345.
Eddystone 1650 Racal 1792, 100

channel memories, direct inter top
range offer. Icom 71E in mint
condition, f.m. board, £550. Grundig

AOR 3000A scanner, mint, boxed,
under guaranatee, £670. SSB
(German) m/head pre -amp 503000MHz (new), £100. ACEPA3A PC
control s/ware for AOR3000A, £75.
BNOS 6A/13.8V metered p.s.u., mint,
£48. Paul G4XHF, West Sussex. Tel:

650, almost new, £260. Grundig 1400
PRO 1.s.b./u.s.b. f.m./a.m., digital,
£120. Grundig 6000 f.m./1/m1.6 to
30MHz s.s.b. unit, £80. Hammerlund
v.g.c., SP600, £80. Tel: London 081-

(0293) 515201 home or (0622) 696437

ERA Midi Micro -reader, boxed with
instructions, six months old, only,

work.

as new, £900 o.n.o. Tel: Lincs (0754)

493994 anytime.

boxed, plus manuals, £220. Tel:
Powys (0686) 626153.

AOR 2002 scanner, boxed with
manual, etc., mint, £225. Yaesu FRG 7700 receiver, recently serviced,
excellent, £265. Yaesu FRT-7700 a.t.u.,
recently serviced, £48. Ron, Glos. Tel:
(0386) 841961 any reasonable time.

months old, boxed with accessories,

Icom R7100 + h.f. 0-2000MHz, 12

complete with all accessories and

761905.

Icom R71E f.m. fitted 'corn SP3 SPKR.

London 081-558 5227 anytime.

ICS FAXI prints fax pictures, RTTY &
NAVTEX straight to printer, £150 or
exchange scanner. ICS FAXII, £75.
Reason for sale, upgrading system,
might exchange both for scanner
above. A. Bell, Kent. Tel: (09591
575113.

ICS FAXIII 3.5/5.25 disks, as new,
£80. J&J Scancat 3.5 disk, unused,
£20. Denman, 24 Ascot Road, Copnor,
Portsmouth P03 6EY. Tel: (0705)

JRC NRD-525 receiver, manuals,
mint condition, £550. Tel: London 081883 6334.

JRC NRD-535 h.f. receiver, mint

ERA Mkll micro -reader, (V. 4.1), little
used, boxed with instructions, £100
plus £5.50 postage (registered). Rob,
Essex. Tel: (0277) 200742 7-9pm

weekdays or before 9pm weekends.

MS -1000 scanning receiver and
stabilised power supply, also the UK
Scanning Directory, £120. Tel:
Abingdon (0235) 847328.
R5000 as new, £650. Datong Notch
Filter FL3, £80, as new. Tel:
Huntingdon (0480) 453228.
R5000, as new, £650. Datong multi notch filter FL3, as new, £80.
Tel:Cambs (0480) 453228.

Racal 171, RX, fine example, £125.
RA66 pandapter, £100, MA197C pre selector, £125, RA218 s.s.b. unit, £50.
RA137A I.f. unit, £40. Manuals, all
g.w.o., cash preferred. Dave, Isle of
Wight. Tel: (0983) 740329.

820315.

813 9193.

£75, posted. Tel: Lincs (0754) 762359.

AOR AR -1500 scanner, v.g.c., with
accessories, £240 or swap for Yaesu
FRG -7700 with v.h.f. converter,
covering air band. Kevin, Dorset. Tel:
(0374) 157850 mobile, daytime or
(0202) 894898 after 5.30pm.

Morse key, Marconi, plinth mounted,
brass cover, twin contacts, central
pivot, ball bearings/spring action,
suppression circuit, Bakelite base.
Marconi H1Z headphones. Handbook
for Radio Operators, v.g.c., £115, will
separate. Mr Murray Cowie, 61
Leslie Road, Aberdeen AB2 2HU. Tel:

Discus Elipse multi satellite
receiver/positioner, 2GHz tuner, 184
programmable channels, 100
satellite memories, stereo sound, full
remote control, £150. Buyer inspects
and collects. Tel: Walsall (0922)

AOR 2000, as new, little use,

Wed, Thur & Fri after 6pm and all
weekend.

condition, boxed with instructions,
unemployment forces sale, with
Global AT1000, £825. Will consider P/
ex for following scanners only, MVT5000/7000 or 7100. Lee, Herts. Tel:

Realistic DX -160 communications
receiver, matching Realistic SP -150
speaker and Sony DR -S5
headphones, perfect working order,
buyer collects, £90. Steepletone
MBR-7 multi -band receiver, new,
boxed, operating instructions,
guarantee, £60 post free. Brian
Hanley, 11 Wold View Park,
Binbrook, Lincs LN3 6DT. Tel: (04721
398538.

(0992) 583623.

AOR AR-1500EX boxed, as new, with
all accessories, £200. Tel: Essex
(0702) 79459 anytime.
AOR AR2800 500kHz - 600MHz, 800 to
1300MHz, 1000 channels, boxed with
accessories - u.s.b., 1.s.b., a.m. and
f.m. 10 months old, £280. Tel:
Liverpool 051-735 0173.

AOR AR3000A scanner, superb
condition, boxed, manual, a.c. and
d.c. adapters, hardly used, £650, no
offers. Tel: Southampton (0703)
252323 anytime.
AOR-2800 all mode with s.s.b., one
owner, boxed with manual, £300.
Frank, Cheshire. Tel: 061 368 5732.

Fairmate HP -100 hand-held scanner,
150-550, 805-1300 a.m./f.m./w.f.m.,
1000 memories, 10 search banks with
NiCads, lots more features, asking,
£185. Tel: Shropshire (0746) 761996
anytime.

653735.

Data Decoder, MCL1100 as
advertised page 44 Sept 93 SWmag,
2/3rds new, price was new 14/8/93
used about 4 hours only, not my
scene, performs as claimed. Lewis,
Leamington Spa. Tel: (0924) 334974.
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old, £675. Tandy PRO -2006, £195.

PK232 MBX data controller, £210.
PCHF FAXII for IBM, £75. ICS Synop,
£75. Welz power supply, £40. Tel:

scanning receiver, boxed with all
accessories, £200. Also Scanmaster
base antenna, new, £30. Tel:

Kenwood R5000 receiver, ERA
Microreader, Ver 4.1, power supply,
all as new, £650 o.v.n.o. Tel: Lichfield

Norwich (0603) 746952.

(0543) 419518 or (05431268233.

Fidelity home -base transceiver,
27MHz, boxed, manual, £65. Bremi 35amp power pack, £8. Bremi a.t.u.,
£10. All mint condition, antenna
switch 3 -way, boxed, unused, £7.

Kenwood R5000, v.h.f. converter,
a.m. filter, u.s.b. filter, 12V d.c. and
240V interface 232 for PC, cable,
program and manuals, £650. Tel:
Derbys (0773) 520656.

Ron, Glos. Tel: (0386) 841961 any

HRO plus p.s.u., manual, speaker and
spare valves, can be seen working,
£175. Buyer collects. Frank, Hants.
Tel: (0256) 771872 anytime.
Icom IC -R1 receiver, 150kHz to
1300MHz, 100 memories, a.m./f.m.
w.f.m. modes, good condition, £150.
Tel: Cornwall (0326) 290086.

Icom 1CR-70 general coverage
receiver, boxed, manual, £350. Tel:
Lancs (0744) 31512 after 6pm.

Realistic DX -200 general coverage
receiver, 5 switchable bands
covering 150kHz to 30MHz, analogue
type b.f.o. etc. Excellent condition
and working order. Ideal first
receiver, bargain at only, £55 plus
P&P. Tel: Cheshire (0244) 310271
after 6pm.

Derby (03321833661.

Fairmate HP -2000 wide band

reasonable time.
AOR-3000, mint condition with all
accessories, £500. Ham station
(never used), £750. Ship to shore
radio station, £60. RTTY terminal,
new, £55. DX150B communications
receiver, £60. Tel: Wltshire (0249)

JRC NRD525 h.f. receiver, 5 months

Kenwood Trio R-2000 receiver,
150kHz to 30MHz, mint condition,
manual, boxed, £390. Tel: West
Sussex (0403) 262882.

Realistic R400 digital receiver, all
modes s.s.b. REC, good radio,
antenna trim, £100. Philips 2345, new

radio, excellent condition, s.w. radio,
£20, unwanted. M. Allen, South
Yorks. Tel: (0742) 464186.

Scopes, Marconi S.E. Labs EM102
solid state portable 30MHz. T.B.
delay true dual beam. Provision
internal rechargeables 20ms/cm, v.
bright PDA internal, great bargain,
£135. Tektronix 545B dual beam
35MHz, £70. Alan, Berks. Tel: (0344)
27869.

Lowe HF-150 with keypad, £300.
Dolby Prologix surround decoder,
£90. Tel: Cheshire (0260) 274470.
Racal R17 overhauled 1988, £150.
Philips D2935, £90. Bearcat 20/20

base scanner aircraft marine public
services, £90. All in good condition,
prefer buyer to test and collect. Tel:
Shropshire (0939) 232714.

Signal R-535 v/u.h.f., air -band base
receiver, £150. Also R-532 v.h.f. air
band band base, £95. Carrying case
inc NiCads for either radio, £30. Tel:
Bristol (0272) 505836 evenings.

Signal R535 v.h.f./u.h.f. airband
receiver with power supply, new and
boxed. Top set for the real airband
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v.h.f. Wanted R274/SP600 or HRO

4.71c11Eg IPcx3e

receiver, w.h.y.?. Also valve Hi-fi
amplifier, w.h.y.?. working or not
both units can collect. Bob, 247
Sandy Lane, Hindley, Wigan, Lancs

RA17/117. SSB units, frequency synth
etc. Racal test jigs MA89, MA90,
MA91 and MA92. Rob Filby, 11 West
Street, Timberland, Lincs LN4 3RX.
Tel: 10526) 378685.

WN2 4ER. Tel: (0942) 55948.

spec, nearest offer to, £220 (list price

enthusiast, £210 o.n.o. Dawson,
Stafford. Tel: (0785) 850450.

£399). David, Hants. Tel: (0962)
865949.

Sinclair Spectrum + with computer
cassette deck, RX-4 software and
interface, Philips 12inch B&W TV set.
Complete decoding set-up in good

Technical Software TIF1 interface
with RX-4 disc etc., (see October).
Bought in error, re -selling, unused,
£50 or with spare BBC Micro and
drive, £175. Just fit plugs to suit RX/
TXCVR. Write to K. Burrows, 10 Basil
Street, Stockport or messages

condition, £90 or swap for FRG -7 or
similar h.f. radio. M. Brook, Halifax.
Tel: (0422) 845238.

Sony ICF-2001D boxed and in perfect

061-477 5303.

mint condition with all accessories
as supplied, including mains power
supply etc., £140 carriage extra. John

Trio JR-599 160-10m + 2m RX, all
filters mint with manual, £125. DX302
0-30MHz digitial g.w.o., £80. Saisho
SW5000 0-30MHz, £65. Signal R535
v.h.f./u.h.f. airband, £150, superb with
p.s.g., and manual. Tel: Sheffield

Burland, Sheffield. Tel: (0246) 415967
evenings.
Sony ICF-2001D receiver, 150kHz to
30MHz, 76 to 108MHz, 116 to 136MHz,
power supply, good condition, £100.
Tel: Cornwall (0326) 290086.

(0742) 373330.

Wavecom W4010 data decoder,
manuals, £570 o.n.o. Icom IC -3210E
TCVR dual -band 2m/70cm, 5/25W
mic, manual, box, dual -band mobile
antenna, £295. Tel Kenilworth (0926)
54556 anytime.

Sony ICF-2001D receiver, easy
reader, DM1000 Hantarex video
monitor, £300 cash only, buyer
collects. Tel: Midlothian 031-440
3902.

Yaesu FRV-7700 converters, 118150MHz, 140-170MHz, £40 each. Tel:
Carlisle (0228) 36958.

Yupiteru 7100 scanner, as new,
boxed, manual a.c./d.c. adapter, £300
post paid. Tel: Skegness 762359 any
time.

Exchange

AOR 3000A, prefer with PC interface
software, cash waiting. Dave, Essex.
Tel: (0702) 78780 after 6pm.

Amiga 500+ 2Mb manuals games
discs, value, £80. Also FRG -7, mint
condition, manual and circuit
diagram for good quality receiver
with digital readout, eg. FRG -100,
FRG -8800 or similar spec. Tel:
Blackpool (0253) 4887 anytime, leave
message.

Eddystone EC10, EC10 MKII, 870,
870A, 960, 1000, 1001, 1002, pan unit.
EP20 speakers 652, pillow 1419.
Edometer ED902, speaker 899 etc for

cash. Collection possible. Peter
Lepino, Surrey. Tel: (0374) 128170 or
FAX: (0372) 454381 anytime.

Memory unit for Yaesu FRG -7700.
Dave, Devon. Tel: (0803) 324691.

Yaesu FRG -7700 all -mode

communications receiver, good
condition, £250 o.n.o. Also Sangean

PC286 program for Maplin sat.
decoder. R. Campbell, 40 Nith Street,

mains adapter, aerial, boxed, as new,

ATS-803A, boxed, a new, £60. Tel:
Lancs (0524) 851782.

Glasgow G33 2AF. Tel: 041-770 8023.

matching RX & TX 80-10m, c.w./
s.s.b., 240W p.e.p., £95. Pair of CB
base station, £50. All o.n.o. Tel:
Cheshire (0457) 863131.

Realistic PRO -2025 patrolman
Yaesu FRG -7700 with Yaesu FRV-

Sony ICF-SW77 receiver, new
condition, only a few months old,
boxed, all manuals, cost, £360,
bargain at, £295 o.n.o. J. Turner,
Hampshire. Tel: (0420) 487510,

Sony SVV77 mint condition, superb

Tel: (0265) 43793.

Wanted

Sony ICF-SW7600, 150kHz to 30MHz,
a.m./s.s.b., 88-108MHz f.m. stereo,
£95. Yaesu FR -100B, FL -200B

Telefunken Opus studio tuner
amplifier, model 2650MX or 5650MX
or Grundig new Marlborough ,model
3365 or Philips radio, model B5X234
or Bush, model VHF64. All are table
valve radios. Hugh McCallion, No 8
Strathard Close, Coleraine, Co.
Londonderry, N. Ireland BT51 3ES.

7700 v.h.f. converter, instruction
books for both and boxed, £350. Also
Realistic direct entry a.m./f.m.
receiver DX 400, mains battery,
batteries included, £80. Bill, Lancs.

scanner, any condition considered
as long as good working order. Also
wanted AOR-2002 base scanner,
£150-200 or exchange for PR034
realistic hand-held scanner with
cash. Stefan, Suffolk. Tel: (0728)

Tel: (0706) 352335 after 6pm.

724186 or (08601 920900

Yaesu FRV-7700 and MM 432MHz,
MM 144MHz converters. Hetrodyne
frequency meters BC221, TS323/UR,

Service & operating manual, type
78M Wobbulator made by Samwell
and Hutton Ltd. Racal units to match

Hallicrafter 'Sky Champion' 0-44MHz
receiver, mint condition, manual
included a.m./s.s.b., new valves,
exchange for Scanner PRO80 or
w.h.y.?, must collect, can deliver 100
mile radius. Jock, 38 Ochilview,
Devonside, Tillocoultry, Clacks,
Scotland FK13 6JD.

Pye Fenman II 1950s four speaker
radio, superb condition, been stored
for many years, will exchange for
Sony SN20 or similar very compact
short wave radio. Tel:
Gloucestershire 10453) 755413.

Closing Date for Adverts: December Issue - 1st November, January 1994 -1 December 1993
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LISTENING GUIDES
AIR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK
4th Edition
David J. Smith
Extensively revised & updated
(October 19921. Air band radio
listening enables you to listen -in on

the conversations between aircraft
and those on the ground who control
them, and is an increasingly popular
and fascinating hobby. A new chapter
on military air band has been added.
The author, an air traffic controller,
explains more about this listening
hobby. 190 pages. E7.99
THE COMPLETE SHORT WAVE
LISTENER'S HANDBOOK 3RD
EDITION

Hank Bennett, Harry Helms & David
Hardy

This book is a comprehensive guide to
the basics of short wave listening.
Everything you need to get started as
an s.w.l. is explained in a clear and
easily understood manner. Receivers,
antennas, frequencies, propagation,
Q -codes, etc. are all covered.
294 pages. E13.95.

DIAL SEARCH 1992/94

George Wilcox
The listener's check list and guide to
European radio broadcasting. Covers
m.w., I.w., v.h.f. & s.w., including two
special fold -out maps. Also includes a
full list of British stations, a select list
of European station, broadcasts in
English and 'Making the Most of Your
Portable'. 46 pages. £4.25
FLIGHT ROUTINGS 1993

Compiled by T.T. & S.J. Williams
This guide was produced with the
sole aim of assisting airband listeners
to quickly find details of a flight, once
they have identified an aircraft's
callsign. Identifies the flights of
airlines, schedule, charter, cargo and
mail, to and from the UK and Eire and
overflights between Europe and
America. 122 pages. E5.95
FERRELUS CONFIDENTIAL
FREQUENCY LIST 8th Edition

Compiled by Geoff Halligey
Spirally bound, this easy -to -use
reference book covers 1.6 - 28MHz in
great depth, all modes and utility
services, with new reverse frequency
listing showing every known
frequency against each callsign,
who's using what frequency and
mode, what's that callsign? These are
some of the answers this book will
help you find. 544 pages. E17.95
GUIDE TO FACSIMILE STATIONS

13th Edition

Joerg Klingenfuss
The new edition of this super
reference book covers the world's
facsimile stations, their frequencies
and methods of working. There is
section covering the equipment
needed to receive FAXes over the
radio. To give you an idea of what is
available there are many pages of off air received FAX pictures.
392 pages. 08.00
GUIDE TO UTILITY STATIONS

11th Edition

Joerg Klingenfuss
This book covers the complete short
wave range from 3 to 30MHz together
with the adjacent frequency bands
from 0 to 150kHz and from 1.6 to

3MHz. It includes details on all types
of utility stations including FAX and
RTTY. There are 19549 entries in the
frequency list and 3590 in the

alphabetical callsign list plus press
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services and meteorological stations.
Included are RTTY & FAX press and
meteo schedules. There are 11800
changes since the 10th edition.
534 pages. £24.00

HF OCEANIC AIRBAND
COMMUNICATIONS 4th Edition

Bill Laver
HF aircraft channels by frequency and
bend, main ground radio stations,
European R/T networks and North
Atlantic control frequencies.
31 pages. £3.95

INTERNATIONAL RADIO STATIONS
GUIDE BP255
Peter Shore

As in 'Broadcast Roundup', his
column in PW, Peter Shore has laid
this book out in world areas, providing
the listener with a reference work
designed to guide around the evermore complex radio bands. There are
sections covering English language
transmissions, programmes for DXers
and s.w.l.s. Along with sections on
European medium wave and UK f.m.
stations. 266 pages. 5.95

SHORT WAVE INTERNATIONAL
FREQUENCY HANDBOOK

ARRL ANTENNA BOOK
16th Edition

Formerly the Confidential Frequency
List and re -published in April 93, this
book covers 500kHz-30MHz. It
contains duplex and channel lists,
callsigns, times and modes, broadcast
listing and times. 192 pages. E9.95

A station is only as effective as its
antenna system. This book covers
propagation, practical constructional
details of almost every type of
antenna, test equipment and formulas
and programs for beam heading

UK SCANNING DIRECTORY

3rd Edition
This spiral bound book list over 12000
UK spot frequencies from 25MHz to
1.213GHz. Articles on scanning in the
UK. 250 pages. 06.95
VHF/UHF AIRBAND FREQUENCY
GUIDE 4th Edition

7th Edition.
Julian Baldwin G3UHK & Kris
Partridge GSAUU
This book gives concise details of
repeaters & beacons world-wide plus
coverage maps & further information
on UK repeaters.

Because antennas are a topic of
great interest among radio amateurs,
ARRL HQ continues to receive many
more papers on the subject than can
possibly be published in OST. Those
papers are collected in this volume.
208 pages. E9.50

437 pages. E20.95

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM
Volume Three
Edited by Jerry Hall K1TD
As the title suggests, this book is the

RADIO AMATEUR ANTENNA
HANDBOOK
W. I.On W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX
Yagi, Quad, fluagi and LPY beam

third in the continuing series on
practical antennas, theory and
accessories produced by the ARRL.
The book reflects the tremendous
interest and activity in antenna work,
and provides a further selection of
antennas and related projects you

antennas as well as vertical,
horizontal and sloper antennas are
covered in this useful book. How to
judge the best location, DX antenna
height, ground loss and radials.

WORLD RADIO TV HANDBOOK 1993
Country -by -country listing of I.w., m.w.

can build. 236 pages. E9.50

& s.w. broadcast and TV stations.
Receiver test reports, English
language broadcasts. The

BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK
W. I . Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX
Design, construction, adjustment and
installation of h.f. beam antennas. The
information this book contains has
been complied from the data obtained
in experiments conducted by the
authors, and from information
provided by scientists and engineers

SIMPLE, LOW-COST WIRE
ANTENNAS FOR RADIO AMATEURS
W. I. Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX

123 pages. E6.95

VHF/UHF SCANNING FREQUENCY
GUIDE

from 26MHz to 12GHz with no gaps
and who uses what. Completely
revised and enlarged (February 19931,
there are chapters on equipment
requirements as well as antennas, the
aeronautical bands, as well as the
legal aspect of listening using a
scanner. 156 pages. E9.95

70 pages. E2.85

MARINE UK RADIO FREQUENCY

GUIDE Bill Laver
A complete guide (reprinted January
1993) to the UK s.w. and v.h.f. marine

radio networks. Useful information,
frequency listings and the World
Marine Coastal Phone Stations.
62 pages. £4.95

MONITORING THE YUGOSLAV
CONFLICT

Langley Pierce
A guide to movitoring the Yugoslav
radio transmissions of the UN, aircraft
and shipping engaged in the civil war
in the former Yugoslavia.
28 pages. E4.85

NEWNES SHORT WAVE LISTENING
HAND BOOK

Joe Pritchard G1UOW
A technical guide for all short wave
listeners. Covers construction and
use of sets for the s.w.l. who wants to
explore the bands up to 30MHz. Also
covers the technical side of the hobby
from simple electrical principles all
the way to simple receivers.
276 pages. E15.95
POCKET GUIDE TO RTTY AND FAX
STATIONS

Bill Lever
A handy reference book listing RTTY
and FAX stations, together with
modes and other essential
information. The listing is in
ascending frequency order, from 1.6
to 26.8MHz.
57 pages. £3.95

'bible'. E15.95.

ANTENNAS (AERIALS)
AERIAL PROJECTS BP105

Practical designs including active,
loop and ferrite antennas plus
accessory units. 96 pages. £250

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM
Volume Two

working on commercial and military
antenna ranges. 268 pages. E7.50
G-QRP CLUB ANTENNA HANDBOOK

AU. ABOUT VERTCAL ANTENNAS
W I. Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX
Covers the theory, design and

Compiled and edited by P. Linsley
G3PDL & T. Nicholson

construction operation of vertical
antennas. How to use your tower as a
vertical antenna and compact vertical
designs for restricted locations. All
about loading coils and at.u.s.

This book is a collection of antenna
and related circuits taken from Sprat
the G-QRP Club's journal. Although
most of the circuits are aimed at the
low -power fraternity, many of the
interesting projects are also useful for
general use. Not intended as a text
book, but offers practical and proven

192 pages. E7.50

ANTENNA EXPERIMENTER'S GUIDE
Peter Dodd G3LDO

Although written for radio amateurs,
this book will be of interest to anyone
who enjoys experimenting with
antennas. You only need a very basic
knowledge of radio & electronics to
get the most from this book. Chapters
include details on measuring
resonance, impedance, field strength
and performance, mats and
materials and experimental antennas.
200 pages. (8.90
ANTENNA IMPEDANCE
MATCHING

Clive Woodyear
This is the third edition of this radio
listener's guide. Simple -to -use maps
and charts show the frequencies for
radio stations in the UK. Organised so
that the various station types are
listed separately, the maps are useful
for the travelling listener. Articles
included in the guide discuss v.h.f
aerials, RDS, the Radio Authority and
developments from Blaupunkt.

Wilfred N. Caron
Proper impedance matching of an
antenna to a transmission line is of
concern to antenna engineers and to
every radio amateur. A properly
matched antenna as the termination
for a line minimises feed -line losses.
Power can be fed to such a line
without the need for a matching
network at the fine input. There is no
mystique involved in designing even
the most complex multi -element
networks for broadband coverage.

56 pages. £2.95

195 pages. E11.95

RADIO LISTENERS GUIDE 1993

124 pages. E6.95

PRACTICAL ANTENNA HANDBOOK
Joseph J. Can
As the name suggests, this book

offers a practical guide at everything
to do with antennas, from h.f. to
microwaves. It also has sections on
propagation, transmission lines,
antenna fundamentals and a helpful
introduction to radio broadcasting
and communication. The book neatly
balances a practical approach with
the minimum of mathematics, good
diagrams and a lively text.

A complete guide to civil & military
airband frequencies including how to
receive the signals, the frequencies
and services. VOLMET, receiver
requirements, aerials and much more
about the interesting subject of
airband radio are included.

This book gives details of frequencies
INTERNATIONAL VHF FM GUIDE

calculations. 789 pages. E14.50
ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM
Volume One
Fascinating and hitherto unpublished
material. Among the topics discussed
are quads and loops, log periodic
arrays, beam and multi -band
antennas, verticals and reduced size
antennas. 175 pages. E9.50

NOVICE ANTENNA NOTEBOOK

Doug DeMaw W1FB
Another book from the pen of WIER,
this time offering 'new ideas for
beginning hams'. All the drawings are
large and clear and each chapter
ends with a glossary of terms. It is
written in plain language and you
don't need to be a mathematician to
build and erect the support structures
that are presented in this book.

KA9WRUGWOLNI1

circuits. 155 pages. E5.00
HF ANTENNA COLLECTION
(RSGB)

Edited by Erwin David G4LQI
This book contains a collection of
useful, and interesting h.f. antenna
articles, first published in the RSGB's
Radio Communication magazine,
between 1968 and 1989, along with
other useful information on ancillary
topics such as feeders, tuners,
baluns, testing and mechanics for the
antenna builder.
233 pages. £9.50.

INTRODUCTION TO ANTENNA
THEORY BP198
H. C. Wright

This book deals with the basic
concepts relevant to receiving and
transmitting antennas, with emphasis
on the mechanics and minimal use of
mathematics. Lots of diagrams help
with the understanding of the
subjects dealt with. Chapters include
information on efficiency, impedance,
parasitic elements and a variety of
different antennas. 86 pages. E295

188 pages. E7.50

Efficient antennas for Top Band to 2m,
including 'invisible' antennas for
difficult station locations. Clear
explanations of resonance, radiation
resistance, impedance, s.w.r.,
balanced and unbalanced antennas
are also included. 188 pages. £7.50
W1FB'S ANTENNA NOTEBOOK
Doug DeMaw W1FB
This book provides lots of designs, in

simple and easy to read terms, for
simple wire and tubing antennas. All
drawings are large and clear making
construction much easier. There is no
high-level mathematics in this book,
just simple equations only when
necessary to calculate the length of
an antenna element or its matching
section. 123 pages. E6.95

WIRES & WAVES

Collected Antenna Articles from PW
1980-1984

Antenna and propagation theory,
including NBS Yagi design data.
Practical designs for antennas from
medium waves to microwaves, plus
accessories such as a.t.u.s, s.w.r. and
power meters and a noise bridge.
Dealing with TVI is also covered.
160 pages. £3.00

YAGI ANTENNA DESIGN

Dr James. L Lawson W2PV
This book is a polished and expanded
version of a series of articles first
published in Ham Radio following on
from a series of lectures by the
author, who was well-known as the
expert on Yagi design. Chapters
include simple Yagi antennas, loop
antennas, effect of ground, stacking
and practical antenna design.
210 pages. £10.95

25 SIMPLE AMATEUR BAND
AERIALS BP125

E M. Noll
How to build 25 simple and
inexpensive amateur band aerials,
from a simple dipole through beam
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ERVICE
and triangle designs to a mini rhombic. Dimensions for specific spot
frequencies including the WARC
bands are also given.
63 pages. E1.95

25 SIMPLE INDOOR AND WINDOW
AERIALS BP136
E. M. Noll
Designs for people who live in flats or
have no gardens, etc., giving
surprisingly good results considering
their limited dimensions. Information
is also given on short wave bands,
aerial directivity, time zones and
dimensions. 50 pages. 61.75
25 SIMPLE SHORT WAVE
BROADCAST BAND AERIALS BP132

E. M. Noll
Designs for 25 different short wave
broadcast band aerials, from a simple
dipole through helical designs to a
multi -band umbrella. Information is
also given on short wave bands,
aerial directivity, time zones and
dimension tables that will help spot an
aerial on a particular frequency.

Orbiting satellites, 35000km high,
receive TV signals from stations on
the earth and re -transmit them back
again. This book explains all you need
to know to set up your own satellite
TV terminal at home, dish and

accessories, cable and tuner
73 pages. £1.00
SATELLITE TELEVISION
INSTALLATION GUIDE

2nd Edition
John Breeds
A practical guide to satellite
television. Detailed guide -lines on
installing and aligning dishes based on
practical experience. 56 pages. 613.00
WEATHER SATELLITE HANDBOOK

9th edition
Dr Ralph E. Taggart W13800T

This book explains all about weather
satellites, how they work and how you
can receive and decode their signals
to provide the fascinating pictures of
the world's weather. Plenty of circuit
diagrams and satellite predicting
programs. 192 pages. 61650

63 pages. 61.95

25 SIMPLE TROPICAL AND MW
BAND AERIALS BP145
E. M. Noll

Simple and inexpensive aerials for the
broadcast bands from medium wave
to 49m. Information is also given on
band details, directivity, time zones
and dimensions. 54 pages. 61.75

MORSE

AMATEUR RADIO
ALL ABOUT VHF AMATEUR RADIO
W. L Orr W6SAI

Written in non -technical language,
this book provides information
covering important aspects of phi.
radio and tells you where you can find
additional data. If you have a scanner,
you'll find a lot of interesting signals in
the huge span of frequencies

HINTS AND KINKS FOR THE RADIO
AMATEUR

Edited by Charles L Hutchinson and

David Newkirk
A collection of practical ideas
gleaned from the pages of OST
magazine. Plenty of projects to build,
hints and tips on interference, c.w.
and operating end snippets of
information from amateurs who've
tried and tested the idea.
129 pages. 64.95

HOW TO PASS THE RADIO
AMATEURS' EXAMINATION (RSGB)

Clive Smith G4FZH and George
Benbow G3HB
The background to multiple choice
exams and how to study for them with
sample RAE paper for practice plus
maths revision and how to study for
the exam. The majority of this book is
given to sample examination papers
so that candidates can familiarise
themselves with the examination and
assess their ability.
88 pages. £6.70.

INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR
COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES

BP290. A. Pickard
This book describes several currently
available systems, their connection to
an appropriate computer and how
they can be operated with suitable
software. The results of decoding
signals containing such information
as telemetry data and weather
pictures are demonstrated.

Collected Articles from PW 1982-1985
Ways of learning the Morse Code,
followed by constructional details of a
variety of keys including Iambic,
Triambic and an Electronic Bug with a
528 -bit memory as well as a practice
oscillator and Morse tutor.

AMATEUR RADIO CALL BOOK (RSGB)
1993 Edition
Over 60000 callsigns are listed

This book gives the newcomer a
comprehensive and easy to
understand guide through amateur
radio. Topics include operating
procedures, jargon, propagation and
setting up a station. 150 pages. E3.50

48 pages. £1.25

section. 444 pages. 69.50

INTRODUCTION TO RADIO WAVE
PROPAGATION BP293
J.G. Lee

ARRL HANDBOOK FOR RADIO
AMATEURS 1993

How does the sun and sunspots affect
the propagation of the radio waves
which are the basis of our hobby?
They affect the ionosphere, but
differing frequencies are treated
differently. Find out how to use charts
to predict frequencies that will be the
most profitable. What effect will noise
have on the signal? Find out with this
book. 116 pages. 6335

SECRET OF LEARNING MORSE CODE

Mark Francis
Updates for the Novice Licence.
Designed to make you proficient in
Morse code in the shortest possible
time, this book points out many of the
pitfalls that beset the student.
84 pages. £4.95

SATELLITES
NEWNES GUIDE TO SATELLITE TV

Derek Stephenson
This book, the 2nd edition, is a hard
bound volume, printed on high quality
paper. The author is a satellite repair
and installation engineer and the book
covers all information needed by the
installation engineer, the hobbyist and
the service engineer to understand
the theoretical and practical aspects
of satellite reception with dish
installation and how to trouble -shoot
when picture quality is not up to
anticipated reception. Mathematics
has been kept to a minimum.

This is the 70th edition of this
handbook and contains the best
information from previous issues.
New for this edition is some
information on feedback -loop design
for power supplies, a new gel -cell
charger project, updates on antenna
systems and new coverage of batons,
propagation programs are compared
and colour SSTV and telephone FAX
machines are also covered. Finally
there's a new section on 'for the

workbench' with new projects for the
reader to build. 1214 pages. £113.95

ARRL OPERATING MANUAL
Another very useful ARRL book.

Although written for the American
amateur, this book will also be of use
and interest to the UK amateur. Topics
covered range from short wave
listening through operating awards to
repeaters, operating and satellites.
684 pages. E12.95

284 pages. E17.95
ARRL SATELLITE ANTHOLOGY

SATELLITE BOOK - A Complete Guide

to Satellite TV Theory and Practice
John Breeds
This book deals almost exclusively
with television broadcast satellites
and is a comprehensive collection of
chapters on topics, each written by a
expert in that field. It appears to be
aimed at the professional satellite
system installer, for whom it is
invaluable, but it will be appreciated
by a much wider audience - anyone
interested in satellite technology.
280 pages. £30.00
SATELLITE EXPERIMENTER'S

HANDBOOK 2nd Edition
Martin Davidoff K2UBC
The book is divided into four main
sections - History, Getting Started,
Technical Topics and Appendices. It
provides information on spacecraft
built by, and for, radio amateurs. In
addition, it discusses weather, TV broadcast end other satellites of
interest to amateurs.
313 pages. £14.50
SATELLITE TELEVISION

A layman's guide
Peter Pearson
Pictures from space, that's what
satellite television is all about.

The best from the Amateur Satellite
News column and articles out of 31
issues of OSThave been gathered
together in this book. The latest
information on OSCARs 9 through 13
as well as the RS satellites is
included. Operation on Phase 3
satellites (OSCAR 10 and 13) is
covered in detail. 97 pages. E5.95

INTRODUCTION TO VHF/UHF FOR

Various Authors
A truly excellent manual for the keen
microwave enthusiast and for the
budding 'microwaver'. With
contributions from over 20 specialist
authors. Chapters covering
techniques, theory, projects, methods
and mathematics.
448 pages. 614.50
COMPLETE DX'ER

Bob Locher
This book covers equipment and
operating techniques for the DX
chaser, from beginner to advanced.
Every significant aspect of DXing is
covered, from learning how to really
listen, how to snatch the rare ones
out of the pile-ups and how to secure
that elusive aSL card.
204 pages. £7.95
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MA Edition
Listings of US amateurs (including
Hawaii). Also contains standard time
chart, census of amateur licences of
the world, world-wide QSL bureau,
etc. Over 1400 pages £19.50
RADIO AMATEUR'S QUESTIONS &
ANSWER REFERENCE MANUAL
4th Edition.
R. E. G. Petri GLICCJ

This book has been compiled
especially for students of the City and
Guilds of London Institute RAE. It is
structured with carefully selected
multiple choice questions, to progress
with any recognised course of
instruction, although is is not intended
as a text book. 280 pages. E7.95
RAE MANUAL RSGB

G.LBenbow G3HB
The latest edition of the standard aid
to studying for the Radio Amateurs'
Examination. Updated to cover the
latest revisions to the syllabus. Takes
the candidate step-by-step through
the course. 127 pages. £6.70

George Benbow G3HB
If you're studying for the Radio
Amateur's Examination, this book
could be useful. It's a summary of the
salient points of the Radio Amateurs'
Examination Manual, the standard
textbook for the exam. It's A5 size and
therefore can be carried with you
wherever you go. Easy -to -read, it's
divided into 13 chapters with topics
like receivers, power supplies,
measurements, operating
procedures, licence conditions and a
summary of the formulae all dealt
with. 92 pages. £4.00
VHF/UHF DX BOOK

Edited Ian White G3SEK

An all round source of inspiration for
the ph.f./u.h.f. enthusiast. Written by
acknowledged experts this book
covers just about everything you need
to know about the technicalities of
v.h.f./u.h.f. operating.
270 pages. £1100

RADIO AMATEURS BM
I.D. Poole

An excellent book to go with the new
Novice or full callsign. Nine chapters
and an appendix deal with all aspects
and frequencies from 50 to 1300MHz.
Topics include propagation,
descriptions of the bands, antennas,
receivers, transmitters and a special
chapter on scanners.
102pages. 63.50

WIFB's DESIGN NOTEBOOK
Doug DeMAW W1FB
This book is aimed at the non-

technical amateur who wants to build
simple projects and obtain a basic
understanding of amateur electronics.
Your workshop does not need to be
equipped like en engineering lab to be
successful as an experimenter. Don't
let a lack of test equipment keep you
from enjoying the thrills of

PASSPORT TO AMATEUR RADIO
Reprinted from PW 1981-19E2

experimentation. 195 pages. £8.50

The famous series by GW3JGA, used
by thousands of successful RAE
candidates in their studies. Plus other
useful articles for RAE students
including emission codes,
explanations of diodes, s.Pb. and
decibels.

W1FB'S HELP FOR NEW HAMS
Doug DeMaw W1FB

87 pages. E1.50

This book covers everything from
getting acquainted with new
equipment to constructing antennas,
station layout, interference and
operating problems to on -the -air
conduct and procedures.
155 pages £6.95

PRACTICAL GUIDE TO PACKET
OPERATION IN THE UK

Mike Mansfield MIND
ARRL UHF/MICROWAVE
EXPERIMENTER'S MANUAL

much more. Over 1400 pages. E19.50
RADIO AMATEUR CALLBOOK NORTH
AMERICAN USTINGS 1993

RAE REVISION NOTES

INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR RADIO
BP257
I. D. Poole

including El stations. Now
incorporates a 122 -page section of
useful information for amateur radio
enthusiasts and a new novice callsign

The only publication listing licensed
radio amateurs throughout the world.
Also includes DXCC Countries list,
standard time chart, beacon lists and

102 pages. £3.95

covered, 100-300MHz & 50, 420, 902 &
1250MHz bands. 163 pages. 01.50.

INTRODUCING MORSE

RADIO AMATEUR CALLBOOK
INTERNATIONAL LISTINGS 1993
71st Edition

Introduces the concept of packet
radio to the beginner. Problem areas
are discussed and suggestions made
for solutions to minimise them. Deals
with the technical aspects of packet
taking the reader through setting up
and provides a comprehensive guide
to essential reference material.
220 pages £9.95
ORP CLASSICS

Edited by Bob Schetgen
Operating GRP is fun. The equipment
is generally simple and easy to build,
but often performs like more
sophisticated commercial
equipment. Some GRP Field Day
stations operate a full 27 hours on a

car battery it's the perfect
equipment for emergency
communication when the power fails.
Extracts from OST and the ARRL
Handbook. 274 pages. £9.96

WIFB's GRP NOTEBOOK
2nd Edition
Doug De Maw W1FB
The new improved and updated 2nd

edition of this book, covers the
introduction to GRP, construction
methods, receivers and transmitters
for QRP. This workshop -notebook
style publication, which is pecked
with new designs for the keen ORP
operator, also covers techniques,
accessories and has a small technical
reference section. /75 pages. £7.95
YOUR GATEWAY TO PACKET RADIO
Stan Horzepa WA1LOU

What is packet radio good for and
what uses does it have for the
'average' amateur? What are
protocols? where, why, when? Lots of
the most asked questions are
answered in this useful book. It
included details of networking and
space communications using packet
278 pages. £8.95

THEORY

ARRL ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK

Doug DeMaw W1EB
Back by popular demand, completely
revised and expanded, this is a handy
reference book for the r.f. designer,
technician, amateur and
experimenter. Topics include
components and materials, inductors
and transformers, networks & filters,
digital basics and antennas and
transmission lines. 260 pages. E8.95
AUDIO

Elements of Electronics - Book 6
BP111
F. A. Wilson
This book studies sound and hearing,
and examines the operation of
microphones, loudspeakers,
amplifiers, oscillators, and both disk
and magnetic recording. Intended to
give the reader a good understanding
of the subject without getting
involved in the more complicated
theory and mathematics.
308 pages. £3.95
BEGINNERS GUIDE TO MODERN
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS BP285.
R.A. Penfold

This book covers a wide range of
modern components. The basic
functions of the components are
described, but this is not a book on
electronic theory and does not
assume the reader has an in-depth
knowledge of electronics. It is
concerned with practicalities such as
colour codes, deciphering code
numbers and suitability.
166 pages. £3.95
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS DATA
BOOK

Mike Tooley BA
This book is an invaluable source of
information of everyday relevance in
the world of electronics. It contains
not only sections which deal with the
essential theory of electronic circuits,
but it also deals with a wide range of
practical electronic applications.

250 pages. £8.95
FILTER HANDBOOK

A Practical Design Guide
Stefan Niewiadomski
A practical book, describing the
design process as applied to filters
of all types. Includes practical
examples and BASIC programs.
Topics include passive and active
filters, worked examples of filter
design, switched capacitor and
switched resistor filters and
includes a comprehensive catalogue
of pre -calculated tables.
195 pages. MAKI
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE
ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE BP315
F. A. Wilson

This little book deals effectively with a
difficult abstract subject - the invisible
electromagnetic wave. Aimed at the
beginner, the book with its basic
approach to electromagnetics,
antennas, waves, propagation and
constraints is a good starting point,
complete very simple but clear
diagrams and the minimum of
mathematics. 122 pages. £4.95.
FROM ATOMS TO AMPERES BP254

FA.Wilson
Explains in simple terms the absolute
fundamentals behind electricity and
electronics. Topics include the use of
SI units, gravity, magnetism, light, the
electron, conduction in solids and
electrical generators.
244 pages. 63.50

NEWNES PRACTICAL RF HANDBOOK

Ian Hickman
This book provides an easy -to -read
introduction to modem r.f. circuit
design. It's aimed at those learning to
design r.f. circuitry and users of r.f.
equipment such as signal generators
and sweepers, spectrum and network
analysers. 320 pages. £16.95
PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS
CALCULATIONS AND FORMULAE

BP53. F. A. Wilson
Written as a workshop manual for the
electronics enthusiast, there is a

strong practical bias and higher
mathematics have been avoided
where possible.
249 pages. £3.95
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BOOK
REFLECTIONS

SCANNERS 2

Transmission Lines & Ant
M. Walter Maxwell W2DU
This will help dispel the half-truths
and outright myths that many people
believe are true about transmission
lines, standing waves, antenna
matching, reflected power and

Peter Rouse GUlDKD
The companion to Scanners, this
provides even more information on the
use of the v.h.f. and u.h.f.
communications band and gives
constructional details for accessories
to improve the performance of
scanning equipment.
267 pages. 00.95

antenna tuners. 323 pages. £14.50
SOUD STATE DESIGN FOR THE RADIO
AMATEUR

Les Hayward W7201 &
Doug DeMaw W1FB
Back in print by popular demand! A
revised and corrected edition of this
useful reference book covering all
aspects of solid-state design.
Topics include transmitter design,
power amplifiers and matching
networks, receiver design, test
equipment and portable gear.
256 pages. £10.95

TRANSMISSION UNE

SHORT WAVE COMMUNICATIONS
Peter Rouse GUlDKD
Covers a very wide area and so

provides an ideal introduction to the
hobby of radio communications.
International frequency listings for
aviation, marine, military, space
launches, search and rescue, etc.
Chapters on basic radio propagation,
how to work your radio and what the
controls do, antennas and band plans.
187 pages. E8.95

SHORT WAVE RADIO LISTENERS'

TRANSFORMERS

HANDBOOK.

Jerry Sevick W2FMI
This is the second edition of this
book, which covers a most intriguing
and confusing area of the hobby. It
should enable anyone with a
modicum of skill to make a balun, etc.
Topics include analysis,
characterisation, transformer
parameters, baluns, multimatch
transformers and simple test

Arthur Miller

equipment. 270 pages. E13.50

WORLDWIDE HF RADIO HANDBOOK
Martyn R. Cooke

RADIO
AIR & METEO CODE MANUAL
13th Edition.

Joerg Klingenfuss
Detailed descriptions of the World
Meteorological Organisation Global
Telecommunication System operating
FAX and RTTY meteo stations, and its
message format with decoding
examples. Also detailed description of
the Aeronautical Fixed
Telecommunication Network amongst
others. 358 pages 018.00
HIGH POWER WIRELESS EQUIPMENT

language, the author guides the
reader through the mysteries of
amateur, broadcast and CB
transmissions. Topics cover
equipment needed, identification of
stations heard & the peculiarities of
the various bands. 207 pages. f.7.99

This book lists high frequencies used
by aircraft and aeronautical ground
stations. Divided into sections,
Military, Civil, etc. The book should be
easy to use. 124 pages. E6.95
WRTH EQUIPMENT BUYERS GUIDE
1993 Edition

Willem Bos & Jonathan Marks
A complete and objective buyer's
guide to the curent short wave
receiver market. For the novice and
the experienced listener, this guide

BEGINNERS

J. Michael Gale
How do you stay in touch when you
sail off over the horizon and into the
blue? What you need is a single
sideband radio, a marine s.s.b. This
book explains how the system works,
how to choose and install your set
and how to get the best out of it.
There is also a chapter on amateur
radio with the emphasis on the
increasingly important maritime

Especially written for those who wish
to take part in basic radio building. All
the sets in the book are old designs
updated with modern components. It
is designed for all ages upwards from
the day when one can read
intelligently and handle simple tools.

mobile nets. 96 pages. £9.96

72 pages. 01.75

MARINE VHF OPERATION

INTERFERENCE

ELECTRONICS SIMPLIFIED - CRYSTAL
SET CONSTRUCTION BP92
F. A. Wilson

INTERFERENCE HANDBOOK (USA)

William R. Nelson WA6FOG

How to locate & cure di. for radio
amateurs, CBers, TV & stereo
owners. Types of interference
covered are spark discharge,
electrostatic, power line many 'cures'
are suggested. 250 pages. E9.50

tell you. 47 pages. E6.95.

DATA REFERENCE

PASSPORT TO WORLD BAND RADIO

NEWNES AUDIO & HI-FI ENGINEER'S

1994

POCKET BOOK

This book gives you the information to
explore and enjoy the world of
broadcast band listening. It includes
features on different international
radio stations, receiver reviews and
advice as well as the hours and
language of broadcast stations by
frequency. The 'blue pages' provide a
channel -to -channel guide to world

Vivian Capel
This is a concise collection of
practical and relevant data for anyone
working on sound systems. The topics
covered include microphones,
gramophones, CDs to name a few.

Joerg Klingenfuss
This book gives detailed descriptions
of the characteristics of telegraph
transmission on short waves, with all
commercial modulation types
including voice frequency telegraphy
and comprehensive information on all
RTTY systems and c.w. alphabets.'
96 pages. E11.00
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kinds of power devices in useful
categories (other than the usual alpha
numeric sort) such as voltage and
power properties making selection of
replacements easier. 160 pages. E4.95

FAULT FINDING

190 pages. Hardback 010.95
NEWNES COMPUTER ENGINEER'S
POCKET BOOK

This is an invaluable compendium of
facts, figures, circuits and data and is
indispensable to the designer,
student service engineer and all
those interested in computer and
microprocessor systems.
255 pages. Hardback E12.95
NEWNES ELECTRONICS POCKET
BOOK

5th Edition
Presenting all aspects of electronics

was covered in other books. Other
fields such as 3cm TV, are covered in
depth. A must for the practical AN

50 IFETI FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTOR
PROJECTS BP39
F.G.Rayer

enthusiast. 104 pages. E3.00

50 circuits for the s.w.I., radio amateur,
experimenter or audio enthusiast
using f.e.ts. Projects include r.f.
amplifiers and converters, test
equipment and receiver aids, tuners,
receivers, mixers and tone controls.

GUIDE TO WORLD-WIDE 'TELEVISION
TEST CARDS

Edition 3
Keith Namer & Garry Smith
Completely revised and expanded,
this is a very handy and useful
reference book for the 13XTV
enthusiast. Over 200 photographs of
Test Cards, logos, etc., world wide.
60 pages. E4.95

CONSTRUCTION
CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK 2 BP322

R. A. Penfold
This book, as its name implies, is a

source book of circuits. The circuits
provided are mostly of interest to the
electronics enthusiast are are almost
all based on integrated circuits.
Topics covered include various
oscillators, monostables, timers,
digital and power supply circuits.

104 pages. E2.95

COMPUTING
BASIC PACKET RADIO
Joe Kasser W3/G32C2
Joe, who has worked on packet radio
for some time, is the author of the
excellent Lan -Link computer program.
So it comes as no surprise that it
features in this book. Well suited to
beginners and experts alike this book
is a mine of information.
364 pages. (19.95
INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER

GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR
MULTIMETER BP239
R. A. Penfold

214 pages. E4.95.

COMMUNICATIONS IAN) BP177
R. A. Penfold
Details of various types of modem and

This book is primarily aimed at
beginners. It covers both analogue
and digital multi -meters and their
respective limitations. All kinds of
testing is explained too. No previous
knowledge is required or assumed.

COIL DESIGN AND CONTRUCTION

their applications, plus how to
interconnect computers, modems and
the telephone system. Also

102 pages. E2.95

HOW TO USE OSCILLOSCOPES &
OTHER TEST EQUIPMENT BP267

R.A. Penfold
Hints and ideas on how to use the test
equipment you have, to check out, or

fault find on electronic circuits. Many
diagrams of typical waveforms and
circuits, including descriptions of
what waveform to expect with
particular faults, or distortion in audio
amplifiers. 104 pages. 03.50

A follow on from Test Equipment
Construction IBP248)this book looks
at digital methods of measuring
resistance, voltage, current
capacitance and frequency. Also
covered is testing semi -conductors,
along with test gear for general radio

MANUAL
Edited by Hugo Gernsback
A fascinating reprint from a bygone
age with a directory of all the 1934
s.w. receivers, servicing information,
constructional projects, circuits and
ideas on building vintage radio sets
with modern parts. 260 pages. E11.60

RADIOTELETYPE CODE MANUAL
12th Edition

POWER SELECTOR GUIDE BP235
J. C. J. Van de Ven
This guide has the information on ell

270 pages. E15.95

Edited by Henry Walter Young
A reprint of interesting practical
articles from the very early days of
radio, when materials and methods
described are from another era.
Subjects covered ranges from aerials
through detectors to things like Tesla

band schedules. 416 pages. 014.50.

325 pages Hardback. E10.95

MORE ADVANCED TEST EQUIPMENT
CONSTRUCTION BP249
R.A. Penfold

1934 OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE RADIO

J. Michael Gale
A v.h.f. radiotelephone is essential
equipment for any sea -going boat, but
what can you do with it? Who can you
call, and how do you make contact?
Which channel do you use, and why?
What is the procedure for calling
another boat, calling the family
through the telephone system, or
making a distress call? This book will

Keith Brindley
Useful data covering math,
abbreviations, codes, symbols,
frequency bands/allocations, UK
broadcasting stations, semiconductors, components, etc.

explains how to make sense of the
specifications and select the right
radio for your listening needs.

1910.11

MARINE SSB OPERATION

NEWNES RADIO AND ELECTRONICS
ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK
18th Edition

In easy -to -read, non -technical

Articles from Practical Electricity

and his wireless age. 99 pages. E7.70

in a readable and largely non mathematical form for both the
enthusiast and the professional
engineer.
375 pages. Hardback £12.95

related topics. 702 pages. £3.50
MORE ADVANCED USES OF THE
MULTIMETER BP265
R.A. Penfold

This book is primarily intended as a
follow-up to BP239, Getting the most
from your Multi -meter. By using the
techniques described in this book you
can test and analyse the performance
of a range of components with just a
multi -meter (plus a very few
inexpensive components in some
cases). The simple add-ons described
extend the capabilities of a multi meter to make it even more useful.
96 pages. 02.95.
OSCILLOSCOPES, HOW TO USE
THEM, HOW THEY WORK

MANUAL BP160
B.B. Babani
Covering audio to r.f. frequencies, this
book has designs for almost
everything. Sections cover such
topics as mains and audio output
transformers, chokes and r.f. coils.
What is the required turns ratio? This
book will show you how to find out.
Text and tables. 106 pages. E2.50
HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE YOUR
OWN PCBs BP121
R. A. Penfold

The purpose of this book is to
familiarise the reader with both
simple and more sophisticated
methods of producing p.c.b.s. The
emphasis of the book is very much on
the practical aspects of p.c.b. design
and construction. 66 pages. £2.50
MORE ADVANCED POWER SUPPLY
PROJECTS BP192
R. A. Penfold

The practical and theoretical aspects
of the circuits are covered in some
detail. Topics include switched mode
power supplies, precision regulators,
dual tracking regulators and
computer controlled power supplies,
etc. 92 pages. 12.95
PROJECTS FOR RADIO AMATEURS
AND SWLS BP304

R. A. Penfold
This smell book covers the
construction and use of radio
frequency and intermediate
frequency projects, and audio
frequency projects. Under the first
heading ideas include a crystal
calibrator, an antenna tuning unit, a
wave trap, a b.f.o. and other useful
projects. On the audio side projects
include a bandpass filter, a by-pass
switch, a c.w./RTTY decoder and
many other practical ideas and
suggestions for the home constructor.

networking systems and RTTY.
72 pages. 02.95

NEWNES AMATEUR RADIO
COMPUTING HAND BOOK
Joe Pritchard G1UQW

Shows how radio amateurs and
listeners can 'listen' to signals by
reading taut on a computer screen.
This book also covers the application
of computers to radio 'housekeeping'
such as log -keeping, QSL cards,
satellite predictions and antenna
design as well as showing how to
control a radio with a computer.
363 pages. E15.95

PCs MADE EASY

Second Edition
James L Turley
A friendly, comprehensive
introduction to every personal
computer - including Macsl This book
is packed with valuable tips on every
aspect of computer technology
available today and will help you to
get comfortable with your computer fast. 438 pages. E14.95

UPGRADE YOUR IBM COMPATIBLE
AND SAVE A BUNDLE

Second Edition
Aubrey Pilgrim
Aimed at the owners of the IBM
compatible computer, this book
provides a very straightforward and
easy to read guide on upgrading. The
author has adopted a friendly and
informative style and the there are
many excellent illustrations. Typically
American in approach and style, the
book provides much information and
an excellent read.
245 pages. £16.95

MAPS

3rd Edition
Ian Hickman
This book describes oscilloscopes
ranging from basic to advanced
models and the accessories to go
with them. Oscilloscopes are
essential tools for checking circuit
operation and diagnosing faults, and
an enormous range of models is

92 pages. 03.95.

RADIO AMATEUR'S MAP OF NORTH
AMERICA (USA)

POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS BP76
R. A. Penfold

Shows radio amateur prefix
boundaries, continental boundaries
and zone boundaries. 760x 636mm.

available. 248 pages. 015.95

89 pages. E2.50

TROUBLESHOOTING WITH YOUR
TRIGGERED -SWEEP OSCILLOSCOPE

SHORT WAVE SUPERHET RECEIVER

Robert L Goodman
This book steers you through the
various features - old and new - that
scope technology provides and is an
invaluable guide to getting the best
out of your scope. An overview of
available scopes will help you choose
the one that best suits your needs.
Areas covered include spectrum
analysis, test applications, multiple trace displays, waveform analysis,
triggering, magnified sweep displays,
analogue and digital scopes, etc.
309 pages. E17.50.

TELEVISION
AN COMPENDIUM
Mike Wooding G6IQM
This book is for those interested in
amateur television, particularly the
home construction aspect. Them isn't
a 70cm section as the author felt this

This book gives a number of power
supply designs including simple
unstabilised types, fixed voltage
regulated types and variable voltage
stabilised designs.

CONSTRUCTION BP276
R.A. Penfold

A general purpose receiver to build,
from antenna to audio, described in
understandable English.

E3.50

0TH LOCATOR MAP OF EUROPE

Traxel DOPE
Radio Map Service
This comprehensive map of the
European callsign area has now been
updated and enhanced. This well
thought out, coloured map covers
from N. Africa to Iceland and from
Portugal in the west to Iran in the
east. Folds to fit into the 145 x 240mm
clear envelope. 1080 x 680mm. 0/S

80 pages. £2.95
TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION
R.A.Penfold

Describes, in detail, how to construct
some simple and inexpensive, but
extremely useful, pieces of test
equipment. Stripboard layouts are
provided for all designs, together with
wiring diagrams where appropnate,
plus notes on their construction and
use. 104 pages. E2.95
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SONY ICF-20011:1
FULL KIT INCLUDING: AN1-E275

The UK Scanning Directory
3rd Edition

£16.95

Monitoring the World
The International Guide to listening
above 30MHz
£24.95
ICF-5W7600

£154.95

NEW ICF-SW77 Si mi.ar specification to

AWARD WINNERS

2001D but with jog.shuttle dial tuning for

£349

accuracy

071-631-0353/0590
AN AWARD WINNING MASTERPIECE

YOUR SONY

ICF-2001 D Kit

SPECIALIST
Full Worldwide Guarantees
from SONY!

CALL THE SONY SPECIALISTS

mulit-band

FW/LW/MW/AIR

reception

HIGH PERFORMANCE PORTABLE RECEIVER
WITH PLL SYNTHESIZER CIRCUITRY AND
CONTINUOUS AM FREQUENCY COVERAGE

32

station

preset memory Synchronous detector

circuit

Pa quartz -locked

synthesiser

circuit

Alan 0145
Yaesu F126
Yaesu FT76

Direct metre bond access 4 -event

programmable

time

AM

attenuator

Yaesu FT23R

SSB

Yaesu fT411

Mail Orders Welcome.

reception External antenna for AM, FM and AIR

Yaesu Ff811

071-637-0590/0353

band 288x159x52mm (w/h/d) 1.7kg. 2001

Yaesu F1911

DSYSTEM-1CF-20010 with active antenna AN -1 in

Yaesu FT219

one complete package.

Yaesu FT2400RH

Fast - Efficient - Convenient. To your doorstep!!

PRO worldband rec incl

£2699.00
£1599.00

weather fax
PRO dish antenna

£154.95
£154.95

ICF-SW7600
ICF-SW1E

VT -125 II

£169.95 VT -150

MVT-7000

£329.95
£239.95
£399.95

MVT-7100

£189.95
£129.95

RF-B45 Digital m/bond radio

SYNTHESIZER CIRCUITRY

071-637 0353/0590

FM/LW/MW/SW reception PLL synthesized circuitry FM stereo
Continuous AM frequency coverage 4 way tuning: 10 memory presets,

auto scan, manual tuning, 10 key direct tuning Programmable timer

ICOM

Sleep function Digital clock and alarm LCD display with light function

SCANNERS/TRANCEIVERS

ICF-5W30
ICF-SW33
AN -1 ANTENNA

ICF-7601L

£89.95
£129.95
£54.95
£89.95

4 2t

£249
£309

ICF-AIR7

ICF-PRO 80
CR-V21

bond rearm,

£2699

cluxeoutitMlftellerm

AOR

£349.95

AOR1500EX
AOR2800
AOR2000
AOR3000A

£189.95

MVT 7100

£214.95
DJ -RE_

£269.00

D1-RE

£265.00

DJ -580E oud brd

E434.95

DJ X 1

£319.00
£409.00
£279.95
£859.95

YUPITERU

ALINCO

"BEST SELLER"

£399.95

DR -599E Dui tali 214802 - 50 WI wile _......£679.00

IC -R1 15-1300 MHz

£300.00

I Aflame& dor

ONLY

£299.95

100 memories...only £380.00

New full range antennas,

£310.00
£1199
£429.95

ICP-2ET

ICR-7100
ICW-2E

base stations, CB mobiles, etc

FULL RANGE STOCKED

£275
£275
£500
£279
£319
£369
£429
£459
£675

C-21 E

C-25
CP-2E
CP-2GE
C -229E

CW21E Dual Band
CW-21ET
CW-3230H

ROBERTS
R717
R701
RP -28

R737
RP -15

R101
R621

R817

£249 only

earphones and AC power adaptor Power: 4xAAsize battery.

El 69.95

DR-112E2nniisindebsam

CP-2E 144MHz

SONY ICF-SW55 "SUPERADIO"
World time zones SSB
Full digital p/sets
Multiband

conversion system Supplied with compact antenna, stereo

FM marine monitor

01-1801

memories preset

aerial Power: 2xAA size battery.

Headphone socket Key protection LCD display Dual

MVT-8000

£69.95

RF-B65 S/pro multi band digital radio -

Dual conversion system 2 step tone control Key protection Record out

direct tuning Sleep f unction Digital clock Programmable

timer 2 step tone control Antenna input socket

142-170MHz

PANASONIC
RF-B10 World band receiver - pocket size

socket Supplied with stereo earphones, shortwave guide and comp('

FM stereo Continuous AM frequency coverage 4 way
tuning:. 10 memory presets, auto son, manual tuning, 10 key

YUPITERU

AIR -POWER AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

VT -225

ULTRA -COMPACT SHORTWAVE RADIO WITH PLL

LW/MW/FM/SW/SSB reception PLL synthesized circuitry

SCANNERS AND TRANSCEIVERS
YUPITERU

SONY

£449
£269
£269
£169
£239
£249
£229
£249
£269
£359
£319
£349

Kenwood TH78E
Fairmate HP2000
Nevada MS1000

digital/analogue tuning
2 -way scan tuning
(memory, broadcast, define) 2 -position tone
control

071-637-0353/0590!!

£275 ONLY

Finest all-round pro -receiver in the business.

GRUNDIG
SATELLIT 700
YACHT BOY 222
YACHT BOY 230
CONCERT BOY 230

£349.00
£52.95
£65.95
£35.95

R(818

R0

£79.95
£79.95
£89.95
£119.95
£21.95
£44.95
£54.95
£139.95
£179.95
£99.95

R7275 bands- FMAAW/SW/IW/SW1-4 £79.95
R747 3 bands
RF-M3 Tiny
RP -26 FM/MW/LW
RC -35 Mono cassette radio

£92.95
£59.95
£81.95
£56.95

PHILIPS
D2345
Portable Radio LW/MW/PM/2 x SW Fine

£24.95

Tuning Control Mains/battery supply

D1875
Compact 12 -band Portable Radio

LW/MW/FM/9 shortwave large tuning control
Tuning LED indicator Telescopic and ferrouptor

aerial DC supply connection Earphone
connection Wrist strap

£49.95

Attractive pouch

PLEASE MAKE ALL CHEQUES PAYABLE TO ASK ELECTRONICS AT 248-250 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD,LONDON W1P 9AD

deal call:

0714374353

WVi fail LICK mann
muNIE PM IF

II

EIPIIM

Milll MB MULE
IU

HF-Europa

"Best DX receiver

1992"
HF-150 "Most Innovative Receiver Design"
H:7-225 "Receiver of the Year"

LOWE

All across the world, users and reviewers are singing the praises of the Lowe Short Wave
receivers. You can join the happy band by calling in at any of our branches to try them out.
Remember - you are buying direct from the manufacturer, and not some importer.
LOWE ELECTRONICS LTD. Chesterfield Road, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 5LE
Telephone 0629 580800 Fax 0629 580020
London 0753 545255 4 Newcastle 0661 860418 4 Cumbernauld 0236 721004 4 Bristol 0272 315263
Cambridge 0223 311230 4 Bournemouth 0202 577760 4 Plymouth 0752 607284 4 Leeds 0532 452657

Cover photograph
shows the final

alignment of
MVT8000 scanners in

Yupiteru's factory in
Okazaki City, Japan

Reviews & Features To Keep You Informed On The Latest In Scanning

SCAN IN ON THE ACTION

MMTEL

with
a

41141c0,14

40.

in"

0

f%1

1*1001111A

,

A programmable base scanner that is easy to use yet provides
comprehensive facilities.

+400 pro
Recei

i Sele
Au

mmable channels

25-512MHz 760-1300 MHz
e a.m., f.m. ad n.f.m.

10dB attenuator switch
+ Selectable priority

squelch facility

Com 204

Com 203

Com 102

Commtel;s top -of -the -range

A simple to use 10 -channel

Covers all popular bands up

scanner, covering Marine,

to 960MHz, Its double

scanner with triple

PMR and Public Services.

conversion receiver provides

conversion receiver.

excellent reception even on

Selectable a.m./f.m. allows

weaker signals.

reception of all popular
services.

Receives 68-88MHz,

Receives 66-88MHz,

Receives 66-88MHz,

138-174MHz, 380-512MHz

118-174MHz, 380-512MHz

118-174MHz,

10 memory channels

806-960MHz

220-512MHz, 806-999MHz

Delay and lockout

200 memory channels

200 memories

Direct entry keypad

Priority function

a.m./f.m. selectable

Search function

Scan delay circuit

Power save circuit

Priority function

Track tuning

Search function

7 digit I.c.d. display

Power save circuit

Use your credit card for same day dispatch.

Order hotline (0705) 662145/613900
Or FAX (0705) 690626

Nevada Communications

WELCOME

CONTENTS

Once again it's the time of year for another
issue of What Scanner. This issue is being
given away, free. with both Short Wave
Magazine and Practical Wireless, so reaching
an even wider audience than in previous
years.
Scanning has grown in popularity over the

last year or so, probably as a result of the
`scandals' that have been widely covered by
the press - tabloid or otherwise. However, the
widely predicted clampdown by the authorities
has not happened - in fact it now seems to
have receded somewhat.
I hope that you enjoy reading this issue of
What Scanner. If you received your copy with
Short Wave Magazine you do not need me to
tell you that SWM is essential reading for
scanning enthusiasts. If. however, you are a
Practical Wireless reader and this is your
introduction to the world of listening. may I be
so bold as to suggest that you might find
Short Wave Magazine worth looking at.

Dick Ganderton
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VHF
UTILITY LISTE\ I \G
the most succinct definition

Perhaps
of utility listening would be to say
that it is listening to signals other than
broadcast and amateur stations. Often
listeners will specialise in a particular
mode or type of station for their utility
listening, some will use only RTTY and
decode News Agency broadcasts,
others prefer FAX and receiving
weather data, some will just listen to
the various military/aviation bands
spread across h.f. following movements of planes right across the
Atlantic. In short, there are hundreds
of different types of signals out there
to be copied.
Most utility listeners, except
perhaps for aviation enthusiasts and
satellite fans, would be using
frequencies between 30kHz and 30MHz
for their signal chasing, but as I have
found, utility listening need not stop
there.

What Scanner 1993

'Utility' listening has become one of the most popular facets of the short
wave listening hobby in recent years. You only have to look at columns
like 'Decode' and 'SSB Utility Listening' in Short Wave Magazine and the
proliferation of adverts for data decoders for many different modes: c.w.,
RTTY & FAX, to mention just a few, to see how popular this type of
listening has become. To ask, "What is utility listening?" is a bit like
asking, "How long is a piece of string?" Tim Anderson explains more.
Throughout much of the world, low
v.h.f. (30-50MHz approximately) is
used for many interesting services
such as power utilities, military,
telephones, fire services, police,
forestry services, railways and many
others. Given that v.h.f. propagation is
generally line of sight, you may be
forgiven for thinking that there is not
much chance of receiving any of these
services from overseas and whilst it is
true that you won't hear things
everyday in this part of the spectrum,
there are many days when European
and even world-wide reception is
possible. Equipment to receive all of
these signals is not hard to find, any
scanner that covers low v.h.f. will do.

IT ALL STARTED WITH 50MHz
I have owned a scanner of one sort or
another for nine years now and I used

them mostly for TVDX as an 'early
warning' monitor to keep track of how
many TV channels were active during
openings. I didn't really become aware
of all the world-wide DX that could be
heard on v.h.f. until I became
interested in the 50MHz amateur band.
Many amateurs who use the 50MHz
band monitor the 'World-wide 6m
Information and Talk Back Net' on
28.885MHz to keep abreast of the
openings and the DX. I heard several
amateurs on this net swapping
frequencies of STLs (Studio to
Transmitter Links) in various exotic
locations. These STLs are used in the
same way as the amateur beacons to
indicate the direction of any possible
openings and also to monitor the rise
of the m.u.f. (maximum usable
frequency). Many amateurs also had
lists of the exact offsets of many
world-wide E2 and R1 TV transmitters,
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FACT

Amateur Radio
Communications Ltd

Customers have alwaystold
us we have the largest
selection of both new and
secondhand
equipment that
they have ever
seen in an
emporium. We are only too
happy to spend time with
people in a relaxed, friendly
atmosphere
and give
customers the
benefit of our
25 years experience
in the
trade. You know the saying
'The customer
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YOU ARE
GUARANTEED A
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BACK-UP SERVICE,
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AFTER SALES CARE IS A
VITAL PART OF THE
SERVICE WE OFFER. WE
ARE ONLY TOO WILLING
TO HELP A CUSTOMER
WITH ANY PROBLEMS.

TEL: 0925 229881
FAX: 0925 229882
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OPEN TUES-SAT 10-5
Amateur Radio
Communications,
38 Bridge Street, Earlestown,
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Newton -le -Willows,
Merseyside WA12 9BA.
Open Tues - Sat 10 - 5pm

Access

1 MILE FROM J23, M6 and
4% MILES OFF J9, M62
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RETAILER

You Know if nukes sense

Extended range of Velleman kits including: 250W 12Vdc
to 220Vac inverter, in -car amplifier power supply, 200
and 400W amplifiers, suppressed lamp dimmer, halogen
lamp dimmer, day/night thermostat and telephone
remote control unit
counter, EPROM emulator/programmer, portable 'scopes
and bench function generators

)* Host of new components, including: compression
trimmers, variable capacitors, connectors, fuses, and
fuseholders, potentiometers, IC s, soldering irons and
lead free solder

Published 27th May 1993
). Available from most large newsagents
or directly from Cirkit

Send for your
copy today!
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CIRKIT DISTRIBUTION LTD
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Park Lane Broxbourne Hertfordshire EN10 7NQ
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have received trop
signals from France
and Germany on low
v.h.f.

MYSTERY

SIGNALS
Some of the signal
received are a real
mystery due to the
language problem,
but with a little
patience and
detective work you
can often locate the
RC -135V 64-14844 of the 55th Wing at RAF
source of the
Mildenhall during late April '93. It flew as 'Bama 15' signals. Radio
on 3rd May to Bosnia to oversee that nights food procedure seems to
drops.
be much the same
The 'OF' tail -code signifies Offutt AFB in Nebraska,
the world over,
USA where the 55th Wing is based.
listening to a radio
net one morning in a
totally incomprehensible (at least to
48.25 & 49.75MHz nominal vision
me) language, I noted that all the
frequencies, for the same reason.
stations were called by a name, rather
I took note of a few of the
than a number. Some of these names
frequencies that were mentioned and
seemed vaguely familiar and given the
entered them into the scanner
memories. The first STL I heard was in
time of day, the signals were more
Columbia, South America. Very
than likely coming from the Near of
pleased with this DX, I started to scan
Middle East, so I made some notes,
phonetically, of all the names and
between 30 and 50MHz and was
looked them up in the atlas. Many of
surprised how many signals I could
hear from the USA and Central
these names correspond to town
names like Turkey. For most listeners
America.
How could I hear all this DX at these
in the UK, signals from the USA and
frequencies? Quite simply because of
Canada will be the most interesting as
the sun spot cycle being near its peak.
they use English, or at least a form of
There have been many other articles in
it!
many radio magazines explaining the
Many police services in the USA
vaguaries of our sun and its eleven have channels on low v.h.f. and plenty
year sun spot cycle, so I don't intend to
of these channels are simplex. Once
go into a full explanation here. Suffice
the m.u.f. is high enough and the
it is to say that for two to three years
propagation in the right direction,
either side of the sun spot cycle peak
sections of the low v.h.f. spectrum can
the F2 layer of the ionisphere becomes
be crammed with police
more highly ionised and generally
communications. Not just the base
speaking the higher the ionisation, the
stations either, I have often heard the
higher the Maximum Useable
mobiles and on one occasion a
Frequency or m.u.f.
policeman in New York involved in a
Over the past four winters, m.u.f.s
chase could be heard, panting, into his
have climbed to 51MHz or more, often
hand-held! Knowing the locations of
for a week or more at a time, allowing
these police signals makes listening
reception of many world-wide utility
even more exciting. It takes a little bit
signals on v.h.f. Depending on how
of patience as obviously no one is
quickly this cycle declines we may still
going to announce their location on
have one or two winters of F2
every communication, but the
propagation on v.h.f. Of course, all the
controllers often direct cars to
other more familiar v.h.f. propagation
addresses that include the area of a
modes will produce DX reception of
city, like the Bronx, in New York. As
some sort on the low v.h.f. bands.
controllers or dispatchers as they are
Summertime Sporadic E, or Es,
known over the water, often direct cars
often brings in signal from much of
in 'hot pursuit' by road or highway
Europe and occasionally North Africa
numbers, it is useful to have an
and the Middle East. Tropospheric
American atlas handy. Mine is the
reception does occur on low v.h.f. but
Bartholomew Road Atlas America,
generally it is not as intense as high
which includes Canada, the USA and
v.h.f., 144MHz for example, although I
Mexico along with major city maps
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that I bought from WH Smith. Using
this I have twice followed car chases in
New York state and Washington DC on
the map.
Other signals from the Americans,
heard by me or other UK scanning enthusiasts, include power utility
controllers sending linemen, 'To an
overhead cable break that had been
made by squirrels chewing through
the cable, again!', port workers
involved in docking ships, ambulance
dispatchers, railway track repairmen
and outside broadcast links for TV
news. Yet more signals from around
the world include a police net in
Pakistan, American workers in the Gulf
who sounded as though they were
involved in the operations to cap all
the burning oil wells in Kuwait,
military communi-cations from the
USSR (as it were then), STLs from
many countries and once, US forces
somewhere in the Pacific.

DIFFERENT SIGNALS
Another type of signal often heard on
low v.h.f. when conditions are right is
harmonics from h.f. broadcast and
utility. Many h.f. broadcasters use very
high power transmitters, often
hundreds or even thousand kilowatts,
and while most h.f. broadcasters take
great care to keep harmonic radiation
from their transmitters to a minimum,
some power is still radiated as
harmonics. These harmonics could be
in their tens or hundreds of watts
range and easily propagated around
the world when conditions are right.
Tracing the source of these signals
is easy with a short wave receiver and
a book such as the World Radio TV
Handbook. Take note of the frequency
of the monitored harmonic and start
dividing - divide by two and check the
resulting possible, fundamental
frequency on the h.f. receiver, no luck?
Divide by three and check again and so
on until you find the real fundamental,
check what service it is and refer to
your WRTH and you will have the
source of your signal. Many of the
harmonics heard will be of broadcast
stations but some will be from utility
stations such as the Egyptian SUK16
c.w. station I heard on 34.38MHz, see
Table 1. It would be an interesting
exercise to see who could hear the
highest multiple, 5th, 6th, 7th?
Equipment and antennas for this
sort of reception need not be
sophisticated. My present scanner is
the Realistic PRO -2005. Multi -element

beams for low v.h.f. are nice if you
have the room for them and a deep
pocket! All reception on the scanner,

3

W
including Australian TV video carriers,
has been with loft mounted dipoles cut
for 40 and 50MHz. To help you on your
way I have included: Table 1 - a
selection of frequencies from my own
database and Table 2 - band plan for
low v.h.f. in the USA.

Table 1
Mode

Freq

AT

Monitoring Times (ISSN 0889 5341)
published in the USA by Grove
Enterprises, PO Box 98, 140 Dog
Branch Road, Brasstown, NC 289020098, USA. Subscription rate $28.50
US Funds outside the USA. Covers
everything from v.l.f. to Satellite TV
including a comprehensive scanning
column.
Location

FM
FM
FM
FM
FM
FM
FM
FM
FM
FM
FM

US Military Link
Trawlers
Radiophones
Military
Mobile phone
Security Service
Ocean drilling
Jamaica bus depot
Radio pager CHV

Europe
Canada

?

Military

FM
FM

Iraq

FM
FM
FM
FM
FM
FM

Repeater
VIP Taxi service, call WAR315
Guam cable TV Repeater
Collective farms
UN Forces
Trumble Fire dept.
Scrambled
Harmonic of SUK16 on 17.189MHz
Autobahn assistance
Statue of Liberty, call KID703
Radio Llamada paging, call AZ1229
US Forces
Radio paging, call WN0364
Secret Service

?

CB

Asia

FM

Police
BBC World Service harmonic
Pakistan Police
Power plant
Highway Patrol
Pager

South Africa

(MHz)
30.000
30.040
30.055
30.125
30.160
30.475
30.700
31.060
31.350
31.400
31.900
32.200
32.200
32.870
33.160
33.350
33.400

?

FM
?

FM

33.560
33.570
34.380
34.760
34.790
35.220
35.340
35.680
37.180
37.695
37.800
38.640
38.650
39.250
39.460
39.650
40.469
40.680
40.870
41.150
41.150
41.275
42.080
42.480
43.065
43.650
43.290
44.040
45.300
45.700
45.785
46.100
46.610
46.750
48.250
48.500
48.600
48.875
48.960
49.200
49.410
49.595
49.760
49.800
50.750
52.850
55.070
58.200

L_
4

SSB

CW

AM
FM
FM
FM
?
?
?

Auroral research radar
Industrial, Scientific & Medical (ISM)

FM
FM

WBFM

STL for RCN

FM

Telephone link
Repeaters
Cordless phones
Presidential helicopter

FM
FM
FM
FM
FM
FM
?

FM
FM
FM
FM

WBFM
FM

WBFM
FM
FM
FM
?
?

FM

WBFM
WBFM
WBFM
WBFM
I

OB link

NASA
STL for Radio Netherlands
USMC Air Station
WNBC TV OB Link
Highway Patrol
State Police
STL for Radio Yerevan
Fire dept.
Meteor scatter system for Transtrack
Telephones
Telephone link

FM

WBFM

RT link
STL
PMR
STL

Repeater
Telephones
Hydro operations
Digital MS System
MARS US Army
National Guard
STL
STL
STL
STL

92676, USA. Subscriptions for Europe
are $28 surface mail and $54 airmail.
Another excellent magazine with many
columns including one on v.h.f. DXing.

USEFUL PUBLICATIONS

Service

I

SCA\\

Barbados
USSR/CIS

Quebec, Canada
El Savador

Gulf of Mexico
New York, USA
Uraguay
Scandanavia
Ontario, USA
Italy
Washington DC, USA
Agana, Guam
Cuba

Cyprus

New England, USA
Egypt
Germany
New York, USA

Argentina
Middle East?
USA
USA

Cyprus
Pakistan

NSW, Australia
Kansas, USA
Amsterdam
Alaska
World-wide
USA

Hilversum
Hawaii
New York, USA
S. Carolina, USA
Michigan, USA
USSR/CIS

Colon, Panama
Marion, USA
Italy
Japan
Columbia
Asia
Thailand
USA
USA
Asia

Italy

Australia
Italy
Cuba

Italy
Niagara Falls, USA
Kentucky, USA
Baltimore, USA
Rhode IS., USA
Italy
Italy
Japan
Italy

Betty Bearcat Frequency Directory.
This was published in two volumes
covering the Western & Eastern half of
the USA. The series has now been
expanded to cover the USA in 12-16
volumes. These directories list
thousands of USA frequencies in
geographical and frequency order and
cost $14.95 each in the USA. The only
address I have is Uniden Parts Dept.,
9340 Castelgate Drive, Indianapolis, IN
46256, USA (although it might be
worth trying Uniden UK as a source).
Of course, don't forget our own
Short Wave Magazine!

RCMA Journal,
the magazine of
the Radio
Communications
Monitoring
Association.
Address RCMA
Inc., PO Box 542,
Silverado, CA

Table 2
Freq To Freq

Services

(MHz)
30.580-30.640
30.680-30.640
30.700-33.380
31.260-31.980
33.440-33.980
35.040-35.980
37.040-37.400
37.100
37.100-37.260
37.460-37.860
37.920-37.960
39.020-39.960
39.100-39.980
42.020-42.940
42.280
42.960-43.180
43.700-44.600
44.620-45.060
44.640-45.040
45.080-45.580
45.100-45.660
45.680-45.840
45.700-46.020
45.880-46.500
46.520-46.580
46.600-47.000
47.020-47.400
47.440-47.680
47.700-48.540
49.520-49.580

Industrial
Forestry & business
Petroleum utilities
Industrial & forestry conservation
Fire departments
Industrial, business & telephone maintenance
Local police
Fire departments
Local goverment & police
Power utilities
Highway maintenance
Local police
Local goverment & police
State police
Fire departments
Industrial & business
Trucking
State police & forestry conservation
Forestry conservation
Local goverment
Local police
Highway maintenance
Local police, highway maint & special
emergency
Fire departments
Local goverment
Goverment
Highway maintenance
Industrial
Power utilities
Industrial

£160 Pounds plus VAT
* IBM Compatible P.C. Colour screen
* 1.2M floppy, 20 Megabyte hard disk
* 640K RAM - UK keyboard
* Metal case (Reduce RFI)
* Serial/Parallel Ports "Free delivery within M25"
* Suitable for Decoding software/weather fax
packet etc.

* Free Office Manager

Ring:- Gotechnic Ltd Tel: 0932 770733

No. I Sunbury Centre, Sunbury -Cross
Sunbury on Thames, Middlesex
TW 16 6BB
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Radio Communication Products from AOR
AR1500EX - The very compact AR1500EX handheld wide range receiver offers all mode reception
including SSB as standard. Newly designed printed
circuit boards have been incorporated to ensure this new
version offers the very best performance. Frequency
range is 500 kHz - 1300 MHz without gaps (reduced
sensitivity below approx 2MHz - all modes), all mode
reception AM, FM(N), FM(W) & SSB (USB, LSB
&CW - with BFO). The AR1500EX offers full
coverage of the VHF, UHF and Shortwave Airbands
plus Broadcast, Amateur band, Utility services etc.
Many accessories included: NiCad pack, Charger, Dry
battery case, DC lead, Soft case, Belt hook, DA900
VHF -UHF aerial, SW -wire aerial, Earphone, Compre-

hensive Operating manual... Suggested Retail

Price of £349.00 inc VAT. (UK Carriage free)
AR2000 - this popular
receiver continues and
remains a firm favourite
with listeners and
enthusiasts.
There has to be a
compromise in hand-held
design when compared to
base units such as the
AR3000A receiver.
However when compared
to other wide range handheld monitors on the market, the AR2000
provides the very best balance between sensitivity
and strong signal handling. The AR2000 has a
very wide frequency coverage from 500 kHz to
1300 MHz (1.3 GHz) with no gaps (reduced
sensitivity below approx 2MHz - all modes). The
modes available are AM (Amplitude Modulation), FM (Narrow Band Frequency Modulation N.B.F.M.) and WFM (Wide Band Frequency
Modulation). Any available mode may be
selected at any frequency within the receiver's
coverage. For your convenience the search banks
have been preprogrammed at the factory to largely
suit the UK band plan, this allows you to switch
on the AR2000 and immediately enjoy hours of
no fuss listening. Of course the AR2000 is
supplied with an operating manual showing
examples of programming etc. There are 1000
memories arranged in 10 banks of 100 channels,
there are also 10 additional programmable search banks. Supplied with: High
Capacity NiCad batteries, AC charger, DC lead, DA900 VHF -UHF aerial, soft
case with carry strap, belt hook, earphone and operating manual.

With the AR3000A (base -mobile receiver) your listening horizons are truly
extended providing receive coverage from 100 kHz all the way up to 2036
MHz without any gaps in the range. The AR3000A offers the widest coverage
on the market today with a high level of performance and versatility from long
wave through shortwave, VHF and onward to the upper limits of UHF and
SHF. Not only will the AR3000A cover this extremely wide range it will
allow listening on any mode: NFM, WFM, AM, USB, LSB and CW. The
AR3000A also features an RS232C port for computer control. Suggested

Retail Price £949.00 including VAT. (UK Carriage free)
AORSC is a powerful program for the IBM PC (and 100% compatible)
computer, which allows you to control an AOR scanning receiver using a serial
port (RS -232 interface) of the computer. Many facilities are offered to provide
you with a high performance radio monitoring system. The software is priced
at £75.00 plus £2.00 P&P. AORSC is supplied on both 3.5 & 5.25 inch media
for installation onto a hard drive. A DEMO disk (without RS232 support) is
available on a 3.5 inch disk for installation onto a hard drive,
Price is £3.00
*** Windows software soon to be released ***

ACEPAC3A For those with a larger budget, ACEPAC3A is also available
for the AR3000A & AR3000 receivers. Installation is recommended on a hard
drive but can be run from 3.5 or 5.25 inch floppies depending on machine
compatibility. Features are similar to AORSC but ACEPAC3A has a more
versatile spectrum graph type display. A descriptive leaflet is available to
request. Suggested Retail Price £139.00 plus £2.00 P&P

Suggested Retail Price £309.00 inc VAT. (UK Carriage free)

ABF-125 VHF Air Band Filter for better
strong signal performance... The ABF125 is a
receive bandpass filter especially designed to improve the
strong signal handling characteristics of receivers for VHF
commercial Airband listening. The ABF125 is suitable for
connection to most airband and wide range receivers on
the market, it is not designed just for AOR branded
products. The addition of this filter to the aerial signal
path will provide additional selectivity which will enable
the receiver's circuitry to cope much more easily with
strong interfering signals such as Band -2 Stereo or
Shortwave broadcast transmissions which can be manifest
in many ways such as 'hissing', mixing of many signals
together, music breakthrough and desensitisation of the
receiver. The ABF125 is not an amplifier so will not
'boost' signals, however the additional selectivity offered
can significantly improve reception in many situations by
removing unwanted strong signals which may overload the
receiver and reduce it's effectiveness.
Note: Remember to remove the ABF125 from the aerial
when monitoring signals other than VHF Airband or signal
strength will be dramatically reduced.
Suggested Retail Price £24.50 inc VAT.

(UK Carriage £1.50)

"Nearly New" stock offers substantial savings
Occasionally we are able to offer "Nearly New" equipment with full 12 months' AOR
warranty at attractive prices. There can be many reasons for this stock,
but most important for 'you' is that we can offer substantial savings from Suggested
Retail Price. All equipment is thoroughly tested before despatch
to ensure fill conformity to specification. (Carriage f6.00 extra).
MODEL

DESCRIPTION

Suggested

Retail Price

"Nearly New" Saving
Price

AR3000A The ultimate. Unique all merle extremely
wide band base -mobile receiver. Coverage
is from 100 kHz - 2036 MHz with no gaps.

949.00

799.00

150.00

Was 299.00

250.00

49.00

Receive coverage 500 kHz - 1300 MHz...
AM/NFM/WFM & SSB using BFO.
Latest model.

349.00

299.00

50.00

Hand-held receiver 500 kHz - 1300 MHz
without gaps. AM/NFM/WFM.

309.00

270.00

39.00

Competitively priced Rill featured base mobile scanning receiver. All mode operation
AM/NFM/WFM & SSB using a BFO. Coverage
is 500 kHz - 600 MHz & BOO - 1300 MHz.
Includes internal NiCad battery.
449.00

375.00

74.00

AR1500e Compact all mode hand-held receiver.
Receive coverage 500 kHz - 1300 MHz...
AM/NFM/WFM & SSB using BFO.
Enhanced model.

ARI500EX Compact all wide hand-held receiver.

AR2000
AR2800

"Nearly New" equipment is truly supplied as -new and is not the result of worn out used
equipment through trade-in deals etc. Offer only available directly from AOR UK and
is subject to availability.. Please phone or send a large S.A.E. for full details of New
and "Nearly New" equipment, there are many models in the range.

Many other receivers and products are available from the AOR range. Please phone or send a large
S.A.E. (34p) for full details. Dealers throughout Europe.... fast mail order available for direct orders.

Ion
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AOR (UK) Ltd.

Acts=

Adam Bede High Tech Centre, Derby Road, Wirksworth,
Derbys. DE4 4BG. Tel: 0629 - 825926 Fax: 0629 - 825927
AOR (UK) Ltd is a subsidiary of AOR Ltd Japan. All Trade Marks acknowledged E&OE.
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New 3rd

Edition List over 12,000
Spot Frequencies

Directory

_.

Here is the book that every scanner owner has been waiting for!
This new 3rd Edition contains twice as many pages as before, has
been completely revised and thoroughly updated. Providing an
incredibly detailed list of over 12,000 spot frequencies between
25MHz and 1.215GHz, the UK Scanning Directory remains the
biggest and best guide on the market. It continues to cover the
Maritime Services and Civil and Military Aviation in ever greater
detail, plus the Emergency Services, Army, Navy, Eye -in -the -Sky -

links, Paging, News Networks, Couriers, etc. details callsigns,
duplex frequency splits and channel, and much, much more!
Price £16.95 incl. UK post Overseas post £3.00,
£2 EEC and Sea, or £5 Airmail.

GAREX ELECTRONICS
WIDEBAND SCANNERS
All major brands available,

with the all-important service back-up from the

Company who pioneered the UK scanner market.
"SCANMASTER" Scanner Controller for ICOM ICR7000/7100 or YAESU

FRG9600: built-in software expands the scanner to over 700 memories with
automatic logging and a host of features. Operates with a terminal or any
computer in terminal mode. £153.25

WIDEBAND SCANNER AERIALS
"REVCONE" premium quality British VHF/UHF Discone 16 element for all-round

coverage, S0239 connector £38.95 Or N -type connector for improved UHF
performance £39.95. New "REVCONE PLUS" with improved low frequency
coverage £48.95. "REVCONE EXTRA" ready -to -go package: discone, 10m co -ax

fitted PL259, mast clamps, BNC plug f49.95. "RADAC" nest of dipoles, imitated
but not equalled. Receive 25-1300MHz outperforms discones with guaranteed Tx
performance on 2m & either 4m or 6m: £69.95. Upgrade kits available to allow Tx

on 27-28MHz, 50MHz & 70MHz. Special VHF/UHF Airband RADAC: 108136MHz & 220-400MHz £69.95. Custom versions with Tx capability on 6
customer -specified bands in the range 27-470MHz £87.50.
Top quality cable & connectors also available.
New "BANDMASTER" Scanner aerial unobtrusive vertical whip design, with small

groundplanes, receives 25-1300MHz, with 10m co -ax, mastclamps, BNC plug
£34.95. Mobile version on mag-mount or hatch -mount (state which) £29.95.

I Please charge to my credit card

WIDEBAND SCANNER AMPLIFIERS
GA -4 SERIES 20MHz-1.3GHz precision stripline construction for exceptional
stability: 13dB gain at 1GHz with filter to reduce HF breakthrough problems. GA4MN Inline Masthead Amplifier COMPLETE with stripline DC supply splitter unit,
requires 12v DC to 30mA, N connectors £49.80. GA-4MS, as above, but PUSO
connectors £48.80. "Local use" versions, small die-cast box package, for 12v DC
operation. GA -4B (BNC sockets): £35.75. GA -4S (S0239): £35.75. GA -4N (N

ECEEEEEEEEEEEFF

A specially designed tunable filter to be fitted in -line with the aerial feeder,

ORDER NOW
copies of THE UK SCANNING

Please supply me with
at E16.95 incl. UK postage.
I

I

I enclose a cheque/PO

VISA

i

=

Expiry date

M/CARD

Address.

DIRECTORY

Name.

Signature'
PostCode:

(Please allow 10 days for delivery)

sockets): £39.85. Mains adaptor for use with any of above preamps: £8.95.

SCANNER AERIAL FILTER

reduces strong signal breakthrough over the range 85-175MHz, BNC connectors
£26.80.

PORTABLE SCANNER AERIAL lightweight design using ribbon cable elements:
rolls into a small bundle for ease of transport, hang from any convenient point,
ideal for travelling, with 4m co -ax & BNC plug £15.95. VHF AIRBAND PREAMP
118-137MHz, 16dB gain, ready for use in die-cast box, BNC connectors, requires
9-15V DC £28.95.
Write, phone or fax for lists. Regular lines, components and bargains for callers.
Open 10am-5pm Mon -Fri (occasional Sats)
ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK CARRIAGE AND VAT AT 17.5%

GAREX ELECTRONICS

This address much match the registered credit-card holders address.

STATION YARD, SOUTH BRENT,
SOUTH DEVON TQ10 9AL

I RITERPRODUCTS

WS, 8 Abbot St., Perth, PH2 OEB, Scotland

Tel. and Fax 0738-441199

C.M.HOWES
COMMUNICATIONS
EASY TO BUILD HOWES KITS!
RECEIVERS
TRF3

Shortwave Broadcast TRF receiver for AM/
SSB/CW, 5.7 to 12.8MHz. Complete electronics kit plus

HAM

DcRx

Hardware Pack:

£41.40

Mail Order to:

1E3

-

Fax: (0364) 72007

FNEE,

Eydon, Daventry,
Northants NN11 6PT
Tel: 0327 60178

AA4 ACTIVE ANTENNA FOR SCANNERS
Covers 25 to 1300MHz. Broad -band performance in a neat, compact package. Just over
16 inches long - the answer to space/visibility problems for home or portable use. A low
noise microwave IC gives good performance with a low parts count, making construction
straightforward. Excellent performance in a small space!

AA4 Kit: £19.90

Assembled PCB Modules: £27.90

AB118 AIR -BAND ACTIVE ANTENNA
Optimised for 118 to 137MHz air -band. Omni -directional with good low angle (long
distance) reception by use of an and -fed half -wave antenna element. A low noise pre-

Single Band SSB/CW for 80, 40, 20M amateur

bands or 5.45MHz HF Air. Complete kit with HA8OR
Hardware Pack and DCS2 "5 Meter":

Phone (0364) 72770

IMIITMI

amplifier plus band-pass filter amplifies the air -band, whilst reducing unwanted out -of -band
responses. Switchable 10dB attenuator. Fits standard 1.5 inch plastic water pipe for easy

£57.70

weather-proof installation, or use it "naked" in the loft. Improve your air -band reception!

AB118 Kit: £18.80
1111

rows.-

*

Assembled PCB modules: £25.90

DXR 1 0 10,12 & 15M three band amateur radio SSB/
CW receiver complete kit with HAI OR Hardware Pack and
DCS2 "S Meter":

£64.30

INTERFERENCE
REDUCTION

The above items are also available with assembled PCB modules, and as basic electronics kits without the hardware.

ACCESSORIES
Kit
Assembled PCB
AP3
£16.80 £24.90
Automatic Speech Processor
DFD4 Add-on Digital Read-out for superhet radios
£49.90 £69.90
CTU30 ATU covers all HF bands + 6M for receiving or 30W TX £39.90 £46.90
CV100 Adds Medium & Shortwave to VHF scanners
£27.50 £39.90
ST2
Morse Side -tone or practice oscillator, sine -wave note
£9.80 £15.90
XM1

Crystal Calibrator for frequency checking

£16.90

£22.90

We also have optional hardware packs for most of the above, please enquire for details.

AA2 150kHz to 30MHz ACTIVE ANTENNA
The

HOWES AA2 is the active antenna for general coverage HF reception. Broad -band

DUAL BANDWIDTH AF FILTER: £29.80
Reduce noise and interference! Sharp SSB/Speech filter with faster roll -off than IF crystal
filters! 300Hz bandwidth CW filter Printed and punched front panel All aluminium case

Simply connects between radio and external 'speaker or 'phones Suits all general
coverage receivers and transceivers Excellent receiver upgrade!

ASL5 Filter Kit (£15.90) + HA5OR Hardware (£13.90) a £29.80

PLEASE ADD £1.50 P&P for kits or £4.00 P&P if ordering hardware.

performance that does not tail off at the higher frequencies. The neat compact answer for

HOWES KITS contain good quality printed circuit boards with screen printed parts

those with limited space, holiday use, mobile operation etc. Two selectable gain settings, local
or coax powering (12 to 14V). Good strong signal performance, IP3 +38dBm. Easy to build,
and much liked by customers!

locations, full, clear instructions and all board mounted components. Sales, constructional
and technical advice are available by phone during office hours. Please send an SAE for our
new catalogue and specific product data sheets. Delivery is normally within seven days.

AA2 Kit: £8.90
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RECEIVER!

Assembled PCB Module: £13.90

73 from Dave G4KQH, Technical Manager.
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\ ETSET

PRO -46
Hand-held scanners are always fun, but are they good performers?
Here Mike Richards gives the low down on
the PRO -46 from Netset.
1-he PRO -46 is a very smart, wide range,
1 portable a.m./f.m. scanner that's ideally
suited to a host of diferent monitoring
requirements. From basic airband through
to 'DianaGate' fans, the PRO -46's
coverage is well planned. Powered by
internal batteries and supplied with a neat
'rubber duck' antenna, it easily slips into a
coat pocket. In addition to selective
coverage from 66MHz through to 956MHz,
the PRO -46 features automatic a.m. and
f.m. switching. All this combined with the
one hundred memory channels makes the
PRO -46 an attractive receiver.

STARTING OUT
To help the operator get the best from
the receiver it was supplied with a 27
page operating manual. This was well
laid -out with good use of calculator style
charts to lead the operator through the
various key sequences. There was the
usual trouble shooting section for when
the thing just lies there beeping at you!
The manual also listed the known
'birdies' or spurious signals. Knowing
these can save a lot of frustration trying

to identify bogus signals. It was
interesting to note that there were just
seven such 'birdies' quoted for the
PRO -46.

General handling of the PRO -46 was

very straightforward and required
minimal use of the manual. The liquid
crystal display featured all the important
information and could be back -lit at the
press of a button. This backlight
remained on for around fifteen seconds
before automatically turning off, which
saves unneccesary battery drain. For those
that want to use the PRO -46 as a base

station, or maybe even mobile, there was
provision to use an external power
supply. The requirements were a very
modest 9V d.c. at around 200mA, which
could be supplied from a mains unit or a
car battery adaptor. The only odd point
about this was that it used a smaller than
normal coaxial power socket.
The antenna connection was also well
thought out with a good quality BNC
socket on the top panel. This could be
used either for the supplied 'rubber duck'
or for an external antenna. If you use a
good external antenna, it's as well to have
some form of attenuation available. This is
because the wide open front end of the
PRO -46 can be prone to overload from
strong local signals. However, in my
experience, a little attenuation goes a
long way to minimising the problem.
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SCANNING AROUND
The main operating mode for this receiver
is scanning, where it sequentially checks
each memory channel for activity. The
check, in this case, being for any signal
that exceeds the manually set squelch
threshold. The scanning rate appeared to
be very rapid and was quoted at fourteen
channels per second. Although the PRO -46
has a hundred memories, these were
conveniently divided into ten banks of ten
memories. This makes recall of the
memory channels somewhat easier for the
operator. You can use this system to group
the memories according to the type of
signal. As an example, an airband
enthusiast could put all the local airport
frequencies into one bank, whilst
company frequencies may kept in another.
Selection of the appropriate banks to be
included in the scan is done during
scanning. Each of the numbered keys on
the keypad has a memory range printed
above it. All you do is press the
appropriate memory band key to toggle it
in or out of the scan, as appropriate.
There's no limit to the number of banks
that can be excluded or included. For
further refinement of the scan, you could
also lock -out individual memories.
When the PRO -46 detects a signal, the
scan will pause for as long as the signal
exceeds the squelch threshold. When the
signals ends, the scan immediately restarts. In order to cope with the gap
between 'overs' in a simplex radio link,
you can add a two second delay to any
memory. This, fairly obviously, causes the
scan to pause for two seconds after the
signals disappears and is adequate to
cope with most radio links. If you want to
hold a memory for longer you just have to
press MANUAL or turn the squelch control
to minimum.
If you have a particularly important
frequency you want to keep an eye on,
you can use the PRIORITY feature. This
provides automatic monitoring of memory
one every two seconds. This happens
regardless of the main mode selected.
Needless to say, programming the PRO 46's memories was very simple.

COMPREHENSIVE SEARCH
Of course, having lots of scanner
memories is all very well if you know all
the local interesting frequencies. For us
lesser mortals, the 'hot' frequencies first
have to be found.
Although you can use a scanning guide

or Alan Gardener's 'Scanning' column to
get started, you will need to do some of
your own searching. The PRO -46 is well
set-up in this area and has a couple of
interesting features to help find those
elusive frequencies. The first is the LIMIT
search mode. This enables the operator to
start an intensive search between any two
frequencies. The receiver automatically
selects the appropriate mode and
frequency steps. Once started, the PRO -46
continually sweeps between the upper
and lower limits of the search, stopping
only on signals that exceed the squelch
threshold. The search speed of this mode
was very fast with a claimed speed of
ninteen steps per second.
As with the scaning mode, you can
introduce a two second delay once a
signal has been detected. To save you
having to write down each useful
frequency, the PRO -46 features a set of ten
MONITOR memories. When the search
stops on a signal, the number of the next
available MONITOR memory will flash in
the display. A single press of the
MONITOR button then transfers the
current frequency into that MONITOR
memory. Once then search has finished,
you can then review the MONITOR
memories and transfer any interesting
frequencies into the main memory
system.
In addition to this LIMIT search, you
could start a search from any of the main
memory channels. This is done by
pressing the UP or DOWN buttons whilst
the required memory is selected. As this
CONTINUED ON PAGE 9
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AOR 1500EX
COMPACT Al -MODE HA\D PORTABLE RECEIVER
As a relative newcomer to the
world of short wave listening
and scanning and someone
who has just started, Radio
Amateurs Course, Donna
Vincent was a little
apprehensive when asked to
review the AOR-1500EX. But
here's how she got on.
The AOR-1500EX is a hand-held, wide range, monitor, featuring s.s.b. as

standard, together with a.m., n.f.m. and
w.f.m. modes. The 1500EX has a total of
1000 memories arranged in ten banks of
100 memories as well as an automatic
memory feature to enable automatic
storage of busy channels.
It comes complete with a single wide band whip antenna, for v.h.f/u.h.f., an a.c.
charger, internal NiCad rechargeable
battery pack, dry battery case, 12V d.c.
lead and a short wave wire antenna for
use when receiving short wave
broadcasts. There's also a soft carry case,
belt hook, earphone and operating
manual. You do have to supply your own
plug for the charger.

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
My first impression of the AOR-1500EX
(incidentally the EX stands for enhanced

model for the UK market), was its solid,
robust but reasonably compact size.
The controls and funtions are divided
between the top and front panels. the top
panel houses the VOL & PWR (volume
and power) combined switch, SQL & BFO
(squelch and b.f.o.), DIAL rotary tuning
control, LOCAL/DX attenuator switch,
KEY LOCK and BFO switches, together
with the EAR (earphone) and ANT
(antenna input socket).
The b.f.o. only functions when the
receiver is in a.m. mode when the BFO
switch is depressed and is used in
conjunction with s.s.b. transmissions.
The front panel consists of a grid of 09 push -buttons as well as an ENTER and
a dual purpose ° and CLEAR button. The
other thirteen buttons are used for things
such as changing modes, locking out
certain frequencies, determining STEP
size in multiples of 5kHz and
programming. Also on the front panel are
the SEARCH and SCAN buttons along
with a rather useful LIGHT button which,
when pressed, activates a light behind the
I.c.d. I found this function especially useful
when operating in bad light conditions.

SEARCHING
The 1500EX has nine pre-programmed
serach banks covering all modes, upper
and lower frequency limits. These are
factory defaults, although it is possible to
re -program these banks anywhere within

the coverage range of 500kHz - 1300MHz.
Using the searching facility I found
that, as a newcomer, the ability of being
able to search through each of the banks
very useful, although it does take rather a
long time! When the receiver reaches a

frequency that is active it automatically
stops there until the channel becomes
clear, unless the HOLD key has been
activated.
It is also possible to manually tune
the received frequency up and down
using the rotary DIAL control by whatever
tuning step has been previously
programmed in.
If you only want to search specific
banks this can be done by carrying out the
following: SEARCH, BANK, PROG (No.),
LIMIT (No.), ENTER (this is explained in
the manual). This facility is particularly
useful if you only want to listen to certain
frequencies such as airband or marine.
You can store any interesting
frequencies into the memory as you come
across them when using the receiver in
search mode.

SCANNING & MANUAL
TUNING
If you want to use the receiver to listen to
short bursts of communication, the
1500EX when in SCAN mode is capable
of scanning a maximum of 20 channels
per second. You can scan all 1000 memory
channels apart from those that you have

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION
500kHz - 1300MHz

Receiver Coverage:
Receiving Modes:

a.m., f.m. (narrow) and s.s.b. with the b.f.o. switched on (u.s.b., I.s.b. &
c.w.)

Number of memory channels:
Scan rate:
Number of scan banks:
Scan delay time:
Search banks:

Search rate:

900 plus 100 reserved for 'auto -memory' in bank 9
1000 total x (10 x 100)
20 channels per second (approx)
10 total. Bank 9 reserved for 'auto memory'
2 seconds (approx)
9 standard search banks plus one search bank for the automatic
search pair of bank 9
Programmable in 5 & 12.5kHz steps to a maximum of 995kHz Search
step size:

Priority channel (AUX):
Receiver sensitivity:

BFO range:

Antenna connection:
Audio output:
Power requirement
Power consumption:
Size:

Weight:
Display:

8

(i.e. 5, 10, 12.5, 15, 20, 25, 50, etc.)

Any one of the 1000 memories may be used as priority. Sampling is
every 2 seconds (approx)
f.m. (narrow) 0.5µV or better for 12dB across most of the range
a.m. 3.00/ or better for 10dB S/N across most of the range
s.s.b. 1.50/ or better across most of the range
Note: reduced sensitivity below approx 2MHz on all modes
Continuous -4 +6kHz (approx)
One 50S2BNC socket on top case

>100mW @ 10% distortion
6V from built-in NiCad battery pack or 11 18V d.c. from CHG jack or 4
x AAA dry cells (dry case provided)
100mA approx
55(w) x 152(h) x 400mm(d) approx excluding projections
360g approx including NiCad pack
Liquid Crystal (I.c.d.) with switchable light for areas of low level lighting
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locked -out. Specific banks can also be
scanned using the program facility.
One thing that I found very helpful as
newcomer was the fact that the 1500EX
comes ready programmed. This meant
that I was able to get stuck into listening

straight away without having to program
in any frequencies. This meant that I could
discover if there were any frequencies that
were of more interest to me that others.
Even though the 1500EX is supplied
ready programmed you can manually
tune the receiver via the keypad.
Using this feature you can enter any
frequency, in any mode and alter the step
tuning size as required.

OPERATING
Once I had finally got to grips with the
operating procedure of the 1500EX I felt
confident enough to put it to the test.
With the receiver in a.m. mode and by
using the b.f.o. control I managed to listen
to quite a few short wave stations
including broadcasts from RFI and VOA
Europe. These signals were vastly

improved when I attached the short wave
wire antenna instead of the standard whip
antenna.
I also manged to receive signals closer
to home. For example, I heard a couple of
radio amateurs in Yeovil when I was using
the receiver in n.f.m. mode. I was
fascinated by the number of frequencies it
was possible to receive and found
listening to the airband and marine
frequencies particularly interesting.

CRITICISMS
The only criticims I have of the AOR1500EX are of the instruction manual and
the SEARCH and SCAN buttons.
Even though thte manual works
through the operating procedures in
stages I fo and it a little difficult to
understand. This meant that I had to read
through the manual twice very carefully
before I felt ready to begin using the
receiver. However, I do not necessarily
think that this a fault in the way the
manual is written, it might just have been
because I was a newcomer.

The SEARCH and SCAN buttons are
printed in blue against the grey plastics
casing which makes them difficult to see
clearly especially in artificial light.

SUMMING-UP
I think the AOR-1500EX is an excellent
little receiver and I throughly enjoyed
being given the chance to use it. In fact
I'm trying to persuade the Editor of SWM
to let me hang onto it a bit longer!
With a retail price of £349 it may be a
little too expensive for the enthusiast
who's just starting out. However, with the
wide range of facilities it offers, together
with the sensitivity and versatility I think
it's well worth every penny.
My thanks go to the Editor of SWM
for introducing me to the fascinating
world of scanning and short wave
listening. Thanks also to AOR (UK) Ltd.,

Adam Bede High Tech Centre, Derby
Road, Wirksworth, Derbyshire DE4
4BG. Tel: (0629) 825926 for the loan of
the AOR-1500EX.

WHAT SCANNER
don't really like the lower voltage provided

NETSET

PRO -46
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

search has no predefined limits, it
continues up or down until the frequency
limit of the receiver is reached. At this
point, it cycles to the top or bottom limit of
the frequency range and continues. The
search direction can be reversed at any
time by pressing the UP or DOWN
buttons.
Whilst experimenting, I found an extra
mode that was not referred to in the
manual - direct frequency entry. This is
particularly useful when you want to
quickly try a specific frequency. Without
the direct entry mode, you first have to
program the frequency into a memory.
The method I discovered was to fully
open -up the squelch and key in the
frequency followed by the UP or DOWN
keys. This puts you into a direct search
from the entered frequency. However, as
the squelch is wide open, the receiver will
remain on the entered frequency.

EXTENDED FEATURES
The power connections of the PRO -46
were very versatile and gave the operator
a number of options. As mentioned earlier
you could use internal batteries or an
external d.c source. A particularly good
point was it's ability to handle both NiCads
and dry cells. When NiCads are being
used, you can plug an external power
source into the charge socket and so
trickle charge the NiCads. All too often,
you find that battery powered receivers

What Scanner 1993

by NiCads - the PRO -46 breaks that trend.
The PRO -46 also featured a recessed
KEYLOCK button. As its name suggests,
pressing this disabled the keypad and was

a boon for true portable operation. There
was also the commonly found WX key
which initiated a search of the American
weather report channels. The frequency
range covered was 162.4 to 162.55MHz in
25kHz steps. Needless to say, this is of
little value outside the USA.

PERFORMANCE

is normally achieved with the introduction
of some attenuation in the antenna lead.

SUMMARY
The PRO -46 showed itself to be one of the

better performers in the competitive
portable scanner market. Its facilities were
well organised and you don't have to keep
referring to the manual to use it to the full.
Overall then, a good receiver that is likely
to appeal to a wide range of listeners. The
current price is £199.99 from all Tandy

outlets. My thanks to Link Electronics,
216 Lincoln Road, Peterborough PE1
2NE. Tel: (0733) 345731 for the loan of

Throughout the review the PRO -46
the review model.
showed it self to be a good performer. The
audio quality was always very clean,
especially on a.m. I was
pleased to hear this, as
SPECIFICATION
many scanners seem to
have particularly poor
Frequency Range:
66-88MHz
a.m. detectors. Whilst on
108-174MHz
review, I took the
406-512MHz
opportunity to make a
806-823.9375MHz
few measurements. The
851-868.9375MHz
low distortion was
896.1125-956MHz
confirmed with
Sensitivity:
66-88MHz 0.5µV
measured results of
108-136.975MHz 1.60
1.5% max. on f.m. and a
137-174MHz 0.7µV
very good 1% for a.m.
406-512MHz 0.70
The sensitivity was also
806-956MHz 0.801
well up to standard
Search Speed:
19 steps/channel
giving the following
Scan Speed:
14 channels/second
results for 12dB SINAD.
Priority Sampling:
2 seconds
70MHz
0.180
Delay Time:
2 seconds
127MHz
0.6µV
IF Frequencies:
10.8MHz and 450kHz
450MHz
0.50
Audio Power:
220mW max.
As mentioned earlier,
Built-in Speaker:
36mm 8S1
if these high sensitivities
Power Requirements:
4 AA batteries
are combined with a
or -ve ground 9V d.c. adaptor
good external antenna
Dimensions:
151(H) x 66(W) x 37mm(D)
you may hit overload
Weight:
220g
problems. The solution
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Alright we admit it! It was us!

LOWE

Guilty
for offering outstanding service
ICOM ICR7100
Perhaps the ultimate scanner. Full VHF
and UHF coverage and more scanning
facilities than you can shake a discone at!

lowe electronics
lowe electronics
lowe electronics
lowe electronics
lowe electronics
lowe electronics
lowe electronics
lowe electronics
lowe electronics
lowe electronics
lowe electronics
lowe electronics
lowe electronics
lowe electronics
lowe electronics
lowe electronics
lowe electronics

f1395.00

Guilty

for offering spectacular trade-ins
AOR AR3000A
Still our best selling scanner.
Full coverage from 100kHz to over 2GHz

make this popular with both hobbyist and
professional clients.

f939.00

Guilty
for being people you can trust
MVT8000

Great choice for a compact, wide band
mobile or base scanner. 200 memories,
10 search bands and easy operation.

f449.00

Guilty
for giving 2 year warranties *
SIGNAL R535

OUR NEW PRICE
LIST IS OUT
NOW! ORDER
YOUR COPY
TODAY!

,
Guilty
L LC

Still the finest mobile, desktop AND
transportable scanner dedicated to airband
reception. Covers both civil and military
frequencies and computer controllable.

f329.00

for offering flexible credit terms
10
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VT125

MVT7000

MVT7100

Easy to use, full range

Top of our range in
handhelds. Super wide
coverage, It's got 1000

VT225

Probably the finest civil
Airband monitor we sell.
Very sensitive and with a
range
of
complete
accessories.
£189.00

All the versatility of

its

little brother but with the
Military Airband range as

scanner.

as marine band.
Excellent performance
£269.00

everything you really
need in a scanner

well

10

search

bands, 200 memories Special price!! £319.00

memories, SSB mode and
oozes quality!
Special price! £399.00

THERE'S STILL TIME TO GET
YOURSELF A COPY OF

MOLD'S FLIGHT GUIDE '92
IT'S PACKED FULL OF VERY
USEFUL INFORMATION ON JUST

A80111 EVERY AIRFIELD IN THE
COUNTRY - AN IDEAL DATA GUIDE
FOR THE SERIOUS AIRBAND
LISTENER. YOURS FOR ONLY..

£4.00
FROM OUR BRANCHES, OR

£6.00 INCLUDING POSTAGE

WIN108
A great, value for money
Airband
scanner
especially at our new low

price. Full coverage and
!with 20 memories
Now only £139.00

JIM M75

AND
Four first class stamps

A super set top pre -amp
for
scanners.
Has
variable gain to help pull

will secure your own
copy - and our bumber

weak
stations.

Our Airband Listeners
Guide is still available.

in

airband info pack!

or

distant

Only £84.95

R537S
An

ideal

introduction

to

the world of Airband that
doesn't cost the Earth.
Fully tuneable over the
civil Airband

Only £79.95

AT MATLOCK WE OPERATE THE BIGGEST AND BEST SHOWROOM IN THE COUNTRY, AND OUR FULLY -STOCKED WAREHOUSE MEANS WE CAN RESPOND

IMMEDIATELY TO YOUR MAIL-ORDER REQUESTS. BACKED BY THE FINEST ENGINEERS AND WITH EXPERT SALES STAFF, YOU CAN HAVE ABSOLUTE
CONFIDENCE THAT WE WILL LOOK AFTER BOTH YOU AND YOUR PURCHASE FOR A LONG TIME TO COME

LOWE ELECTRONICS LTD
CHESTERFIELD ROAD, MATLOCK, DERBYSHIRE, DE4 5LE
TEL 0629 580800 FAX 0629 580020 FAXINFO 0629 580008
or try our nation-wide network of branches
BOURNEMOUTH

BRISTOL

CAMBRIDGE

0202 577760

0272 315263

0223 311230

CUMBERNAND

HEATHROW

LEEDS

0236 721004

0753 545255

0532 452657

MAIDSTONE

NEWCASTLE

PLYMOUTH

0622 692773

066f 860418

0752 607284
111111111111=MNIN
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T
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OW\ COR

Yupiteru are best known in the UK for high quality
scanning receivers. However, on a recent visit to their
headquarters in Tokyo, Mike Devereaux, MD of Nevada
Communications, learnt that beside scanners, they
manufacture telephones, radar detectors and audio
visual equipment, all of which provided them with a
staggering £146 million turnover in 1992/3.
Yupiteru employ more than 500
people and recently completed
the expansion of their plant and
engineering centre in Okazaki
City where the scanners are
manufactured in almost
laboratory conditions. The
Production Plant resembles an
operating theatre - they even
wear white gloves! The
company operates two other
plants, one in Shenzhen, China
with 1300 workers making
telephones, the other in Penang,
Malaysia where 350 workers
make telephones and TVs,
mainly for the Japanese and US
markets.

Yupiteru sell their products in
Japan and throughout the
The Yupiteru plant and engineering centre.
world, but it was interesting to
note that the UK is their largest
market in Europe for scanning
receivers.

Final quality checks on an MVT-3000.
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They first started producing
scanners in 1984, shortly after
Mr Kitamura, the current
President, was appointed. He
explained, "We put great
emphasis on research and
development to provide
innovative products that we
hope will shape the
communications of tomorrow."
He went on to add, "Technology
is advancing so rapidly and
being upgraded faster than ever,
but we at Yupiteru never forget
that however sophisticated we
make our products they must be
reliable and easy to use".
Certainly, it has been the
reliability and ease of use that
has made Yupiteru products so
popular here in the UK.

Mike Devereux (centre) at the
Yupiteru Head Office, Tokyo, with
Managing Director Mr Ara (left)
and Export Manager Mr Aoyagi
(right).

LONG DAYS
On my two day visit, I was impressed
with how hard the Japanese work. They
are often still in the office at 8 or 9
o'clock in the evening.
From an early age, Japanese children
are encouraged to study hard and most
are expected to attend university. I was
in Tokyo during the summer holidays,
when many children would usually be at
play. Not for the Japanese, however this is an ideal time to send the children
to summer school where they will cram
for their school exams later in the year.
The staff at Yupiteru headquarters were
no exception - most of them had been to
university prior to joining the company.

RUMOURS
Just before I concluded my visit, I asked
Mr Aoyagi, Export Manager of the
International Division, if the rumours of
an MVT-8100 base version of the
popular MVT-7100 scanner were true. He
replied quite firmly, "We have no plans
for any further scanner products at the
moment", but then added, with a glint in
his eye, "However, as a manufacturer of
radio and telecommunications
equipment, we have plans for new
products in the near future".
Yupiteru are continually looking to
the future and are certainly well
informed of events in the UK market - as
left the headquarters I noticed several
copies of Short Wave Magazine in the
Export Office!
I
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HAVE SCA\ \ER,

WILL TRAVEL
In a recent edition of
Short Wave Magazine, the
Editor asked for people
with experience of taking
scanners abroad and for
any hints, tips or
problems that they'd
experienced. Andrew
Linney relates some of his
experiences.
I've been heavily into scanners for
several years and travel a fair bit
whenever I get the opportunity. I've
taken a Fairmate HP -200E hand-held
scanner on several excursions by
various methods, i.e., plane and ferry.
Up to now, I haven't had any trouble at

all in getting the radio through customs
in any of the places I've visited. Mainly I
think, because to most people it looks
like a mobile phone or posh radio. In
fact, a trick that I generally employ is to
set the scanner to Radio One or some
other radio station in the normal v.h.f.
broadcast band and lock the radio so
that it can't be altered accidentally.
Then, I turn the volume down as I get to
the check -in gate. I usually trigger the
metal detectors as I always carry a
Swiss Army Knife in a pouch on my
belt.

As a result of the Lockerbie
Bombing, airport security now want to
see radios working, so they must have
batteries fitted - otherwise they can get
really interested. If you put Radio One
in or whatever, and as I say, lock it and
turn the volume down, when you go
through the gate, present them with the
scanner and turn it up. Once they hear
Steve Wright or whatever, they pop it
through the X-ray machine and that's it.
- you're through.
I went to the USA in January 1991
and the Gulf war had just started going
flat out, so security at Heathrow was
stricter than usual, with the Army tanks
patrolling the surrounding approach
roads and troops running around in the
terminals as well as the normal
Hunter/Delta armed patrols. I was sat
for a good couple of hours listening
merrily to various suspect packages
and general activity until we checked in.
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They paid particular interest to us
as well, seeing as we had Arabic
stamps on the passport from a Tunisian
holiday a few years before, but the
scanner went through, no problem.
If you take a scanner to the States
then call into a Radio Shack (Tandy)
over there and ask for a local listing.
We were there on a fly -drive holiday in
Florida and called in several as we
toured and asked them for any
information They gave us a photocopy
of the local action from the Highway
patrols to Coast Guard, Fire Department
to the Secret Service! Also a good book
to obtain from this shop is called Police
Call. This covers the state you're in and
neighbouring states and gives you the
spot frequencies for every service you'll
ever want to know. It also comes in
useful in high sun spot activity when
you're back home, as I've heard Police
and Fire Departments from the States
on 33 to 40MHz during these times. If
the 28MHz band (10m) is open with
American stations, then it's worth
listening a bit higher up.
I've also taken the rig with me to
Amsterdam on a couple of occasions,
once by boat and once by plane. In fact,
in Schipol airport in the arrival lounge
they sell them and sweepers for bug
detection. The only thing to listen to
once you're in a non-English speaking
country is the air band (unless you
speak the local lingo of course).
The most unerving
experience I've come across was
at Tegel Airport in Berlin on the
way out. On the way in was no
problem, but coming out I was
beginning to think it was a bad
idea. When I was there it was just
a year to the day, near enough
after the wall had come down, so
things were a bit more relaxed
then in previous years, I think.
The guard was showing more
than a passing interest in it, but
again, I'd got it tuned to the local
radio station of the v.h.f.
American Forces Radio Berlin, or
something along those lines, and
so got away with it. AFN Berlin
was about the only thing worth
listening to as such. I do speak a
little German but unless your
fluent in the host language than
it's really a waste of time as they

don't use tourist lingo in their normal
comms. As in, they don't need a double
room with a shower or a steak well
done so to speak. Only the air bands
use English in general.
In Berlin, I was there wandering
around the old Russian section of the
city with a high tech radio receiver
capable of monitoring their traffic. Had
it have been a couple of years earlier,
I'd have left it at home. Otherwise, I'd
probably be somewhere in Moscow or
thereabouts as a special guest of the
KGB. But that's the closest I've come to
regretting taking it. So, basically, if your
scanner has got w.b.f.m., tune it into a
domestic station and lock it until you've
got through customs. Just use your
common sense and don't have their
armed security or whatever blasting out
of the radio as you go through.
I've taken mine through East
Midlands, Manchester, Heathrow, John
F. Kennedy, Orlando International,
Schipol Amsterdam, Tegel Berlin
airports and Dover, Calais, Hollyhead
and Dun Loaghaire Ferry Ports.
Use your common sense in the use
of the rig and you should have no
trouble. Go up to the nearest Cop and
tell him to turn his radio up as their
comms are shouting at him and you'll
get what you deserve!
Happy travels.
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JAVIATIQN
The Airband Specialists

As specialists in airband listening we are better placed than most
in trying to guide you through the vast range of equipment available
suitable for this fascinating hobby. We have always tried to give friendly,
un-biased advice on all the models we stock and together with a
receivers "good points" are as keen to point out the disadvantages of
certain models not always brought to your attention. Please feel free to
call and have a chat - it would be nice to speak with you. If you would
like a catalogue please send a large (A5+) SAE - Thanks.

ENGLISH INSTRUCTIONS!!
If you are finding the instructions
supplied *ill your scanner a little
difficult to make head or tail of then
you might like to try one of our own,
re -written Instruction Books. They are
available

for all- the

Yupiteru &

AOR/Fairmate handheld range.

Secondhand Equipment
As part exchanges are welcome we usually have a
wide selection of good condition secondhand or ex demo equipment available and all sets come with a 6
month warranty.

Part Exchanges
If you have been thinking about a new scanner but
find it is a little out of range of your pocket why not
consider a p/x. Just give us a call and we will gladly
give you a price over the phone.

Leather Carry Cases
For the MVT-7100 are now available together with
cases for the MVT5000, VT225, AR1000/HP100
family. All £14.99 each (and smelly!)

FREQUENCY LISTS
Our New VHFIUHF guide is dated the 17th September and has been
updated over the July edition with new squawk codes and callsigns.
If you are not familiar with our guides we are sure you will find them
both informative and interesting. We include a considerable amount
of information not found in any other publication, complete listing
of all civil and military airfields together with studl channel numbers,
en -route ATCC frequencies, transmitter sites, range frequencies
and much, much more.

Combined VHF/UHF AIRBAND Guide £7.50 inc. P&P.

Carlton Works, Carlton Street, BRADFORD, BD7 1DA
Telephone: 0274-732146. FAX: 0274 722627

ENTERPRISE

TEL (0925) 573118

26 Clarendon Court
Winwick Quay
Warrington
WA2 8QP

ERA

APPLICATIONS
LTD.

SYNOPTIC

CONGRATULATIONS TO
JOHN ROBERTSON

DECODER
The easy way to translate the five figure
codes from the many METED stations
around the world into plain and readable
English. No more books or tables, reports from
aircraft, ships and land stations appear instantly in full
detail. Works with the MKII Microreader or any other decoder with an
RS232 output. Display the output on any compatible computer,
printer or our own RS232 display unit. (See May '93 decode column)
Price £99.50

OF NORTHUMBERLAND -

WINNER OF ISWL YEAR ROUND RTTY
CONTEST WON USING A

MKII MICROREADER

MKII

MICROREADER
A complete self contained decoder that
simply plugs into your speaker socket.
No computers or programs needed. Decodes
C.W. RTTY. AMTOR, SITOR + built in morse
tutor and RS232 port backlit LCD display.

Price still
14

£170.00

MKII MICROREADER (Version 4.1) now with backlit LCD still

£170.00

RS232 DISPLAY UNITS limited numbers now in stock

£185.00

Serial to Parallel PRINTER CONVERTERS

£38.00

Convert to Version 4.1 with the UPGRADE KIT

£20.00

Computer TERMINAL PROGRAM for RS232 to computer screen

£10.00

To order or for more information including sample
printouts write or call.
All products are guaranteed for two years.
Prices include VAT and delivery

Access

VISA
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WHAT

SCANNER
Compiled by Elaine Richards

Scanners are available from a wide range of sources,
many advertisers in Short Wave Magazine will be able to give you advice as well as technical help
whilst you choose which radio is the one for you. I've drawn up a list of all the dealers who stock scanners that I could find,
my apologies if I've left anyone out. It's often worth talking to your local radio dealer to see if he can supply
the scanner you've been looking for, most are always pleased to help a customer.
The following pages contain many of the most popular scanners,
some now are only available on the second-hand market, but that doesn't mean that they are second best.
I've tried to include as many scanners as possible, but as new models and makes seem to appear on the market monthly,
there are bound to be some that have slipped the net. If you know of a good scanner that hasn't been included,
please drop me a line so that it can be included in any future scanner studies.
Prices were correct when the article was written, although those scanners only available on the second-hand
have the 'when new' price shown.

DEALERS
Avon
AMDAT, 4 Northville Road, Northville, Bristol BS7
ORG. Tel: (02721699352.

CISL Communications, Unit 6, Worle Industrial Centre,
Coker Road, Worle, Weston -super -Mare BS22 OBX.

Fife

Norfolk

Jaycee Electronics Ltd., 20 Woodside Way,

The Short Wave Centre Norwich, 95 Colindeep Lane,
Sprowston, Norwich, Norfolk NR7 BED.

Glenrothes, Fife, Scotland KY7 5DF. Tel: (05921756962.

Tel: (0603) 788281.

Hampshire
Nevada Communications, 189 London Road, North
End, Portsmouth, Hants P02 9AE. Tel: (07051662145.

Tel: (09341512757.

Bedfordshire
Welland Communications, 33 High Street, Bedford

South Midlands Communications Ltd., SM House,
School Close, Chandlers Ford Ind Est., Eastleigh,
Hants S05 3BY. Tel: (07031251549.

MK40 1RY. Tel: (0234) 364004.

Nottinghamshire
Radio Amateur Supplies, 3 Farndon Green, Wollaton
Park, Nottingham NG8 IOU. Tel: (06021280267.
StarrerritJure

J.W. Staten & Sons Ltd., 15 Brunswick Street,
Newcastle, Staffs. Tel: (0782) 616702.

Hereford & Worcester
Buckinghamshire
Communications Centre (Photo Acoustics Ltd.), 58
High Street, Newport Pagnell, Bucks MK16 8AQ.

SRP Trading, Unit 20, Nash Works, Forge Lane, Nr

Tyne & Wear

Stourbridge, Worcs. Tel: (0562) 730672.

Supertech, 32 Russell Way, Gateshead Metro Centre

Tel: (09081610625.

Ireland

Cambridgeshire

Radcom Electronics, Midleton Enterprise Park,
Midleton, County Cork. Tel: 021/632725.

NE11 9YZ. Tel: 091-493 2316.

Link Electronics, 216 Lincoln Road, Peterborough
PE1 2NE. Tel: (07331345731.

Kent

Cheshire

Isom (UK) Ltd., Unit 8, Herne Bay West Industrial
Estate, Sea Street, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 BLD. Tel:

CB37, 15 Middlewich Street, Crewe CW1 4BS. Tel:

102271741555.

(02701 588440.

Flightdeck, 192 Wilmslow Road, Heald Green,
Cheadle, Cheshire SK8 3BH. Tel: 061.499 9350.

eVr ,:+ IV .

ri

on:.

Amateur Radio Communications, 38 Bridge Street,
Earlstown, Newton -le -Willows, Merseyside WA12
9BA. Tel: (09251229881.

Aviation Hobby Centre, 1st Floor, Main Terminal
Building, Birmingham International Airport,
Birmingham B26 30J. Tel: 021-782 2112.

The Flying Shop, Biggin Hill Airport, Westerham,

Cornwall

Lancashire

Castle Electronics, Unit 3, Baird House, Dudley
Innovation Centre, Pensnett Trading Estate,
Kingswinford, West Midlands DY6 8XZ.

Skywave, Slades Road, St. Austell,

Microgate Services Ltd., Metcom House, Bradley

Tel: (03841298616.

Cornwall PL25 4HG. Tel: (0726) 70220.

Lane, Standish, Wigan WN6 OX(1. Tel: (02571472866.

Derbyshire

London

AOR (UK) Ltd., Adam Bede High Tech Centre, Derby

ARE Communications 12, 6 Royal Parade, Hanger

Road, Wirksworth, Derbyshire DE4 4BG.

Lane, Ealing, London W5A 1 ET. Tel: 081-997 4476.

Kent TNI6 3BN. Tel: 109591576370.

Quantek Electronics, 3 Houldey Road, Birmingham

Tel: (0629) 825926.

Lowe Electronics Ltd., Chesterfield Road, Matlock,

ASK Electronics Ltd., 248 Tottenham Court Road,
London WI P 9AD. Tel: 071-637 0353.

Hayden Communications, 132 High Street, Edgware,

Reg Ward & Co Ltd., 1 Western Parade, West Street ,
Axminster, Devon EX13 5NY. Tel: (0297134918.

Yorkshire
Tel: (0532) 509581.

London HA8 7EL. Tel: 081-951 5782.

Alan Hooker, 42 Nether Hall Road, Doncaster, South
Lee Electronics, 400 Edgware Road, London W2.

Devon

SRP Radio Centre, 1686 Bristol Road South, Rednall,
Birmingham B45 9TZ. Tel: 021-460 1581.

Air Supply, 83B High Street, Yeadon, Leeds LS19 7TA.

Derbyshire DE4 5LE. Tel: (06291580800.

Riley's TV Services Ltd., 125 Langwith Road,
Hillstown, Chesterfield S44 6LX. Tel: (0246) 826578.

B31 3HL. Tel: 021-411 1821.

Yorkshire DN1 2PZ. Tel: (0302) 325690.

Tel: 071-723 5521.

Martin Lynch, 286 Northfield Avenue, Ealing, London
W5 4UB. Tel: 081-5661120.

Javiation, Carlton Works, Carlton Street, Bradford,
West Yorkshire BD7 'IDA. Tel: (0274(732146.

Essex

Waters & Stanton Electronics, 22 Main Road,
Hockley, Essex SS5 4QS. Tel: (07021206835.
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South Essex Communications Ltd., 191 Francis Road,
Leyton, London EIO 6NQ. Tel: 081.558 0854.
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HAND-HELD SCANNERS

UP TO £50

STEEPLETONE SAB-11 PORTABLE RADIO

Frequency Range:
108-135MHz
Modes: a.m., f.m.

Memories: n/a
Scan Speed: n/a
Search Speed: n/a
Features: Budget priced
airband radio, receiver
airband frequencies and
normal f.m. and m.w. radio
programmes. rotary controls,
no I.c.d. readout.
Reviewed
Price: £14.95

YUPITERU VT -150

SCANNER
IL HAND-HELD SCANNERS..

UP TO £150

Frequency Range:
142-170MHz
Modes: f.m.
Memories: 30
Scan Speed: 20 channels per
second
Search Speed: 20 steps per
second
Comments: Reviewer said,

"For the enthusiast who
combines an interest in
aviation with both amateur
and marine band listening...is
an ideal compliment to the other receivers in this
range. In styling, sensitivity and audio quality this
receiver is well worth every penny".
Reviewed: Short Wave Magazine March 1993*

NETSET P110-4,,

Frequency Range: 68-88,
108-136.975, 137-174,

380-512MHz
Modes: f.m.
Memories: 50
Features: Keyboard access to

Price: £189.00

frequencies, keyboard lockout
and low battery indicator.
Price: £149.99

UNIDEN BEARCAT UBC-100XLT

STEEPLETONE SAB 9 MK II PORTABLE RADIO

Frequency Range: 108-175MHz
Modes: a.m., f.m.

Memories: n/a
Scan Speed: n/a
Search Speed: n/a
Features: Also receives
national f.m., m.w. and I.w.
stations, rotary control for
normal tuning plus fine tune
control.
Reviewed:

Frequency Range: 66-88, 118-174, 406-512MHz
Modes: f.m.
Memories: 100 (5 banks of 20 channels)

BEARCAT UBC-50XLT

Scan Speed: 15 channels per second
Search Speed: 25 steps per second
Features: 30 minute memory back-up retaining all
stored frequencies in the event of battery
exhaustion, automatic selection of both step size
and mode is accomplished by the microprocessor.
Price: £199.95

Frequency Range: 66-88, 136-174, 406-512MHz
Memories: 10
Modes: f.m.

Scan Speed: 10 channels per second
Features: A simple two -digit display provides both
memory channel indication and frequency
allocation by pressing a review button on the front
panel, direct frequency entry.
Price: £109.95

Price: £24.95

YUPITERU MVT-3100

HAND-HELD SCANNERS

Frequency Range: 143-162.025,
347.7125452, 830-960MHz
Modes: f.m.
Memories: 100
Scan Speed: 30 channels
per second
Search Speed: 40 steps per
second
Features: Comes complete

UP TO £200

HAND-HELD SCANNERS

UP TO £100

NETSET PRO -46

Frequency Range: 68-88, 108-174, 406-512, 806960MHz
COMMTEL COM 102
Frequency Range: 66-88, 138-174, 380-450, 470512MHz
Memories: 10
Modes: f.m.

Scan Speed: 8 channels per second
Search Speed:
Features: Compact hand-held, liquid crystal
display indicates channel, frequency and all other
key modes
Reviewed:
Price: £99.95

REALISTIC PR0-38

Frequency Range: 68-88, 136-174, 406-512MHz
Modes: f.m.
Memories: 10

Scan Speed: 10 channels per second
Search Speed:
Comments: Reviewer said, "is a simple 10 -channel
device that has been optimised for simplicity of
operation and portability.
Reviewed: Short Wave Magazine October 1988**
Price: £99.95

Modes: f.m.
Memories: 100
Features: Keyboard access to frequencies, has
monitor memories and frequency search.
Reviewed:
Price: £199.99

il.M11

UP TO £250

YUPITERU VT-125UK

Frequency Range: 108-142MHz
Modes: a.m.
Memories: 30
Scan Speed: 20 channels per
second
Comments: Reviewer said,

"A very attractive and capable
air band receiver. Its small size
is bound to make it very
attractive to operators who like
to listen on location".
Reviewed: Short Wave
Magazine August 1991*
Price £169.00

REALISTIC PR0-41

Frequency Range: 108-142.975MHz
Modes:

Frequency Range: 68-88, 137-174, 406-512MHz
Modes: f.m.

Memories: 20 (two banks of 10 channels)
Comments: Reviewer said, "Fiddly buttons for
those with larger hands. the set shows the
selectivity to have a pleasing value".
Reviewed: Short Wave Magazine
December 1988**
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Price: £199.00

HAND-HELD SCANNERS
HAND-HELD

RCV WIN -108

Memories: 10
Features: Direct keyboard access to frequencies,
keyboard lock and audible low battery indicator.
Reviewed:
Price: £99.95

with a full range of
accessories, including an
UK charger

Price: £175.00

REALISTIC Pf10-43

I

Frequency Range: 68-88,
118-174, 220-512, 806-999,
9875MHz

Modes: a.m., f.m.
Memories: 200
Scan Speed: up to 25 channels
per second
Search Speed: up to 50 steps
per second
Features: Direct keyboard

access to frequencies, triple
conversion receiver, memory
back-up.

Price: £249.99

REALISTIC PRO -39

Frequency Range: 68-88, 108-174, 380-512, 806960MHz

Modes: f.m.
Memories: 200
Features: Keyboard access to frequencies, memory
back-up circuit, hyperscan search and scan.
Price: £219.99

What Scanner 1993

WHAT SCANNER
Frequency Range: 26-29.995, 50-88, 115-178, 200280, 360-520MHz

Modes: a.m., f.m. selectable
Memories: 16
Comments: Reviewer said, "The receiver is so
easy to use that my initial reservations about its
few facilities, e.g. only 16 memories and an
inability to store band limits (unlike my base
receiver) melted away when I realised just how
easy it is to operate. It takes me longer to
remember which number band I want to search on
my base receiver than it does to program the
Black Jaguar fresh each time!".
Reviewed: Short Wave Magazine November 1993*
Price: £239.00

COMMTEL COM203
Frequency Range: 68-88, 118-174, 380-450, 470-512,
806-960MHz

Modes: f.m.
Memories: 200
Scan Speed: 25 channels per second
Search Speed: up to 50 steps per second
Features: Built-in power save circuit, key lock
switch to avoid accidental operation, easy -to -read
I.c.d. with back lighting, direct frequency entry.
Reviewed:
Price: £213.00

COMMTEL C0M204
Frequency Range: 68-88, 118-174, 220-512, 806999.9/375MHz

Modes: a.m., f.m.
Memories: 200
Scan Speed: 25 channels per second
Search Speed: 50 steps per second

Comments: Built-in power save circuit, band
selection for a.m./f.m., back -lit I.c.d., triple
conversion receiver.
Reviewed:

6.,HAND-HELD SCANNERS

WHAT

BLACK JAGUAR BROO

SCANNER

a

HAND-HELD SCANNERS

UP TO £300
UNIDEN BEatiCAT tuuiri
Frequency Range: 66-88, 138-174, 406-512MHz
Modes: f.m.

Memories: 16
Scan Speed: 15 channels per second
Search Speed: 15 steps per second
Comments: Reviewer said, "for monitoring local
activity it was ideal and also proved very useful
during mobile microphone setting -up tests. Its
scanning rate, being much faster than my amateur
rig, became very useful whilst looking for contacts
on either 144 or 432MHz bands."
Reviewed: Practical Wireless September 1989*
Price: £253

SONY AIR -7

Frequency Range: 150kHz-2.19MHz, 76-136, 144174MHz
Modes: a.m., w.b.f.m., n.b.f.m.

Memories: 10
Comments: Reviewer said, "is very easy to use.
The memory functions are not quite self-evident,
but are readily understood fromthe operating
instructions leaflet... has good sensitivity adn
adequate selectivity on all bands".
Reviewed: Practical Wireless November 1986**
Price: £299

FAIRMATE HP -100E MKII

Price: £249.00

REALISTIC PRO -32A

Frequency Range: 68-88, 108174, 380-512MHz
Modes: a.m., f.m.
Memories: 200110 banks or
20 channels)
Scan Speed: up to 8

channels per second
Search Speed: up to 8 steps
per second
Comments: Reviewer said,
"is a very compact portable
scanner...and sophisticated
scanning modes. Its neat lines conceal a lot of
features".

Reviewed: Short Wave Magazine November'87Price: £249.95

Frequency Range:
25-550MHz,
830MHz-1.3GHz
Modes: a.m., n.b.f.m.,
w.b.f.m.
Memories: 1000 (10 banks
of 100 channels)
Scan Speed: 20 channels
per second
Comments: Reviewer said,

"proved itself to be a very
competent and easy -to use little scanner, It's
technical performance
was well up to the
standard one would expect from this type of
reciver but the layout and features put it one step
ahead of a lot of the competition highlight the
provision of the rotary tuning control".
Reviewed: Short Wave Magazine February 1990*
Price: Approx £299

UNIDEN BEARCAT UBC-200XLT
YUPITERU VT -225

Frequency Range: 66-88, 136-144, 148-174, 420-450,
470-512MHz

Modes: f.m.
Memories: 200 (10 banks of 20 channels)
Scan Speed: 15 channels per second
Search Speed: 25 steps per second
Comments: Reviewer said, "Is a very good radio
for somebody who is new to scanning. Although it
does not cover as much of the frequency spectrum
as other scanners, it is very easy to use program,
and offers an almost ideal breakdown of memory
channels, it is also very competitively priced".
Reviewed: Short Wave Magazine August 1993*
Price: £249.95

What Scanner 1993

OVER £300

SONY ICF-PR080

Frequency Range: 150kHz-108MHz, 115.15-223MHz

(with converter)
Modes: a.m., I.s.b., u.s.b., n.b.f.m., w.b.f.m.
Memories: 40
Comments: Reviewer said, "is a novel set, limited
by its design and perhaps only moderate overall
performance. It is aimed, perhaps, at the listener
who wants more than either just short wave of
v.h.f. scanning, but a combination of the two".
Reviewed: Short Wave Magazine March 1988**
Price: £350

YUPITERU MVT-7100

Frequency Range: 530kHz-1.65GHz
Modes: a.m., I.s.b., u.s.b., n.b.f.m., w.b.f.m.
Memories: 1000 (in 10 banks of 100)

Scan Speed: 30 channels per second
Search Speed: 30 steps per second
Comments: Reviewer said, "a superb receiver. It's
very sensitive, has extremely wide -band
coverage and is just the right size for a hand-held
receiver."
Reviewed: Short Wave Magazine April 1993*
Price: £399.95

ALINCO DJ -X10

Frequency Range:100kHz-1.36 Hz
Modes: a.m., n.b.f.m., w.b.f.m.
Memories: 10012 x banks of 40 plus 20 holding)

Comments: Reviewer said, "is packed with useful
features designed to make like easy for the
listener. Although its high sensitivity can be a boon
when operating, you could have problems with
external antennas if you don't use an attenuator".
Reviewed: Short Wave Magazine October 1992*
Price: £329

AOR AR-1500EX

Frequency Range: 500kHz-1.3GHz
Modes: a.m., I.s.b., u.s.b., n.b.f.m., w.b.f.m., c.w.

Memories: 900 + 100 reserved for auto memory
Scan Speed: 20 channels per second
Search Speed: 20 steps per second
Comments: Reviewer said, "One thing that I found
very helpful as newcomer was the fact that the
1500EX comes ready programmed. This meant
that I was able to get stuck into listening straight
away without having to program in any
frequencies. This meant that I could discover if
there were an frequencies that were of more
interest to me that others".
Reviewed: Short Wave Magazine November '93*
Price: £349

YUPITERU MVT-7000

Frequency Range: 108-142, 149.5-160,
222-391MHz
Modes: a.m., n.b.f.m.
Memories: 100 (10 banks of 10 channels)

Frequency Range: 8MHz-1.3GHz
Modes: a.m., n.b.f.m., w.b.f.m.
Memories: 200
Scan Speed: 16 channels per second
Search Speed: 20 steps per second

Scan Speed: 20 channels per second
Search Speed: 20 steps per second
Comments: Reviewer said, "One final and pleasing
aspect is the quality of sound reproduction. That,
together with a well thought out list of feautres
comparable with top flight equipment makes the
scanner a pleasure to use".
Reviewed: Short Wave Magazine April 1992*

Comments: Reviewer said, "is a very attractive
portable scanner with a fine overall
performance. The attenuator was very effective,
reducing spurii to a minimum. The audio quality
was well adjusted for speech communications
and there was plenty of output power for
portable use".
Reviewed: Short Wave Magazine August 1991**

Price: £269.00

Price: £369.00
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WHAT SCANNER
WHAT

AOR AR -2000

Frequency Range: 500kHz-1.3MHz
Modes: a.m., n.b.f.m., w.b.f.m.
Memories: 1000 (in 10 banks of 100 channels)
Scan Speed: up to 20 channels per second
Search Speed: up to 40 steps per second

Features: Easy to operate, with factory preprogrammed search banks suitable for UK users. Has
improved frequency stability and less unwanted
harmonics, especially in the v.h.f. marine band.
Price: Approx £309

ICOM IC -R1

Frequency Range: 100kHz-1.3GHz
Modes: a.m., n.b.f.m., w.b.f.m.
Memories: 100

SCANNER
COBRA SR -925

Frequency Range: 29-54, 118-174, 406-512MHz
Modes: f.m.
Memories: 16

Comments: Reviewer said, "I found the scanner
very easy to use... it doesn't have some of the
more complex options available, but that didn't
make it any less of a useful piece of equipment".
Reviewed: Short Wave Magazine April 1990*
Price: Approx £160

Scan Speed: up to 20 channels per second
Search Speed: not stated
Comments: Reviewer said, "The buttons are very
small and the rotary tuning knob is, of course,
minute. The I.c.d. is small but is relatively easy to
read and is very comprehensive".
Reviewed: Practical Wireless July 1990*
Price: £395

UNIDEN BEARCAT UBC-76OXLT

Frequency Range: 66-88, 118-136, 138-174, 406-512,
806-952MHz
Modes: a.m., n.b.f.m..

Memories: 100 (5 banks of 20 channels)
Scan Speed: 15 channels per second
Search Speed: 15 steps per second
Features: Keyboard has been divided into two
parts, PROGRAMME that allows you to command
any frequency within its range on all 100 memory
channels and OPERATION that controls scan.
lockout, priority, delay, hold, the service searches
as wellas the programmable search functions.
Reviewed:
Price: ft 99.00

FAIRMATE HP -200

Frequency Range: 500kHz-1.3GHz
Modes: a.m., f.m., w.b.f.m.
Memories: 1000 (10 banks of 100 channels°

Scan Speed: 20 channels per second
Search Speed: less than 40 steps per second
Features: selectable 100dB attenuator, keypad or
Price: £309.00
rotary tune controls

UNIDEN BEARCAT UBC-175XL

Frequency Range: 66-88, 118-174, 406-512MHz
Modes: a.m., f.m.
Memories: 16

MOBILE/BASE SCANNERS

UP TO £150

UNIDEN BEAHLAi
UBC-142)(1.

Frequency Range:
66-88, 136-174,
406-512MHz

Modes: f.m.
Memories: 16
Scan Speed: 15 channels per second
Search Speed:
Comments: Reviewer said, "Is very easy to set up
and use, though caution may be needed in
computer environments. It is almost certainly
aimed at the marine monitoring enthusiast, and its
lightweight and low power consumption seem to
make it ideally suited for a life on the waves".
Reviewed: Short Wave Magazine May 1993*
Price: £117.00

Scan Speed: up to 15 channels per second
Search Speed: up to 15 steps per second
Comments: Reviewer said, "attractive scanner
that achieves welcome simplicity of operation
without compromising the technical
performance."
Reviewed: Short Wave Magazine December '87..
Price: £180

UNIDEN BEARCAT UBC855XLT
Frequency Range: 66-88, 108-174, 406-512, 806956MHz
Modes: a.m., I.s.b., u.s.b., n.b.f.m., w.b.f.m.

Memories: 50
Features: Programming in either scan or search
modes is made very easy with a simple -to -use
keypad and large I.c.d.
Reviewed:
Price: £195.00

MOBILE/BASE SCANNER
UP TO £20011111111:

I

MOBILE/BASE SCANNERS

UP TO £300

REVCO RS -3000

Frequency Range: 26-30, 68-88, 118-176, 380512MHz
Modes: a.m., f.m.

Memories: 50
Comments: Reviewer said, "sensitivity of the test
sample tallied pretty much with the quoted figures
and these are roughtly what I would expect on a
middle-of-the-road scanner. The strong point is
the programmable mode. It has plenty of memory
channels and some features that are only found
on more expensive machines."
Reviewed: Short Wave Magazine June 1988**
Price: £199
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NETSET PRO -2032

Frequency Range: 66-88, 108-174, 380-512, 806960MHz
Modes: f.m.

Memories: 200 (10 banks of 20 channels)
Features: Direct keyboard access to frequencies,
easy -to -read I.c.d., memory back-up
Price: £219.99

REALISTIC PRO -2006

Frequency Range: 25-520MHz, 760MHz-1.3GHz
Modes: a.m., n.b.f.m., w.b.f.m.
Memories: 400 (in 10 banks of 40 channels)

Scan Speed: up to 26 channels per second
Commems: Reviewer said, " was a very smart and
capable modern scanner. The facilities covered all
the basic requirements with one or two useful
extras. These faciltiies were also easy -to -use,
makes it particularly attractive to the newcomer".
Reviewed: Short Wave Magazine February 1991*
Price: £299.95

NEVADA MS -1000

Frequency Range: 500kHz-600MHz, 800MHz-1.3GHz
Modes: a.m., n.b.f.m., w.b.f.m.

Memories: 1000 (in 10 banks of 100 channels)
Scan Speed: 20 channels per second
Search Speed: 20 steps per second
Comments: Reviewer said, "a very compact easy to -use scanner with a very respectable performance. It's equally at home both in the shack and in
the car. The comprehensive range of memory
storage options are worthy of note and should
prove more than adequate for most operators".
Reviewed: Short Wave Magazine May 1991**
Price: £279.00

SIGNAL R-535

Frequency Range: 108-142.995 & 220-399.975MHz
Modes: a.m., f.m.
Memories: 60
Features: An airband set that covers both v.h.f. and

u.h.f. signals that can be computer controlled.
Frequencies are selected by using four front panel
buttons and then stored in the memories.
Frequency as well as channel and operating mode
information easily read on a green back -lit liquid
crystal dot matrix display.
Price: £265.00

UNIDEN BEARCAT 800XLT

Frequency Range: 29-54, 118-174, 406-512, 806912MHz
Modes: f.m.
Memories: 40

Scan Speed: up to 15 channels per second
Search Speed: up to 15 channels per second
Comments: Reviewer said, "although featuring
fairly basic scanner facilities, was actually a
pleasure to use as everything worked so well. The
very wide frequency coverage was also very
welcome, but I will remember it for its excellent
audio quality particularly on the air band."
Reviewed: Short Wave Magazine March 1989**
Price: £229

REALISTIC PRO -2021

Frequency Range: 68-88, 108-174, 380-512MHz
Modes: a.m., f.m.
Memories: 200

Scan Speed: up to 8 channels per second
Search Speed:
Comments: Reviewer said, "is a very capable
scanner equipped with a good range of facilities,
its strong points being the well organised 200
memories and the good audio quality".
Reviewed: Short Wave Magazine August 1988*
Price: £219.95

UNIDEN BEARCAT BC-95OXLT

Frequency Range: 29-956MHz not continuous
Modes: a.m., f.m.
Memories: 100 (5 banks of 20 channels)
Comments: Reviewer said, "scanning facilities
were well organised and if the service search was
to be adapted for the UK it would be very popular
indeed".
Reviewed: Short Wave Magazine July 1988**
Price: £229
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WARNING!

THE NORTH'S PREMIER AVIATION STORE
ALL types of Airband Radios - Civil, Mil, HF *
57 Nay Charts * Aerials * Videos * Books

Your scanner is only as
good as your antenna

-,::T Display Models * Telescopes/Binoculars
For catalogue send 50p or 2 I.R.C. to Dept. SW5
192 Wilmslow Road., Heald Green, Cheadle,
Cheshire SK8 3BH, -3 miles from MAN Airport.
Telephone: 061-499 9350 Fax: 061-499 9349

SKY SCAN

Desk Top Antenna Model Desk 1300

RUN BY ENTHUSIASTS, FOR ENTHUSIASTS

Built and designed for use with scanners. Coverge: 25

Open Monday to Saturday, 9:30amto5.30 pm Note: Closed Wednesdays

to 1300MHz. Total height - 36ins - 9ins at widest
point. Comes complete with 4 metres of RG58 coax
cable and BNC connector fitted.. Ideal indoor - high
performance antenna and can also be used as a car
antenna when your car is static. REMEMBER YOUR
SCANNER IS ONLY AS GOOD AS YOUR ANTENNA

RECEIVING YOU IN BEDFORD

SYSTEM!

For all your Amateur and Shortwave Listening requirements.

For Scanners, Shortwave Receivers,
Frequency Lists,
Books and more
.

.

SKY SCAN Magmount MKII
For improved performance, wide band
reception, 25 to 1300MHz. Comes
complete with protective rubber base,
4m RG.58 coax cable and BNC
connector. Built and designed for use

.

All at bargain prices

with scanners.£24.95 + £3.00 p&p

Whatever your interest - HF, VHF, UHF, transmit or receive

SKY SCAN

CALL NOW - (0234) 364004
Part Exchange & Mail Order Welcome

..II

.----1

WELLAND COMMUNICATIONS
33, HIGH STME=D3F41035D4, MK40 1RY

JIli*-

i

= RSGB

Most discones only have horizontal elements
and this is the reason that they are not ideal for
use with a scanner. Most of the transmissions

G3RCQ has been buying and selling since 1961, 32 years
of experience, our customers come back again and again.
Remember if you are selling, buying, swopping or part
exchanging for the best deal Tel. Dave G3RCQ or Alan.

WE BUY USED EQUIPMENT

TOP PERFORMER IN
INDEPENDANT TEST!
SKY SCAN V1300 Antenna

DON'T FORGET!

CASH

£49.00 + £3.00 p&p

that you are likely to receive on your scanner
transmitted

are

both

CASH

vertical

Shortwave Confidential Frequency List 0-30MHz
£9.99
VHF/UHF Scanner Frequency Guide 26MHz-12GHz £9.95
Marine Frequency Guide
£4.95
VHF/UHF Airband Guide
£6.95
Shortwave Communications
£8.95
Scanners, 2 by Peter Rouse
£10.95
Flight Routings Guide Book
£5.95

Head office address: Callers phone first

9 Troopers Drive, Harold Hill, Romford, Essex RM3 9DE
(----

DC

ELECTRONICS

'Got a Scanner? Need a frequency?-Th
VHF/UHF Airband Frequency Guide
UK Military & Civil App, Gnd, Ops, PAR, Range, SRE & TWR.
Updated every 3 months. £3.95.

NEW THIRD EDITION
UK SCANNING DIRECTORY
Essential for all Scanning Enthusiasts

Price £16.95 p&p £2.75

Short Wave Airband Guide. This guide lists Military & Civil,
Air to ground, Rescue & many other frequencies. £4.95.

MAIL ORDER

VHF/UHF Frequency Guide 27 to 1,300MHz.
Services covered include air, land, sea & space £3.95

Unit 20
Nash Works
Forge Lane
Nr Stourbridge, Worcs

SHOP
S.R.P. Radio Centre
1686 Bristol Rd South
Rednall
Birmingham
B45 9TZ

Tel: (0562) 730672
Fax: (0562) 731002

Tel: 021 460 1581

S. R. P. Trading

All prices include p&p.
Other guides available: Send SAE for further details.
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for

BOOKS

Tel. Dave G3RCQ 0708 374043 - Mobile 0850 320134
Alan 0268 752522

Please make cheques payable to:

elements

£49.95 + £3.00 p&p

Send an S.A.E. for information pack or Tel. Dave/Alan

D.G. Antill 1 Church Lane, Mundesley
Norwich, Norfolk NR11 8AU

mounted

Designed and built for use with scanners.

Yes we will sell our gear at NO charge!! Interested?

r

vertically

horizontal

and comes complete with mounting pole.

0% COMMISSION

=

and

maximum reception. The V1300 is constructed
from best quality stainless steel and aluminium

STOP PRESS:- the latest from G3RCQ

.

from

antennas. The Sky Scan V1300 discone has

.

i
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WHAT SCANNER
MOBILE/BASE SCANNERS

UP TO £500

REALISTIC

ICOM IC -R9000

SCANNERIT

PRO -2004
_

Frequency
Range: 25520MHz, 760MHz-1.3GHz
Modes: a.m., n.b.f.m., w.b.f.m.
Memories: 300 (10 bansk of 30 channels)
Scan Speed: up to 16 channels per second
Search Speed: up to 16 steps per second
Comments: Reviewer said, "Neatly designed and

built in a matt black plastics case, the sloping front
panel carries the controls and display panel. The
I.c.d. is clear and easily read and shows which
channel and frequencies are being scanned, monitored or programmed, as well as the status of the
channel and the operational mode of the receiver",
Reviewed: Short Wave Magazine April 1987**

YUPITERU MVT-8000

Frequency Range: 100kHz-1.3GHz
Modes: a.m., n.b.f.m., w.b.f.m.
Memories: 200
Scan Speed:

Search Speed: up to 20 steps per second
Features: Frequency entry via a simple front panel
keypad, metal case and liquid crystal display with
backlight, keypad illumination for easy use.
Reviewed:
Price: £389.00

Comments: Reviewer said, "The large 5in c.r.t.
display shows, apart from the frequency readout,
memory lists, a dual clock, weekly and daily timers
and an external video input. It can also be used as
a spectrum 'scope, displaying signals up to 100kHz
from the receive frequency, with a sensitivity of
approximately 1µV and a dynamic range of 60dB,
or as a terminal monitor".
Reviewed: Short Wave Magazine April 1989**
Price: £4950.00

ICOM IC -R100

Frequency Range: 500kHz-1.8GHz
Modes: a.m., n.b.f.m., w.b.f.m.
Memories: 100
Features: 15dB pre -amp enhances weak signals in

AOR AR -2002

Price: £330

AOR AR -2001

Frequency Range: 100kHz-2GHz
Modes: a.m., I.s.b., u.s.b., n.b.f.m., w.b.f.m., c.w.,
f.s.k.
Memories: 1000

the 50-905MHz range, 20dB r.f. attenuator reduces
excessively strong signals
Price: 529.00

Frequency Range:
25-550MHz,
800MHz-1.3GHz

Frequency Range: 25-550MHz
Modes: a.m., n.b.f.m., w.b.f.m. Memories: 20
Scan Speed: 5 channels per second
Search Speed: 1MHz in 6 seconds

Comments: Reviwer said, "receiver sensitivity is
good and even with its own telescopic antenna it
compared well with dedicated portable rigs on the
144MHz band".
Reviewed: Practical Wireless May 1984**
Price: £325

Modes: am., n.b.f.m., w.b.f.m.
Memories: 20
Scan Speed: 5 channels per second
Search Speed: 1MHz in 6 seconds
Comments: No new scanners of this type are being
made, so keep an eye open for some good
bargains, Reviewer said, "There is a useful Le.d. S -

meter and a tuning knob for those who prefer this
to UP and DOWN buttons."
Reviewed: Practical Wireless December 1985*
Price: £499.00

Frequency Range: 25MHz-2GHz
Modes: a.m., I.s.b., u.s.b., n.b.f.m., w.b.f.m.
Memories: 900 (9 banks of 100 channels)

COMMTEL C0M205

Features: rotary and direct keyboard entry are
available for fine tuning , built-in clock, multiple
scan functions, high sensitivity and reliable
frequency stability.
Price: £1395.00

JIL SX-200N
Frequency Range: 26-88, 108-180, 380-514MHz
Modes: a.m., f.m.
Memories: 16

Scan Speed: up to 8 channels per second
Search Speed: up to 10 channels per second
Reviewed: Practical Wireless October 1981**
Price: £325

REALISTIC PRO -2005

Frequency Range: 25-50MHz, 760MHz-1.3GHz
Modes: a.m., n.b.f.m., w.b.f.m.
Memories: 400 (10 banks of 40 memories)
Features: Direct frequency entry, easy -to -read

Price: £339.95

lowinims

MOBILE/BASE SCANNERS

OVER £500
MOBILE/BASE SCANNERS OVER £500
ICOM IC-R7000HF
Frequency Range: 25-999.999MHz, 1.025-1.99999GHz

AOR AR -2800

Modes: a.m., I.s.b., u.s.b., n.b.f.m., w.b.f.m.
Scan Speed: up to 7 channels per second

Frequency Range: 500kHz-600MHz, 800MHz-1.3GHz
Modes: am., I.s.b., u.s.b., n.b.f.m., w.b.f.m., c.w.
Memories: 100(10 banks of 100 channels)
Scan Speed: up to 20 channels per second
Search Speed: up to 20 steps per second

Comments: Reviewer said, "is clearly a very
competent v.h.f./u.h.f. scanning receiver with the
performance and handling to put it in a class of its
own".
Reviewed: Short Wave Magazine December 1989**
Price: Approx £989

Features: Keypad or rotary frequency control,
internal battery for portable use. Price: £429.00

Frequency Range: 60-905MHz (up to 460MHz for
s.s.b.)

Frequency Range: 500kHz-905MHz

Modes: a.m., n.b.f.m., w.b.f.m. Memories: 100
Comments: Reviewer said, "is a very well thought
out wideband scanning receiver. The memories
can store not only the frequency and mode but
also a seven character message".
Reviewed: Short Wave Magazine April 1988**
Price: Approx £459

Modes: a.m.(widel, a.m. (narrow), I.s.b., u.s.b.,
n.b.f.m., w.b.f.m.
Memories: 100
Features: An all -mode scanning receiver with
computer control capabilities allowing operators to
add virtually unlimited customised control functions
in software. It has seven tuning/scanning rates.
Price: £625

* back issues available f1.90
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Frequency Range: 50kHz-30MHz
Modes: a.m., I.s.b., u.s.b., c.w., f.m. (optional)
Memories: 50 (tuneable)
Comments: Reviewer said, "Can be very deceptive

in that its wealth of unusual features are not
obvious from a simple scan of the front panel....the
more I used the receiver the more I grew to like it. I
was particularly impressed with the main I.c.d.,
which proved extremely clear in all lighting
conditions."
Reviewed: Short Wave Magazine April 1993*

AOR AR03000A

Frequency Range:
YAESU FRG -9600

KENWOOD RZ-1

YAESU FRG -100

front panel display with electroluminescent back
lighting with dimmer switch, 10dB attenuator
switch.
Reviewed:
Price: £344.00

Frequency Range: 25-520MHz, 760MHz-1.3GHz

Modes: n.b.f.m., w.b.f.m. Memories: 400
Scan Speed: up to 16 channels per second
Comments: Reviewer said, "represents an improvement over the previous model and its overall
performance was very good for a scanner of this
type....the sound squelch was particularly useful".
Reviewed: Short Wave Magazine September *89..

ICOM IC -R7100

100kHz-2.036GHz

Modes: a.m., I.s.b., u.s.b., n.b.f.m., w.b.f.m., c.w.
Memories: 400 (4 banks of 100 channels)
Scan Speed: 50 channels per second
Search Speed: 50 steps per second

Comments: Reviewer said, "It's incredible how
AOR have managed to fit so much into such a
small case. A quick check in the lab showed the
sensitivity of the set to be very good up to 1GHz."
Reviewed: Short Wave Magazine January 1990*
Price: Approx £949

** photocopies available £1.00
What Scanner 1993

HAYDON COMMUNICATIONS
TEL: 081-951 5782
TO DISCOVER THE ART OF SCANNING
- HP -2000E - AR-1500EX - MVT-7100 0.5-1300MHz
0.5-+1300MHz
All mode
New improved
even more!

"Our best seller"

0.1-1650MHz.
All mode.
Nothing less
will do!

CASE

£14.95

Case etc.

£315

i.3.44r

£399

,44.g

AM/FM/WFM
Includes
Nicads/Charger/

INCL'S
FREE LONG WIRE/NICADS/
CASE/CHARGER ETC.

INCL'S
FREE LONG WIRE/NICADS/
CHARGER ETC.

(UNBEATABLE
FOR THE PRICE)

- AR -3000A -

- MS -1 0 00

0.1-02GHz All mode (incl SSB).
"The Ultimate two -in -one

£849

INCL'S FREE
LONG WIRE/FREO
GUIDE

- PRO -2006 -

INCL'S 240V PSU/CAR LEAD/MOUNT

- SAB 9 Mk11 -

0.1_42..3GHz

108-176

The ideal gift!
MW/LW/FM +

£24.95

£149.95 NEW

FREE P&P
(Batteries supplied)

Includes:- Charger/Nicads/Ant.

Special offer!
25-1300MHz

CASE £14.95

Lead/Mount. E279

* FREE CARRIAGE ON ANY OF THE FOLLOWING

* NOW IN STOCK:- UK SCANNING DIRECTORY (3rd Ed) £16.95

* DISCONES FROM £49 - DESKTOP SKYSCAN £49.95 - ATU's FROM £44.95
LARGE RANGE 2nd HAND - (PX WELCOME)

FREE
DELIVERY

CARRIAGE ON ANY OF ABOVE:- £10 NEXT DAY £7.50 48hr (UK MAIN LAND)

DON'T DELAY

- PRICES ARE DUE TO INCREASE ANY DAY!

NB: ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
* Outside office hours 24 hour salesline 0850 586313
* Mail Order: Same Day Despatch *
Sales/service:- (Phone/Fax) -

081-951 5782

132 High Street, Edgware, London HA8 TEL
Close to Edgware underground station (Northern Line).
Close to Ml, M25, A406.

What Scanner 1993

*
C31

OPEN:-

*

MON-SAT 10-6PM

CANONS
DRIVE

WHITCHURCH
LIGHTS
T15

HIGH STREET

(A406)

Zz

Y I-

111

* FREE PARKING *

£259

- OPT -2300 -

The ultimate frequency
finder!
S..1-6.9795

AM/FM/WFM.
1.325
Includes:- 240V

-0.5---.1300MHz

AM/FM/WFM.
Excellent Value!
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IT'S EASY WHEN
YOU KNOW HOW!
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To Buy Your New Scanner

Today, There Is Only One

-Place
t

For
more
choice,

-0

\-T9 Shop

Martin Lynch has moved
to the largest
showroom in the
y.,.,
U.K., specialising in
---4,
r,,-0
Shortwave,
$02
AA
c
;s
Scanning,
psi.
:e
4
Amateur Radio
0.>
spo
ttot..., 0.o.'
and
,,y,
cr-,,....
0,55,.
Decoding
1
.0'''
GP,"'
equipment
-

larger
stocks of
both NEW &
USED, visit or
phone MARTIN
LYNCH now. You

rc4

\y.
,),

*-

/o

.:

-

won't be
disappointed

.

DIAL 081-5 6 1120
a er ours

11

or visit the new showroom a

140 =142 Northfield Avenue, Ealing W,LAB
HOW TO GET THERE
140-142

Northfield Avenue
Northfields Station

o Less than 500yds from station

By Tube, still the same Piccadilly line and get off at Northfields, but turn RIGHT,
(instead of left for the old shop), walk less than five hundred yards and the
showroom is on your left hand side. For those of you who know RUPERT'S Vintage
Wireless shop, we're opposite!
By car, much the same as before, i.e the same road, still between the M4 & the
M40 motorways. Phone for precise details.
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